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Preface

When I came to Princeton in 1967 I was asked to teach both a one-

semester graduate course and the upper-division undergraduate

course in macroeconomics. In searching for a text for these courses, I

looked for a book that combined four attributes. It should combine
verbal, graphical, and algebraic exposition at a level of difficulty

appropriate to fairly well-prepared students. It should take a general

equilibrium view of how the economy is interrelated and develop the

basic macroeconomic constructs from their microeconomic founda-

tions. It should integrate the traditional static theory of income deter-

mination with more recent developments in the theory of economic
growth. Finally, it should provide a thorough review of the current

state of empirical knowledge of the macroeconomy; that is, relate the

theory to the empirical estimates from the "real world." Since I

could not find a text that met all of these requirements, I had to give

the students a large reading list (reproduced here as chapter-end

selected readings) of selected chapters from various texts and many
articles from professional journals. These, of course, use varying

notations, assumptions, and basic frames of reference. Thus, the lec-

tures in the courses had to provide the unifying framework into which
the diverse readings could be fitted. This book grew fairly naturally

from those lectures as they were modified as I learned economics and
exposition, both from the profession and from the students, since 1967.

The book tries to meet three objectives concerning substance — what xi



xii material is presented, while it adheres to three principles concerning
Preface methodology — how the material is presented. Concerning substance,

I want first to give the reader a fairly thorough discussion of the struc-

ture of the macroeconomic system and the theoretical questions and
controversies concerning this basic structure before getting down to

the nitty-gritty of empirical estimates of the precise shape of the

economy. So the first substantive objective is to display to the reader

the skeleton of the macroeconomy and how its parts interact, before

we get into controversies concerning the precise measurement of the

body. This basic theoretical overview is accomplished in Part II, after

three brief introductory chapters that deal with the national income
accounts and basic multiplier models from the principles course.

The second substantive objective is to provide a fairly thorough

review of the empirical work that has been done to date on the various

sectors of the economy that we discuss in skeletal form in Part II.

This review includes development of alternative theories concerning

consumer behavior, investment demand, and so on; the empirical

estimates that have been developed on the basis of these theories;

and the modifications of the basic structure that these estimates re-

quire. This basic empirical review, which is meant to acquaint the

student with typical quantitative relationships in the U.S. economy, is

accomplished in Part III.

Finally, I have tried to integrate the static theory of income deter-

mination from Part II with modern growth theory; I introduce the

readers to some of the important results from growth theory, such as

the "turnpike theorems" of optimal growth, and also to some of the

problems of growth theory, such as the unexplained "residual" in

economic growth. This integration of static general equilibrium

theory and growth models comes in Part IV. Since the growth theory

of Part IV is a fairly recent development in economic theory, and the

empirical counterpart to Part III has not yet been developed, the book

ends with the growth theory of Part IV.

Concerning methodology, my first principle is to present a general

equilibrium view of the macroeconomy, in which we analyze supply

and demand in several aggregate markets, impose the equilibrium

condition that supply equals demand at the equilibrium price, and

then study the interrelationships between the sectors as government

monetary and fiscal policy variables change. This approach is clear in

Part II, where the macroeconomy is developed from the single-market

model of the Keynesian multiplier, in which only the product market

for goods and services is considered, to a multi-sector model which

includes product, money, and labor markets. At the end of Part III

we add a foreign exchange market in developing the foreign sector.

The second methodological principle I follow is to develop the

aggregate macroeconomic functions from basic microeconomic prin-



ciples. For example, in Chapter 10 the aggregate consumption func- xiii

tion is developed from the microeconomic theory of consumer Preface

behavior. This principle is followed both to give the reader an in-

tuitive feeling for the relation of the macroeconomic functions to

observed individual behavior, and to erase the imaginary boundary
between micro- and macroeconomics that develops in many econo-

mics curricula.

The final methodological, or expositional, principle is to juxtapose

verbal (or literary), graphical, and algebraic discussions of the

material. This technique developed naturally in the Princeton lec-

tures in response to a division among the students roughly into one

group with a good economics background but little mathematics and
another— mostly engineers — with mathematical training but little

economics. This kind of parallel development makes the material

easily accessible to students with or without mathematical training.

At the same time, this technique may help to interest nonmathemati-
cians in mathematical modes of analysis, while permitting students

with a mathematical background to develop new insights into "real-

world" economics.

The book focuses on policy questions and the current "state of the

art" in macroeconomics, bringing in doctrinal controversies only

where they are relevant to current problems. I have not footnoted

references in the text; whenever theories or results associated with

particular individuals are discussed, the appropriate references are

included in the selected readings.

Any author ofa text incurs many debts in its development. I suppose
mine are larger than average because this book literally grew out of

class lectures into lecture notes prepared by the students which were
then used in graduate courses by my colleagues, and finally into a

manuscript for Harper & Row in 1971. The original class lectures

drew material in places from my own notes from macroeconomics
courses taught by Thomas Marschak at Berkeley and Robert Solow at

MIT. Neither of these excellent teachers is responsible for any errors

I have superimposed on my original impressions of their teaching.

Among my colleagues at Princeton I owe particular thanks to David
Bradford, who read and commented on the entire set of lecture notes,

and Stephen Goldfeld and Dwight Jaffee, who used the notes in

their macroeconomics courses and offered their comments and
suggestions.

I also am happy to thank the anonymous readers for Harper & Row,
who made many useful suggestions. They will see elements in the

manuscript that directly reflect their comments. In addition, my
friends and ex-graduate school colleagues Robert J. Gordon and
William Nordhaus read the original notes and the extensive revision



xiv that became Part II and offered numerous suggestions that improved
Preface the text.

My debts to the editors at Harper & Row also bulk large. Their

work was sufficiently competent and patient that production of the

final manuscript was actually a pleasure. Along technical lines, I

also wish to thank my good friend Manya Vas for typing most of the

notes, manuscript, and revision; Manya Vas and Nikolaos Monoyios
for producing the index; Laura Bell for typing the rest of the manu-
script; and Reba Titus, my secretary extraordinaire, for keeping the

production wheels spinning reasonably smoothly.

In the end, since this book did develop from my lectures at Prince-

ton, my deepest thanks go to the students who shaped this work from

1967 to 1971. These classes of graduate students in the Economics
Department and the Woodrow Wilson School, and undergraduates in

the Department, formed the work more than they realized. In particu-

lar, I should mention Paul Strasburg, who drafted the lecture notes

for what is now most of Parts II and III; Mary Procter, who drafted the

notes behind Chapter 22; Dag Wittusen and Edward Ahnert, who
assisted in production of the final manuscript from the notes; and

Elizabeth Bailey, who provided an extensive set of comments on the

notes after taking courses from Professors Goldfeld and Jaffee. As

important as these specific contributions, though, was the general

spirit of argumentation, skepticism, and careful analysis that the

students in the Wilson School and the Economics Department
brought to the course.

My one-time employer, Paul Samuelson, says that textbooks should

be dedicated to one's children. I hope that there will be future works

I can so dedicate, so I will violate Samuelson's dictum to offer this

book to Irene, who suffered through its production. Her presence was

a necessary condition for completion of the work.
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Actual and
Potential GNP:
Fluctuations

and Growth

In m/croeconomic theory, full employment of resources is generally

assumed, so that the focus of the analysis is on the determination of

relative prices and the allocation of scarce resources among alterna-

tive uses. On the other hand, in its now traditional form, macro-

economics focuses on the level of utilization of resources — especially

the level of employment— and the general level of prices. In addition,

macroeconomics is turning more toward the question of what deter-

mines the rate of growth of resources — the growth of potential out-

put—as well as the determinants of their level of utilization at any
one time.

The focus of classical microeconomics on the allocation of scarce

resources to their best uses implicitly assumed that full employment-
scarcity of resources — is the normal state of the economy. If the

economy is operating at substantially less than full employment,
resources are, at least temporarily, really not scarce, and the oppor-

tunity cost of additional output of almost any kind is about zero— more
total output can be produced by simply reducing unemployment.
Because the U.S. economy, to take just one example, suffered major
recessions or depressions with high unemployment in the years

1907-1908, 1920-1921, and 1930-1939, the relevance of classical

microeconomics was bound to be questioned by more than just the

hard-core skeptics.
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PART I

THE DEVELOPMENT
OF MACROECONOMICS

Partly as a reaction to the "Great" Depression— that's what the

historians call it, even though one suspects the people living then

didn't think it was so great— of the 1930s, and with the publication of

Keynes' The General Theory of Employment , Interest and Money in

1936, modern macroeconomics has developed as an analytical frame-

work for understanding what causes large, and sometimes prolonged,

fluctuations in the level of employment. Implicit in this analysis,

and soon made explicit, was the explanation of how to prevent such

fluctuations, that is, how to keep the economy operating near full

employment. Once this became understood, in the period since

World War II, the economy could be kept operating reasonably close

to its full-employment level, with exceptions in 1949, 1954, 1958,

and 1961. These recessions were mild, with unemployment reaching

at most 7 percent, compared with the unemployment rates of 15 to

25 percent in the 1930s.

One important consequence of the development of modern macro-

economics, which has taught us reasonably well how to maintain full

employment, is that it restores the importance of classical micro-

economics, as suggested by Samuelson's term the neoclassical syn-

thesis. If we can keep the economy operating near full employment,

the theory of the optimum allocation of scarce resources is once again

valid and crucially important. Increases in output under these con-

ditions do have opportunity costs — for example, a $25 billion increase

in defense spending from mid- 1965 to mid- 1967, once the economy
had reached roughly full employment in 1965, had to come from

reduced output somewhere. In that case, it came mainly from reduced

output of housing and consumer's durables, at a time when family

formation was soaring.

The other major result of approximate mastery of the theory of

income determination has been the recent turn of the macroecono-

mist's attention to growth — to the questions of what determines the

level and rate of growth of potential or full-employment output,

given that we can maintain actual near potential. While the macro-

economic theory of income determination has been the subject of

research, debate, clarification, and more research since the 1930s,

growth theory has really been a development of the 1960s. Thus,

growth theory is still in a much more "theoretical," and much less

empirical or applicable, condition than income determination or

stabilization theory. Concrete results for economic policy are yet to

come. But it seems clear that the theory of growth and its applica-

tions are now at the frontier of macroeconomic theory; that is why
this book departs from the normal format of macroeconomics texts

or treatises to offer a fairly thorough treatment of aggregate one-



sector growth models and to examine what scanty empirical evidence

we do have concerning the growth process. While we may not be
able, at this level, to take the student right out to the front lines in

macro theory, the least we can do is give him a brief tour of the

intellectual combat zone.
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CHAPTER 1

ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL OUTPUT
This book, and most of macroeconomic theory in its current stage

of development, focuses on two main questions:

1. What determines the path — level and rate of growth — of full-

employment or potential output? This is the question of growth

theory.

2. What determines the level of actual output relative to potential

at any one time? This is the question of income determination

or stabilization theory.

A third question concerning the behavior of the price level — the

rate of inflation— could be added to the second of these two central

questions, and it too will occupy a good deal of space here.

Theory and Policy

Implicit in these two questions, and inextricably bound up with

them, are questions of policy. If we know, for example, that the level

of actual output depends, at least in part, on the level of the money
supply, then we also know, at least in part, how to change the level

of output if it is unsatisfactorily low. Thus, it is almost impossible to

talk about theory without implying possibilities for policy, and the

best way to approach policy is probably by studying theory and its

empirical applications.

In this book we deal with the two main questions in inverse order,

mostly because, as was suggested earlier, much more is known about

stabilization theory and, especially, policy than about growth theory

and its applications. For this reason, the traditional macroeconomics
course focuses on the problem of income determination and its

implications for stabilization policy. Before we go on to a brief pre-

view of the methods we use in Parts II-IV of the book, it should be
useful to review the movement of actual and potential GNP, un-

employment, and prices in the U.S. economy since 1960. This is to

give the reader a feeling for the relationships between these variables

and also for the context in which this book is set.

The Record ofthe 1 960s

Movements of actual and potential output— or real GNP— are

shown in Figure l-l(a) for the period 1960-70. The movement of

the unemployment rate — the fraction of the labor force that is un-



FIGURE 1-1 The GNP gap, unemployment, and inflation, 1960- 1970
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employed— is shown in l-l(b). Finally, in l-l(c), we show the rate

of increase of the consumer price index (CPI).

The potential real GNP line in Figure l-l(a) shows the real GNP
that would be produced with an unemployment rate just under

4 percent. This is the Council of Economic Advisers' rough estimate

of the unemployment rate consistent with full employment, given

the fact that literal full employment is impossible. The potential

GNP line has a slope that reflects the rate of growth of potential out-

put. In the early 1970s, the labor force will be growing at about 1.75

percent per year, and average weekly hours worked will be falling

by about 0.25 percent per year, so that man-hours available in the

economy will be growing at about 1.5 percent. Adding to this a trend

growth of about 2.8 percent in output per man-hour gives a growth
rate of potential output of about 4.3 percent per year in the early

1970s. In the 1960s, this growth rate was smaller— 3.75 to 4.0 per-

cent—mainly due to slower labor force growth; the "baby boom" of

the late 1940s is, in the 1970s, a "labor force boom."
The actual GNP line in Figure l-l(a) is just that— the real GNP

actually produced. The difference between potential and actual

GNP is the GNP gap — the amount of output lost when actual output

falls short of potential and unemployment rises above 4 percent.

Figure l-l(b) plots the unemployment rate corresponding to the

gap in Figure l-l(a). In general, the larger the GNP gap, the greater

the unemployment rate. Figure l-l(c) shows the percentage (annual)

rate of change of the CPI — the rate of inflation — corresponding to

the GNP gap and unemployment-rate series. Comparison of Figures

l-l(b) and l-l(c) shows that, in general, as the unemployment rate

has been reduced, the rate of inflation has risen. This is the Phillips

curve relationship between unemployment and the rate of inflation

that is discussed in Chapter. 16. It is also interesting to notice that

from 1961 to early 1965, as the unemployment rate gradually came
down, there was no perceptible increase in the rate of inflation. But

the further drop in unemployment from early 1965 to 1966 brought a

sharp increase in the rate of inflation, and the maintenance of a level

of demand pressure that kept unemployment below 4 percent from

1966 through 1969 generated a continuing inflation that only showed
faint signs of slowing by mid-1970.

The 1960s opened with unemployment at a cyclical peak of 6.7

percent in the second quarter of 1961 (1961 II), and, correspondingly,

actual real GNP at a cyclical trough with a GNP gap of $47 billion

in 1958 dollars. The price level was very stable as a result of the

maintenance of slack demand conditions since 1958. The unem-
ployment rate peaked at 7.1 percent in 1958 II and fell only to 4.9

percent in 1959 II before flattening out and then rising to 6.7 in 1961
II.

7
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The gradual closing of the GXP gap and reduction of unemploy-
ment from 1962 to mid-1965 was due to increased demand for output,

stimulated by a series of expansionary fiscal policy actions combined
with a mildly expansionary growth of the money supply that averaged
3.1 percent per year from 19611 to 19651. In 1961 the Administration

increased federal government expenditures to stimulate the economy,
and in 1962 revisions of the investment tax laws to liberalize deprecia-

tion allowances and provide a tax credit on purchases of new equip-

ment stimulated investment demand.
When in late 1962 the rate of growth and the unemployment rate

flattened out, the Administration proposed a tax cut in January 1963
to give the economy a further boost. The tax cut was passed in March
1964, adding to consumer demand. This stimulus, along with a con-

tinued expansion of the money supply, took the economy almost up
to full employment by mid-1965, as can be seen in Figure l-l(a).

At this point, in mid-1965, the story of stabilization policy in the

1960s was a success story. Fiscal and monetary - policy had closed the

GXP gap from S47 billion in 1961 1 to nearly zero by 1965 III, un-

employment was close to 4 percent, and the rate of inflation, while

beginning to rise, was still under 2 percent. To be sure, the stabiliza-

tion problem in 1961 was fairly easy, or seems so with the advantage

of hindsight. With stable prices, a large GXP gap, and high unemploy-
ment, the right direction for policy was obvious: Expand! The
expansion was carried out in a gradual, noninflationary way; the only

real difference of opinion that appeared was whether the fiscal

stimulus proposed in 1963 should come from a tax cut, boosting con-

sumer spending, or from an increase in public spending on housing,

health, and other programs. The decision came down on the side of

a tax cut, partially for reasons of political feasibility. Considering

the difficulty that the Administration later had in first deciding to

propose, and then getting Congress to pass, a tax increase when
excess demand appeared, it seems clear to this author that the

increased-spending route would have been preferable, but the

record is hard to fault in terms of stabilization policy, per se.

In mid-1965 the expansion of the Vietnam War began an extremely

rapid expansion of federal purchases of goods and services in the

defense sector. In 1965 III, these expenditures stood at $50 billion;

by 1966 III they had risen to S63 billion, and by 1967 III they stood at

v73 billion — an increase of nearly S25 billion, or 50 percent, in two

years. This huge stimulus to demand was not balanced by the tax

increase needed to reduce private-sector demand, and money supply

growth continued from mid-1965 to mid-1966 at 5.5 percent. So with

no offset to the large and unexpected (from the point of view of

economic policy makers) increase in demand from the federal

budget, unemployment fell below 4 percent in 1966, and the rate of

inflation rose to nearly 4 percent, as shown in Figure l-l(c).



Then in the middle of 1966 the Federal Reserve halted the rate of

growth of the money supply— from June 1966 to January 1967 it grew
not at all — and the investment tax credit (ITC) was suspended. Credit

tightness reduced housing demand substantially by restricting

mortgage credit, and business investment fell off in late 1967 due to

both credit tightness and suspension of the ITC. These steps reduced

the growth of demand and actual output, and the reduction in demand
pressure brought the unemployment rate up slightly in late 1967. The
rate of inflation also flattened as a result of eased demand pressure.

With the economy slowing in late 1966, the Federal Reserve per-

mitted the money supply to resume its growth at an annual rate of

7.0 percent from January to June 1967, and the investment tax credit

was restored in March 1967. To balance these expansionary moves,

in January 1967 the Administration requested a temporary income
tax increase, to become effective in July 1967, to slow down the

growth in consumer demand. However, the tax increase was not

passed until July 1968, and by then the combination of continued

money supply growth of 6.4 percent from June 1967 to June 1968 and
the further increase in Federal government purchases of $5.8 billion

in defense and $3.7 billion in nondefense areas from 1967 III to

1968 III had pushed the unemployment rate back down to 3.6 percent

and raised the rate of inflation to 5.1 percent. Passage of the ex-

plicitly temporary income tax increase of about 2 percent in July 1968

did little to dampen demand, while money supply growth continued

into early 1969.

Finally, in late 1968 and early 1969 the growth of government pur-

chases slowed; there was almost no increase in purchases from

1968 III into 1970. At the same time the growth of the money supply

was again slowed in early 1969 and held to 1 percent in the last

half of 1970. Even with the expiration of the income tax increase—
half in January 1970 and half in July 1970— this shift to a restrictive

monetary and fiscal policy slowed the growth of demand in late 1969,

and by the end of 1970 a GNP gap of $29.5 billion had reappeared.

The unemployment rate was up to 6 percent at the end of 1970, and
the first signs of a slowdown in the rate of inflation were appearing.

Thus, in early 1971, it appeared that the economy, in a way, was
coming back to a position similar to its starting point in 1960, but with

a smaller GNP gap relative to potential GNP, and an unemployment
rate around 6 to 6.5 percent instead of the 6.5 to 7 percent of 1961.

The reduction in demand seemed to be slowing the rate of inflation,

so that in 1971 the economy might begin another gradual expansion

with stable prices and slowly falling unemployment.

Some Implications for Macroeconomic Theory

From our brief description of the main macroeconomic events of

the 1960s and from study of the data of Figure 1-1, certain relation-
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ships between the aggregate economic variables should be apparent.

First, the relationship between actual output and the unemployment
rate suggests that the level of output is a function of employment.
This production function relationship is developed in Chapter 6 and
is used through the rest of the book.

Second, as suggested above, there appears to be an inverse relation-

ship between the level of unemployment and the rate of inflation.

This Phillips curve relationship is introduced in Chapter 16 as the

link between the income determination models of Parts II and III

and the growth models of Part IV.

Finally, we have the notion of actual output regulated by the level

of demand, which is, in turn, strongly affected by monetary and
fiscal policy changes — movements in the money supply, government
purchases, and tax rates. Much of Parts II and III focuses on the

effects of changes in these variables, singly or in combinations, on
the level of output, employment, and the price level. We begin analy-

sis of the effects of stabilization policy changes with a review of

simple multiplier analysis in Chapter 3 and then carry that analysis

to increasing levels ofcomplexity in Chapters 5, 9, and 14.

AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH
TO MACROECONOMICS

In Parts II and III, we use an aggregate general equilibrium

approach to build a theory explaining movements in output, employ-

ment, and the price level. We introduce, in turn, a product market for

goods and services, a money market, and a labor market. Together

with the production function linking output and employment,

demand-and-supply equilibrium conditions in these three markets

jointly determine the equilibrium levels of four key variables —
output, employment, the price level, and the interest rate.

In general, what happens in one market affects all markets in a

general equilibrium framework; so in Part II, where we focus on

the skeletal analytic framework of the system, the emphasis is on

simultaneitv and interaction between markets.

An Example ofSimultaneity Between Markets

Consider a major increase in the efficiency of transactions mecha-

nism—the introduction of a widely held and accepted credit card

system. This is "like" an increase in the money supply in that a given

stock of money will finance an increase in annual transactions. This

will tend to reduce interest rates, since people can reduce cash

holdings and buy interest-earning bonds. The increase in bond

demand bids bond prices up and interest rates down. The drop in

interest rates essentially raises investment demand by making



borrowing cheaper. Increased investment demand raises sales and

income and pulls the price level up. The increase in output and the

price level raises employment.

In the meantime, higher income and price levels tend to raise the

demand for money, so that to a certain extent the effect of the original

stimulus of the credit card is offset. Eventually, the system settles

to a new equilibrium with higher levels of output, prices, and employ-
ment, and a lower interest rate. The initial disturbance in the money
market has spread through the other markets in the "model," as it

would spread through the entire economy in the real world. The
important point in Part II is developing an intuitive understanding

of this kind of simultaneity.

Connection to the "Real World"
Through Empirical Results

The discussion of empirical findings in Part III is designed to add
richness or texture to the analytical framework of Part II. We see

what both theory and practical experience with economic data tell

us, for example, about how long it takes for one variable, say, invest-

ment demand, to react to changes in another variable, say, the

interest rate. We also discuss whether temporary tax changes have

different effects on the level of consumer spending than permanent
ones.

While Part II is meant to help develop an understanding of the bare

analytics of the macroeconomic system, Part III should help in

developing a kind of quantitative intuition concerning the relation-

ships between the basic macroeconomic variables: How long do
things take to react and how large will the reactions be?
To begin at the beginning we need a brief review of the national

income accounts, which both define many of our key macroeconomic
variables — consumption, investment, and so on — and provide a

social accounting framework for later analysis. This review is pre-

sented in Chapter 2. Part I then closes with a brief review in Chapter

3 of the basic income determination analysis from the initial economic
principles course.
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2
A Review of
the National Income
and Product Accounts

The National Income and Product Accounts — frequently referred to

as XIA— are the official measurement of the flow of product and
income in the economy. The accounts are maintained by the Office

of Business Economics (OBE) of the Department of Commerce and
are published in a monthly OBE publication called the Survey of
Current Business. Many of the economic aggregates such as con-

sumer expenditure, business investment, and so on, with which this

book deals, are defined in the accounts, which also provide a frame-

work for analyzing the level of economic activity. So we begin our

analysis of income determination with a brief review of the accounts.

The product side of the national accounts measures the flow of

currently produced goods and services in the economy. The income

side of the accounts measures the factor incomes that are earned by

U.S. workers in current production. On the product side, the flow of

goods and services currently produced by U.S. workers is measured by
expenditures on these goods and services by consumers, businesses,

government, and foreigners. The counterpart to this flow of expendi-

tures on final product is national income, which measures income

received by factors of production — compensation of employees,

profits paid to owners of capital, earnings of proprietors, and so on—
in compensation for producing the final product.

This means that the product and income sides are two different

measures of the same continuous flow. The product side measures

expenditures on output. These expenditures then become payments

compensating the factors that produced the output. These factor

12 incomes then are disposed of in consumer expenditure, tax payments,



saving, and transfer payments to foreigners. Thus, we can view gross

national product (GNP) in three different ways — all measuring identi-

cally the same flow. The first is GNP measured by expenditure on

final product; the second is GNP measured by the type of income

generated in production; the third is GNP measured by the way this

income is used, or disposed of. The first and third of these measure-

ments give us the basic GNP identity that is fundamental to the study

of economics on an aggregate — or "macro" — level:
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(1) C + I + G + (X-M) = GNP = C + S + T+Rf .

The left-hand side of this identity measures GNP by expenditures

on final product. Here C is consumer expenditure; / is business

expenditure on plant, equipment, inventories, and residential con-

struction, all aggregated into gross private domestic investment; G
is total (federal, state, and local) government purchases of goods

and services; (X — M) is net exports.

The right-hand side of (1) measures GNP by the way income earned

in production is disposed of. Here C, again, is consumer expenditure;

S is total saving by consumers and by businesses in the form of

depreciation allowances and retained earnings; T is net tax pay-

ments (total tax receipts less transfer, interest, and subsidy payments

by all levels of government); fi/is transfer payments to foreigners by
private citizens, for example in private pension plans or donations

to international relief efforts.

Much of this chapter shows how expenditures on final product,

the left-hand side of (1), are translated into the disposition of income
earned in production, the right-hand side of (1), through the income
accounts. This exercise serves several purposes. First, it explicitly

justifies the identity (1), which is basic to all the macroeconomic
theory that follows, by showing the reader how the national income
and product accounts "hang together." Second, it is designed to give

the reader a feel for the quantities involved. Macroeconomic theory,

like all theory, involves a great deal of abstraction, and it will be
useful for the reader to be able to translate the theory, more or less

continuously, back into the relevant national accounts categories.

Finally, a review of the accounts introduces the reader to the cate-

gories of economic variables commonly dealt with in macroeconomic
theory. The theory deals with aggregated variables; a tour through

the accounts makes clear what these aggregated categories are.

The next section of diis chapter discusses some basic principles

underlying the accounts. We then introduce the idea of a circular

flow of product and income behind the GNP identity (1). Next we
describe the major expenditure aggregates on the product side of

the accounts and trace the income flows back to the income side.
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We finish this description of the accounts by looking at the saving-

investment balance in the economy and also at the distinction be-

tween nominal, or money, GNP measured in current prices, and real

GNP measured in base-year prices. Next, since much of our later

discussion of policy focuses on the government budget, we take a

closer look at the government sector of the accounts and compare
this to the federal unified budget that the President submits annually

to Congress. Finally, we end the chapter by raising some questions

about the use ofGNP as a measure of national welfare.

SOME PRINCIPLES
BEHIND THE ACCOUNTS

There are a few basic ideas underlying the construction of the

accounts that should be kept in mind as we go through them. Here
four of these ideas, which seem particularly relevant for our pur-

poses, will be briefly discussed. Keeping an eye on them will help

to prevent confusion in the later discussion.

The first point is that the accounts should aggregate economic

variables in a way that is useful for economic analysis. In general,

this means that "like" expenditures, or incomes, should be aggre-

gated together, and "unlike" expenditures should be separated. On
the product side of the accounts, this principle means that sectors of

expenditure should be aggregated by who does the spending, that

is, into expenditures by consumers, businesses, governments, and

foreigners. This is a useful way to aggregate, since presumably each

of these different kinds of expenditure is related to a different set of

motivations, and thus to a different set of other economic variables.

For example, consumer spending is probably related to consumer
income and perhaps wealth, as we see in some detail in Chapter 10;

business investment may be related to such variables as expected

sales, profits, and the cost of capital, as Chapter 11 shows; govern-

ment spending is determined by a political process only distantly

related to consumer and business spending decisions, and net exports

depend to a great extent on foreign incomes and prices.

Second, the accounts measure the expenditure and income stream

that comes from current production of goods and services. Trans-

actions that transfer ownership of existing assets are, in general, not

reflected in the accounts because they do not involve current produc-

tion. For example, an individual's purchase of a used car will enter

the accounts only insofar as the purchase price exceeds the sale price

of the previous owner, reflecting some value added to the car by the

services and facilities of the used car dealer, which presumably

facilitate trading and thus add to output. In a case where the owner

sells directly, the transaction involves only the trade of one existing



asset— the car— for another, presumably cash or checking account

deposits, with no value added by a used car dealer. The transaction

involving purely an asset exchange has no direct effect on current

production and thus does not enter into the national income accounts.

Of course, it may have indirect effects on consumer expenditure

since the mixture of assets on both sides has changed. The seller

now has liquid funds which may increase his spending, while the

buyer may reduce spending for just the opposite reason. But these

are indirect effects that would be observed, to the degree they occur,

in current consumer expenditure items.

The last two points are related to the orientation of the accounts

toward the measurement of total output as an (obviously imperfect)

indicator of welfare. Consistent with an individualistic view of

welfare, consumer expenditure is counted as final demand, rather

than as an input to the labor force. This treatment of consumer
expenditure may seem obvious here. However, in any forced-labor

economy, such as a slave state, the consumption by the labor force

would be treated as a cost of maintaining the capital stock, just as is

the cost of maintaining plant and equipment in the U.S. While the

forced-labor economy example is an extreme case, arguments have

been made, for example, to count the cost of transportation to and
from work as a business cost rather than a consumer expenditure.

The other related point is that, where possible, output is valued at

market price. This reflects the conclusion from microeconomics that,

in a competitive economy, the market price of a good represents its

marginal utility to the buyers, and the market price of a labor service

represents its marginal disutility to the sellers.

The procedure of valuing output at market price even in a competi-

tive economy can hold only for the output of the business sector;

most government services are not sold and it is hard to measure
output in the household sector. Thus, these two sectors measure out-

put as equal in value to input, while the accounts measure business

output, which is about 85 percent of GNP, at market price.
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THE CIRCULAR FLOW OF PRODUCT
AND INCOME

The flow of product and income in a simple two-sector economy
with only households and firms is shown in Figure 2-1. The top pair

of arrows represents product markets, in which the households
exchange money for goods and services provided by the firms. The
dashed "Product measure" line cutting these two arrows represents

the product-side measure of GNP. This measures the flow of output
by the total expenditure by households on that flow.

The bottom pair of arrows represents factor markets, in which the
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FIGURE 2-1 The circular flow of product and income

firms exchange money for the services provided by the households —
wage payments for labor services, profits for capital services. Again,

the dashed "Income measure" line represents the income side of

GXP. It measures the flow of services provided by households by the

factor incomes they receive. These two flow measures should give

the same reading for GNP: output = GNP = income.

Here we should point out the importance of not double-counting

when we measure GXP, that is, of not adding the product and income

measures together. The GNP loop of Figure 2-1 says that we can

measure GNP by final output or by total input; intermediate goods

must not be counted in the final output measure.

Another term for total input, measured by total factor income, is

value added. GNP measured by final output should be equal to GNP
measured by value added, as shown by the following example illus-

trated in Figure 2-2, which traces the steps from the coal and iron

mines to the final sale of an (all steel?) car to a consumer. Suppose

manufacture of a $2.5 thousand car measured at retail value takes



$2.2 thousand worth of steel, which in turn requires $0.5 thousand

of coal and $1.5 thousand of iron to manufacture. Then we have the

1 chain of events shown in Figure 2-2, in which the mines, using only

capital and labor inputs, sell $2 thousand of output to the steel firm,

which adds $0.2 thousand in capital and labor costs to produce $2.2

thousand of steel. The auto manufacturer adds another $0.2 thousand

to make an auto for $2.4 thousand, and the dealer adds $0.1 thousand

in services to sell it at $2.5 thousand to the consumer.
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FIGL'RE 2-2 Value added and final output
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Now GNP in this case can be measured either by the value of the

final sale, $2.5 thousand, which represents an upper loop transaction

in Figure 2-1, or by value added in production, representing the

lower loop in Figure 2-1. In the example total value added is $2.0

thousand by the mines, $0.2 thousand each by the steel and auto

manufacturers, and $0.1 by the dealer, for a total of $2.5 thousand,

the same as the final output measure of GNP. Thus, when we look

at the product-side measure of GNP, we should remember that we're

looking at final output; the income side measures value added.

Figure 2-1 obviously could be expanded to include a government,

which buys goods and services from firms and services from house-

holds in exchange for money, and receives tax receipts, implicitly

in exchange for government services. We will not go into this expan-

sion here, because the point on double-counting can be made most
easily in the context of Figure 2-1 as it stands. We now turn to a

description of U.S. national income and product as actually measured
in the official accounts, working toward a verification of the identity

of equation (1).

GNP ON THE PRODUCT SIDE

On the product side of the accounts, GNP can be measured as total

expenditure on final U.S. output, the upper loop of Figure 2-1. The
accounts break down this expenditure by four major sectors —
consumer expenditure, business investment, government purchases,

and exports. U.S. output can go to U.S. consumers' purchases of
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consumption goods output, C d ; U.S. business purchases of plant

and equipment output plus residential investment, Id ; U.S. federal,

state, and local governments' purchases of U.S. output, G
rf ; and total

exports, X. Thus, we have as an allocation of total output,

(2) GNP =C d+Zd+G 6

But U.S. consumers' purchases of domestic output are equal to total

consumer expenditure C less imports of consumer goods, Mc ; U.S.

business investment purchases of equipment are equal to total

equipment purchases I less capital goods imports, A/,; and govern-

ment purchases of U.S. output are equal to total government pur-

chases, G, less purchases of foreign goods and, especially, services,

such as maintaining U.S. embassies or armed forces abroad, for

example, My . Thus, we also have as an allocation of total output,

(3) GNP = (C -Me) + (I - Mi) + (G -MB) + X

= C + 7 + G+(X-Af),

where M is total imports. Equation (3) is the basic product-side

identity in which total consumer expenditure, investment, govern-

ment purchases, and net exports add up to GNP. Another way to see

the relation between the two identities in (2) and (3) is shown in

Table 2-1, where A/c+ A/, -f Afa add up to total imports. Read across,

this table shows the relations between total expenditures, domestic

expenditures, and imports by sector, and, read down, the table

shows GNP.

TABLE 2-1 GXP on the product side

Cd=C-Mc

Gd=G-Ma

X = X

G\P=C+/+G+ (X-A/

The major product-side components of U.S. GNP for 1970 are

shown in Table 2-2. Besides scanning the numbers to get an idea of

the relative size of the sectors, the reader should notice several

items. First, about 15 percent of consumer expenditures are on

durable goods, with a lifetime over one year. There is some question

concerning whether these should be treated as a separate investment

category, with the output of the goods entered as investment goods,

and consumer use of their services, measured by depreciation or an



implicit rental price, entered in consumer expenditure on services.

For example, if all consumer durables were owned by leasing firms,

as is sometimes the case with autos, sales of the goods would enter

into business investment and the rental price would enter into con-

sumer expenditures.

TABLE 2-2 GNP and its major components, 1970 ($ billion)

Gross National Product (GNP) $974

Personal Consumption Expenditures 616
Durable Goods 89
Nondurable Goods 265
Services 262

Gross Private Domestic Investment 135

Business Fixed Investment 102

Structures 37
Producers' Durable Equipment 65

Residential Structures 30
Change in Business Inventories 3

Net Exports of Goods and Services 4

Exports 63
Imports 59

Government Purchases of Goods and Services 219
Federal 97

National Defense 75

Other 22

State and Local 122
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SOURCE: Survey ofCurrent Business, July 1971.

A second related point is that from 20 to 25 percent of total invest-

ment is in residential structures. Houses, of course, are the most
important single consumer durable, and they are treated in the

accounts in exactly the way suggested above for all consumer dur-

ables. All residential structures are entered in the accounts as invest-

ment as they are being built— the Census Bureau measures quarterly

the value of residential construction put in place. In the case of

rental housing, rents enter consumer expenditure on services. For
owner-occupied housing the OBE imputes a gross rental value to

the house and adds it to consumer expenditures on services; on the

income side an imputed net rental income is added.

One other interesting point concerning housing is that, as of 1971,

purchases of mobile homes enter the accounts not as investment in

residential structures, but as consumer expenditures on durables —
autos and parts, to be precise. This procedure was justifiable when
less than 100,000 mobile homes were sold each year, up to about
1965. But in 1970 about half a million mobile homes were sold, com-
pared with the construction of about one and a half million conven-
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tional housing units. With mobile shipments totaling about 25 percent

of the country's new construction of housing units, the next major

revision of the accounts should transfer mobile output to the invest-

ment in residential structures category.

The last thing to notice about the investment component in this

brief review is that it includes investment in business inventories.

This is the change in the stock of inventories from the beginning of

the accounting period to the end. The change in inventory component
is perhaps the most volatile sector of the accounts, at least on the

product side, and it is important in our discussion in Chapter 3 of the

relationship between two interpretations of equation (1), as an

identity which always holds and as an equilibrium condition that is

true only when income and product are in equilibrium.

Finally, the breakdown of total government purchases of goods

and services between the federal defense, federal nondefense, and

state and local categories should be noticed. Total state and local

government purchases are slightly larger than total federal pur-

chases. In addition, about 75 percent of federal purchases are for

national defense. This is because almost all of federal defense expen-

ditures are purchases of goods and services — such items as tanks and

military pay — while only 20 percent of nondefense expenditures

are purchases. The rest of these expenditures are transfer pay-

ments, interest payments, and grants to state and local governments.

These are not payments for currently produced goods and services,

and thus do not enter GXP directly. Rather, they are recorded on

the income side as offsets to tax receipts — as negative tax payments —
as we shall see in the discussion of the disposition of national income.

GXP BY TYPE OF IXCOME,
AND XATIOXAL IXCOME

The translation from GXP at market price — the product-side

measure of GXP as measured by expenditure — to Xational Income

(XI) — the sum of factor incomes earned in producing GXP— is

shown in Table 2-3. Starting from GXP, capital consumption allow-

ances (CCA) — depreciation of plant, equipment, and residential

structures — are subtracted to obtain net national product (XXP).

CCA, of course, are part of business cash flow and also are a major

part of gross business saving, as we will see shortly. To state the

basic identity (1), which is in terms of GXP, in terms of XXP, we
could subtract CCA from I, making investment net, instead of gross,

and from S, reducing the business saving component of S to net,

instead of gross, business saving.

There are one major and three very minor items between XXP
and Xational Income. The major item is indirect business tax (IBT)



payments. These represent the difference between what buyers pay

for final product and what sellers receive — the receipts from excise

and sales taxes. Since it is the amount that sellers receive, net of

IBT, that is converted into factor payments, IBT must be subtracted

from NNP to go to National Income, which is essentially NNP mea-

sured at factor cost, rather than market price. IBT will enter the T
component of the income side of the GNP identity (1).

The first of the minor items between NNP and NI, business transfer

payments, is mainly business gifts to nonprofit foundations and

write-offs of bad debts. These must be subtracted because they are a

part of business receipts from sales that are not passed on as factor

incomes. Later, in Table 2-4, we will see that business transfers are

added back in as we go from National Income to Personal Income.

TABLE 2-3 GNP by type of income, 1970 ($ billion)

Gross National Product (GNP) $974
less Capital Consumption Allowances 88

Net National Product (NNP) 886
less Indirect Business Taxes 93

Business Transfer Payments 4

Statistical Discrepancy —5
plus Net Subsidies to Government Enterprises 2

National Income (NI) 796
Compensation of Employees 602

Proprietors' Income 67

Rental Income of Persons 23

Corporate Profits 71

Net Interest 33

SOURCE: Survey ofCurrent Business, July 1971.

The statistical discrepancy is the difference between GNP mea-
sured on the income and product sides due to the fact that the statisti-

cal bases for the two measurements are independent of, or at least

different from, one another. The income-side measure comes from

such items as personal and corporate tax returns and employment
tax returns — payments into the social security and unemployment
compensation funds. The product-side measure is built up from
sales, inventory, and shipments data. The two measures will never
exactly coincide. A negative discrepancy says that the income-side

measure is greater than the product side. The statistical discrepancy

is included in saving in the GNP identity; measured income that does

not show up in product-side expenditures is assumed to be saved.

The other minor item between NNP and NI is net subsidies paid

by governments to government enterprises, such as TVA or state

liquor stores. These enterprises are in the business sector, so on the

product side their output is measured at sales value. But if they incur
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losses, on balance, their payments to factor incomes for current

production exceed the value of their output by the amount of the

loss, which is, in turn, made up by a net subsidy from government.

So these net subsidies must be added in to XXP to get XI. These net

subsidies enter the basic GXP identity (1) as negative tax payments
on the income side.

The last five lines of Table 2-3 show the breakdown of Xational

Income by factor shares, before direct tax payments. These are, then,

gross factor incomes. The categories of factor incomes should be self-

explanatory. It is interesting to note that if we exclude proprietors'

income, the share of national income going to compensation of

employees in 1970 was about 80 percent, with 20 percent for property

income, so that these would be the shares of national income to labor

and capital if proprietors' income were divided proportionately to

total national income. It is, however, very difficult to determine what

fraction of proprietors' income is due to the store-owner's capital

and what fraction is due to his labor. If it were all capital income,

the labor share would have been about 73 percent in 1970; if it were
all labor income, the labor share would have been about 82 percent.

THE DISPOSITION"
OF NATIONAL INCOME
The final step in our review of the accounts is to allocate GXP and

Xational Income among the income-side components of the GXP
identity, consumer expenditure C, saving S, tax payments T, and

private transfers to foreigners Rf . We do this by going down the in-

come side from GXP to Xational Income to Personal Income to

Disposable Personal Income to Consumer Expenditure, allocating

each item that is taken out of GXP along the way to S, T, or Rf , so that

at the end, when only C is left, we have a sum, C — S — T— Rf, that

equals GXP.
The steps from GXP down to consumer expenditure on the income

side are shown in Table 2-4, allocated among S, T, and Rf . The reader

should notice that, since the components C — S — T—Rf add up to

GXP, the items that are added in going down the income side from

GXP at the top of Table 2-4 to consumer expenditure at the bottom,

are either subtracted in the allocation of the items to S, T, and Rf or

canceled out by subtraction farther down in the progression to con-

sumer expenditure.

The three items that are subtracted in allocation to an income-side

category are net subsidies to government enterprises — "Xet Sub-

sidies" in Table 2-4 — government transfer payments, and govern-

ment interest, which are all offsets to tax revenues T. Thus, the total

for T on the income side is the net tax revenue — the net withdrawal
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A Review of
the NationalGNP $974 $974

less Capital Consumption Allowances 88 s Income and

NNP 886 Product

less Indirect Business Taxes 93- Accounts

Business Transfer Payments 4 \^^yS 149 CHAPTER 2

Statistical Discrepancy -5-
plus Net Subsidies 2 (

-
' \/ 1

NI 796
less Net Business Saving 12-

Corporate Profits Tax 34-

Contributions for Social Insurance 58^
plus Government Transfer Payments 76t >^Ovv.

Government Interest 15<-IH^^T 208

Personal Interest 17

Business Transfer Payments 4

Personal Income (PI) 804

less Personal Tax Payments 116-

Disposable Personal Income (DPI) 688

less Personal Saving 54-

Transfers to Foreigners 1- Rf 1

Personal Interest Payments 17

Consumer Expenditure 616 C 616

SOURCE: Survey ofCurrent Business, July 1971.

from the income stream caused by the combined tax receipts less

transfer payments of the federal, state, and local governments. Viewed
another way, government transfer payments for such items as social

security, unemployment compensation, and public assistance are not

payments for current output, and therefore not in G, but rather

negative tax payments to be included with a minus sign in T.

The other plus items going from GNP to Consumer Expendi-

ture — personal interest payments and business transfer payments — are

canceled by subtraction items elsewhere in the same chain from GNP
to consumer expenditure. Thus, the sum C + S + T-\- Rf does, in fact,

add up to GNP.
In the last section we discussed the items between GNP and NI.

Here we can briefly discuss the items in Table 2-4 between NI and
consumer expenditure. Going from NI to Personal Income (PI) in-

volves subtracting factor incomes that do not get passed on to persons

as gross before-tax income and adding items that enter PI but are not

in NI. The first item under NI in Table 2-4, net business saving, is

linked to the next item, corporate profits tax, by the following defini-

tion:

(4)
Net business

saving

Corporate

profits

Corporate

profits tax
Dividends.
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Thus, net business saving is the same as retained earnings, the frac-

tion of profits not paid out in taxes or dividends. Xet business saving

plus CCA is gross business saving.

Contributions for social insurance (CSI) include both employer
and employee payments of social security taxes, unemployment
compensation taxes, and the like. These are taken out going from
XI to PI and are part of government receipts in the accounts.

As shown above, government transfers and interest payments are

added to XI and are treated as negative entries in T. These payments
redistribute income between the (overlapping) groups who pay

taxes, on the one hand, and receive transfer payments and interest

on government debt, on the other hand.

The rest of the entries are straightforward. Personal interest and
business transfers are both canceled elsewhere. Personal tax pay-

ments, allocated to T, take us from PI to disposable personal income
(DPI), which is personal income after taxes. Personal tax payments
also include expenditures for such items as tolls and licenses. DPI
is divided into personal saving which enters S, transfers to foreigners

— remittances to relatives in the old country, personal interest pay-

ments which cancel the previous addition going from XI to PI, and
consumer expenditure.

SUMMARY OF THE GNP IDENTITY

The final allocation of DPI finishes the allocation of GXP to the

income-side components C + S + T+ Rf . In Table 2-2 we show the

composition of GXP on the product side of the accounts. Table 2-3

shows the translation from GXP to XI and the composition of XI by

factor incomes. Finally, Table 2-4 demonstrates how GXP and XI
are allocated between the income-side components. This verifies

the basic GXP identity,

(5) C + I+G+(X-M) = GXP = C + S + T-R,,

which plays an important analytical role throughout the rest of this

book. Two other versions of this identity, the saving-investment

balance and the real GXP identity, are also important in our analysis,

so we will introduce them here.

The Saving-Investment Balance

Implied in the GXP identity of equation (5) is another identity

that shows the equality between, roughly speaking, saving and invest-

ment in the economy. This saving-investment identity will become an

important analytical concept in Chapter 3, so it is useful to introduce

it here as a natural derivative from the GXP identity.



If we subtract consumer expenditure C from both sides of the GNP
identity (5), we obtain the saving-investment identity,

(6) I+G + (X-M) S + T+Rf .

The sum on the left-hand side of (6) represents total output not going

to consumer expenditure, and the right-hand sum gives total income

of consumers that is not spent. If we loosely identify nonconsumed
output as investment of one kind or another, and income not going

to consumer expenditure as saving, then equation (6) can be inter-

preted as an investment = saving identity.

In a closed economy or one in which net exports and private trans-

fer payments to foreigners are small, the (X — M) and Rf terms can be

dropped from equation (6) for analytical purposes. If we do this, and

move government purchases G over to the right-hand side, we obtain

(7) 7 = S + (T-G),

as anodier version of the saving-investment identity. This says that

private investment / must be equal to the sum of private saving S

plus net government saving, T—G. The latter is the total federal,

state, and local government surplus. Output going to business invest-

ment plus residential construction must be equal to the sum of pri-

vate saving— after-tax income not spent— plus the net government
surplus.

Nominal and Real GNP
GNP can be measured either at current prices, as we have assumed

implicitly up to this point, or in real terms using some base-year

prices. Nominal, or money, GNP, measured at current prices, is

simply the total national output in dollar terms. Real GNP must be
built up by dividing by the relevant price index each subsector of

nominal GNP such as consumer expenditure on durables or business

purchases of electrical equipment.

When each GNP component is thus "deflated" by the relevant price

index, we have the real GNP identity,

(8) gnp = c+i + g+(x— m).

Here we are establishing the convention of using capital letters to

denote nominal values, while small letters denote real values. If P,

is the price index for investment, for example, then I = P{ i, and real

investment i in equation (8) is obtained by dividing nominal invest-

ment / by P/.

Dividing real GNP from equation (8) into nominal GNP gives us
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the implicit deflator for GNP, the comprehensive price index P
defined by

(9) P = GNP
gnp

'

This relationship is extremely important to our analysis of income
determination in Part II. There we explain movements in real output,

gnp, and the price level, P. Changes in nominal GNP are determined
analytically by the identity GNP = P • gnp.

This completes our survey of the GNP accounts and the basic

identities they contain. All three identities — income equals product,

saving equals investment, and nominal GNP equals real gnp times the

price index— are important for later analysis of employment level

and price level determination. Now we can turn to another important

aggregate in the accounts, the federal government budget.

THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR
IN THE ACCOUNTS

Since much of our discussion of macroeconomic policy in the

following chapters focuses on the results, under various conditions,

of changing government spending and tax decisions, the next few

pages of this chapter concentrate on the (total) government sector

in the national income accounts and the relation between the federal

NIA sector and the unified budget that is presented to Congress by

the President in January each year as the budget plan of the United

States. First we take a closer look at the government sector and

identify the G and T variables in the basic GNP identity,

(10) C + I + G +(X-M)
$616 135 219 4

GNP = C + S + T+Rf,

974 616 149 208 1

where the values of the major GNP components in 1970 are shown.

Table 2-5 shows the combined federal and state and local govern-

ment sector in the accounts for 1970. The entries in Table 2-5 must

be consistent with those of the product and income side Tables 2-2

and 2-4. Our focus here is on the definition of G and T in the basic

GNP identity (10).

On the product side, measuring expenditure on current output of

goods and services, the G entry is total government purchases of

goods and services only— $219 billion in 1970— not total government

expenditure. The reader should verify this in Table 2-2. On the in-

come side, the tax entry, T, is net tax receipts — $208 billion in 1970.

This number can be obtained by subtracting from gross tax receipts-



TABLE 2-5 Government sector in the NIA, 1970 ($ billion)

EXPENDITURES RECEIPTS

Purchases of goods and Personal tax $116
services $219 Corporate profits tax 34

Transfer payments 78 Indirect business tax 93
To persons 76 Contributions for

To foreigners 2 social insurance 58
Net interest 15
Net subsidies 2

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 314 TOTAL RECEIPTS 301
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SOURCE: Survey ofCurrent Business, July 1971.

S301 billion — the sum of transfer payments "to persons," net interest,

and net subsidies — S93 billion. The reader should be able to locate

each of these entries in Table 2-5. These items are government addi-

tions to the income stream, not in compensation for currently provided

services. The tax item on the income side, T, thus measures net

withdraicals by government from the income stream. Of the S301

billion gross tax receipts in 1969, $93 billion was returned to the

public in a pure redistribution of income.

We should note here that the S2 billion government transfer pay-

ments to foreigners — foreign aid and retirement payments to for-

eigners—is not netted against gross tax receipts in calculating T.

This is because transfers to foreigners are not payments returned to

the U.S. income stream but are funds transferred abroad. While these

funds may indirectly stimulate U.S. exports, the transfer itself does

not enter the accounts.

The federal government sector of the accounts is shown in Table

2-6. With one exception, the items in Table 2-6 can be subtracted from

TABLE 2-6 Federal government sector in the NIA, 1970 ($ billion)

EXPENDITURES RECEIPTS

Purchases of goods and
services $ 97

Transfer payments 65
To persons 61
To foreigners 2

Grants-in-aid 24
Net interest 15
Net subsidies 6

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 205

Personal tax

Corporate profits tax

Indirect business tax

Contributions for social

insurance

TOTAL RECEIPTS

92
31

19

49

191

source: Survey ofCurrent Business, July 1971.
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those in Table 2-5 to get the state and local government sector. The
one exception is the federal expenditure item, "Grants-in-aid,"

which are federal grants to state and local governments under such

varied programs as the highway trust fund and public assistance. In

general, under the grant programs, the federal government provides

funds to "match" state and local expenditures for the specified pro-

gram under a fixed formula. For example, the federal government
provides about $90 for every S10 of state funds in the highway pro-

gram. These grants, which are entered as expenditures in the federal

account, are entered as receipts in the state and local account. When
the two accounts are consolidated into the total government account,

as is done in Table 2-5, this intragovernment transfer payment can-

cels out and the grants item disappears.

The federal sector in the national income accounts is not a budget

in the legislative, accounting, or control sense. It is more a record of

the economic activity of the federal government in the national

accounts. However, the federal NIA sector is very close, both in

coverage and measurement, to the expenditure account of the unified

budget, which is presented in January of each year for the fiscal year

beginning the following July 1 . The federal NIA sector and the unified

budget totals for fiscal year 1971, which ran from July 1970 to June

1971, are shown in Table 2-7.

TABLE 2-7 Federal NIA sector and unified

budget, fiscal year 1971 ($ billion)

NIA UNIFIED BUDGET

Expenditure Account
Receipts SI 94 Receipts S188
Expenditures 213 Expenditures 211

SURPLUS -23
Loan Account

NET LENDING 1

Total Budget
Receipts 188

Outlays 212

SURPLUS -19 SURPLUS -24

SOURCE: Economic Indicators, August 1971.

The unified budget separates expenditures and tax receipts, in the

expenditure account, from loan activities, in the loan account. This

corresponds to the NIA exclusion of asset transfers. The unified bud-

get then records a total surplus which is the difference between the

expenditure account surplus and net lending. The latter item is added

to expenditures to make up "Outlays."



In general, the differences between the unified budget measure

of federal receipts and expenditures and that of the federal NIA
sector are in the timing with which various transactions are recorded.

Both budgets ideally record expenditures as they accrue and receipts

as they become liabilities to the government. In practice, a few

differences remain.

Expenditures other than purchases of goods and services — trans-

fers, interest, grants, and subsidies — are recorded in both budgets

when checks are issued. However, purchases are recorded in the

unified budget as they accrue, while in the NIA sector they are

recorded upon delivery, with the exception of construction, which is

recorded as it is put in place. The accrual-delivery lag can make a

significant difference in the case of items such as ships and other large

hard goods.

In these cases, the unified budget records the accrual of expendi-

tures through progress payments made to contractors. The federal

NIA sector, however, subtracts a factor related to progress payments
from total purchases as the item is being built, and then records the

total value as an expenditure upon delivery. Thus, while the item is

under construction, it adds to inventories in the national income
accounts through work-in-progress inventories. When it is delivered,

inventories are reduced and federal purchases go up by the inventory

reduction plus the addition to value in the final accounting period.

Thus, the federal NIA sector treatment does not affect the level

of GNP, but it does affect the distribution of federal hard-goods

purchases between inventory investment and federal purchases

while items are under construction and progress payments are being
made.

On the receipts side, both budgets record corporate profits taxes as

the liabilities accrue. The unified budget, however, records personal

taxes and contributions for social insurance as they are paid, while the

federal NIA sector estimates their accrual. This can make a difference

when tax laws are changing, as was the case in 1968 with the income
tax surcharge. Since the personal tax period is generally the calendar

year, the federal sector in the accounts spread the 1968 personal tax

liability due to the surcharge enacted in July 1968 over the entire

year of 1968, while the unified budget counted the receipts in the

second half of 1968 as all falling within fiscal year 1969.

Aside from these fairly small differences, the unified budget— the

legislated financial control document— is now fairly close to the eco-

nomic measure of the federal government's impact on the economy
in the national income accounts. This is a major improvement in

federal budgeting over the confusing system that prevailed as recently

as 1967.
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GNP AS A WELFARE MEASURE
There are difficulties on at least two levels in interpreting GNP

as a welfare measure. The objective of this book is to describe the

theory of the determinants of the level of employment and the rate

of growth of national output and not to evaluate any particular

indicator of social welfare. Since there are fairly clear statistical

and analytical relationships between real GNP, the price level, and
the unemployment rate, all as presently measured, real GNP as

currently measured is a satisfactory concept for our purposes. But
the subject of this book isn't the only important subject in economics,

and we should not leave the reader thinking that real GNP is a satis-

factory general measure of economic welfare, even though it will

adequately serve our analytical ends.

Market and Nonmarket Transactions

The most obvious deficiency of the accounts is that they exclude

nonmarket transactions. If two people exchange services in a barter

arrangement, the output involved is not measured in GNP. But if

they incorporate and sell each other the services, the output is

counted. Thus, the accounts are sensitive to the extent to which trans-

actions are conducted through established markets in the monetary
sector, as opposed to individual barter transactions.

The main instance of the exclusion of nonmarket transactions in the

accounts is the fact that housewives' services are not counted, since

no market transaction is involved in the provision of the services.

Presumably housewives' services are worth the average wage in the

economy in the absence of discrimination against women, so that if

their services were correctly valued, the measured output of the

household sector of the economy would rise by perhaps $132 billion —
20 million women working 8 hours a day at home for an average wage
ofS3.30anhour.

As long as the ratio between the volume of market and nonmarket

transactions is fairly stable, a change in measured real GNP will

correspond to a change in actual market and nonmarket output.

But as a country develops with increasing labor specialization, the

ratio of market to nonmarket transactions will rise. This will bring

an increase in measured GNP due simply to the increase in the

monetary, or market, sector of the economy. Real output will rise,

but the extent of this increase will be overstated by the shift from a

largely nonmarket economy to a largely market economy.

Externalities and the Social Value ofOutput

The second problem involved in using real GNP as a welfare

measure has to do with the assumption that market prices approxi-

mate the social value of output. Suppose a steel plant produces both



steel, which enters GNP at market price, and smoke, which is given

away free— that is, the steel company doesn't have to pay the con-

sumers for its ill-effects — and thus doesn't enter GNP. In this case

the social value of the plant's output is less than the private value to

the steel firm which enters GNP.
In the case of these externalities where undesirable output is pro-

duced but private costs are not assessed for it— it is not internalized

to the producer— measured real GNP will overstate the social value

of output. If firms were required to absorb the costs of not polluting,

nominal GNP would not immediately change, but the costs and price

of private output would rise so that measured real GNP would fall.

The drop in real GNP would correspond to the deduction from the

value of private output that would come from recognizing the nega-

tive value of the output of pollution.

The measurement of real GNP in the case of externalities, as well

as nonmarket transactions, could be adjusted to reflect true social

values. The costs of pollution can be estimated, and a value can be
imputed to nonmarket output, so that a rough adjustment to GNP can

be made for these factors. As economic data are improved, the

implicit value of housewives' work is recognized, and the costs of

pollution are internalized, measured GNP should become a better

approximation of social welfare.

This completes our brief survey of the National Income and
Product Accounts and the federal budget. We will now use the

product = GNP = income identity expressed in equation (1) to begin

analysis of the determination of the level of national output and
income.
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In the national income accounts, GNP can be viewed as a flow of

either product or income. In either case the total value (at market

prices) of goods and services produced in the economy is the same,

so that we have the basic GNP identity,

(1) C + I + G+(X-M) = GNY = C + S + T+Rf,

where

C = total value of consumption expenditure;

/ = total value of investment expenditure;

G = government purchases of goods and services;

(X — M) = net exports of goods and services;

S = gross private saving (business saving + personal saving+
depreciation);

T = net tax revenues (tax revenue minus domestic transfer

payments, net interest paid, and net subsidies); and

Rf
= total private transfer payments to foreigners.

Since the foreign sector in the U.S. economy is very small, as we
saw in Chapter 2, for analytical purposes here we consider the U.S.

to be a closed economy. The foreign sector is reintroduced in Chapter

15, both in terms of flows of goods and services and monetary flows.

But for the present, eliminating the relatively minor foreign com-

ponent from the GNP identity (1) gives us the following version of

32 that identity,



(2) C + 1 + G = Y=C + S + T,

where Y is the standard symbol for national income, or GNP.
Equation (2) can be interpreted as a GNP identity, a net national-

product (NNP) identity, or a national income (NI) identity. If Y is

defined as GNP, then C, I, and G are valued at market prices, includ-

ing indirect business taxes (IBT) which, on the other side of the

identity, are included in T. Also, if Y is defined as GNP, / is gross

private investment and S is gross private saving. Ifwe subtract capital

consumption allowances both from 7 to get net investment and from S

to get net private saving, equation (2) is an identity for Y = NNP. If,

in addition, we value C, net 7, and G at factor prices, subtracting IBT
from both sides of the identity, equation (2) becomes an identity for

Y = NI. This chapter, all of Part II, and a good deal of Part III focus

on the problem of the determination of the equilibrium level of

national income and product (or output). For analytical purposes it

will not matter much whether we define Y, national income and
output, to include or exclude depreciation and IBT. Thus, in these

chapters Y stands for both income and output.

National income, Y, is measured at current price levels and is

frequently referred to as money or nominal GNP. Nominal Y can be
broken down into a price component, P, and a real output component,

y, so that Y = P • y. In the national income accounts, discussed in

Chapter 2, real output is measured on a disaggregated basis by
dividing (or "deflating") the various components of output in nominal

terms by the relevant price indices. These disaggregated real c, i,

and g components then are added up to total real output y. This is

then divided into total nominal output Y to obtain the implicit price

deflator for GNP, P. Thus, we have a real output identity,
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(3) c+i + g= y = c+s+ t,

corresponding to the nominal GNP identity of equation (2). We will

use this notation throughout Parts II and III: capital letters stand for

nominal amounts, and small letters stand for real amounts, so that,

for example, Y — P • y.

This breakdown of nominal output into price and real output com-
ponents is essential for the analysis of income determination in

Parts II and III. Changes in employment and unemployment are

related to changes in real output y, while, in a way, changes in the

price level P are what we mean by inflation or deflation. In this

chapter, and in Chapters 4 and 5 in Part II, we look at the effects of

shifts in demand factors on the level of real output assuming the

price level P is fixed. In the rest of Part II, Chapters 6 through 9, we
investigate the factors determining the price level in the economy,
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so that by the end of Part II we have a fairly complete economic
system which determines both P and y. In this chapter we review the

simplest models of income determination and multipliers from the

principles course starting with the basic identity,

(3) c+i + g = y = c + s + t.

THE SAVING-INVESTMENT BALANCE
Subtracting the real consumption component from each side of

equation (3) gives us

y— c= i+ g and y— c = s-\-t,

so that

(4) i + g = s+t

is just another way to express the basic real identity (3). Equation (4)

expresses the saving-investment balance implicit in the basic GNP
identity. On the product side, i + g is the amount of real output that

does not go to consumer expenditure, while on the income side,

s+ t is the amount of consumer income that is not spent. These two

sums are the same by definition in the accounts. The use of resources

in the private sector to produce output not for sale to consumers —
i + g— must equal the amount ofincome that consumers do not spend—
s+t.

By moving the g term to the right-hand side of (4) we obtain another

expression for the saving-investment balance,

(5) i = s+(t-g)

Here i is total private investment (gross or net, depending on the

definition of y), s is total private saving, and (t — g) is the government
surplus, which may be thought of as net government saving. The sum
of private saving and the government's surplus must, by definition,

equal private investment in the national income accounts.

PLANNED AND REALIZED INVESTMENT

Embedded in the investment component / of equations (3) and (4)

are both intended investment, i, that is, investment which is part of

producers' plans, and unintended investment, that is, unforeseen

changes in inventories, Ainv, that come about because of unexpected



changes in the level of consumption demand, or, in general, final

sales. Intended investment i can, of course, include some planned

amount of inventory accumulation; in a growing economy desired

inventories would probably grow in line with final sales. But in

addition to planned inventory accumulation, total investment will

include an unplanned (and undesired) inventory change, Ainu, which

can be positive, negative, or zero, depending on whether sales are

smaller, greater, or no different than expected. This gives us for

the investment component in equation (4),
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(6) i= i + Ainu.

Replacing the investment component in the saving-investment

balance (4) gives us

(7) ~i+ Ainv + g=s+t,

and adding real consumer expenditure c back into (7) converts it

back into the national income identity

(8) c+ i + Ainv + g— y = c+ s+ t.

This is the first step toward converting the accounting identities of

equations (3) and (4) into equilibrium conditions determining the

level of income y.

The Ainv component is now a balancing item in the GNP identity

(8). If, for example, people suddenly decide to reduce saving and
increase consumer expenditure, the increase in spending would
bring a drop in inventories as sellers meet the unexpected increase

in demand by selling from inventory so that Ainv < 0. This is an

unexpected or involuntary decumulation of inventories. The negative

Ainv entry in (8) would balance, initially, the c increase on the output

side, while the c and s changes balance on the income side, maintain-

ing the GNP identity at the preexisting level of income.

But this involuntary drop in inventories will cause sellers to

increase orders to meet the higher sales level, leading to an increase

in production and a change in y. Thus, the preexisting level of in-

come is no longer an equilibrium level. It is only when producers

and retailers are selling as expected, so that Amu = and realized

investment i equals planned investment i, that income is at an equi-

librium level. In that case, there is nothing in the current situation

to change producers' or sellers' behavior, and thus to change the

level of income.
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THE TAX, CONSUMPTION,
AND SAVING FUNCTIONS

The next step in developing the conditions for income to be in

equilibrium is recognition that tax payments, consumer spending,

and saving are all likely to depend on the level of income. Each of

these will be an increasing function of the level of income. In particu-

lar, tax revenue is a function of gross income y,

(9) t=t(y); f >0,

and consumer expenditure and saving are functions of disposable

(after-tax) income y— t( y),

(10) c = c(y-t(y)); c' >0;
(11) s = s(y-t(y)); s'>0.

Equation (9) gives the level of tax revenue for any given level of

income y. This function comes from the country's tax law. The slope

of the tax function, giving the change in tax revenue with a change

in income, t' — dtldy, is positive. Equations (10) and (11) give the

split of disposable income between consumption and saving, both of

which increase with disposable income, so that c' and s' are both

positive. If saving and consumer spending exhaust disposable income,

then c' + s' = 1, since all of a change in disposable income must be
allocated between c and s.

The tax, consumption, and saving schedules are shown in Figure

3-1, which plots total income on the horizontal axis and uses of

FIGURE 3-1 Tax, consumption, and saving functions
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income — t, c, and s— on the vertical axis. Since the sum of uses of

income must equal income, for any income level like y in Figure 3-1

we can add up the uses of income to the 45° line where, by construc-

tion, uses = total income. At income level y in Figure 3-1, the govern-

ment takes tax revenue t(y ) and consumers split their disposable

income, yQ
— t(y ), between consumer expenditure c and saving s as

shown. As income increases along the horizontal axis, each of the

wedges showing t, c, and s gets wider, so that, in general, an increase

in y will increase t, c, and s. In particular, saving rises with the level

of before-tax income y, so that as y increases the sum (s + 1 ) also

increases. We can compute the expression for the change in (s+ f) as y

changes, d(s+ t)ldy as follows. Starting with
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s+t = s(y-t(y)) + t(y),

we can compute the total differential of this equation,

d(s+t) = s' (dy - 1' dy) + t'dy
= s' (l-t')dy+t'dy,

so that

d(s+t)

dy
= s' •(!-*')+ *'.

If total private saving is about 20 percent of national income less tax

revenue, and tax revenue is also about 20 percent of national income,

then the slope of this total social saving function is

d(s+t)

dy
0.2(1 - 0.2) + 0.2 = 0.36

;

that is, about 36 percent of an increase in income will go to taxes and
saving. The important point here, though, is just that as y rises (s+ f)

also increases. This fact is crucial for the stability of equilibrium

income.

DETERMINATION OF
EQUILIBRIUM INCOME

We can now bring together the material developed in the last two
sections into a simple model of the determination of equilibrium

income. The national income accounts identity (7) gave us the saving-

investment balance equation,

i + Ainu+ g = s+ t,
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where Ainu is unexpected, or involuntary, inventory changes. This

equation is true, by definition, all the time. But income is at its

equilibrium level — that is, sales are going as expected— only when
Ainu = 0, and

(12) l+g=s(y-t(y))+t(y).

Equation (12) is an equilibrium condition for income y. When income
is at the level where saving plus tax revenue (as functions of income)

equal planned investment plus government spending, then un-

expected Ainu equals zero, sales expectations are being realized,

and there is no tendency for income and output to change. If income
is higher than that level which satisfies equation (12), (s+t) will

exceed planned (i + g), sales will be low and Ainu will be positive.

The identity (7) will still hold with Ainu = (s + t) — (i + g), but income
will not be at its equilibrium level because sellers will be cutting back
orders to reduce unwanted inventory stocks, and production and
income will be falling. This will continue until income falls enough to

bring (s + t) down to (i + g) and reduce Ainu to zero, bringing sales

expectations and realizations back in line with each other.

Thus, from equation (7), if at an initial level of income y , (s+t)

exceeds (i + g), Ainu > 0. If this is the case, the economy is not in

equilibrium because final sales are less than producers and sellers

expected. Therefore, producers will reduce their expectations and
begin to reduce production. As they do that, income will fall so that

its time rate of change is negative, that is, dyldt < 0. (Here dyldt is

the rate of change of income, where t stands for time. While there is

some potential for confusion because we are using t for time and

t( y) for the tax function, it seemed best to use this standard notation.

The text will be explicit as to the use of t where it is necessary to

avoid confusion.) Conversely, if (s+t) < (i + g), Ainu must be nega-

tive, producers will expand output to meet the unexpected increase

in demand, and income will rise, that is dyldt > 0.

The Stability ofEquilibrium Income

The determination of the equilibrium level of income is shown
graphically in Figure 3-2. In Figure 3-2(a), s+ t has a positive slope

because of the assumption that both s and t are increasing func-

tions of y, described in the previous section. We have also assumed

that i and g are fixed independently of the level of y, so that the

i + g line is horizontal. The point at which s + t — i + g, that is, where

the two lines cross, determines the equilibrium level of income yE

that satisfies equilibrium condition (12).

We can further see that this equilibrium is a stable one. In other

words, if outside forces cause the system to move away from the



equilibrium point, it will tend

to settle back to equilibrium

at yE . At a level of income y

in Figure 3-2(a), to the right of

yB, saving plus tax revenue is

greater than planned i + g. This

means that people are buying less

than sellers expected at that level

of income, causing an unexpected

inventory accumulation ofamount
A//ir„. The inventory accumula-

tion is just enough to maintain the

saving-investment balance in the

national income accounts, since

at t/o,

i + g+ kinv
= s(y -t(y )) + t(yo).

But since A.inv > 0, producers

will cut back on production, caus-

ing income to decrease toward yE .

Conversely, to the left ofyE , where
income is at yu saving plus tax

revenue is less than i + g. This

means that people are buying more than sellers anticipated, causing

an unexpected reduction of inventories of amount Ainu,. Producers

will then expand production to satisfy this greater demand, caus-

ing income to increase toward yE . Thus, the equilibrium level of

income, yE , is stable.

This situation is demonstrated in the phase diagrain of Figure

3-2(b), which plots the rate of change of income, dyldt, on the vertical

axis against the level of income itself on the horizontal axis. As has

been described in the last few paragraphs, to the left of yE , where

y < yE , the phase diagram shows dyldt positive so y is increasing. To
the right of yE , dyldt is negative, so y is decreasing. Thus, any dis-

turbance of y, moving it away from yE , will be followed by a move-
ment back toward yE through the inventory mechanism described

above; yE is a stable equilibrium.

In general, in a phase diagram such as that of Figure 3-2(b), equi-

librium is reached at the level of income (or whatever variable is

plotted on the horizontal axis) where the phase curve crosses the

axis and the rate of change is zero. If y reaches yE , it has no tendency
to move away from yE since dyldt is zero. Second, if the phase curve

crosses the horizontal axis moving down from left to right, the equi- 39
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librium will be stable, since if y begins below yE , as in Figure 3-2(b),

dyldt is positive so y rises; if y begins above yE , dyldt is negative, so y
falls. If the phase curve had a positive slope at yE , the equilibrium
would be unstable; once y moved away from yE initially, it would
continue to move away. To sum up, in Figure 3-2(b), at yE where
Ainc = 0, the rate of change of income dyldt is 0, and the system is in

equilibrium. To the left of yE , where line < 0, income tends to

increase, hence dyldt > 0. To the right of yE , where Ainc > 0, income
decreases and dyldt < 0. Thus, yE is a stable equilibrium.

This explanation of the equilibrium level of income contains one
important oversimplification. At y unexpected inventories accumu-
lated, causing producers to decrease their production until there was
no further unexpected inventory accumulation at yE , where Aim = 0.

However, although no new unwanted inventories are accumulated
at yE , producers and sellers are still faced with that unwanted stock

of inventories that accumulated before they made their adjustments.

In order to work off that stock, they may cut intended inventory

accumulation slightly, shifting the i + g line of Figure 3-2(a) down a

bit as excess inventories are reduced. Eventually, though, the desired

level of inventory accumulation included in i will return to its original

level, and equilibrium income will be restored at yE .

Shifts in the Saving Function

Now that we have seen that the equilibrium level of income deter-

mined by equation (12) is stable, it is useful to look at the effects of

shifts in the saving function to see better how this simple model of

income determination works. In particular, consider the effect of an

increase in the desire to save. This can be shown graphically as an up-

ward shift in the s+t function to Si + t in Figure 3-3. At any given

level of income people now save more than before. In Figure 3-1,

this shift would be shown by a widening of the saving wedge at

the expense of the consumption wedge. At the initial equilibrium

level of income y , with the new
saving function, s+t exceeds

planned i + g, which results in

an unintended increase in inven-

tories of Ainv . As we have seen,

this will cause producers to cut

production until Anit = 0, where

y reaches a new equilibrium at

yl5 which brings a return to the

original level of saving, but at a

lower level of income. Thus, in a

situation where i + g is fixed exo-

genously, an exogenous increase



in the desire to save leads to an

unchanged level of s + t but at

a lower level of income.

If we change the assumption

that i and g are fixed indepen-

dently of y, we can observe the

possibility of what has been

called the paradox of thrift. Sup-

pose that, as shown in Figure 3-4,

i + g is an increasing function of

income. That is, as the level of

income increases, planned in-

vestment and/or government

purchases rise. This gives the

i + g line a positive slope in

Figure 3-4. Now we can see that

an autonomous shift upward in

saving to s, + t causes not only a

decrease in the level of income

from t/o to t/i, but also brings a

decrease in the level of realized

s + t. Thus, we have the result

that an increase in the desire to

save can lead ultimately to a

decrease in the realized level of

s + t since the drop in income
reduces planned investment. This is the so-called paradox of thrift.

Finally, suppose that it is not the saving function that shifts auto-

nomously but the level of planned investment, i. In Figure 3-5, this is

represented by an upward shift in the i + g line to U + g. This shift

causes s + t to be less than planned i + g at the initial equilibrium level

of income y by the amount (— Ainu ), representing an unexpected

sell-off of inventory. As a result, orders and production increase,

bringing an increase in the level of income toward the new equi-

librium level j/i. (The same effect would occur, of course, as a result

of a downward shift in the saving or tax function.) The size of the

increase in income caused by an autonomous increase in i or g
depends on the slope of the s+t function. In Figure 3-6, with the flat

(s+t) function, income rises from y to iji with an investment shift

from i to i,. With the very steep (s+t) 1 function, implying a large

increase in saving plus tax revenue with a change in y, the investment
shift raises y only to y2 . This relationship between the slope of the

s+t function and the size of the increase in equilibrium income
following from a given increase in exogenous investment demand or

government purchases takes us to consideration of the multiplier.

FIGURE 3^4 The "paradox of thrift"
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FIGURE 3-5 An increase in planned in\ estment
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FIGURE 3-6 Investment shifts and the s + 1 function
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DERIVATION OF
THE EXPENDITURE MULTIPLIER

We have just seen how a change in planned investment from i to ij

changes equilibrium y from y to yu and that the relationship of the

change in y, dy = y, — y , to the initial change in investment, di =

/'i
— i Q , depends on the slope of the s + t schedule. The ratio dyldi,

which gives the change in equilibrium y per unit change in i, is the

multiplier for investment expenditure. Here we will develop the

multipliers for changes in investment and government purchases,

and also for shifts in the tax schedule, beginning with the simplest

economy in which taxes are levied as lump-sum amounts, not sensi-

tive to the level of income.

Lump-sum Taxes

In order to make the analytics of the multiplier process as clear as

possible, we begin with a case where tax revenues are a fixed sum, t.

This is the real tax revenue to be collected, regardless of the level

of income. In this case we have the basic equilibrium condition,

(13) c(y-i) + ~i+ g=y=c(y-i) + s(y-t)+t.

Subtracting c from each of the three parts of this expression gives us

the alternative version of the equilibrium condition,

(14) i + g=y-c(y-i) = s(y-i) + t.

To find the change in equilibrium income following a change in

planned investment in this case, we can differentiate the left-hand



equation in equilibrium condition (13), holding g and t constant, to

obtain

c'dy+di = dy and dy(l — c') = di,

so that the investment multiplier giving the change in equilibrium

income dij relative to the change in investment di is
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(15)
1dy^

di 1-c'

If the slope c' of the consumption function is, say, 0.7 so that, with

taxes fixed, 70 percent of an addition to income goes to consumption,

then the multiplier 1/(1
— c') is 1/0.3 = 3.3. A $1 billion increase in

investment demand will yield a $3.3 billion increase in income.

The multiplier can be related to the s+ t= i + g diagrams of the

previous section by observing that, from the right-hand equation

of(14),

dy — c'dy=s'dy and l— c' = s'.

Thus, the value of the multiplier is also lis' , since s' + c' = 1. Also, in

this model with t fixed, the slope of the s+ t function, d(s + t)ldy, is

simply s' . An increase in y does not change t, and it changes s by s'

.

Thus in Figure 3-7, the increase in planned investment by di from /,,

to j'i raises y from y to y x . The ratio of the i increase to the y increase

is the slope of the s + t function, s' . That is, dildy — s' , so that dyldi =
lis' , as was shown algebraically above.
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We can also view the multiplier in a dynamic setting as the sum of a

stream of expenditure increases following from a di increase. When
expenditure is first raised by di, income and output rise directly by
the amount di; more investment goods are produced, and the in-

comes of the factors producing them go up. With taxes fixed, the net

income of these factors rises by di. But they, in turn, spend c' di— in

the previous example, 0.7 di — for groceries, shoes, and so on, so that

the output and income of the grocers go up by c 'di, adding another

term to the income increase generated by the initial investment

change. Again, the recipients of this increment of spending c' di will

spend c of it, adding a term of c"2di to the income increase. This

will go on indefinitely with the increments becoming smaller and

smaller as c'" tends toward zero as n gets large. The increase in

output and income, dy, given by this process is

dy= di + c'di + c'(c'di) +

or

(16) dy=d~i(l + c' + c'
2 + c'

3 +- •)•

From elementary algebra, we know that dividing 1— c' into 1 will

give us the expression in parentheses in equation (16), that is,

1

l-c'
l + c' + c'

2 + c'
3 +

so that we can replace the expansion term in equation (16) by 1/(1 — c')

to obtain the multiplier given in equation (15).

This is essentially all there is to the multiplier. It can be viewed as

the result of a convergent expansion (or contraction) of income as

the economy adjusts to an exogenous increase (or decrease) in expen-

diture. It can be derived by differentiating the equation giving the

equilibrium condition for income and solving for the change in

income, and it can also be derived by careful consideration of the

slope of the curve along which the economy adjusts from one equi-

librium position to the next. In the rest of this section we first see

what happens to the multiplier as we allow g and t to change and

then look at a multiplier for tax rate changes. This manipulation of

the basic equilibrium model should bring out a few interesting

relationships and also make the reader more familiar with the type

of analysis to be used in Part II.

The Balanced-Budget Multiplier

Returning to the basic equilibrium condition (13) with taxes

exogenously given as t,

y = c(y-i) + i + g,



we can obtain a general expression giving changes in y as a function

of changes in t , i, and g by differentiating (13) to obtain

dy = c' -(dy-di) + d'i + dg

and

dy(l-c') = ~c'dt + dl+dg,

so that

(17) dy
c'dt + dl+dg

is a general multiplier expression. To obtain the multiplier for di, we
can set dt and dg equal to zero and divide by di. This gives the multi-

plier 1/(1 — c') of equation (15). The same multiplier would also apply

to dg, holding i and t constant.

Suppose now we ask what happens to y if we raise government

purchases and tax revenues by the same amount, holding i fixed.

Substituting dg = dt into equation (17) and setting di = gives us

dy
c'dg+dg
1-c'

dg-

so that the balanced-budget multiplier is given by

(18)
dy = l_

dg 1
1.

An equal increase in i and g with investment i fixed, leaving the

government surplus or deficit unchanged, will raise equilibrium y by
the dg increase, that is, dy = dg. Thus, the balanced-budget multi-

plier, in this simple case, is one.

One explanation for this comes from the income expansion chains

considered earlier. In the case of government purchases, dg raises

net (or gross, for that matter) national product by the amount dg
directly and then indirectly through the multiplier chain, giving a

dy effect of

dy= dg(l + c' + c'
2 +---).

But the tax increase only enters net national product when the cut

in disposable income by dt reduces consumer expenditure by c' dt.

Thus, the dy effect of the tax increase is given by

dy = -dt( c' + c'
2 +---).

The difference between the two, which gives the net effect on y, is

dg (= di), since the initial direct increase in NNP is missing from
the tax multiplier. A $10 billion increase in g has an immediate $10
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billion impact on NXP, while a S10 billion increase in t affects XXP
only when consumers reduce their spending in reaction to the change.

Taxes as a Function ofIncome

Next we can return to the original specification of the tax function,

which is t = t( y); tax revenues are an increasing function of income.

In this more realistic case, the basic equilibrium condition for

income determination is

(19) c(y-t(y))+ i+g= y= c(y-t(y))+ s(y-t(y))+ t(y),

and subtracting c(y—t(y)) from each part of equation (19) gives us

the alternative form

(20) ~i+g= y-c(y-t(y)) = s(y-t(y))+ t(y).

To obtain the general form of the multiplier with a given tax struc-

ture, we can differentiate the left-hand equation in the equilibrium

condition (19) to obtain

dy = c' (dy-t'dy) + <Ti+ dg

and

dy= c (l — t')dy+(B+dg,

so that the multiplier expression is given by

(21) dy =
di — dg

l-c'(l-f')'

Introducing a tax function has reduced the multiplier. As tax revenue

rises with income (with fixed tax rates), the increase in disposable

income which a person can either save or spend is smaller than the

increase in total income. A little is thus siphoned off of each round

of expenditure by the existence of the tax schedule, thereby reducing

the size of the multiplier.

This can be related to the s+t= i + g diagram of Figure 3-8 by-

differentiation of the right-hand equality in equation (20):

and

dy-c' (l-t')dy=s' (l-t')dy+t'dy

l-c' (l-t') = s'(l-t')+ t'.

Thus, the denominator of the multiplier expression in (21) is equal to

.s'(l ~ t')+ t' — the increase in saving plus tax revenue that comes

from an increase in y. Earlier, on page 37, this was shown as the

slope, d(s+t)ldy, of the s(y — t(y))+t(y) curve in Figure 3-8. With

tax revenue fixed at t in Figure 3-8, an increase in investment de-

mand from j'o to t] raises equilibrium income from y to yt . If tax



FIGURE 3-8 Tax revenues as a function of income
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revenues are an increasing function of income, that is t = t( y), then

the same i increase only raises y to y2 from yQ . The presence of the

tax function reduces the increases in disposable income relative to

those in total income at each stage in the expansion, reducing the

eventual increase in y from y t
to y> in Figure 3-8. The tax system thus

functions as a built-in stabilizer, reducing the changes in income
that are induced by exogenous changes in investment. If investment

demand had shifted down, the steeper s(y— t(y)) + t(y) function

would have cushioned the fall in y since disposable income would
fall less than total income with a reduction in tax payments.

The Tax Rate Multiplier

To conclude our discussion of multipliers, we can develop the

multiplier for a tax rate change. This is the model most relevant

to stabilization policy decisions involving tax changes; the govern-

ment controls the tax rates, and their relation to the state of the

economy determines the level of tax revenues.

Here we simplify the tax function by assuming that tax revenues
are proportional to income, so

that t(y) = ty, where t is, in this

section only a percentage tax

rate, such as, perhaps, 20 percent.

This proportional tax schedule is

shown in Figure 3-9. With this

tax schedule, we can write the

basic equation for equilibrium

income as

(22) y = c(y-ty)+ l+g.

FIGURE 3-9 Proportional

tax schedule

t(y)

t(y)=ty
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Since d(ty) is approximately equal to tdy

equilibrium condition (22) can be written as

ydt, the differential of

dy= c' (dy— tdy — ydt ) + di + dg

and

dy = c' •
( 1 — t)dy — c'ydt + di + dg

,

so that the multiplier expression with tax rates, i, and g all changing
is given by

(23) dy =
di + dg — c'ydt

l-c'-(l-f)
"

With the exception of the odd-looking term c'ydt, this is the same as

the general multiplier expression of equation (21), since with t(y)

—

t y, t' = dty(y)/dt — t. The expression — c'ydt simply gives the exo-

genous consumer expenditure change, analogous to the di and dg
changes, that comes from a tax rate change. If tax rates are raised by
dt , then — ydt gives the drop in disposable income that comes directly

from the tax change, and c' times — ydt gives the direct effect on
consumer expenditure. This is a direct, policy-induced change in

consumer expenditure c, as opposed to the endogenous changes

that result from changes in income. From this point on, we refer to

this type of expenditure change, which comes as a direct effect of a

policy change before any adjustment to a changing level of income
is considered, as a policy-induced change in expenditure. Thus, the

tax rate multiplier just translates a tax rate change into a direct impact

on consumer spending and then multiplies it by the usual multiplier,

1/(1 — c' (1 — t)). The difference between the multipliers is in the

source of the exogenous expenditure change.

CONCLUSION TO PART I

These introductory three chapters have reviewed the basics of

income determination as they generally appear under the name
"Keynesian model" in introductory texts. The multipliers developed

in this chapter show the changes in equilibrium income and output

that follow changes in investment demand, savings behavior, govern-

ment purchases, and tax rates in a world in which investment is given

exogenously, the money supply plays no role, and real output y can

change with no effect on the price level P. In Part II we first introduce

the money supply and interest rates and then the labor market and

the price level. The multipliers of this chapter are revised in Chap-

ters 5 and 9 to reflect these increasing levels of complexity. This

procedure of comparing the operation of the system through changes

in the multipliers, as well as by graphical and verbal explanation will,
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Demand-Side
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the Interest Rate

In Part II we develop, step by step, the basic model of income deter-

mination. This shows how the price level, the interest rate, and the

levels of output and employment are determined in an economy that

typically operates with more or less full employment. Most of the

industrial economies of North America, Europe, and Japan fit into

this category. The various pieces of this model— the consumption

function, the investment function, and so on— are kept as simple as

possible here, so that we can focus on how the various sectors of the

economy interact. Further investigation of the details of these var-

ious sectors, then, is the subject of Part III.

Since macroeconomics is really just aggregated microeconomics —
the trick being to aggregate the zillions of micro activities and
markets in a way that improves our understanding of how the

economy works — it is only natural that we approach determination

of equilibrium values of the interest rate, the price level, output, and
employment by identifying supply and demand functions in the

various markets and then finding equilibrium price and output in

each. What we find, as we might expect, is that changing conditions

in one market, for example, shifting the demand for money, changes
the outcomes in the other markets — equilibrium output and employ-
ment, for example. The point of Part II is to see just how this system
hangs together.

In this chapter we develop the demand side of the economy. This

involves finding the equilibrium values of the interest rate and of 53
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output demanded by consumers, business, and government, given

the price level. At the end of the chapter, we are able to develop

a demand curve for the economy that shows how these equilibrium

demand-side variables change as the price level changes.

After introducing monetary and fiscal policy and its effect on

demand conditions in the economy, we then go on to develop, in

Chapters 6 and 7, the supply side of the economy. This shows how the

equilibrium values of output produced and employment are deter-

mined, again given the price level. Varying the price level then gives

us an economy-wide supply curve. Combining the demand curve and
the supply curve then gives us the equilibrium price level which
equates the quantity of output demanded, from the demand side, to

that produced, on the supply side.

This can all be put very simply in mathematical terms. On the de-

mand side we have two equations, expressing equilibrium conditions

in the product and money markets, in three variables: the level of

income (or real national product) y; the interest rate r; and the price

level P. On the supply side we have two equations, a production func-

tion and a labor market equilibrium condition, in three variables:

y, P, and the level of employment N. Combining these gives us four

equations in four variables: y, N, P, and r. The work of Part II is to

expose, as simply as possible, the relationships between these

variables (the equations) and just how their equilibrium values are

determined.

EQUILIBRIUM INCOME AND THE INTEREST
RATE IN THE PRODUCT MARKET

In Chapter 3 we reviewed the simplest model of income determina-

tion, in which both the price level and the level of investment are

taken as given. This model is essentially one equilibrium condition —

total expenditure as a function of income equals income — in one

variable, income. This equation, developed in Chapter 3, is

(1) y= c(y-t(y))+i + g, or

y-c = s(y-t(y))+ t(y) = t' + g,

where y is real GNP, c is real consumer expenditure as a function of

real disposable income and s is real saving, t is real tax revenue as a

function of real GNP, i is real investment demand, and g is real

government purchases of goods and services.

Investment Demand and the Interest Rate

In equation (1) each element is at a planned or ex ante level. Thus,

i is the level of planned fixed investment and inventory investment.

In Chapter 3, we took i as exogeneously given. Now we turn to the



question of what determines i. To begin with, we can speculate that

the level of fixed investment planned by a firm might depend on the

market interest rate, r. Intuitively this seems reasonable because, in

order to invest, a firm must either borrow or use its own funds. In

either case, the cost of borrowing can be measured by the interest

rate the firm has to pay or to forego receiving in case it uses its own
funds.

In deciding whether to invest in a given project, a firm might

utilize a concept known as the present discounted value (PDV) of

future income from the investment. To compute the PDV of any

investment project, a firm weighs the stream of future net returns,

that is, net incomes, R t , from the project, discounted by the rate of

interest (Rt+ J(l + r) and so on), against the cost, C, of the project,

using the formula,

(2) PDV, = -C + R t
+ Rt+i

I
R-t+2

1 + r (1 + r)
2

Rh
(l + r)'

r

In this calculation of the present value of the future income stream,

the interest rate r is used in evaluating, in the present, the "worth" of

each future return. For example, if A were to offer B $104, payable in

one year, in exchange for cash now, B would have to decide how much
that $104 a year from now is worth to him now. If he knew that he
could lend money in the market and receive a 4 percent return on it,

he would decide that $104 in one year is worth $100 now. Therefore,

he would give A $100 now in exchange for $104 in a year. This is his

way of valuing future payments at the present time. This can be ex-

pressed mathematically as in equation (2).

PDV of $104 now: PDVt
= $104 R,

1.04 1 + r

If the money were to be returned in two years, the present discounted

value of this repayment would be

PDV
t
= R, + 2

(1 + r)
2 j

and so on. It can be seen that the further in the future B expects to be
paid, the less that payment is worth to him now.
This description simplifies reality somewhat. In the first place,

returns (R's) are expected future returns. While we take these as

given, in reality future returns will vary with changes in current

business conditions. This additional complication is added in

Chapter 11, where we discuss investment demand in more detail.

Furthermore, a firm is faced, in reality, with several interest rates

in different kinds of bond and securities markets. These different

interest rates, however, will probably move together when
there are changes in monetary conditions so that for simplicity
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FIGURE 4-1 Ranking investment projects
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we can treat them as one general-

ized interest rate r.

Now firms can rank various pro-

jects in order of their PDV's, as

shown in Figure 4-1. With an

elastic supply of investment

funds, firms will invest in all pro-

jects with a PDY > (that is, hav-

ing positive net returns). This

would push the level of invest-

ment shown in Figure 4-1 to i . If

a firm had only limited invest-

ment funds it would invest them
in the most productive projects

(highest PDV's) until its funds

ran out, at a point somewhere to

the left of/.

Thus, in Figure 4-1, applying

the PDY formula of equation (2)

to its potential investment pro-

jects using r , the firm comes to

an investment level i . If the

interest rate were higher, all the

entries in the PDY formula for

each project would have a larger

denominator, so the PDY of each

project would be smaller. So as

interest rates rise, all PDY's fall

and the PDY curve of Figure 4-1

shifts down, reducing the level

of planned investment.

This gives us the simplest investment model,

(3) i = i(r),

with i' < as shown in Figure 4-2. Increasing the interest rate r from
r to rt reduces the level of planned investment i from i n to h. Now,
substituting the investment function (3) into the original equilib-

rium equation gives us the product market equilibrium condition,

56

(4) y = c(y-t(y)) + g-ri(r).

Derivation ofthe IS Curve

Equation (4) now describes pairs of y and r values which will

maintain equilibrium in what we will call the "product market."

We can analyze the nature of these equilibrium pairs of y and r



FIGURE 4-3 Equilibrium income with a change

in the interest rate
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equilibrium r and y in the

product market

in several ways. First graphically:

Figure 4-3 is by now familiar,

with a fixed level of i + g and with

s+t increasing with the level of

income. From Figure 4-2 we
know that an increase in r from r

to r, will cause a decrease in i;

this decrease is represented in

Figure 4-3 as a downward shift

in the i(r) + g line by the amount
At = i, — i . At the original level

of i(r) + g, with r = r , equilib-

rium income was at y . With the

increase in r to r,, equilibrium

shifts to {/i, a lower level of in-

come, due to the drop in planned

investment. This relationsuip

between equilibrium r and y can

be represented directly as shown
in Figure 4-4. As the interest rate

r rises, the level of investment in

Figure 4-3 falls, reducing equi-

librium income through the

multiplier. Thus, the line de-

scribing equilibrium pairs of r

and y must be negatively sloped,

as in Figure 4-4. This curve,

showing equilibrium r,y points

in the product market, is labelled IS. It describes the r,y combinations

that maintain equality between planned i + g and planned s+t.

The slope of the IS curve can also be derived with some simple

mathematics. Totally differentiating equation (4) holding g constant

gives us

dy = c' (dy — t'dy) + i 'dr.

This equation represents not a movement away from equilibrium,

but rather gives changes in y and r that can occur simultaneously and
keep the product market in equilibrium. Thus it is also an equilibrium

condition. Isolating terms containing dy and dr gives us

dr_ l-c'(l-f)
dy

~
V

dy(l-c'(l-t')) = i'dr and

along the product market equilibrium curve IS. Since we know that

l-c'(l-t') > 0, and i' < 0, it is clear that (dr/dy) < 0. This shows
that the slope of the IS curve in Figure 4-4, which represents the 57
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product market equilibrium condition of equation (4), is negative. So
now in the product market we have a whole series of equilibrium

income levels, each corresponding to a given interest rate. We cannot

find the equilibrium value for r or y without positing a value for the

other.

All of the relationships discussed so far which contribute to the

location of equilibrium pairs of r and y in the product market are

summarized in the four-quadrant diagram in Figure 4-5. The south-

east quadrant in Figure 4-5 is an "upside down" version of a graph

similar to that shown in Figure 4-3 giving saving plus tax revenues as

a function of income. In the northwest quadrant we have plotted

government spending, which is fixed by the budget and therefore a

vertical line, plus investment, which is a decreasing function of r.

The i(r) line is similar to the one shown in Figure 4-2, but rotated

90°. The values of g and t'(r) are summed horizontally in this quadrant

to give the t(r) + g lines, which represent total expenditure on i plus

g as a function of r. In the southwest quadrant we have drawn a 45°

line from the origin. This line is used to equate s+t from the SE
quadrant to t + g in the NW quadrant. It thus directly represents the

equilibrium condition in the product market, given by equation (1).

It is the line in the northeast quadrant, the IS curve, representing

equilibrium pairs of r and y, which we can now derive from these



three other relationships. If we choose a level of income on the y- 59

axis, we can trace through the three quadrants following the dashed Demand-Side

line to locate the equilibrium interest rate for that level of income. ,

qut
' ,*?'

, .
i i i i j Income and the

For example, at income y in equilibrium we would have planned
interest Rate

s + t at (s+ t) . To generate an equal amount of ( i + g) the interest rate CHAPTER 4

would have to be at r . This can be done for any level of y to give a

corresponding level of r. Or, conversely, we could take the level of r

as given and locate the equilibrium income level associated with that

interest rate.

In other words, the IS curve represents the pairs of r and y that

will keep the product market in equilibrium, in the sense that planned

investment plus government purchases equals planned saving plus

tax revenue at that level of income.

Shifting the IS Curve

The four-quadrant diagram is useful for studying the effects of

changes in exogenous variables like g, or shifts in the investment,

saving, or tax functions, on the product market equilibrium r and y

levels.

For example, an increase in the desire to save, that is, a decrease in

consumption demand at any given income level, can be shown as a

downward rotation of the s+t function to the (s + t) 1 function in

Figure 4-5. This gives a higher level of s+ t for any given y. At the

original level of the interest rate r , and planned (i + g) , this decrease

in consumption demand will reduce equilibrium income through the

multiplier process. Graphically, at old equilibrium r and thus the old

level of i + g, with the new s+t function we will trace out a new,
lower equilibrium y x in Figure 4-5. Thus, the increase in the desire to

save, reducing total demand at any given interest rate level, has

shifted the IS curve to the left, giving a lower equilibrium y for any
given r, or lower equilibrium r for any given y.

As another example of the use of the IS four-quadrant diagram,

consider the effects of increasing government purchases, g, on the

equilibrium r,y pairs, shown in Figure 4-6 (p. 60). The increase in g
can be shown as an outward shift in the i + g function in the NW quad-

rant. This increase in g, as we saw in Chapter 3, will increase y

irough the multiplier, assuming investment is unchanged. Thus, in
rigure 4-6, the increase in g from g to g x

(= dg) would raise y from

/o to j/i (= dy) at the initial interest rate r . Since i= i(r), holding r

:onstant here holds i constant.

For any initial level of r, the g increase has increased equilibrium

/, shifting the IS curve to the right, as shown in Figure 4-6. At any
nven r, implying again an unchanged i, the ratio of the increase in

y to the increase in g, dyldg, is simply the multiplier of Chapter 3.
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EQUILIBRIUM INCOME AND THE INTEREST
RATE IN THE MONEY MARKET
So far we have developed one equilibrium equation in two vari-

ables, y and r, which gives us an infinity of potential equilibrium

points known as the IS curve. In order to be able to locate a single

equilibrium level of income and the interest rate we need another

equation in the same two variables which can be solved simultan-

eously with our product market equation. In order to obtain this

second equation we will now introduce a money market.

We begin by defining money, M, as currency in circulation plus

demand deposits, that is, checking account deposits in commercial

banks. A more thorough and detailed analysis of the money supply

is to be found in Chapter 13. Both kinds of money share the features

of being an accepted unit of exchange and bringing no return, that is,

earning no interest. On the other hand, most other kinds of liquid

assets, which we will lump into a general category called bonds,

do bring a return to the holder and cannot be used directly as a

medium of exchange. With liquid assets, or wealth, thus defined as

consisting of two categories, money and bonds, a person who has

liquid assets can choose to put them into either money or bonds

.

Demandfor Money and Real Balances

The money market has, like all other markets, both a demand side

and a supply side. We will first examine the demand side. Since a



person can put his liquid assets into either money or bonds, we might

expect that an increase in the interest rate, or the rate of return on

bonds, would tempt him to put more of his assets into bonds and less

into money. Conversely, a decrease in the interest rate should induce

him to shift some assets out of bonds and into money.

This inclination to hold more or less money depending on the

interest rate on bonds we will call the speculative demand for money:

Speculative demand = l(r).

Hence / might stand for liquidity preference, as discussed in Chapter

12. Because the speculative demand for money will probably go down
as interest rates go up, /' < 0.

There is another reason to hold money, creating another kind of

demand for money. People hold money in order to bridge the time

gap between their receipt of income and payments they have to make,

that is, to smooth out the difference between monthly pay checks and
daily payments for food and other items. As incomes rise, income and

expenditure streams both grow, and these balances held to smooth

out the cash flow must also grow. Therefore, this second kind of

demand for money, which we call a transactions demand, increases

with the level of income, or

Transactions demand = k(y) and k' > 0.

Both components of the demand for money, the transactions de-

mand and the speculative demand, should be stated as demand for

real money balances, MIP= m. This is fairly evident in the trans-

actions balance case. Suppose with a given real income y, the price

level P doubles overnight so that money income Y and money expen-

difiires also double. In this case, we should expect the transactions

demand for money balances M also to double, since the money
transactions these balances are financing have doubled. Thus, the

transactions demand k(y) is for real balances; the demand for money
balances is P k(y).

Speculative demand should also be a demand for real balances.

This is a little less obvious than the transactions balance case, but
perhaps the following thought experiment will make things more
clear. Suppose one night you go to bed holding a given amount of

money depending on present interest rates and your expectation

concerning the bond market. Overnight the government changes
currency units from old francs to new francs, with 10 old francs = 1

new franc. When you wake up in the morning, you find your salary

is now 1,000 new francs, where it was previously 10,000 old francs,

all prices in new francs are -^ of old franc prices, and your new franc

money balances are jo of their old franc value. Is there any reason for

you to change your demand for money? No. All prices, incomes, and
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thenwealth values have changed proportionately, reduced to

former values. Nothing real has changed.

But this is the same as if the price level just changed overnight by
the same amount! With all prices changed, your income, in (new)

money terms, is smaller, your expenditures are smaller, and your

wealth is smaller; again, no real change has occurred. Thus, the

speculative demand l(r) is also a demand for real balances; the money
balance demand would be P • l(r).

Summing the two components of the demand for money, we have

the demand function for real balances, with /' < and k' > 0.

(5) y=l(r)+*(y),

In general, we should recognize that the speculative and trans-

actions demands cannot be separated. For example, as the interest

rate on bonds rises, we would expect transactions balances to be
reduced as people recognize the increasing opportunity cost of

holding idle cash balances and squeeze them down. Thus, the

demand-for-money function, in general, might be written as

(6)
M

I \Y = Mr, y) ,

with (dmldr) < and (dm/dy) > 0, removing the separation of specu-

lative and transactions demands. But for the time being we will

stick with the approximation to m(r, y) given in equation (5), mainly

because it helps the graphical analysis of the next few chapters a good

deal.

Figure 4-7 shows the money demand function of either equation

(5) or (6). When we plot the demand for real balances against the

interest rate r, we get a different curve for each level of income y.

At any given level of y, say, y , which (more or less) fixes transactions

demand, as r rises the speculative demand falls, reducing total de-

mand. Also, at any given r, say,

r , fixing speculative demand, as

y rises transactions demand also

rises, increasing total demand.

It may be useful here to discuss

a bit the probable shape and

curvature of the demand-for-

money function. These will play

an important role in the discus-

sion of the relative effectiveness

of monetary and fiscal policy in

the next chapter. It also relates to

FIGURE 4-7 Demand for money

m(y2 )

m(yi)
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the discussion in Chapter 6 of the

infamous liquidity trap. At very

high interest rate levels, specula-

tive balances should be squeezed

down to some irreducible mini-

mum, giving a minimum demand
for money with rising interest

rates. At the other end, as interest

rates fall lower and lower, people

may become indifferent between
holding, for example, 2 percent

bonds and percent money.

Thus, the demand for money may
become very flat at low interest

rates. So the demand-for-money
map of Figure 4-7 might be drawn
as in Figure 4-8, with the demand
curves converging at both

extremely high and extremely

low interest rate levels.

On the supply side of the

money market, we will assume
that the amount of currency and
demand deposits in the economy
are fixed by institutional arrange-

ments between the commercial

banking system and the Federal

Reserve Board. This is discussed

in much more detail in Chapter
13. Thus, the money supply is

fixed exogenously: M = M.

Figure 4-9 is a graphic representation of the demand and supply

situation we have so far described. Given the price level, the real

money supply is fixed at the level MjP. As in Figures 4-7 and 4-8,

the demand for money is represented by the functions m(y ), miyj,
m(y2 ). At any given rate of interest, say, r2 , the total demand depends
on the level of income. (In this case y > \)\ > y-z)-

From Figure 4-9 we see that as income falls from y to yx to y2 , the

money market equilibrium interest rate also falls, given the level of

the real money supply. When income drops off, there is a decrease in

the transactions demand for money. Some present holders of money
want to shift it into interest-earning bonds due to their lower trans-

actions needs. This increase in demand in the bond market drives

bond prices up and interest rates down. Thus, the excess supply of

money at the old interest rate r and the new income level y2 drives

FIGURE 4-9 Demand and supply in the money market
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interest rates down until supply equals demand at the new, lower,

level of income yz and interest rate r2 .

Equating the money demand function to the exogenously fixed

supply gives us the equilibrium condition in the money market:

(7)
M
p = m(r,y) « l(r) + k(ij).

Separating the speculative and transactions balances gives us a con-

venient way to represent money market equilibrium in another four-

quadrant diagram that summarizes the money market relationships

we have just discussed.

Derivation ofthe LM Curve

In the southeast quadrant of Figure 4-10, the line k(y) gives trans-

actions demand as an increasing function of income, measured
downward. In the northwest quadrant is the curve representing the

speculative demand as a function of the interest rate. This curve has a

slope /' < 0, as we have seen in Figures 4-7-4-9. In the southwest

quadrant we have used another geometric "trick," which represents

the equilibrium condition (7), equating total supply of money to total

demand. This time we have drawn a line between the transactions

demand axis and the speculative demand axis, at a 45° angle to each

FIGURE 4-10 The LM tune: equilibrium r and y in the money market
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.
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axis. The line is drawn at a distance from the origin on each axis equal

to the total exogenously given real money supply, M/P . Because of

the geometric nature of the 45° triangle, the transactions demand and

the speculative demand always add up to the total money supply on

each axis, so that this 45° line directly represents money market

equilibrium condition (7). Any point on this 45° line gives a trans-

actions demand plus a speculative demand which just add up to the

total money supply.

We can now locate in the northeast quadrant of Figure 4-10 the

r, y pairs that maintain the money market in equilibrium. At a given

level of income such as y we can find transactions demand for money
from the k(y) function. By following the dashed line we subtract this

from supply, M/P , to see what level of speculative demand this

implies if the money market is to be in equilibrium. This level of

speculative demand shows us, in turn, the level of interest rate r

that will maintain the money market in equilibrium with income
level y - Having located one money market equilibrium pair, (r , t/ )>

we can locate another by beginning with y x in Figure 4-10. Repeating
this process traces out the line that describes the set of r, y pairs that

maintains money market equilibrium. This is the LM curve in Figure
4-10.

Thus, we can see that the LM curve represents the pairs of r and y
that will keep the money market in equilibrium with a given level of
the money supply, M, and a given price level, P.

By differentiation of the equilibrium condition, equation (7), and
inspection of the results, we can see that the slope of the LM curve is

positive:
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Thus,

M
Po

dr

dy

= l(r)+k(y); 0=l'dr+k'dy.

I'

along the money market equilibrium curve LM. Since k' > and /' <
0, (drldy) > 0, that is, the LM curve is positively sloped.

Shifting the LM Curve

This four-quadrant diagram is useful in analyzing the effects of

changes in exogenous variables or shifts in the speculative demand
or transactions demand functions on the equilibrium values of r and
y in the money market. Looking back to Figure 4-9, for example,
we see that an increase in the money supply creates an excess supply
of money at the old level of income and interest rate. This excess
supply pushes the equilibrium interest rate down, given the income
level.
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_In Figure 4-10, an increase in the money supply will shift the

MIP line out. With the increase in the real money supply, at any

given level of income, corresponding to a given level of transactions

demand, there is room within the money supply for an increased

speculative demand. This implies, for money market equilibrium, a

lower interest rate at each income level. This increase in the money
supply thus shifts the LM curve to the right.

Here we should point out that a change in the price level, P, works

symmetrically opposite to a change in the money supply, M. For
example, an increase in P reduces the supply of real balances, shifting

the MjP line in Figure 4-10 in toward the origin. This reduction in

the real money supply creates excess demand in the money market

at the initial income and interest rate levels, causing interest rates to

rise to clear the market. Thus, for any given level of income y,

an increase in P raises the money market equilibrium r, shifting the

LM curve to the left. This movement can be traced out in the four-

quadrant diagram of Figure 4-10; it will play an important role in

the derivation of the economy's demand curve later in this chapter.

FIGURE 4-11 Disequilibrium in the product and
money markets

ro

EQUILIBRIUM IN THE PRODUCT AND
MONEY MARKETS
We have now derived two pieces of geometric apparatus. One gives

the equilibrium pairs of rand y in the product market— the IS curve—
and the other gives the equilibrium pairs of r and y in the money
market— the LM curve. By placing these two curves in the same

quadrant, that is, by solving

equations (4) and (7) simultan-

eously, we can find the single

r, y pair that gives equilibrium

in both markets, the intersection

of the IS and LM curves. This is

shown as r
, y in Figure 4-11.

Consider what happens if in-

come and the interest rate are at

a point other than the equilib-

rium point. At point r1; «/i in

Figure 4-11, the product market

is in equilibrium; r^yx is on the

IS curve. But this point lies off

the LM curve; the money market

is not in equilibrium. In the

money market, r
x is lower than

the equilibrium r, given yu as

shown in Figure 4-11. There is an

1 MV7
-T^H\

yo yi



excess demand for money at rx . This means that people are trying to

"buy" money, or sell bonds, and are finding it difficult to do so. In

order to get money they have to offer a higher yield, or interest

rate, on bonds. Thus, r begins to rise, throwing the product market

out of equilibrium, that is, off the IS curve. In the product market

this rising r reduces investment demand and final sales. Thus, the

product market is thrown into disequilibrium, inventories accumu-
late, producers slow down production, and income falls. As ris rising

and y is falling the economy moves toward equilibrium r ,y in

Figure 4-11.

This sequence can be shown as follows:

Excess

demand in

money market

t

rising r —> falling i -* falling y

Reduced
demand in

money market
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In other words, we now have a dynamic process occurring in the

background behind the equilibrium conditions. The excess demand
in the money market directly raises the interest rate, and, through the

investment function, indirectly reduces income. This, in turn, re-

duces the transactions demand for money, working to eliminate the

initial excess demand. Eventually the economy settles toward the

equilibrium r , t/ point.

Effect ofan Increase in g

In the above example we assumed that the process began from a

point of disequilibrium and moved toward equilibrium r , y . Now
assume that we begin at an initial point of equilibrium and that the

government decides to increase spending in order to raise incomes.

By using a diagram such as Figure 4-6 we can see that this shifts the

IS curve out, giving a higher product market equilibrium y for any
given r. This shift is represented by the shift to 7,Si in Figure 4-12

(p. 68). At the initial level of the interest rate r„, income begins to rise

through the multiplier process. The increase in income causes an
increase in the demand for transactions balances. This creates excess
demand in the money market, raising r. First one market and then the

other is thrown out of equilibrium causing a spiral effect as seen in

Figure 4-11. Eventually, a new equilibrium is reached at ruyt .

Because investment is a function of r and f < 0, the increase in

equilibrium r leads to a reduction in equilibrium i. In other words,
the increase in government spending causes a partial displacement of

private investment. This displacement is smaller than the magnitude
ofthe original increase in g, because both rand y rise from their initial

equilibrium position.
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Another way to look at the

effect of the increase in g is that

the government decision to

spend more means it will have to

increase borrowing. It does this

by selling government bonds.

Because the money supply is

fixed and the government raises

the level of its demand for money,
demand exceeds supply in the

money market. Interest rates go

up along with incomes and the

movement shown in Figure 4-12

begins. We see in Figure 4-12

that equilibrium income goes up
due to the increase in g. This

means that more tax revenue will

accrue to the government than

at the earlier equilibrium level. This increase in tax revenue will

cover part of the increased government expenditure, so that the

amount the government borrows will be less than the increment to

expenditure.

Effect ofan Increase in M
As an alternative to increasing g to increase income, the govern-

ment might increase the money supply. By examination of Figure

4-10, we can see that this will result in an outward shift of the LM
curve, which will move the economy toward higher income at lower

interest rates. The increase in the money supply creates excess supply

in the money market, pushing r down. This, in turn, increases invest-

ment demand, raising y. The increase in income will, of course, in-

crease the demand for money. But the increase in demand will not

offset the increased supply, so that interest rates will still go down.
Thus, the main difference between the effects of increasing g or in-

creasing M to raise the level of income in the economy is where the

interest rate ends up. An increase in government spending raises

interest rates, while an increase in the money supply lowers interest

rates. For this reason, the two "tools" — fiscal policy changes in g or

tax rates and monetary policy changes in M— are usually used to-

gether to achieve a desired mix of income expansion and control

of interest rates. Chapter 5 looks at the effects of monetary and

fiscal policy on the demand side of the economy in more detail.

First, we will derive the economy's demand curve from the ISLM
apparatus.



INCOME AND THE PRICE LEVEL
ON THE DEMAND SIDE

In the previous section we saw how the intersection of the IS and

LM curves determines the equilibrium level of income and the

interest rate, given the price level P . Now we can derive the econo-

my's demand curve by varying P and seeing what happens to the

equilibrium real income level, y.

The two equilibrium conditions we have developed so far, for the

product and money markets, are

(8)

and

(9)

s(v-t(y))+t(y)=i(r) + g

M
-p = l(r) + k(y).

These are two equations in three variables, y, r, and P. In the ISLM
analysis we assumed P to be given exogenously, eliminating one
variable, and then solved for the equilibrium values of y and r at the

intersection of the IS curve — equation (8) — and the LM curve — equa-

tion (9).
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FIGURE 4-13 Demand-side equilibrium with a change in P
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To analyze the effects of price level changes on equilibrium y on
the demand side of the economy we can use Figure 4-13. This re-

produces the money market four-quadrant diagram behind the LM
curve and then superimposes on it the IS curve of equation (8) to

locate equilibrium r
, y , given the initial price level P . We use the

complete LM diagram with a given IS curve here because the price

level P does not enter into equation (8), the IS product-market equi-

librium condition, but it does enter equation (9). Thus, a change in P
will not affect the position of the IS curve in this model, but it will

shift the LM curve.

Suppose, now, from the initial price level P in Figure 4-13, which
gives equilibrium r„, y^ the price level increases to Pu reducing the

real money supply to MIP X . As can be seen in Figure 4-13, this shifts

the LM curve to the left to LjM, and moves the equilibrium point to

n,«/i- Why is this?

The price level increase reduced the real money supply. This

means that at any given real income level, the transactions demand
for money rises, reducing the money free for speculative demand.
For the market to clear, then, the interest rates must be higher for

any given income level than they were with the initial price P .

So when the price level increases — for whatever reason— the real

money supply shrinks and excess demand is created in the money
market. This can be seen by increasing P in Figure 4-9. This excess

demand raises interest rates, reducing investment demand and
equilibrium income. Gradually the economy settles toward a new
fi.yi equilibrium with the new higher price level P^ As Figure 4-13

shows, the new equilibrium y t is smaller than the initial y due to the

increase in P from P to Pi.

If, from P , we had reduced the price level in Figure 4-13, increas-

ing the real-money supply, the equilibrium r, y point would have

moved down the stationary IS curve, increasing the equilibrium y

level. Thus, varying the (exogenously given, for the time being)

price level produces opposite

variations in the equilibrium

level of output demanded in the

economy: As P rises, y falls, and

vice versa. This relationship

is shown as the economy's de-

mand curve of Figure 4-14.

This curve is created by chang-

ing the price level in Figure

4-13 (from P to P,) and plotting

against the price level the change

in income (from y to y x ) caused

by the shifting LM curve. The
Figure 4-14 demand curve shows

FIGURE 4-14

demand curve

The economy's
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in the economy decreases. Demand-Side

The demand curve is derived by asking what happens to equilib- Equilibrium:

rium output demanded as the price level changes, allowing other
interest R

variables, such as the interest rate, also to adjust to their equilibrium CHAPTER 4

levels. This brings out an important point. Changes in equilibrium

variables on the demand side of the economy as a result of price

changes are movements along the demand curve. Changes in exo-

genous variables on the demand side, such as g or M or the tax

schedule, or shifts of functions like the saving function or the trans-

actions demand for money, shift the demand curve. This distinction

will become important when we have developed the supply side of

the economy and can analyze how changes in exogenous variables

shift the demand or supply curve, creating excess demand (or supply),

and causing price changes that bring further adjustments along the

demand and supply curves.

The other important point to notice about the Figure 4-14 demand
curve is that it does not reflect the ordinary substitution effect of a

rising price reducing demand. Rather, the rising aggregate price

level P reduces equilibrium output demanded, y, by tightening the

money market, raising the interest rate, and thus reducing invest-

ment.

In the next chapter we use the algebraic and graphical representa-

tions of demand-side equilibrium to discuss the effects of monetary
and fiscal policy changes. This offers us a chance to give our simple

model a "work-out," which is really the only way to learn the work-

ings of the economy thoroughly.
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Monetary and fiscal policies are generally thought of as demand-
management policies. Since they deal with demand management,
we can discuss their effects fairly thoroughly now before we go on

to the supply side in Chapters 6 and 7. The purpose of monetary and
fiscal policy, taken together, is to maintain demand roughly equal to

supply in the economy and to maintain the existing price level. The
appearance of excess demand will probably cause inflation, while an

insufficiency of demand will bring at least temporary unemployment
and deflation.

In Chapter 4 we derived the economy's demand curve by finding,

in the ISLM diagram, the equilibrium level of output demanded at

each price level. This demand curve is shown as D D in Figure

5-l(a). Thus, if the initial price level is P , the equilibrium output

demanded will be y . Now suppose the economy has a full-employ-

ment output level, yF , which is determined by the existing labor force

and capital stock. (The determination of the level of yF is discussed

at some length later in Part II, and in Part IV.) If, as shown in Figure

5-l(a), equilibrium output demanded, y , is more than full-employ-

ment output, yF , there will be excess demand in the economy,
measured by yo—yF , and the price level will be bid up, causing in-

flation. In this case the object of demand management (monetary and
fiscal) policy would be to shift the demand curve down to D 1

D
1 to

eliminate the excess demand without inflation.

The case of deficient demand is shown in Figure 5-l(b). Suppose

the demand curve D D is initially lower than was shown in Figure

72 5-l(a) due, perhaps, to lower investment demand. Then at the initial
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price level P , equilibrium output demanded could be less than full-

employment output yF , creating excess supply, or deficient demand,

in the economy. This would tend to push prices down, and, at least

temporarily, cause unemployment corresponding to the shortfall

in demand measured by yf —

y

in Figure 5-l(b). In this case the

objective of demand management policy would be to shift the demand
curve up to DJD X , eliminating the deflationary gap and maintaining

full employment.

The government can shift the economy's demand curve by manip-

ulating its monetary and fiscal policy instruments. In the case of

deficient demand in Figure 5-l(b), the demand curve can be shifted

up by (a) a fiscal policy increase in government purchases, g; (b)

a fiscal policy cut in the tax rate; (c) a monetary policy increase in the

money supply, M; or some combination of purchases, tax, and money
supply changes. Thus, in this analysis, the instrument of monetary
policy is the money supply, and the instruments of fiscal policy are the

level of government purchases and the tax rate.

In Chapter 4 we briefly described how changes in the money
supply shift the LM curve, while changes in the fiscal policy instru-

ments shift the IS curve. Each of these changes also shifts the demand
curve. Here we describe in more detail the effects of monetary and
fiscal policy changes on the level of demand, both graphically and
algebraically. We see how the simple multipliers of Chapter 3 are

modified by the introduction of the money market and how the size

of these multipliers depends on whether the economy is initially near

full employment or in a recession. We also discuss the effects of

changes in monetary and fiscal policy on the composition of output at

full employment— the division of output between c, i, and g— and take

an initial look at some current issues in macroeconomic stabilization

policy.
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FISCAL POLICY EFFECTS OX DEMAND
In analyzing the effects of fiscal policy changes in g or tax rates on

equilibrium output demanded we use the four-quadrant diagram for

the IS curve, shown in Figure 5-2. Since fiscal policy changes do not

FIGURE 5-2 Fiscal policy- change in g: IS curve

i + g-

s + t

s + t (y)

FIGURE 5-3 Fiscal policy change

in g: demand curve

affect any of the curves underlying the LM curve, we can just add a

fixed LM curve to the r,y quadrant in Figure 5-2, giving an initial

equilibrium point r ,y , corresponding to an initial price level. Fiscal

policy changes will then shift the IS curve along the given LM,
changing equilibrium output demanded, y, and the interest rate as

well. Since the initial price level

is held constant throughout, these

changes in equilibrium output

demanded, at a given price level,

represent horizontal shifts in the

demand curve equal to the change

in equilibrium output. Thus, in

analyzing fiscal policy shifts, we
will also refer to Figure 5-3,

which shows the demand curve

D D which corresponds to the

initial IS curve in Figure 5-2,

7 So, with initial P and y cor-

responding to t/ in Figure 5-2.
y vz



Now suppose with the initial level of government purchases g and

tax schedule t in Figure 5-2, the resulting output level y is below

full employment. Then fiscal policy can increase equilibrium output,

shifting the demand curve to the right, either by increasing g, or by

shifting the tax schedule down.

Changes in Government Spending, g

Consider first an increase in government purchases by Ag from g
to gi with the tax schedule unchanged at t (y), as shown in Figure

5-2. The increase in g adds directly to real GNP and, through the

multiplier, further increases y. If the interest rate did not rise from

the initial level r in Figure 5-2, so that investment (t = i(r)) was not

affected, equilibrium y would rise from y to y x . This measures the

outward shift in IS, since i/i is the new equilibrium y if the old interest

rate had been maintained. As we see in the next section, the ratio

(j/i
— y )/Ag is the multiplier of Chapter 3, which assumed investment

to be fixed exogenously, the equivalent of a constant r here.

But the interest rate must rise from_r following the Ag. With a

fixed level of real money balances (= M/P ), the increase in y raises

the demand for money, pulling interest rates up along the LM curve.

In the background, the g increase raises the government deficit,

increasing the amount of bonds the government sells. To sell more
bonds, that is, buy more money to finance the Ag increase, the

government must raise the interest rate it pays. In general, the in-

crease in bond supply raises interest rates in the bond market, the

other side of the coin to the money market rise in r shown in Figure
5-2.

The increase in interest rates, along LM, reduces the level of

investment demand, tending to offset the increase in government
spending. Again, in the bond market the increase in government
borrowing squeezes out borrowing by corporations buying plant

and equipment and especially borrowing by house builders, reducing
the level of investment. The reduced level of investment moves the

new equilibrium level of output demanded down from y^ to y2 , with

the interest rate rising from r to r2 . This increase in equilibrium

demand-side y is reflected in the shift in the Figure 5-3 demand curve

from DoDo to D2D2 , with y rising from y to »/? at the initial price level

Po-

Here we can summarize the results of the fiscal policy increase in

g on the demand side. With income increased and the tax rate un-

changed, disposable income and consumer spending are both higher.

Government purchases have risen, and with an interest rate increase,

the level of investment has fallen, partially offsetting the g increase.

We know the offset is only partial because for y to go up in the end,

the i + g sum must have risen. Thus, increasing g to raise equilibrium
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y shifts the mix of output away from investment and toward g, and
also raises consumer spending.

Changes in the Tax Schedule, t(y)

Much the same effects on the level of y and r (and thus i(r)) could

be obtained by permanently reducing tax rates or increasing transfer

payments instead of raising government purchases. The main dif-

ference between these two expansionary fiscal policy steps is in the

resulting mix of output: With an equal effect on y, r, and investment,

a tax reduction favors consumer expenditure while a g increase

obviously increases the government share of output.

The result of a tax reduction is shown in the four-quadrant diagram
of Figure 5-4. Here we essentially assume that the tax schedule is

proportional, that is,

(1) Uy) = t y,

so that tax revenues t (y) are a constant fraction, t , of y. Then the

tax cut just reduces the proportional tax rate from t , say, 25 percent,

to tu say, 20 percent. This simplification will come in handy when we
compute the tax rate multiplier a bit later.

The downward rotation of the tax schedule increases the level of

equilibrium income at any given interest rate. The alert observer

might notice that since the Ag level was the same regardless of the

FIGURE 5-4 Fiscal policy change in t(y): IS curve



y level while the t(y) change is bigger at higher y levels, the tax

change will result in a slightly flatter slope of the IS curve.

From the basic equilibrium condition

(2) i(r) + g=y~c(y-t(y)) = s(y-t(y))+t(y),

we can see that if i(r ) and g are unchanged, and the tax cut raises

disposable income y— t(y), raising consumption, y must increase to

maintain y — c equal to i(r) + g. Essentially, with a given rn main-

taining / fixed, the change in disposable income at the initial income

level y , that is, r (y )
—

^i(yo), generates a policy-induced increase

in consumer spending that has the same effects as the Ag considered

earlier. If r were maintained, equilibrium output demanded would

rise to y x through the multiplier effect.

But the increase in income again creates excess demand in the

money market, raising r along LA/. In the bond markets, the increase

in the deficit generated by the tax cut increases the supply of bonds as

the government increases borrowing. This squeezes out borrowing

for plant and equipment investment and house building, reducing

investment to offset partially the exogenous increase in consumer
spending. In the end, equilibrium demand-side output rises to y2

and the interest rate rises to r2 . The demand curve shifts out much
the same as in Figure 5-2, with equilibrium y increasing from y

to y2 at the initial price level P .

The main difference between the effects of a government purchases

increase and a tax cut that yield about the same final level of y and r

is in the composition of the final y. Since r rises about the same in both

cases, the final level of investment is the same. But where in the Ag
case government purchases rose, providing the initial fiscal policy

stimulus, here g has remained the same throughout. The stimulus

here has come from the initial increase in consumer spending
following the tax cut, and this has increased the consumers' share of

output. In fact, since the secondary multiplier effects of policy-

induced c and g changes are the same in this fairly simple model, the

entire difference in the final composition of output is that the increase

in g in the first case has been replaced by an increase in c in this tax

policy case, giving the same level of final y and i in the final equi-

librium.

The Multiplierfor g Changes

The last section described the effects of government spending and
tax rate changes using mainly the ISLM diagram. The IS curve repre-

sents the product market equilibrium condition
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FIGURE 5-5 Basic function library

t

c > -t(y))

(c)

y-t(y)

k(y)

and the LM curve represents the

money market equilibrium con-

dition

(4)
M

l(r)+k(y).

The various functions in equa-

tions (3) and (4) are shown in

Figures 5-5(a)-(e). The tax and
consumption functions both have
slopes that are positive but less

than one, that is, < c', t' < 1.

The slopes of the investment and
speculative demand for money
functions are negative; V and /' <
0. The transactions demand func-

tion has a positive slope; h' > 0.

As we saw graphically in the

previous section, the increase in

y following an increase in g will

be smaller in this two-equation

model than it was in the simple

multiplier models of Chapter 3.

We can see this more precisely

by developing an expression for

the government purchases multi-

plier that includes this money
market effect on i and r. Differen-

tiating the IS equation (3) we
obtain

dy = c' (dtj — t' dij) — i'dr— dg

= c'(l - t')dy+i'dr+ dg.

Differentiating the LM equation

(4), holding M/P constant, we get

0= I'dr+k'dy,

so that

dr= —jrdy.

Notice here that the expression
— (k'll') is simply the slope of the

LM curve. The last equation tells

us how much r must rise along



the LM curve to maintain money market equilibrium with a given

increase in income.

Substituting this expression for dr into the IS differential, we get

i'k'

dy = c'(l — t')dy—p- dy+dg,

so that the final multiplier expression is

(5) dy
1

l-c'(l-f')
TTjdg.
i'k

r

Since c'(l-t') is less than one, and (i'k')U' is positive (both i' and /'

are negative), the multiplier is positive.

The g multiplier developed in Chapter 3 was simply 1/(1 — c'( 1 — t ')).

The multiplier in (5) is smaller than this because of the additional

positive term in the denominator. What is the meaning of this term?

First, since k'IV is the slope of LM, it gives the increase in r that is

needed for money market equilibrium with the increase in y. Since

i' gives the change in i that comes from a change in r, the expression

(i'k')ll' then gives the decrease in investment that comes from the

interest rate increase as y and r rise along the LM curve.

If the LM curve were flat with

zero slope, so that (k'/V) — 0, the

multiplier in (5) would be the

same as the original multiplier of

Chapter 3. In Figure 5-6, the dis-

tance from t/ to y x
is measured

by the multiplier 1/(1 — c'(l— t'))

with no money market effects,

that is, with the interest rate held

constant. The distance from y to

y2 is given by the full multiplier

of equation (5), which includes

the money market effect on i in

the denominator.

The Effectiveness ofFiscal Policy

The multiplier formula of equation (5) also points out that the

size of the fiscal policy multiplier itself, or the effectiveness of

fiscal policy, depends on whether the fiscal policy change is initiated

at a low or high level of output relative to full-employment output.

This point is illustrated in Figure 5-7 (p. 80), which shows the differing

effect on y of a given IS shift, depending on where on the LM curve
the action begins.

At the initial equilibrium y , the LM curve is relatively flat, so

FIGURE 5-6 Money market effects

on the fiscal multiplier
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FIGURE 5-7 Effectiveness of fiscal policy
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that its slope —(k'/V), is nearly

zero. This gives a large fiscal

policy multiplier, nearly equal to

1/(1 -c'(l -*')), the simple value

withoutany money marketeffects.

But at the initial equilibrium

point y 2 , the LM curve is nearly

vertical, with a slope — (k'll ') that

is very large. In this case the fiscal

policy multiplier is extremely

small, approaching zero as theLM
curve becomes vertical.

Thus, the size of the fiscal

policy multiplier depends on the

slope of the LM curve at the

initial equilibrium point. A given

increase in g and shift in IS will yield a large increase in y if the

economy begins at a point of high unemployment and low interest

rates. But if the g increase comes in a tight economy near full employ-
ment, there will be little effect on y, with a large increase in r squeez-

ing out an amount of investment demand nearly equal to the g increase.

The economic explanation of this difference is as follows. With a

given supply of real money balances A//P (which fixes the position of

the LM curve), at the low level of r and y there is, loosely speaking,

a lot of money in speculative balances that can be drawn out to finance

a higher level of transactions, that is, a higher y, by a small increase

in interest rates. But at the higher level of r and y, at i/2 in Figure 5-7,

the amount of funds in speculative balances is very small, and the

increase in demand for money from a rising y serves mostly to raise r,

reducing investment, rather than bringing funds out of speculative

balances in any substantial amount.

The main point of this section is that the size of the Ag multiplier

itself depends on the initial cyclical position of the economy. Thus it

is not surprising that some investigators have found the multiplier

"unstable" looking at data, say, since World War II. Of course it is

unstable; the data include the initial conditions of the 1958 recession

with unemployment at 7 percent and short-term interest rates at 1.8

percent, as well as the boom conditions of 1968 with unemployment
at 3.5 percent and short-term rates at 5.3 percent. But the conclusion

should not be that fiscal policy is not effective because the multiplier

seems unstable. Rather, its effectiveness varies over the cycle, and in

anticipating the effects of any given Ag at any given time, a prudent

analyst must take into consideration the initial state of the economy
rather than simply relying on a multiplier like the 1/(1 — c'(l — £'))

of Chapter 3.



FIGURE 5-8

tax function
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The Multiplierfor Tax Rate Changes

With the development of the

multiplier for Ag behind us, we
can go fairly quickly through the

tax rate multiplier. To begin with,

we make the simplifying assump-

tion that the tax system is pro-

portional and that we are looking

at a proportional change in all

tax rates. This simplifies the alge-

bra considerably with no effects

whatsoever on the qualitative

results. This tax assumption is

illustrated in Figure 5-8. We assume the tax function t(y) is ty, that

is, a tax rate t times income y. With this tax function we can easily

develop the effects of changing (here reducing) the tax rate from t

to t x in Figure 5-8.

Again, we begin with the IS and LM equilibrium equations,

(6) y=c(y-ty)+ i(r)+ g

and

M
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l(r)+ky.

Differentiating the IS equation (6) gives us

dy = c' • (dy — tdy — ydt)+ i'dr+

= c'(l-t)dy-c'ydt+i'dr.

The last two terms in the disposable income (y — ty) differential

come from the approximation that d(ty) = tdy+ ydt. Again, from the

LM equation (7) we have

dr
k'

I

rdy,

so that substitution into the dy equation gives us

i'k'
dy = c'(l — t)dy — c' ydt—p- dy

and

(8) dy = c'y

l-c'(l-f)
YF dt -

V

The numerator of the tax rate multiplier in (8) simply converts the

tax change into the policy-induced change in consumer expenditure.
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The term ydt is the change in disposable income that comes directly

from the tax rate change, dt. Then the term c' ydt is the change in

consumption spending that comes from this change in disposable

income, and the minus sign says that when tax rates go up, the policy-

induced consumption change is negative.

Since the denominator of the tax rate multiplier, 1— c'(l— f)+
(i'k')ll', is the same as that of the government purchases multiplier,

interpreting the numerator of the tax multiplier, —c'ydt, as the direct

change in consumption following from a tax change makes the multi-

pliers for tax changes and g changes essentially the same. To get the

effect of a g change, dg, or a consumption change induced by dt,

— c'ydt, on equilibrium demand-side income and output, we multiply

by

1

l-c'(l-t')
i'k'

I'

The similarity between the g and t multipliers tells us that the

effects of fiscal policy changes in g or t on the level of total output y
will be roughly the same. But there are two major differences between
fiscal policy changes in g and in tax rates. First, there will be a differ-

ence in the composition of the new equilibrium output. Expanding
output by increasing g also will increase the government's share of

output. But a tax cut shifts the initial stimulus to a policy-induced

increase in consumer spending, raising the share of output going to

consumers. Thus the choice between cutting taxes or increasing

government purchases to expand output and reduce unemployment
will in part depend on a judgment on the relative social benefits of

more consumer expenditure as opposed to more resources going into

the production of public goods. This was one of the points of debate

within the Kennedy administration prior to the proposal of the 1964

tax cut. With unemployment near 6 percent and the economy expand-

ing too slowly, the debate was whether to increase government pur-

chases g, increasing the provision of public goods, or to cut taxes,

placing more emphasis on consumer spending.

The other major difference between g and t changes stems from the

fact that a tax cut will affect the economy only if consumers increase

their spending as a result, so that the direct policy-induced consump-

tion stimulus does, in fact, appear. There is always the possibility that

consumers will save the additional disposable income, leaving the

total s+t(y) schedule unchanged with no effect on y. To a certain

extent, but in the other direction, this happened with the income tax

surcharge in 1968; when the surcharge was passed, raising taxes,

consumers paid about half of the additional tax out of saving and half

out of consumption, thus reducing the effect on y.



This problem does not occur with g changes though, since the

government can make sure that g changes by the desired amount.

Thus, there is more certainty of achieving the desired effect on y if

fiscal policy changes come in government purchases, rather than in

tax and transfer payment changes. Also, it seems likely that perma-

nent tax rate changes will have a greater effect than temporary changes

that may well be compensated by temporary changes in saving.

The Balanced-Budget Multiplier

The balanced-budget multiplier for equal changes in g and tax

revenues is also reduced from its value of unity in Chapter 3 by the

introduction of money market effects. To see this, we will introduce

a different simplifying assumption on the tax schedule, namely that

tax revenues are fixed exogenously: t(y) = t. This makes the analysis

of the effects of an equal change in g and t fairly simple. Again, we
begin with the IS and LM equations,

(9)

and

y= c(y-t)+i(r) + g

M
(10) Y=l(r) + k(y).

Differentiation of (9) gives us

dy = c' -(dy-dt)+i'dr+dg

= c'dy-c'dt+i'dr+dg.

The LM equation (10) gives us dr = — (k'/l')dy, and substitution into

the dy equation yields

i'k'

dy= c'dy — c'dt—jr-dy+dg

and

dy =
dg — c'dt

1-c'
i'k'

I'

If the government purchases and tax increases are of equal size, so

that dg = dt, the last expression gives us the expanded balanced-
budget multiplier:

(11)
1-c'

dy = Y¥ dg -

Introduction of money market effects on investment through the last

term in the denominator in (11) has reduced the value of the balanced-
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budget multiplier. If the LM curve were flat at the initial value of y,

that is, if r and i(r) were fixed, then the slope of LM, k'/V, would be
zero and the balanced-budget multiplier in (11) would be (l'-c')l

(1 — c')= 1. But with the introduction of the money market we see

that as y rises with a balanced change in government purchases and

revenues, the demand for money for transactions purposes goes up,

raising the interest rate and reducing investment. This partially

offsets the initial increase in y, giving a final expansion of y that is

less than the initial dg — dt.

MONETARY POLICY EFFECTS ON DEMAND
To analyze the effects of monetary policy changes in the money

supply, M, we will use the four-quadrant LM diagram, shown in

Figure 5-9. Since in this section we will be holding the fiscal policy

variables and the saving and investment functions behind the IS

curve constant, we can add a fixed IS curve to Figure 5-9. This estab-

lishes initial equilibrium values of y and_r , given the price level

P and the initial level of the money supply A/ .

Monetary policy changes in M will now shift the LM curve along

FIGURE 5-9 Monetary policy change in M: LM curve

r
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Transactions
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FIGURE 5-10 Monetary' policy

change in M: demand curve

y v2

the given IS curve, changing the

interest rate and the equilibrium

output demanded. These changes

in output demanded, at the given

price level, produce horizontal

shifts in the economy's demand
curve. This was shown in Figure

5-3, and is reproduced here as Fig-

ure 5-10. The D D„ demand curve

corresponds to the fixed IS in Fig-

ure 5-9 and the initial level of the

money supply, M . The initial y

and P of Figure 5-10 are the

same as those of Figure 5-9.

Changes in the Money Supply, M
If the initial equilibrium value of real output y is below full-

employment output, the demand curve can be shifted to the right

by fiscal policy changes, as we have seen above, or by an increase

in the money supply. This is illustrated in Fjgure 5-9, where the

money supply is increased by AM from M () to Mt . At the initial equi-

librium level of output and income, y() , this increase in the money
supply would push the interest rate down to r

{
to maintain equilib-

rium in the money market. Thus the AM shifts the LM curve down (or

to the right) by an amount measured by r — r, at the initial y level.

Another way to measure the LM shift is to assume that the interest

rate remains at r , fixing the level of speculative demand for money.
In this case, all of the AM increase would be available for transactions

balances to support a higher level of y. The increase in y that would
absorb the money supply increase into transactions balances at the

old r is shown in Figure 5-9 as y^ — y . Thus, the point r
, y x would

also maintain the money market in equilibrium and is on the new LM
curve, L

XM X . The distance y t
— y measures the outward shift in LM

at the initial interest rate r .

When the money supply is increased, initially the interest rate will

tend to fall toward r
x at the initial y in Figure 5-9. But this drop in r

increases investment demand, raising the level of output and income,
moving the economy from ru y over toward the IS curve. The income
increase, in turn, raises the transactions demand for money, pulling

the interest rate back up. In the end, the economy comes to the equi-

librium point r2 , y2 with both the product market and money market
in equilibrium.

In the bond market in the background, the central bank increases

the money supply by buying bonds (selling money). This increase in

bond demand raises bond prices, reducing interest rates. Firms find it
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easier (and cheaper) to borrow to finance investment projects, so

investment demand goes up, moving the economy toward equilibrium

atr2,y2 .

The movement from the old equilibrium y to the new ys at the

original price level P is also reflected in a shift of the demand curve

in Figure 5-10 to D2D2 ,
giving a higher level of equilibrium output

demanded at any given price level. Here monetary' policy has shifted

the demand curve; back in Figure 5-3 it was fiscal policy. The same
increase in income could be achieved by an appropriately sized

change in any of the three major policy instruments: g, f, or M.
The monetary policy increase in M has reduced the interest rate

and raised investment and equilibrium output and income. The in-

come increase, with a given tax schedule, has increased consumer
spending, while government purchases remain unchanged. Thus,

monetary policy has a different effect on the composition of output

than do fiscal policy changes in g or f( y). Here the policy-induced ex-

penditure effect comes through a change in investment demand.
Government purchases remain unchanged and consumer expendi-

ture goes up only endogenously. We can summarize these composi-

tional effects by looking at the basic national income identity.

(12) y=c+i+ g.

For a given increase in income and output, y, each of the policies

gives about the same endogenous consumption increase through the

multiplier. The difference lies in the source of the policy-induced

expenditure change. An increase in government spending raises g
and reduces i somewhat, raising the proportion of g in the use of out-

put relative to c or i in the final equilibrium position. A tax cut gives

a direct c increase and also reduces i somewhat, raising the propor-

tion of c. Finally, a money supply increase gives a policy-induced

increase in i, raising the fraction of investment in the final equilibrium

position. Thus, a choice of which policy instrument to use to expand

(or contract) output will, in part, depend on how the policy maker
wants the composition of output to change.

The Multiplierfor Changes in M
As usual, we can develop the multiplier for changes in M on y

beginning with the IS and LM equilibrium equations. The product

market equation is

(13) y=c(y-t(y))+i(r)+g.

The money market equation is

(14)
M
i o

l(r) + k(y).



Since we are focusing on equilibrium demand-side output and em-

ployment in this chapter, we are holding P constant. This enables us

to introduce a new variable in (14), m = M/P . Since dm = dMIP , we
can conduct the analysis in terms of a change in real balances, dm,

which is the same as the change in nominal money supply, dM, with

the price level held constant. Differentiating the LM equation (14)

gives us

dM ,

-p- = dm

and

dr =
dm
V

= l'dr+k'dy

T dy.

As usual, differentiation of the IS equation yields

dy=c'(l-t')dy+i'dr,

with g constant so that dg — 0. Substituting the previous expression

for dr, we have

i' i'k'

dy — c'(l — t')dy + jrdm—tt dy

and

(15) dy = V

i-c'(i-t')+*7
7777 dm

as the multiplier expression for the money supply change, dm.
The denominator of the multiplier in (15) is the same as that for

the g and t multipliers. But how is the numerator to be interpreted?

From the previous section's discussion, we might expect this to turn

out to be the change in investment induced directly by dm. Referring

back to the money market equilibrium condition, (14), which is also

the demand equation for real balances m set equal to a fixed supply

m, we see that the partial derivative of m with respect to r is /',

so that in (15) the expression dm/l ' is the drop in r initially induced by
the dm increase. Then, since i' is the increase in investment with a

drop in r, V dmll' is the investment increase resulting from the drop
in r induced by dm — the policy-induced investment change. So the M
multiplier in (15) is the usual multiplier
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FIGURE 5-1 1 The money supply

multiplier
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The multiplier on m in equation

(15) can be interpreted further

with the help of Figure 5-11. At

the initial level of income, y , the

shift in the LM curve due to dM
would reduce r to r x . If the LM
curve were flat, so that (k'll ') = 0,

the subsequent increase in y to

t/i would be equal to

ill'

l-c'(l-t')
dm.

But with the positive slope of the new LM curve, LXM X , the y change

is reduced to y2
— ?/o with the introduction of the i'k'fl' term in (15).

The Effectiveness ofMonetary Policy

As was the case with fiscal policy, the effectiveness of monetary
policy will vary with the cyclical position of the economy. As Figure
5-12 shows, with a given slope of the IS curve, a given shift in the LM
curve due to an increase in the money supply will have a greater

effect on y at high levels of y and r than at low levels.

This can also be seen from the dm multiplier in equation (15).

Multiplying both numerator and denominator of (15) by /', which is

negative, gives us

(16) dij =
l'(l-c'(l-t'))+i'k'

dm.

Note here that since i' and V are both negative, the multiplier dyldm
given by equation (16) is still

positive, with both the numerator

and demoninator negative.

Now, if /
' is a very large nega-

tive number, approaching minus

infinity, the denominator of (16)

will be very large, so that an

increase in m will have very

little effect on y. From the four-

quadrant diagram of Figure 5-13,

it is clear that when the l(r) curve

is very flat, the LM curve is flat

and the economy is at a low level

of y and r. At that low level of r,

people may be relatively indiffer-

ent between holding money and

FIGURE 5-12 The effectiveness of monetary policy
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FIGURE 5-13 The slope of l(r) and the LM curve
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bonds, so that speculative bal-

ances absorb an increase in M
with little effect on r, thus little

effect on i and y.

On the other hand, if /
' is a very

small negative number, approach-

ing zero, the first term in the de-

nominator of (16) will be near

zero, so that the multiplier will

approach the value i'/i'k' = 1/k'

.

From Figure 5-13, it is clear that

at high interest rates where the

l(r) curve is steep, the LM curve

is nearly vertical. Thus, in this

area of the LM curve, the effect of

an increase in M on y will be

greatest, since the first term in

the denominator of (16) will be

nearly zero. In this area of r,y speculative balances have been
squeezed to a minimum by the high r, so that almost all ofM is used

to finance transactions, and the limit on y is the availability of M.

Since k' is the increase in transactions demand with an increase

in y, 1/k', the value of the multiplier_when LM is vertical, gives the

increase in y that is possible with a dM increase if it all goes to finance

additional y. So monetary policy has its maximum effectiveness when
the economy is at high r, y levels and is utilizing almost all of the

money supply to finance transactions, that is, to support y.

Transactions

Demand

THE INTERACTION OF MONETARY
AND FISCAL POLICIES

In the previous sections of this chapter we discussed the relative

effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policies in relation to the cyclical

position of the economy. The likelihood that the policy instruments

g, f(y), and M differ in the certainty of their results was also men-
tioned. In addition, it should by now be apparent that changes in

these policy instruments can be combined in many different ways to

achieve a desired position of the economy's demand curve. We end
this introductory chapter on monetary and fiscal policy as demand-
management tools first by summarizing what has already been said

on relative effectiveness and certainty of results. Then we look at the

interaction between monetary and fiscal policies in two important

cases: first, where they work in opposite directions to change the

interest rate and the composition of output at a given level of output;

and second, where they work in the same direction to achieve a de-

sired shift in the demand curve and change in y, given P .
89
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The Effectiveness and Certainty of Monetary and
Fiscal Policy

The relative effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policy, depending
on the shape of the LM curve and the economy's initial position, can

be summarized by reference to Figure 5-14. If the economy is in an

initial position such as ruy x of Figure 5-14, an expansionary monetary
policy, shifting LM right, may have little effect on y, since at that low
interest rate the additional money would be absorbed by specula-

tive balances and not become
available to finance a substantial

increase in y. On the other hand,

at r,,y,, a shift in the IS curve

will be relatively effective in

raising y, since a small increase

in the interest rate will release a

substantial amount of funds from

speculative balances to support

an increase in y.

At the other extreme, where
the economy is very taut with

high r and y at r2 , y2 > a fiscal policy

shift in IS will be relatively in-

effective in changing equilibrium

demand-side y. With interest rates very high, speculative balances

will be squeezed to a minimum with most of the real money supply

already financing transactions. An increase in demand by, say, an

increase in g will raise the interest rate enough that the initial g
increase will be nearly fully offset by a drop in investment demand,
giving little increase in y. In this case, however, an expansion of the

money supply will be very effective in shifting the economy's demand
curve. With the level of output and income y limited by the money
available for transactions purposes, an MIP increase will permit a

commensurate increase in y. Thus, when the economy is near full

employment with very tight credit conditions, monetary policy will

be most effective in shifting the demand curve.

In developing the multiplier expressions for changes in the policy

instruments g, t, and M, we were able to separate the multipliers into

two pieces. The first was the multiplier for an exogenous expendi-

ture change,

FIGURE 5-14 The effectiveness of

monetary and fiscal policy
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This was the same in all cases.



The second part, that differed from case to case, was the expression

for the directly induced expenditure change that follows from a

change in a policy instrument. In the case of a change in government

purchases this was just dg, since the dg change is itself a change in

exogenous expenditure. In the case of a change in the tax rate t,

the policy-induced change in consumer expenditure was given by
— c'ljdt. In the case of a change in M, or in real balances m, the

policy-induced change in investment demand was given by (i'll')dm.

These last three expressions can be used to rank the policy instru-

ments in terms of the certainty of the results.

The highest degree of certainty seems to come in the dg case, since

here the government actually exogenously changes spending. In the

two other cases, the direct expenditure effect depends on the reaction

of private spending to a change in one of its determinants. Tax changes

will be effective only if consumer spending reacts. Since it is possible

that consumers will offset tax changes, particularly temporary ones,

by changing saving behavior, the results of tax changes aren't as

certain as those of g changes.

Money supply changes will be effective only if (a) the change

affects the interest rate and credit conditions facing investors, and
(b) if these changes affect investment spending. Since both of these

steps are uncertain, it seems likely (although this would be hard to

prove) that the effects of M changes may be less certain than those of

tax changes. This is very likely the case for permanent tax changes,

less likely for temporary tax changes.

These considerations of uncertainty might lead to the following

kind of stabilization policy formula. First, keep M growth fairly

smooth, since the results ofM changes in the short run may be pretty

unpredictable. Second, use permanent tax changes to set the IS curve

at a desired long-run normal level, depending on the long-run desired

level of g. Third, use small g changes for short-run fine-tuning

stabilization policy since their results are most certain.
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The Monetary-Fiscal Policy Mix

From the discussion of the effects of monetary and fiscal policy

changes in this chapter it should be clear that changes in the policy

variables can be used to change the level of the interest rate and the

composition of output without shifting the demand curve, that is,

without changing equilibrium demand-side y at the given P .

For example, in Figure 5-15 (p. 92), it may be that at the going price

level P , the level of output y yields roughly full employment. But the

r level may be too high because it gives a level of investment,

especially in housing, that is too low. In this case, the interest rate

may be reduced by putting in a permanent tax increase, shifting IS to

I\SU and reducing consumption demand. This could be balanced
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FIGURE 5-15 A shift in the mix
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by a money supply increase,

lowering the interest rate and
stimulating investment demand,
bringing the economy back to y
at the lower interest rate rt . This

shift in the monetary-fiscal policy

mix, tightening the budget and
easing the money supply, has

shifted the composition of the

equilibrium y . With g fixed, con-

sumer expenditure has been re-

duced and investment increased.

Thus, the policy variables can be

changed in opposite directions to change composition without

shifting the demand curve.

Working the policy variables against each other in this way creates

substantial uncertainty about the outcome, especially since the

amount of change in each variable will depend on the initial position

of the economy. For example, in mid-1968 a mix shift was attempted,

with the imposition of an income tax surcharge and a shift to mone-
tary ease. With the economy running at very low unemployment and
historically high interest rates, we might say that it was in the vertical

region of the LM curve when the mix change began. Then the imposi-

tion of only a temporary surcharge shifted the IS curve down only

slightly, while the monetary expansion shifted LM out substantially,

resulting in a shift of the economy's demand curve to the right, in-

creasing output and the rate of inflation and pushing unemployment
down even more. Thus, while the policy instruments can be used

against each other to change composition, the amounts by which the

instruments should change will depend on the economy's position

and this should be carefully taken into account before such a mix

shift is attempted.

The various levels of uncertainty associated with the policy instru-

ments also suggest that if the objective is to shift the demand curve, it

might be best to use all the instruments in the same direction, giving

the highest probability of success in changing y. This strategy, of

course, maximizes the uncertainty as to where r will come out, since

if, for example, in a restrictive move the fiscal policy change "bites"

but the monetary policy change doesn't, r will fall, while if the mone-

tary change bites but the fiscal doesn't, r will rise.

This section is meant to temper, at least a bit, the air of determin-

ateness and certainty that the calculation of multipliers gives

stabilization policy. The theory is fairly clear, as the multipliers

show. But the actual reaction in the economy to changes in g, t ( y) and

M is uncertain, so that the exact results of any given policy change



will be hard to forecast. The chapters of Part III discuss the sectors of

the economy in more detail, trying to reduce this level of uncertainty.

But first we must turn to the supply side of the economy and relax the

assumption that the price level P is fixed.
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6
Equilibrium Output
and the Price Level:

The Classical Case

The last two chapters developed the demand side of the economy
taking the price level P as exogenously determined. The product

market equilibrium condition,

(1) IS; y = c(y-t(y))+ i(r)+ g,

and the money market equilibrium condition,

(2)
M

LM: -p = l(r) + k(y),

FIGURE 6-1 The aggregate demand
curve

94

are two equations that determine the equilibrium values of the level of

output y and the interest rate r for any given value of P. Changing the

level of P changes equilibrium y and r through changes in real money
supply, m = (MIP). Graphically, this effect comes through shifts in the

LM curve. Varying the exogenous

P assumption gave us the econo-

my's demand curve, shown in

Figure 6-1 as DD.
This chapter and the next de-

velop the supply side ofour skele-

tal macroeconomy. This gives us

a supply curve to add to Figure

6-1, so that equating supply and

demand in the economy we
obtain endogenously determined

equilibrium values of the price

level and output.



THE SIMPLE DEPRESSION
MODEL
To begin with, let's look for the

moment at an economy such as

that of the depression in the

1930s, in which the labor supply

is more or less unlimited so that a

demand increase can expand out-

put y and employment N without

raising the price level. This

essentially gives us as a supply

curve a horizontal line at P in

Figure 6-1, with equilibrium out-

put then at y{) . We can next intro-

duce a short-run production

function for real output,

FIGURE 6-2 The short-run production

function

y(N;K)

N Ni
X

(3) y=y(N;K)
;

FIGURE 6-3 Demand shift in the

depression model
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which says simply that in the

short run the level of real output

y depends on labor input N only.

All other factor inputs, included in

K (K for Kapital) are either fixed

in the short run, like die capital

stock, or vary in direct proportion

to labor input, like materials in-

put. For any given level of y, the

production function gives the

level of employment N needed to produce this y.

This gives us a complete, if somewhat unsatisfactory, depression

model. The presence of massive unemployment means that a demand
increase can increase output and employment without pulling up
wages and prices to any significant degree. This situation is repre-

sented by the horizontal supply curve at P in Figure 6-1. Production

of the resulting equilibrium output y gives employment to JV per-

sons in Figure 6-2, presumably far less than the total labor force.

(Unemployment peaked at 25 percent in 1933.) In this case, if govern-

ment purchases were increased, the IS curve would shift out and the

demand curve of Figure 6-1 would shift to D
1
D

1
in Figure 6-3; equi-

librium output would rise to yu and employment would rise to N,

in Figure 6-2.

Formally, this depression model adds the exogenous P assumption,
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to equations (l)-(3) to form a four-equation system in four variables:

y, r, P, and N.

The main difficulty with this analysis is that the assumption of a

fixed price level is not acceptable if labor supply is not perfectly

elastic. We know this from empirical observation. In the 1930s,

when widespread unemployment prevailed, an increase in demand
could have expanded production without resulting in much of a price

increase. Even after 1961, when unemployment was about 7 percent,

demand increases expanded output without causing much of an in-

crease in prices. After 1965, however, with unemployment below
4 percent, the continued expansion of demand brought a rise in

prices which has continued to the present (1971).

Intuitively we should be able to imagine the qualitative relation-

ship between prices, wages, and the level of employment that would
occur when an economy is at or near full employment. If the demand
for goods should suddenly rise above the available supply, prices

would begin to rise. Higher prices would mean increased profits

for producers, and they would expand their production in order to

make even greater profits. To do so they would try to hire more labor;

thus, higher prices would lead to an increased demand for labor. The
increased demand for labor would take the form of employers offer-

ing higher money wages to hire more labor.

Presumably, however, workers are interested in the purchasing

power of their wages — what they can buy with their income. What
they can buy depends not only on the level of money wages, but also

on the prices of goods and services. Thus, an increase in prices would
lower the real wages earned by workers and might cause a reduction

in the supply of labor offered at a given money wage. Another way to

look at this is that the effect of an increase in demand for labor

stimulated by an increase in the price level is likely to be dampened
by the reduction in labor supply caused by the falling real wage. Thus,

common sense tells us that there is a close relationship between
prices, wages, and the level of employment, and that this relation-

ship is more complicated than the simple depression model outlined

above.

We have already developed the product market and money market

equilibrium conditions, (l)-(2):

y=c(y-t(y))+i(r) + g

anc

M
P Kr)+k(y),

and introduced the production function, (3):

y=y(N;K).



These three equations have four endogenous variables: y, r, P, and

N. So the system as it stands is underdetermined; it has fewer equa-

tions than unknowns. In order to find equilibrium solutions for y,

r, P, and N, we have to find another equation that includes at least

some of these variables and is a bit more sensible than the exogenous

P assumption in (4) above. We will find this equation by looking at a

third market, the labor market.
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THE DEMAND FOR LABOR
We have already introduced a simple production function, equation

(3), which describes real output y as a function of labor input N,

with the level of the capital stock and of other inputs held constant or

varying in direct proportion to labor in the short run. This function

is shown graphically in Figure

6-4(a). The shape of the produc-

tion function y(N; K) shows y

increasing with each increase in

labor input. Thus, dyldN > 0.

However, y increases at an increas-

ing rate with the first additions

of labor to the fixed capital

stock. But after some level of

employment, shown as N
x in

Figure 6-4, y begins to increase

at a decreasing rate — showing
diminishing marginal returns —
as the capital stock is spread over

more and more men. Eventually

a point may be reached where no
addition to output would come
from added labor (where y(N; K)

would flatten out) or even where
output would be diminished by
adding labor (where y(N; K)
would turn down).
There are some interesting functions to be derived from this

production function, shown in Figure 6-4(b). One is average labor

productivity, y/N, also known as the average product of labor (APL).

This is represented by the slope of a line from the origin to any point

on the production function. It can be seen that as employment in-

creases, the average product oflabor first increases and then decreases.

This relationship between APL and the level of employment is shown
in Figure 6-4(b). The other curve in Figure 6-4(b), derived from the

production function, is the marginal product of labor (MPL). This is

FIGURE 6-4 The production

function and its derivatives
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the slope of the production function, dy/dN, and in Figure 6-4(a)

would be shown by the slope of a tangent to the production function at

each point N.

Three points about the APL and MPL curves should be apparent

from Figure 6-4. With the production function first convex, showing
increasing returns, and then concave, showing diminishing returns,

the MPL curve will reach a maximum at the N level where the produc-

tion has an inflexion point, that is, changes from convex to concave.

This is shown as A^ in Figure 6-4. The maximum APL comes at the

N level where a ray from the origin in Figure 6-4(a) is just tangent to

the production function, N2 in Figure 6-4. Since MPL is given by the

slope of y(N;K), at maximum APL, MPL = APL. Finally, to the left

ofmaximum APL, MPL > APL; to the right, MPL < APL.
Now as a firm increases employment, the resulting increase in

output is given by the MPL, dy/dN. For a competitive firm, facing a

given price level, the revenue increase from employment increase is

Afl '•!&**

where P (dy/dN) is the marginal value product of labor. The increase

cost, AC, to the firm hiring an additional increment of labor isin

simply the money wage rate W times AN. This gives us the firm's

equilibrium employment condition and the demand-for-labor func-

tion, as follows. If an addition to the labor force is such that AR >
AC, a profit-maximizing firm will hire the additional labor. If AR <
AC, the firm will not hire. The firm will continue to hire labor until

AR = AC and

(5a)

or

(5b)

w t
dN'

w
W_dy^
P ~ dN'

where w is the real wage rate.

We can develop the demand-for-labor function from equations (5)

in the following way. Suppose the competitive firm is faced with

market wage W . It will then extend employment until P (dy/dN) =
W . If W falls, the firm will increase employment to maintain condi-

tion (5). This gives us the interpretation of equations (5) as (a) the

real wage the firm will offer, w = dy/dN, or (b) the money wage the

firm will offer, W= P- (dy/dN), for employment N. These relation-

ships are shown in Figure 6-5.

If W /P < (dy/dN) or W < P (dy/dN), the firm will hire additional

labor. If the direction of the inequality is reversed, firms will reduce

the amount of labor hired.



The Monopolistic Case

The monopolistic firm's de-

mand for labor will be qualita-

tively similar to that of the

competitive firm, and we can

develop it briefly here. The
difference between the two cases

is that, where the competitive

firm faces a given price deter-

mined by the market, so that the

marginal revenue product of

labor = P • MPL, the monopolist

can choose the price-quantity

combination that maximizes profit

along his demand curve. We can

write the demand curve as

(6) P=P(y(N;K))
;

P'<0,

with price as a declining function

of quantity sold.

In this case total revenue is

given by

(7) R=y(N;K)-P(y(N;K)),

FIGURE 6-5 Competitive firm's

demand for labor

N

3 N

N

or quantity y times price P. To obtain an expression for the change in

revenue, dR, that follows from a small change in employment, dN,

we can differentiate (7):
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dR
=

dP dy dy

dN y dydN F
dN

= pdy_
l + ydP

dN\ Pdy

The last term inside the parentheses is simply the elasticity of

demand so that the marginal revenue product of labor for a monopolist
is

(8)
dR
dN

= P 1 + 1)11/
e dN

where e is the (negative) elasticity ofdemand along the demand curve
given by equation (6).

The marginal cost of hiring a new worker in this simple model is

still W, the wage rate, and the monopolist will maximize profit by
hiring additional labor until the marginal revenue is reduced to
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FIGURE 6-6 Monopolistic firm's

demand for labor

(a)

\V

(b)

the level of marginal cost, or

This gives the monopolist's de-

mand for labor curves shown in

Figure 6-6. These are simply the

competitive firm's curves of Fig-

ure 6-5 shifted left by the factor

l + (lle). A value of —1.5 for e

would put each point on the

monopolist's curve one third of

the horizontal distance to the

vertical axis to the left of the

competitive firm's curve.

The Aggregate Demandfor Labor

In an economy with a mixture

of monopolistic and competitive

elements, the aggregate demand
for labor will be a horizontal sum
of many individual demand
curves, some looking like Figure

6-5, some like Figure 6-6. With a

given technology, so that each

firm's dyldX curve is stable, this aggregate labor-demand curve will

be fairly stable if product market demand changes do not substan-

tially alter either the output mix between the monopolistic and

competitive sectors, or the average elasticity of demand within the

monopolistic sector. Under these conditions, the aggregate demand
for labor is given by

(10a) w=y=f(N),
or

(10b) W=Pf(N),

where f'(N) < 0. The aggregate demand curve (10) is shown in

Figure 6-7, following the same format as Figure 6-5 and 6-6.

There are two important things to notice about the aggregate

labor-demand curve. First, its negative slope is due to diminishing

marginal productivity- of labor as more labor is added to a fixed capital

stock. In a perfectly competitive economy with a fixed output mix, the

demand curve /(-V) would be the aggregate MPL, dyldS. Second,

since profit-maximizing firms are interested in the real wage they

pay— the price of the labor input relative to the price of output— the



price level enters the money
wage version of the demand func-

tion, (10b), multiplicatively. We
write W=P-f(N), rather than

W = f(P,N), This distinction will

be important when we examine

the effects of price changes shift-

ing the labor demand and labor

supply curves.

The Fixed-Coefficients Production
Function

Before moving on to discussion

of the labor supply curve, we
should briefly examine one
special production function that

implies a fixed relationship be-

tween capital and labor inputs

and output. This fixed-coefficients
production function plays an

important role in Part IV; we
introduce it here only because it

has obvious implications for the

equilibrium level of employ-
ment.

The fixed-coefficients produc-

tion function assumes that there

is no possibility for substitution

between capital and labor, once

the capital stock is put into place.

Each machine requires a given

man-hour input to produce a

given stream of output, and there

is no room for varying the output

per machine-hour by varying the

labor input per machine-hour.

With a fixed capital stock in the

short run, this production func-

tion, shown in Figure 6-8(a), is

written as

(11) t, = min(T;-).

This says that to produce one
unit of y, at least A units of N
and v units of K are required; A

FIGURE 6-7 Aggregate demand

for labor

w

w = f (N)
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N

(a)

W

w = p-f (n;

N

(b)

FIGURE 6-8 Fixed-coefficients

production function

/

N .KmlT'7

N

N

(b)
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FIGURE 6-9 Demand for labor with
fixed coefficients

l^ic

: N

(a)

and t; are the fixed coefficients. Thus, in production the ratio of N
to K is A/u, or N = (\lv)K. If K is fixed at the level K, the maximum
productive employment is (\lv)K. As employment grows from

zero to (\/v)K, output increases at the same rate with APL= 1/a and
MPL = dyldN = 1/A, as shown in Figure 6-8(b). But at (a/u)K, the

capital stock is fully utilized, and the marginal productivity of addi-

tional labor falls to zero.

The demand for labor in this

case is shown in Figure 6-9.

Since the marginal productivity

of labor is constant at 1/A as_ZV is

increased from zero to (K/v)K, the

demand curve is flat in that

region. At the point where the

fixed capital stock becomes fully

utilized, the marginal produc-

tivity drops to zero. The impor-

tance of this case should be clear.

The maximum level of employ-

ment is (K/v)K; any labor supplied

beyond that will be unemployed.

If the supply curve crosses the

demand curve to the left of (\/v)K,

the real wage will be 1/A; if it

crosses the demand curve to the

right of (\/v)K, there will be

excess labor, and the wage rate

will be indeterminate.

To the extent that some firms in

the economy operate with fixed-

coefficients production functions,

the aggregate labor-demand curve

will be more concave, or bowed,

with a more or less flat initial

segment as those firms increase

employment without reducing

the MPL, and then a steep drop as

the firms hit full utilization of

capital stock. Figure 6-10 shows

two aggregate labor-demand func-

tions: (a) with no fixed-coeffi-

cients production functions in the

economy, and (b) with a significant

proportion of fixed-coefficients

functions.

w

! N

(b)

FIGURE 6-10 Aggregate demand-

for-labor function

N



THE SUPPLY OF LABOR

In development of the supply side of the labor market, two impor-

tant questions must be answered at the outset:

1. Does the supply of labor depend on the money wage or the real

wage?
2. Is the wage rate rigid or flexible?

The assumptions made regarding the correct answers to these ques-

tions will be important for the operation of our skeletal macro model.

In the rest of this chapter we use the classical assumption that the

supply of labor depends on the real wage. This is called classical

because it stems from the traditional theory ofconsumer behavior and
was at the root of the pre-Keynesian school of macroeconomic think-

ing, which Keynes dubbed classical in 1936. We will find that while

the hypothesis that labor supply is a function of the real wage w— the

no-money-illusion hypothesis — may be correct (but very difficult to

verify) in the long run, labor supply as a function of the money wage
W may be a more useful hypothesis for explaining actual short-run

variations in employment. The model is elaborated under this money
wage hypothesis in Chapter 7. But first we discuss the real wage
classical view.

The Individual's Work-Leisure Decision

To develop the labor supply function, we again borrow some basic

ideas from microeconomics. We assume that a worker wants to

achieve the mix of real income and leisure that is most satisfactory to

him. Assuming he can allocate hours to work, thus earning real

income y, or to leisure S, the limits or constraints on his ability to

achieve maximum satisfaction, or, as we will refer to it, utility U, are

the number of hours in the day and his real wage rate. Thus, his

utility function is

(12) U=U(y,S); ~,^>0,

to be maximized subject to the constraint that

(13) y
w
T -(H-S)=w(H-S),

where H is the total hours available to the worker, so that H — S — n

is his number of working hours.

These relationships are shown in Figure 6-11 (p. 104). Each U
(indifference) curve shows all the combinations of Y and L which
yield the same level of satisfaction or utility. The points on C7, repre-

sent a higher level of utility than those on U . The entire y,S space is

filled with such curves, none crossing any other. The worker-con-
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FIGURE 6-11 The work-leisure decision
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sumer wants to reach the highest indifference curve possible. The
limit to his ability to move toward the northeast in the y,S space is

given by the straight line; its location is determined by the number of

hours available to the person, and the real wage he faces. Thus if he

has H hours at his disposal and he chooses to have no income at all, he

will have H hours of leisure. At real wage rate w , if he chooses to have

no leisure at all, he will have w • H income, and he can trade leisure

for income along the b udget line connecting these two points. All points

on or below the budget line are attainable, or feasible, those above it

are not. From the budget constraint y = ic • (H — S), we have dy =

—w dS, so that the slope of the budget line, dy/dS, is—w.

With a given real wage rate, the worker will reach maximum utility

at the point where the straight line is just tangent to an indifference

curve, such as y , S in Figure 6-11. This will be the highest indif-

ference curve, and thus the highest level of utility, he can reach. As

the real wage rate changes, the slope of the budget line changes. For

example, if the wage rate were increased to ivu the budget line would

swing up to meet the y-axis at tc x
H, and the equilibrium point would

move to t/i,Sj.

As we have drawn the indifference curves, it can be seen that in-

creasing the wage rate, that is, increasing the slope of the budget



line from an initial low level, initially reduces the amount of leisure

consumed by the individual, or conversely, increases the number of

hours he works, H — S. By connecting all the points of tangency of

the budget line and indifference curves for various real wage rates

with H held constant, we get the dashed labor-supply curve HH
of Figure 6-11.

The Aggregate Labor-Supply Curve

Since leisure S is just H minus the number of hours of labor offered

n, we can redraw the relationship between the real wage rate w and
the amount of labor n, offered by the individual as in Figure 6-12(a),

which shows an individual labor-supply curve that eventually bends

backwards. This suggests that once wage rates reach a certain high

level, increases in wages may cause some workers to begin to in-

crease leisure rather than working time, as the income effect of higher

wages overcomes the substitution effect. Ifwe assume a homogeneous
labor force with a single wage rate, we can sum all the individual

labor-supply curves to get the aggregate labor-supply curve for the

entire economy. This is shown in Figure 6-12(b). In Chapter 8 we
drop the assumption of a homogeneous labor supply and deal with the

problem of a labor force disaggregated both by geography and by
skills. This does not change our qualitative conclusions about the

aggregate level of employment, but it does help to explain the distri-

bution of unemployment.

The aggregate supply curve shown in Figure 6- 12(b) can be repre-

sented mathematically as N = N(w), or

(14a) w = ™=g(N); g' >0,

or
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(14b) W=P-g(N).

FIGURE 6-12 Labor supply curves

w h w

w = g(N)

N = Sni

(a) (b)
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FIGURE 6-13 Aggregate supply

of labor

w = g(N)

(a)

W

W = P-g(N)

N

(b)

These supply curves are shown
in Figure 6-13, which follows the

same format as our illustrations

of the demand for labor.

An important thing to notice

about the money wage formula-

tion of the classical aggregate

labor-supply function in (14b) is

that the price level enters the

equation multiplicatively. Since

this was also the case in the

aggregate demand curve (10b), a

given price level increase will

shift both the demand and
supply curves up by the same
amount.

EQUILIBRIUM IX THE LABOR
MARKET

We have now derived equa-

tions for both the demand and the

supply of labor in the classical

model.

(15) Demand: w=f<\ or W=P-f(N);

(16) Supply: w = g(N) or W=P-g(\.

Equating demand to supply gives the labor market equilibrium

condition,

(17a) f(X) = g(M,

or

(17b) P-/(\) = P-g ( .V I.

The graphical solution of labor market equilibrium is represented

by the intersection of the two curves in Figure 6-14. From the equi-

librium condition (17a), shown in Figure 6-14(a), it should be clear

that equilibrium employment is determined, in this classical model,

solely in the labor market with no reference to the demand side of the

economy. Since the price level enters both the demand and supply

function in the same multiplicative fashion, price level changes just

shift vertically the intersection of demand and supply in Figure

6-14(b). This changes the wage rate by the same amount as the price

level change, but keeps the level of employment constant at \ -



Although this may make the labor

market diagram of Figure 6-14(b)

using the W,N space seem super-

fluous and even a bit confusing,

we will find it important when
we introduce the money-wage
labor-supply functionW = h(N) in

the next chapter.There a P change

will shift labor demand, but not

supply, changing the equilibrium

level of employment on the

supply side.

In the classical model, how-
ever, the level of employment
and the real wage are determined

entirely within the labor market.

If the real wage falls below
(WIP) because of an increase in

P, excess demand appears in the

labor market, bidding up the

money wage rate until the original

real wage, Wo, is restored. Thus
the equilibrium level of employ-

ment does not depend on what

happens in the product or money
markets, but only on the labor

market. There is a complete

dichotomy in the model between
the labor market on the supply

side and the money and product

markets on the demand side.

FIGURE 6-14 Equilibrium in the classical

labor market

W

w = g(N)

(b)

THE CLASSICAL MODEL
The complete classical model combines the ISLM determination

of demand-side equilibrium y with the independently determined

supply-side equilibrium N in equations (l)-(3) and (17), reproduced

here as

(18) y=c(y-t(y))+i(r) + g;

(19) y=Kr) + Hy);

(20) y=y(N;K);

(21) f(N)=g(N).. 107
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We have seen that equilibrium employment N is determined in

the labor market; equilibrium condition (21) is one equation in the

single variable N. The labor market equilibrium N can be substituted

in the production function (20) to determine income y . Then knowing
t/o we can determine equilibrium r from the product market equation

(18), and with y and r the price level P can be determined from the

money market condition (19). Then P can be used to find the equilib-

rium money-wage rate from the labor market, given the equilibrium

real-wage level w .

Effects ofFiscal Policy

Now we may ask how the system adjusts to changes in the exo-

genous variables. These changes initially create excess demand or

supply in one of our three markets; this pressure spreads to the

others, causing a general adjustment. Suppose that the government
decides to increase the level of its purchases. This will create an

excess demand for goods and services in the product market, dis-

turbing equilibrium there. The excess product-market demand will

cause prices to rise, reducing the supply of "real" money and creat-

ing excess demand in the money market. This excess demand in the

money market will cause interest rates to rise. The rise in prices, in

addition, will reduce real wages w, creating excess demand in the

labor market. This starts money wages rising.

The interest rate increase, caused by rising prices, reduces invest-

ment demand, reducing the excess demand in the product market.

Rising money wages reduce excess demand in the labor market, and
tend to restore the original real wage, reestablishing supply-side

equilibrium output at the original level. When does this process

end? When prices and the interest rate have risen enough to reduce

real investment demand by the same amount as the original g increase.

This must be the case, because equilibrium values ofN and y are fixed

in the labor market. Thus in the equilibrium condition,

s(y-t(y))+t(y) = i(r) + g,

if y is fixed in the labor market at y , an increase in g must be balanced,

in equilibrium, by a drop in i. The excess demand in the money
market causes r to rise, and this reduces the level of i — reduces i,

in fact, by an amount just equal to the increase in g.

This process is summarized graphically in Figure 6-15. The initial

increase in g shifts the IS curve up to ZiSj in Figure 6-15(a), creating

excess demand in the product market. This excess demand starts

prices rising, creating excess demand in the money market. Or
alternatively, the rise in prices in the product market which results

from excess demand reduces the real money supply, causing the LM
curve to shift up toward L

X
M

X
. The increase in the price level reduces



FIGURE 6-15 Adjustment in the classical model

h Mi

Po'g(N)

(c)
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the real wage below ic in Figure 6-15(b), creating excess labor-

market demand which raises W towards Wt in Figure 6-15(c). This

adjustment continues until LM has shifted up to L XM X , restoring equi-

librium »/o in Figure 6-15(a). The price level has risen from P to P
x ,

raising the money wage rate from W to W, in Figure 6-15(c), and the

old equilibrium real-wage and employment levels, w and N , pre-

vail in Figure 6-15(b).

What has this g increase done in the classical economy? There has

been no change in the equilibrium level of employment or output.

The price level and wage rate are higher, with no change in the real

wage. Interest rates are higher, and real investment has been reduced

by exactly the same amount as g went up. The fiscal policy g increase

has had a purely allocative effect; resources have been shifted from

investment to government purchases within a given level of output.

A similar allocative effect would follow from a permanent tax cut

in the classical model. The tax cut would shift the IS curve up, creat-

ing an excess product market demand, and thus raising P. The rest

of the adjustment process would be exactly the same as in the case of

the g increase. Higher interest rates would squeeze real investment,

this time to increase resources going to consumption, since in the

equilibrium condition

y-c(y-t(y))= i(r) + g,

y and g don't change, so the i and c changes must balance.

Effects ofMonetary Policy

What would happen in the classical model if there were an increase

in the money supply M? This will create excess supply in the money
market, pushing r down and shifting the LM curve down to the right,

with lower levels of equilibrium rfor each given level of y. The lower

r will cause businesses to increase investment demand which will

create excess demand in the product market, and cause prices to rise.

But the rise in prices begins to shrink the real money supply, moving
the LM curve back up until the change in prices exactly balances the

previous increase in the real money supply. Thus prices are higher

but everything else — r, i, w, N, and y— stays the same. The money
supply increase has affected only the price level. The dichotomy

between the "real" economy and nominal, or "money" values, con-

trolled by the level of M, is complete in the classical system.

The Classical Aggregate-Supply Curve

The classical model can be summarized very nicely by the aggre-

gate supply curve. In Figure 6-16(a), which repeats Figure 6-15(c),

we see that, in the labor market, price level changes shift both

supply and demand by the same amount, leaving equilibrium



FIGURE 6-16 Aggregate supply and demand
in the classical case

employment at N and equi-

librium output produced on

the supply side of the economy
unchanged at y - Thus the

aggregate supply curve, SS

in Figure 6- 16(b), is vertical

at the equilibrium y established

in the labor market.

An increase in demand due,

for example, to an increase in g,

shifts the aggregate demand
curve up to 0,0^ creating excess

demand at the original price

level P . The increase in the

price level from P to Pu by pull-

ing up interest rates, reduces

investment demand by the same
amount as g increased, so the

economy ends up at Pi,y - Again,

the g increase has resulted simply

in a reallocation of output from i

to g with y remaining the same, at

The vertical supply curve ofthe

classical real-wage model is just a

graphical representation of the

dichotomy between the labor

market, where equilibrium N is

determined, and demand condi-

tions in the economy. It is this dichotomy that leads us to question the

relevance of this model for explaining short-run macroeconomic

developments. It is clear in reality that exogenous shifts in demand,
such as the g change discussed above, will usually generate partially

offsetting reductions in investment demand through the money
market; this was seen at some length in the preceding chapter. But

wide fluctuations in the level of employment and unemployment also

have been observed in reality, with unemployment reaching 25

percent in 1933, and varying between 7.1 and 3.3 percent since World
War II. While the classical model suggests that the level of employ-
ment is not sensitive to changes in demand conditions in the economy,
these fluctuations in the level of employment in reality have been
related to demand conditions.

So, in the next chapter we change the labor supply assumption to

recognize the possibility that in the short run labor is supplied as a

function of the money wage, not the real wage. Then in Chapter 8

(b)
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we consider the additional effects of wage rigidities and fixed co-

efficients of production in explaining aggregate unemployment.
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7
Output and
the Price Level:

Labor Supply and
the Money Wage

In Chapter 6 we developed a model of the economy that was complete

in the sense that it endogenously explained the equilibrium values of

our four key variables: real output and income y, the level of employ-

ment IV, the interest rate r, and the price level P. One of the key

assumptions underlying the model was the classical assumption that

the supply of labor is a function of the real wage, w — W/P. Combined
with the assumption that wages and prices are completely flexible,

this gave us the conclusions that the levels of employment and output

are fixed solely in the labor market, and that neither monetary nor

fiscal policy can change the level of employment or output in the

economy. In this chapter we change the assumption that labor supply

depends on the real wage, and suppose that workers are interested in

their money wage, so that labor is supplied as a function of the money
wage W. This case is the extreme opposite of the pure real-wage

labor-supply case. After investigating the problems of unemployment
and wage rigidities in Chapter 8, we synthesize the real wage and the

money wage assumptions in Chapter 9 in a model with labor supply

sensitive to both the money wage and the price level, but more
sensitive to Wthan to P.
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LABOR SUPPLY AS A FUNCTION OF
THE MONEY WAGE
As in Chapter 6, we assume that a person has a choice between

income and leisure. He tries to attain the income-leisure mix that

yields him the greatest possible satisfaction, or utility, constrained

by his available time and his wage rate. In other words, he tries to

maximize a utility function,

(1) U=U(Y,S),

where Y is his money income and S is his hours of leisure. He will

try to reach the highest possible level of utility, within the limitation

set by his budget constraint,

(2) Y = \V-(H-S),

where W is the money wage and H total hours available. The budget

constraint (2) combines the facts that he faces a given money wage and

has only H (perhaps 24 hours a day) hours available to split between
leisure, S, and work, n = H— S.

The solution to this constrained maximization problem is shown in

Figure 7-1. The indifference curves U(h U x
represent increasing levels



of utility as income and leisure go up. The worker-consumer tries to

reach the highest possible U curve, constrained by the budget line

representing his leisure-income trade-off. If he takes H hours of

leisure he gets zero income; at wage rate W , taking no leisure and H
hours of work will give him W • H income. The line connecting these

two points shows his feasible income-leisure trade-off, or budget

constraint. In Figure 7-1, the highest U curve that can be reached with

the W budget constraint is U , just tangent to the budget constraint.

This gives equilibrium S hours of leisure, n — H — S hours of work,

and V — Wo • (H —

S

) income. As the wage rate increases to Wu the

budget line swings upward, reaching tangency with higher utility

curves as it moves up. The dashed line HH connects the points of

tangency between the individual's utility curves and the various

budget lines and can be viewed as his labor supply curve. Taking
point H on the leisure axis as the point of zero supply of labor, as the

money wage rate increases from a very low level, the supply of labor

first increases and then may bend backward at some high value of W.

This gives us the individual's labor supply function shown in Figure

7-2(a). As the money wage rate rises, the individual's supply of labor

rises. Figure 7-2(a) shows the same individual supply-of-labor picture

as that of Chapter 6, except that supply now depends on the money
wage W rather than the real wage w = W/P, as in the classical model.

For this reason, we call the model developed in this chapter the

money wage model, compared with the classical real-wage model.

If all workers behave more or less as our individual does, we can

aggregate their labor supply functions to obtain a function relating

total labor supply to the money wage rate,
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(3) W=h(N); h'>0,

where N is the total labor supplied, measured in terms of man-hours.

FIGURE 7-2 Individual and aggregate labor-supply curves

W W

W = h(N)

-Hi -N = 2ni

(a) (b)
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This aggregate labor-supply function is shown in Figure 7-2(b). The
important thing to notice about this money-wage labor-supply func-

tion is that it will not shift as the price level changes. This is due to

our extreme assumption that in this case workers are interested only

in their money wage, so that money income Y, instead of real income

y, enters the utility function in equation (1). The aggregate labor-

supply function of Figure 7-2(b) shows that the workers, in this

money wage model, demand an increase in their money wage rate if

they are to offer an increase in the labor supply.

EQUILIBRIUM IN THE LABOR MARKET
The labor demand curves for both competitive and monopolistic

firms with fixed capital stock were developed in Chapter 6. The firms

are assumed to have production functions y = y(X;K) with marginal

product of labor MPL= dyldX. Then the competitive firm's labor

demand (or wage offer) curve is given by

(4) W p—

-

r
dN'

which sets the real wage w equal to the MPL. The monopolist's labor

demand curve is given by

(5) W=P- ,

1

e

dy

dN'

where e is the (negative) elasticity of the demand curve for the

monopolist's output.

In an economy with a mixture

of competitive and monopolistic

firms, die aggregate labor-

demand curve will look like an

"average" of (4) and (5):

FIGURE 7-3 Aggregate demand

for labor

W

Pi-f(N)

Po-f(NT

6 \Y P-f(M; /' <0.

Here/(.V) is related to the econo-

my's aggregate MPL function and

has a negative slope. When we
plot this aggregate demand
function in the W,N space of

Figure 7-3, we see that an in-

crease in the price level from F to P
x
shifts the labor demand curve

up by raising the value of the marginal product of labor. This con-

trasts with the behavior of labor supply in this money wage model; a

price change does not shift the labor supply curve in the WtN space.



We now have an aggregate labor-supply function, (3), and an aggre-

gate labor-demand function, (6).

Supply: W=h(N); h' > 0;

Demand: W=P-f(N); /' < 0.

Equating supply and demand gives us the equilibrium condition in

the labor market,

(7) h(N) = P-f(N).

Figure 7-4 shows supply and
demand in the labor market at

price level P . This price level

gives equilibrium levels of em-
ployment, N , and of the money
wage rate, W . With price level

P fixing the position of the de-

mand curve, if the money wage
rate were lower than W , say Wu
there would be excess demand in

the labor market, measured by
ND-NS in Figure 7-4. This

excess demand would put upward
pressure on the wage rate, as

employers attempt to hire more labor by offering a higher wage. The
wage rate would then rise to the equilibrium level W , where the

excess demand disappears and equilibrium employment is estab-

lished atN . From the production function y = y(N; K), this equilibrium

employment N gives equilibrium output supplied from the labor

market, y = y(N ; K), at the assumed price level P .
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THE AGGREGATE SUPPLY CURVE
The labor market equilibrium condition gives us equilibrium

employment N depending on the price level P. By varying the (so far)

exogenously determined price level we can see how equilibrium

employment will vary. Then, using the production function, we can

determine the variation in equilibrium output supplied as the price

level changes. This gives us the economy's aggregate supply curve.

Figure 7-5(a) (p. 118) shows the effect on equilibrium employment
in the labor market as the price level rises from P to P, to P>. Since
this shifts the labor demand curve, but not the supply curve, em-
ployment rises from N to N t to N2 . Figure 7-5(b) shows the changes
in equilibrium output on the supply side as employment changes.
As N rises in Figure 7-5(b), equilibrium output, in turn, rises from y



FIGLUE 7-5 Derivation of the supply curve

W
h.v

(b)

N N
:

X;

to y x to y2 . This gives us the aggre-

gate supply curve of Figure 7-6.

This supply curve can be com-
bined with the economy's de-

mand curve from Chapter 4 to

show determination of equilib-

rium price and output in the

economy.
First, it may be useful to derive

the expression for the slope of

the supply curve in this pure

money-wage model. The
equations involved are

labor market equilibrium

dition, (7),

two
the

con-

h(X)=P-f(X .

and the production function,

(8) y=y(S;K).

Differentiating (7) gives us

h'dN = P f'dX+f(\)dP,

so that

an j , _ pr> ur .

118

Since f(N) and h', the slope of the labor supply curve, are positive,

and the slope of the labor demand curve/' is negative, the expression

(f(X))l(h' — Pf) must be positive. Xext, from (8) we have dy =

(dyldX)d\,sothat

W)

FIGURE 7-6 The aggregate

supply curve

dy = ^-
d.V h' Pf

dP,

and the slope of the supply curve

is given by

(9)
dy = dy

dP dN

/(-V)

h'-Pf

The more a given .V change in-

creases y, that is, the larger is

dyldX, the flatter will be the

supply curve. Also, the steeper

are the labor market supply and



demand curves, that is, the larger are h' and —/', the steeper will

he the supply curve, because the larger are h' and —/', the less a

given P change will affect equilibrium employment.

We can now turn to determination of equilibrium in the complete

model with the money wage labor supply. This involves, essentially,

putting the economy's supply and demand curves together.
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EQUILIBRIUM IN THE MONEY WAGE MODEL
We now have four equations — three equilibrium conditions and a

production function — in four unknowns: y, N, r, and P. These equa-

tions are, respectively, (1) and (2) in Chapter 6, and (7) and (8) above,

shown here as

(10) Product market: y = c( y— t(y)) + i(r) + g;

M
(11) Moneymarket: -p — l(r)+ k(y);

(12) Labor market: h(N) = P f(N);

(13) Production function: y=y(N;K).

Substituting N for y from the production function, we can see that the

product market equilibrium condition includes the variables N and r;

the money market includes A7
, P, and r; and the labor market equilib-

rium includes N and P. Thus this money wage model is completely

simultaneous, as opposed to the classical real-wage model's dichot-

omy between the labor market— one equation in one variable, N—
and the product and money markets. Now the labor market has one

equation in two unknowns, and can no longer be solved independ-

ently of the other markets.

Let us now look at a graphical solution of the complete system.

Figure 7-7(a) (p. 120) shows the product market and money market

equilibrium and Figure 7-7(b) shows the labor market. The initial

equilibrium level of output y in Figure 7-7(a) must correspond to A7

,,

in Figure 7-7(b) through the production function. Initial equi-

librium y ,Po is shown in the supply and demand diagram of Figure

7-8. The Figure 7-8 value yn is the same as that of Figure 7-7(a),

and P is the initial equilibrium price level fixing the position of

the LM curve of Figure 7-7(a) (through MIP) and the labor demand
curve of Figure 7-7(b).

To see how equilibrium is reached, we will now assume that there

is a sudden exogenous increase in the level of investment demand in

the economy, due, perhaps, to an increase in expected returns from
investment. It should by now be clear from the four-quadrant dia-

gram behind IS that this shift in i(r) will lead to an outward shift in the



FIGL'RE 7-7 Equilibrium in the money wage model
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IS curve. This is shown in Figure
7-7(a) by the IS shift from 7 S to

I X S X , shifting equilibrium output

on the demand side of the econo-

my to y x . Equilibrium output

supplied remains at y , corres-

ponding to N , on the supply side

at the initial price level P . In

Figure 7-8, the increase in in-

vestment demand shifts the de-

mand curve up to D X
D

X
. At the

initial price level F , this shows a

new equilibrium output de-

manded of ?/i, the same as the

new demand-side equilibrium y x

in Figure 7-7(a). Thus, the shift in

investment demand i(r) creates

an excess demand for goods and

services which would be magni-

fied by the multiplier process to

give excess demand at the initial

price level of i/i —

y

- The excess

demand leads to a rise in prices.

This in turn, on the demand side,

reduces the level of the real

money supply m — MIP (or in-

creases the demand for nominal

balances) shifting the LM curve

up toward L XM X in Figure 7-7(a).

This reduction in equilibrium

output demanded in the economy
as the price level rises is repre-

sented in Figure 7-8 by move-
ment up along the new demand
curve D XD X from y x toward y2 -

In the labor market the rise in

prices stimulates employers to

expand production by offering

higher wages to hire more labor.

This increase in demand for

labor is represented in the labor

market diagram of Figure 7-7(b)

by upward shifts of the demand
curve from P -f(N) toward F2

f(N). In Figure 7-8, this increase



in equilibrium output supplied is represented by a movement up the

old supply curve from y toward y2 . Thus, the price increase raises

equilibrium output on the supply side from y toward t/, and reduces

it on the demand side from y^ toward y 2 . The price increase will con-

tinue until the excess demand, measured by the difference between

equilibrium y on the demand side and on the supply side in Figure

7-8, is eliminated. Thus, at the final equilibrium output y 2 , which is

greater than the original level y , the excess demand for goods and

services has been eliminated, stopping the rise in prices, and the ex-

cess demand for labor has been eliminated, stopping the increase in

wages. The excess demand for money that was created in the back-

ground has also been eliminated, stopping the rise in the interest

rate at r2 .

Since y has increased, we know from the production function y =
y(N;K) that employment has increased as shown in Figure 7-7(b).

Also, the increase in prices has caused the interest rate r to increase,

but not as much as in the classical model, where the backward shift

in the LM curve combined with an upward shift in the labor supply

curve would have reestablished the old equilibrium y ,N .

The increase in demand has increased equilibrium employment
from N to N2 in this money wage model. The rise in prices has re-

duced the equilibrium output demanded from y2 , as in the classical

model, but it has also increased equilibrium supply-side output from

«/o and employment from N , as opposed to the independence of N
from demand conditions in the classical labor market.

Higher prices have brought higher wages by creating excess labor

market demand, raising W from W to W2 in Figure 7-7(b). From the

labor demand function

(14) W=P-f(N) or
W
T f(N); f'<0,

we can see that the increase in man-hours means that the real wage
w = WIP has been reduced. This was necessary to induce employers
to take on additional labor. Thus, since the real wage is lower, the

rise in wages has not been as great as the rise in prices. In order to

tell what the effect is on total real labor income, we will have to

examine the labor market in more detail. We will turn to this question

shortly.

It should be useful here to summarize the effects of the exogenous
increase in investment demand in this pure money-wage model.
First, the increase in demand has tightened money market and credit

market conditions both by raising y at the initial price level, pulling

r up to n in Figure 7-7(a), and by raising prices, accounting for a

further increase in r to r2 . But this increase in the interest rate has

not been sufficient to choke off the initial increase in investment
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demand. From the product market equilibrium condition, (1) of

Chapter 6, we have

(15) y-c(y-t(y)) = i(r)+ g.

With an increase in y, the endogenous increase in c will be smaller

than the y increase, so that the left-hand side of (15) must increase

from the old to the new equilibrium. With no change in g, this means
i must have risen also, on balance. This just reflects the fact that, if y
is to increase, there must be, on balance, an exogenous or policy-

induced increase in some expenditure component.

While on the demand side of the economy the price increase tends

to reduce equilibrium output through money market effects, on the

supply side the price increase tends to increase equilibrium output

in this model. With labor supplied as a function of the money wage
alone, the price increase increases employment by increasing the

demand for labor; the money wage rises less than the price level, so

the real wage rate goes down.
Introduction of the assumption that W=W(2V) has made the

economy's supply curve positively sloped, instead of vertical, as in

the classical model. Thus the price increase induced by excess de-

mand raises equilibrium output on the supply side while reducing it

on the demand side, insuring that the new equilibrium y2,N2 will

exceed the initial equilibrium y ,N .

REAL LABOR INCOME AND AVERAGE
PRODUCTIVITY
We saw above that as employment increases, the real wage rate

decreases, since employers equate the real wage w = W/P to the

negatively sloped demand function _f(N
7

)> which is related to the

aggregate marginal product of labor.

Whether the increase in employment outweighs the decrease in

the real wage as employment rises, thus increasing total labor income,

will depend on the elasticity of the demand curve for labor, that is,

the elasticity of f(N) with respect to changes in N. This will tend to

be more elastic if excess capacity is available, which is also likely to

be the case if expansionary fiscal or monetary policy is in order.

In addition, although w falls as N rises, average productivity-

output per man-hour— may rise, mainly due to the existence of

overhead labor— foremen, office staff, and others — who have more

stable employment than production workers. As N expands from a

point of low plant utilization, the overhead labor staff will be used

more efficiently, raising output per man-hour even though the

marginal productivity of production labor is falling. The demonstra-

tion of this effect on total income of labor and on average productivity

will require a rather detailed digression.



Real Labor Income and Changes in N
To begin with, consider a competitive firm producing a given

output q, using the following inputs:

Capital = K
Raw materials = M

"Production" labor = N
"Overhead" labor = X

In the short run, both K and X are fixed; K= K, and X = X. The firm

can utilize the existing capacity of the plant and overhead labor as it

chooses by applying varying amounts of production labor and raw
materials.

The costs of the firm will be oftwo kinds, fixed and variable.

( 16) Fixed costs = cK +WXX ,

where c is the unit cost of fixed capital and Wx is the wage rate for

overhead labor.
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(17) Variable costs = PmM +WnN

,

where Pm is the unit price of raw
materials and W„ is the wage rate

for production labor.

We will assume here that the

firm's production activity has

two aspects: First,

(18) q=q(N;K,X).

This says that the firm's output

q in the short run depends on
the amount of production labor

man-hours employed, given X
and K. Production labor has

diminishing marginal produc-
tivity as shown in Figure 7-9.

Second,

(19) M = M(q); W > 0,

which says that the amount of raw
materials required depends on
the level of output as shown in

Figure 7-10. Finally, we will

assume that the firm follows

FIGURE 7-9 Production function:

N and q

q = q(N;K,X)

N
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normal profit-maximizing behavior. The firm is given the following

conditions,

(20) Revenue: R = P q(N;K,X);

(21) Cost: C = PmM + W„N+cK +WXX

.

By adding an extra unit of labor N the firm sees the change both in

Revenue: AR=P-|gAN
dN

and in

Cost: &C = W„+Pm
dM
dq

dq

To maximize profit, the firm will continue to hire labor as long as the

increase in revenue from doing so is greater than the increase in cost.

Thus, the firm will reach equilibrium employment where

,dq

dN'

This gives us the firm's demand function for production labor man-
hours.

(22) W p
(,PmdM\dq

"
r
\
i

P dqjdN-

This function, shown in Figure 7-11, should be fairly familiar. The
new factor is the term dMIdq. We may now ask, what happens if

demand for the firm's output increases, driving prices up?
If there is excess capacity in the firm, that is, if the firm is using few

workers relative to the number that could be employed on its fixed

capital, as production increases the marginal productivity of labor,

dqldN decreases slowly at first.

In the case of the fixed-coeffi-

cients production function dqldN

drops not at all with the initial in-

crement of labor. But in general

as production increases further,

older, less efficient machines

have to be activated and MPL
drops faster. Furthermore, these

older, less efficient machines may
need more raw materials, causing

dMIdq to go up, and possibly

FIGURE 7-11 Finn's demand
for labor

P
W,

= (1
Pm ?

M

. d q
" P 3q'?N
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FIGURE 7-12 Change in total production-labor income

W
=

P

raising P„, relative to P. Thus
as the firm approaches full-

capacity operation, (P,„IP)(dMI

dq) is increasing, perhaps at an
increasing rate, adding to the

effect of a falling dqldN in making
the slope of the labor demand
curve decrease.

The effect on the real wage
rate and on total real labor in-

come depends on the steepness of

the demand curve. If the curve is

very steep, the drop in the real

wage might result in a decrease

in total real labor income. This is

illustrated in Figure 7-12. There
the labor supply function is the

money wage function W— h(N).

To draw this in the w,N space, we divide both sides of this equation

by P, giving h(N)IP as the supply function of Figure 7-12. There
an increase in the price level shifts the labor supply function down
along the labor demand function. In the illustration of the previous

section, the price increase also raised money wages, but reduced

the real wage, similar to the movement shown in Figure 7-12 from

At real wage w ,
production labor's real income is equal to the area

w 0N O under the demand curve. If the real wage decreases to icu
real income to labor becomes the area ttil2V,0. Whether the real

income in the second case is greater than, equal to, or less than it

was to start with depends on the elasticity of the demand curve. The
total real income of production labor will increase with an increase

in employment if the elasticity of demand for labor is greater than

unity.

As we have seen, the existence of initial excess capacity will tend to

flatten out the labor demand curve and will therefore lead to in-

creases in aggregate real-labor income with increasing employment.
If the economy is initially at full employment of its resources, the

demand for labor curve will have a steeper slope, and decreases in

real wages could lead to a decrease in total real labor income with an

elasticity of demand less than unity. Thus, an expansionary demand
policy in a period of excess capacity will tend to reduce the real wage
only a little and raise employment enough to substantially increase

aggregate real labor income. But an expansionary policy in the face of
full-capacity plant utilization may reduce aggregate labor income by
reducing the real wage.

•N
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Average Productivity and Employment

We can end this digression by looking at the behavior of average
productivity of the total labor force, both production and overhead:

(23) APL, _ q _
N + X'

We can think of the utilization of overhead labor in much the same
way as we regarded excess capacity. If there is a large surplus of

overhead labor relative to the amount that is normally required for an
initial level of production labor, more production workers can be em-
ployed with the overhead labor force being "spread out" over them.
Thus, although increasing the production man-hour input will reduce
the output per production man-hour beyond peak APL, it is possible

that the average productivity over the whole labor force will continue
to increase because the productivity of the overhead labor force goes

up as output rises. Therefore, in a cyclical upswing, we may see aver-

age labor productivity rising as the marginal productivity and real

wage of production workers fall, due to the overhead labor phenome-
non. This will, if the economy begins with substantial excess capacity,

also be accompanied by rising aggregate real labor income.

THE EFFECTS OF MONETARY AND
FISCAL POLICY

We can now briefly review the effects of monetary and fiscal policy

in the money wage model. In Figures 7-7 and 7-8 we saw that an

increase in investment demand increases demand in the product

market, raising prices. Higher prices in turn lead to higher interest

rates in the money market, higher money wages in the labor market,

and increases in output and employment. A cut in taxes or an increase

in government purchases would have the same effects on prices, out-

put, employment, and the interest rate. All of these changes create

excess demand in the product market, which causes prices to rise.

The price level is the linking variable that brings about the changes

in the labor and money markets already discussed.

Fiscal Policy Changes in g and t(y)

The effects of an increase in government purchases g are illus-

trated in Figures 7-13 and 7-14. The g increase shifts the IS curve

of Figure 7-13(a) out from I S to I
X
S U increasing demand-side

equilibrium output from t/ to yi at the initial price level P . The
amount t/j — y is given by the government purchases multiplier of

Chapter 5. The g increase also shifts the economy's demand curve

out to DiDi in Figure 7-14. At the initial price level F , equilibrium



employment and output on the

supply side of die economy are

N and ylh so that excess demand
in the amount y, — y is created.

The excess demand pulls up

prices in the product market.

This does two things. First, by
increasing the demand for money
it shifts the LM curve up toward

L,A/, in Figure 7-13(a). Thus the

price increase reduces equilib-

rium output on the demand side;

as P rises equilibrium output de-

manded moves from (/, toward y2

along the new demand curve

D
X
D

X
. At the same time, the price

increase shifts up the demand
curve in the labor market toward

P, -f(N) in Figure 7-13(b). Thus
the price rise increases equilib-

rium output and employment on
the supply side of the economy;
as P rises equilibrium output

supplied moves from y toward t/2

along the old (unshifted) supply

curve. The price increase con-

tinues until the excess demand is

eliminated and equilibrium is

reached at y2 , N2 , P2 , W2 , r2 in

Figures 7-13 and 7-14.

The new equilibrium is the

same as that which would have

resulted from an upward shift in

i(r), illustrated in Figures 7-7 and
7-8, except for the composition of

final equilibrium output y 2 . In the

earlier example, the i(r) shift pro-

vided the exogenous expenditure

increase. With g constant, c rose

endogenously, while the interest

rate increase reduced i endogen-
ously, but left i increased on bal-

ance. Here the exogenous g
increase raises c endogenously
and the interest rate rise reduces

FIGURE 7-13 Fiscal policy increase in g
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i(r) endogenously, but not by as much as the original g increase. Thus
the result of the g increase in this model with i a function of r alone is

an increase in income y, a rise in c as a function of higher y, higher g,

and less / but by a smaller amount than the g increase.

The effect of a permanent tax cut would be analytically exactly the

same as that of the g increase in terms of Figures 7-13 and 7-14, as

long as consumers react by increasing consumption (by —c'ydt) as

well as saving. Again, the difference would be in the composition of

final output. With a tax cut the policy-induced expenditure increase

would come from c. The result would be increased y, c increased both

endogenously along with y and exogenously by the tax cut, no change
in g, and /' reduced by the r increase, but by less than the original c

increase induced by the tax cut.

So the difference between the results using the two fiscal policy

tools is, as usual, the mix between expenditure to provide public

goods g and expenditure on consumer goods. But in this money wage
model, the fiscal policy stimulus increases real output and em-
ployment as well as changing the public-private goods mix, as

opposed to the classical real-wage model, in which fiscal policy

affects only the mix.

Monetary Policy Changes in M
The effects of an increase of the money supply M on equilibrium

output, employment, and the price level in the money wage model
are qualitatively similar to the effects of an expansionary fiscal policy

move. But in the monetary policy case, the policy-induced expendi-

ture stimulus comes from an interest rate drop induced by the money
supply increase.

Figures 7-15 and 7-16 illustrate the case of a money supply in-

crease. The reader should note that Figures 7-15(b) and 7-16 are

exactly the same as Figures 7-13(b) and 7-14; the difference be-

tween changes in monetary and fiscal policy, aside from certainty

of results, is in where the expansionary impetus originates and the

resulting mix of output.

The money supply increase shifts the LM curve out to L XM Y
in

Figure 7-15(a), pushing down interest rates and increasing invest-

ment demand. This raises equilibrium output on the demand side at

the initial price level P from y to yx through the M multiplier of

Chapter 5. Again, excess demand is created in the economy in

the amount y, — y . This excess demand pulls up prices, tightening

the money market and shifting the LM curve back up toward L2A/2

in Figure 7-15(a). Demand-side equilibrium output falls along the

new demand curve, D XD X
in Figure 7-16, from y x

toward y-2 .

The price increase also raises equilibrium output and employ-

ment on the supply side of the economy along the unshifted supply



curve from y toward y2 . Thus,

with LM shifting back and

the demand for labor shifting up,

both due to the price increase,

the economy reaches a new equi-

librium at y>, A7
2, P-z, W2 , r2 . Again,

as opposed to the classical model,

here the price increase has raised

employment and output in the

supply side— SS is positively

sloped— so that LM does not have

to shift all the way back to L M
to eliminate excess demand.

With the initial impetus coming
from an expansion in M, the final

equilibrium has a lower r2 and
higher y2 than the initial r ,J/ -

Higher real income y has in-

creased c endogenously, g has not

changed, and i has increased due
to the monetary policy-induced

drop in r. The monetary policy

alternative increases investment

relative to the exogenous c and g
increases generated by a tax cut or

government purchases increase.

The Liquidity Trap

The liquidity trap suggested by
Keynes is a special case in which
monetary policy becomes com-
pletely ineffective. Keynes used
the liquidity trap to score a

debating point on the classical

model; we can use it here to

illustrate a conceptual difference

between the classical real-wage

model andthemoneywagemodel.
We saw in Chapter 5 that the

speculative demand-for-money
curve, l(r), may become very flat

at low interest rates. If l(r) be-

comes horizontal at some low
rmin> the LM curve will also be
horizontal at that value of r. The

FIGURE 7-16 Aggregate supply and demand
with M increase
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FIGURE 7-17 The liquidity trap:

the classical model

FIGURE 7-18 Supply and demand in the liquidity

trap: the classical model

theoretical importance of this

point in the classical model is

shown in Figures 7-17 and 7-18.

If, from initial equilibrium y in

Figure 7-17(a), investment de-

mand collapses so that the IS

curve shifts to IiS u the price level

will begin to fall. In the classical

labor market of Figure 7-17(b),

the price drop will not change

equilibrium N ; the price change
affects labor supply and demand
symmetrically, since both depend
on the real wage alone.

On the demand side, in Figure

7-17(a), the price drop shifts the

LM curve out. But since IS has

fallen to an intersection with the

horizontal segment of the LM
curve, the price change does not

increase demand-side equilib-

rium output from t/,, so that ex-

cess supply y —
L/i remains. Thus,

as Keynes pointed out, the classi-

cal model that we developed in

Chapter 6 may be inconsistent at

low interest rates. This incon-

sistency is brought out in Figure

7-18, which shows the demand
curve shifting to D,Dj, corres-

ponding to the IS shift to 7iS,.

With no intersection of the

supply and demand curves, the

classical model has no equilib-

rium solution, and seems to sug-

gest that wages and prices would

fall continuously if the economy
were to get stuck in this liquidity

trap where people are indifferent

between holding bonds that earn

f"min and money that earns nothing.

Various writers since Keynes

have removed this inconsistency

in the classical model. Pigou

suggested that falling prices

would increase consumers' real

wealth, increasing consumer



spending and reducing saving,

shifting s(y — t(y)) down. This

would shift IS up to eventual

demand-side equilibrium. This

wealth effect has been confirmed

by subsequent research, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 10 on the

consumption function. Also,

empirical work on the demand
for money has found no evidence

that it does, indeed, become
absolutely flat at very low interest

rates, as we discuss in Chapter 12

on the demand for money.

These solutions to the "incon-

sistency" in the classical model
generally imply that, after a long

period of falling wages and prices,

equilibrium will be reestablished

at the original N ,y point. But in

the 1930s, the U.S. economy
seemed to reach a different re-

sult: a fairly stable low level of

employment with wages and
prices dropping to a fairly stable

level.

This result is consistent with

the money wage model which
does not have the liquidity-trap

inconsistency. The problem in

the classical model was that

neither equilibrium output sup-

plied nor demanded responded

to the price drop in the liquidity-

trap case. In the money wage
model of Figures 7-19 and 7-20,

the price drop reduces the de-

mand for labor, reducing equilib-

rium supply-side output from y
to yu along the positively sloped
SS curve of Figure 7-20.

Thus, in this depression case,

the money wage model estab-

lishes a new equilibrium at ylt

Ni, Pi, Wj, with a drop in employ-
ment, as experienced in the

1930s, and a new, lower but equi-

FIGURE 7-19 The liquidity trap:

the money wage model
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librium, price and wage level. The money wage model seems to be

a better framework for understanding the events of the 1930s than

the classical model with the liquidity trap.

This concludes our discussion of the pure money-wage model. In

the last two chapters we have developed supply-side models in which

prices and wages are flexible. Next we look at the complications of

the common assumption that prices and wages are "sticky," at least

in the downward direction. Then in Chapter 9 we complete Part II

with an analysis of a more general labor-supply model with W =
W(P,N).
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Unemployment and
Wage Rigidity

The last chapter developed a model in which labor is supplied as a

function of the money wage W. In this model, as contrasted with the

real wage classical model of Chapter 6, aggregate demand conditions

affect the level of equilibrium employment in the economy. This

naturally leads us to the questions: How is the unemployment rate

related to this equilibrium level of employment, and how does it

change when demand conditions change? As we see in this chapter,

there are several ways to answer these questions.

First we develop a statistical explanation of unemployment by
identifying as the labor force L that number of workers employed
at which the money-wage labor-supply curve W = h(N) becomes
nearly vertical. This gives us an explanation of how measured un-

employment might change as demand conditions change. Then we
introduce wage rigidities into the picture, both in the sense of an

economy-wide average wage floor and in the sense of local labor-

market rigidities. While the relevance of an economy-wide wage
floor is questionable, the hypothesis of local wage rigidity is useful.

Finally, we summarize a view of unemployment that draws on all of

these elements, as well as on the fixed-coefficients production function

of Chapter 6.

EQUILIBRIUM UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE
REAL WAGE AND MONEY WAGE MODELS

In chapters 6 and 7 we developed labor supply functions that gave
employment N as a function of the real wage w in one case and of the
money wage W in the other. In those chapters N was measured in

man-hours of employment, the product of the number of people 133
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employed £ and the average number of hours worked n. That is,

(1) N = E-n,

and changes in N are generally reflected in changes in both E and
77. Thus the slope of the labor supply curve in both the money wage
and real wage cases combines two effects. As the wage rate rises,

persons already employed will offer increasing hours of work. More
importantly here, a wage rate increase will increase the number of

people employed E and reduce the number of workers unemployed,
U = L— E, with a given size of the labor force L.

The Supply of Workers and Hours

The change in both n and E along the labor supply function as N
goes up can be explained by the existence of a customary minimum
number of working hours n* that is acceptable to employers. For

example, employers may require at least 35 hours per week of their

employees, and not be willing to hire anyone offering less. The effect

of this institutional rigidity on labor supply is shown in Figures 8-1

and 8-2.

The work-leisure decision for the individual maximizing utility

FIGURE 8-1 Work-leisure decision with minimum hours n*
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U = U( Y, S) subject to the budget constraint Y = W(H-S), and the

further requirement that if he works, he works at least n* — H — S*

hours, is shown in Figure 8-1. H, again, is total hours available, to

be divided between work n and leisure S. With the minimum n con-

straint, only points to the left of the vertical S* line are permissible;

the worker has to sacrifice at least S* hours of leisure to get a job. At

low wage levels like W in Figure 8-1, the worker would like to work

less than it* hours, but cannot, so he is not employed. As the wage

rate rises, when it reaches W*, the worker takes on an n*-hour job.

As the wage rate rises above W*, the worker increases his labor

supply at a decreasing rate, along the individual labor-supply func-

tion hj(nj). This individual labor-supply curve is shown in the W,
n

t
space in Figure 8-2. Below

W* the worker supplies zero

hours of labor. At W* the labor

supply function jumps discon-

tinuously to W*,n* and then rises

with an increasing slope as W
rises above W*.
When the individual labor-

supply curves of Figure 8-2 are

aggregated over the labor force,

the slope of the resulting aggre-

gate supply curve, then, has the

two components pointed out at

the beginning of this section: as

W rises, first more workers' W* thresholds are passed, and £ rises;

and second, the number of hours worked by those employed rises,

raising n, average hours worked. The first of these effects gives us

the supply curves of workers, g(E) and h(E), shown in Figure 8-3(a)

FIGURE 8-2 Individual labor

-

supply curve

W

W

hi(rij

rii
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FIGURE 8-3 Aggregate worker-supply curves
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for the classical real-wage model and 8-3(b) for the money wage
model.

The shape of the worker-supply curves can be explained as follows.

As the wage rate rises from very low levels, increasing numbers of

workers become employed as their W* (or w m
) thresholds are

passed, so that at low wage levels, the curve is concave. But after most

of the primary workers — working heads of households and single

males — are employed, further W or w increases call forth diminishing

increases in the supply of workers, so that the curve turns convex

and becomes nearly vertical at a high wage level where virtually all

potential workers are employed.

The Labor Force and Unemployment

The aggregate worker-supply curves of Figure 8-3, with positive

and increasing slopes in the range that is relevant for our analysis,

provide a natural definition of full employment. As wages rise, the

labor supply curves become vertical at some maximum level of

feasible employment, which we will identify as the labor force. Thus,

in Figure 8-3 we can define the labor force L as that level of employ-

ment at which the labor supply curve becomes vertical. The difference

between the total labor force L and the equilibrium level of employ-

ment, E in Figure 8-4, is then the level of unemployment— the

number of unemployed people who would be willing to work if a

suitable job were available:

(2) U =L-E .

The difference between the classical real-wage model of Chapter

6 and the money wage model of Chapter 7 should be noticed again

in Figure 8-4. The real wage model is shown in Figure 8-4(a), with

FIGURE 8-4 Equilibrium in the market for workers

(a)

W P 'f(E

(b)



the worker demand function w=f(E). Since both supply and de-

mand are in terms of the real wage, the labor market equilibrium

condition in terms of workers is

(3) g(E) =/(£),

one equation in one variable, determining the level of employment

in the labor market alone. With a given level of the labor force, this

means that the equilibrium level of unemployment U is also deter-

mined in the labor market alone, without reference to demand con-

ditions, in die classical real-wage model. This is, again, the dichotomy

of the classical model that we saw in Chapter 6: The equilibrium level

of unemployment is determined by labor market conditions alone

and will not be affected by monetary or fiscal policy changes.

The situation is different in Figure 8-4(b), which shows the labor

market equilibrium condition in the money wage model.

(4) h(E) = P-f(E).

Here the equilibrium level of employment £ and unemployment
[7(1 depend on demand conditions which partially determine the posi-

tion of the labor demand curve. Thus, as we saw in Chapter 7, the

money wage model links unemployment to the demand side of the

economy. An expansionary monetary or fiscal policy change will

raise P, shifting the demand curve in Figure 8-4(b) up, increasing E
and decreasing U, given L. So the money wage model gives us one

explanation of how demand changes can affect the level of unemploy-
ment.

Voluntary and Involuntary Unemployment

We now have a reasonable explanation of fluctuations in unemploy-
ment in an economy that is generally operating near full employment,
such as the U.S. economy since World War II with unemployment
rates between 3 and 7 percent, as compared with the 15 to 25 percent

of the 1930s. Even so, there is one troublesome aspect about this

explanation: It implies that the unemployed are unemployed more or

less by choice. Looking back to Figure 8-1, the cause of their un-

employment is that the wage rate (for their skill class and geographical

area) is below their threshold W*. In a way, it is dieir definition of

what is a suitable job — one paying at least W* — that keeps them un-

employed.

In an economy generally operating near full employment, this can

certainly be the case, even if there are pockets of local unemployment
running as high as 15 percent. Examples of these are Appalachia,

many areas in our major central cities, and, in general, areas where
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there has been a major drop in industrial output. When industry

declined in Boston and central-city jobs disappeared, unemployment
in the ghetto rose. The reappearance of industry along Route 128

circling the city didn't help the central-city workers much because

of the lack of public transportation from Roxbury to Route 128. This

kind of large-scale local structural unemployment is due to local labor-

market rigidities, the lack of job information, and the cost of moving,

and can, in time, be alleviated by government action to remove
these impediments. It is still consistent with our Figure 8-4(a)

explanation of unemployment in an economy that is, in the aggregate,

operating near full employment.
But this view of unemployment will not hold up well in a case in

which there is clearly widespread involuntary unemployment, such

as in the 1930s when people would take work at almost any wage,

but no work was available. The labor market equilibrium pictures of

Figure 8-4 include unemployment of people who can't find suitable

work, not of people who can't find any work. So the model of Figure

8-4(b) can't, by itself, explain the massive involuntary unemployment
of the 1930s, although it does represent the operation of the postwar

economy fairly well.

To explain aggregate, or economy-wide, involuntary unemploy-

ment, we can introduce the notion of wage rigidity— when labor

market demand falls, wages don't fall, so that the equilibrium labor-

market outcome is off the labor supply curve. In the next section

we look at the aggregate labor markets — real wage and money wage —
with rigid wages and then in the following section use the notion

of wage rigidities in local markets to explain unemployment changes

with demand shifts.

WAGE RIGIDITY IN THE
AGGREGATE LABOR MARKET
The possibility that the money wage rate is "sticky" or "rigid"

in a downward direction was introduced in the 1930s as an explana-

tion for unemployment within the framework ofthe classical real-wage

model. It provides a rationalization for the existence of large-scale

aggregate unemployment. Suppose that once the money wage rate

rises to an equilibrium level W , it cannot fall from that level due to

institutional imperfections in the labor market. Perhaps employers

don't like the idea of wage cuts, or perhaps labor contracts make it

impossible to reduce wages. This downward wage rigidity will give

us an explanation of involuntary unemployment on an economy-wide

scale.



FIGURE 8-5 Wage rigidity in the real wage model

f(N)

Wage Rigidity in the Real Wage Model

In the classical real-wage

model, downward wage rigidity

is shown in Figure 8-5. There

the labor supply function is the

real wage labor supply g(A7),

drawn to become vertical at

full-employment man-hours em-

ployed NF , corresponding to the

employment of the entire labor

force L at average hours n. In-

clusion of NF in Figure 8-5 will

aid in a comparison of the view
taken of unemployment in the last

section and the rigid-wage view.

Figure 8-5 shows an initial

equilibrium at real wage wQ

with money wage W , price level

P , and equilibrium employment
N . By the view of unemployment
in the last section, NF —N
measures unemployment in the

initial equilibrium. But strictly

speaking, there is no aggre-

gate involuntary unemployment
since, on aggregate, the people in

the labor force out of work are in

that circumstance by choice.

Now suppose the money wage
rate is fixed at W , and aggregate

demand drops due to, say, a collapse in investment demand and a

large shift of the IS curve to the left. This creates excess supply in

the economy and the price level falls to Pu In Figure 8-5(a), the real

wage, with W stuck at W , rises to wu creating an excess supply of

labor equal to NS—ND
. Similarly, in Figure 8-5(b) both the supply

and demand curves of labor shift down, giving the same excess

supply. If there is no mechanism to force employers to hire more
labor than they want to, employment will fall to ND in Figure 8-5.

If P, is the new equilibrium price level, assuming thatW is fixed, then

employment has dropped to ND and output has dropped to y t
= y(ND;K).

This is shown in the supply and demand diagram of Figure 8-6 (p. 140).

The "true" supply curve SS is, as usual in the real wage niodel,

vertical in Figure 8-6, fixed in the labor market at y = y(N ;K). The
intersection of the original demand curve D D and the supply

Pi-g(N)

(b)

ND N N S N F

139



FIGURE 8-6 Supply and demand with rigid

wages: the classical model
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curve determined the initial

equilibrium price level P of

Figure 8-5, and, given w , this

determined the initial, and now
rigid, money wage rate W .

Now if W is rigid downward,
as the price level falls in Figure
8-5 raising the real wage, em-
ployment and output will fall

along the labor demand curve.

This is best illustrated in Figure

8-5(a); as P falls from F with W
fixed at W , employment falls

along the f(N) demand curve.

This gives us the dashed ss seg-

ment of the supply curve in

Figure 8-6, which replaces the

segment of the true supply curve

below the initial equilibrium.

The downward shift in the de-

mand curve from D D to D
X
D X now creates excess supply and reduces

the price level to P x
with observed output y x

= y(N D;K). Whether this

is an equilibrium position is a question debated in the economics

literature since the 1930s.

From Figure 8-5(a) it is clear that at the new quasi-equilibrium

point W , Pu ND
, yu the labor force is off its supply curve. This is

just another way of saying that points on ss in Figure 8-6 are not on
SS. If the definition of equilibrium requires that all economic actors

are on their relevant supply and demand curves, then the quasi-

equilibrium P
x ,iji of Figure 8-6 is an outcome, but not an equilib-

rium outcome. It seems more reasonable, however, to define an

equilibrium situation as one which will not change of itself if it is

left undisturbed. Is there a tendency in the model for the point P

and y to move from P
x ,i/i? The answer has to be "no" if the money

wage is really rigid. Once the economy reaches P ,?/o in Figure 8-6,

ifW really cannot fall, then the true supply curve below P becomes
ss in this definition of equilibrium. Thus, whether Px ,yi is an equilib-

rium position depends on your definition of equilibrium. The view

taken here is that the better definition is one that focuses on whether

the situation tends to change if left alone, so that P,,y, is an equilib-

rium outcome.

If we now ask how many more man-hours would be offered at the

going wage than are employed, the answer is NS —ND
, the measure

of aggregate involuntary unemployment. Thus, introduction of the

rigid wage provides an explanation for truly involuntary unemploy-

ment in the classical real-wage model.



Several points should be noticed here. First, unemployment in

the sense of an externally measured labor force minus actual employ-

ment has risen from NF — N to NF — ND in Figure 8-5, while truly

involuntary unemployment has risen from zero to NS —ND at real

wage wt . This is emphasized because, second, NS— ND does not meas-

ure the "effect" of the wage rigidity. If the rigidity were removed,

employment would return to N in this model, an increase of N —
V, not Ns — ND , which overstates the effect of the rigidity by Ns —N .

The latter is the supply effect of the price change, which will not

appear in the money wage model.

Finally, from the supply and demand diagram of Figure 8-6, it

should be clear that the rigid-wage hypothesis provides another

solution to the liquidity-trap problem, if the trap exists in the first

place. If the demand curve shifts to the left and becomes vertical

because price decreases won't

increase equilibrium output de-

manded, in the real wage model
of Chapter 6 an inconsistency

appears; there is no intersection

between the demand and supply

curves, and prices and wages can

fall continuously without restor-

ing equilibrium. With a rigid

wage rate, however, the original

vertical supply curve below the

initial equilibrium point is re-

placed by the positively sloped

supply curve ss. Now if the real

wage economy falls into the

liquidity trap, equilibrium will

be reached at a new P\,ij\ point

as shown in Figure 8-7, at the

intersection of ss and the vertical

D
X
D

X
demand curve.
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FIGURE 8-7 The liquidity trap with rigid wages
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Wage Rigidity in the Money Wage Model

Downward wage rigidity in the money wage model is shown in Fig-

ure 8-8 (p. 142). There labor supply is a function of the money wage,

W = h(N), as developed in Chapter 7, and the demand function

is the same as that of Figure 8-5. In the initial equilibrium situation

employment is at N , with equilibrium unemployment of NF— N .

The money wage rate is W and, by hypothesis, it cannot fall from
W .

If, starting from the initial equilibrium W ,N , demand falls off

creating excess supply in the product market, prices will fall. This

will, in turn, shift the demand curve for labor in Figure 8-8 down



FIGURE 8-9 Demand and supply with rigid wages:

the money wage model
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toward P, -f(N). If Pj is the new
equilibrium price level in the

sense that the product and money-

markets come into equilibrium at

Pi, employment will drop to N
t at

wage rate W„. If the wage rate

were able to fall, the price level

drop to Pi would have reduced

equilibrium employment only to

N2 along the supply curve,

although, as we will see shortly, a

further price drop would actually

have been required to restore

equilibrium.

The wage rigidity would re-

place the segment of the labor

supply curve h(N) below W ,N

with the horizontal line at W .

As the price level falls, equilib-

rium employment falls along the

W horizontal line instead of

along the supply curve in Figure

8-8, so that a given price level

drop causes a bigger drop in N
(to Nu for example) with the wage
rigidity than without it (to N2 , for

example).

This is shown in the supply and
demand diagram of Figure 8-9.

The segment of the supply curve

SS below the initial equilibrium

Po,?/o point is replaced by ss,

which corresponds to the hori-

zontal line at W in Figure 8-8.

When demand drops from D D
to DiDu the price level falls from

P to Pu and output falls from

y = y(NQ;K) to y.t . At Pj without the wage rigidity, equilibrium

output supplied would have been y2 , corresponding to N2 in Fig-

ure 8-8. This still would have left excess supply measured by y2
—

?/i

in the product market, requiring a further price drop to P3 to establish

a new equilibrium at y3 .

Thus, with the wage rigidity in the money wage model, the down-

ward shift in demand gives a new equilibrium at P,, Yu W , A/, in

Figures 8-8 and 8-9, with y falling along ss. Without the wage rigidity

the new equilibrium would be P3,y3 in Figure 8-9. N would be at

s
Do /

yi YsYz yo



N3 in Figure 8-10, between Ni

and N-, in Figure 8-8, and the

price level would be at P
:i
in Fig-

ures 8-9 and 8-10, lower than P,.

Introduction of the wage rigidity

has increased the magnitude of

the decrease in y and reduced the

magnitude of decrease in P

needed to restore equilibrium

with a given downward demand
shift. In other words, the slope

of the supply curve, dyldP, has

been flattened by the substitu-

tion of ss for the lower segment

of SS in Figure 8-9.

This can be seen in mathemati-

cal terms using the expression

FIGURE 8-10 Labor market equilibrium

with rigid wages

W

w

h(N)
f(N)

N!N 3N 2 N

for the slope of the supply curve given by equation (9) in Chapter 7:

dy
dP(5) AV~ 2\T

dy_

dN' h

f(N)

Pf

along the supply curve in the money wage model. In this equation,

introduction of the wage rigidity has reduced h' to zero below W in

Figures 8-8 and 8-10. The slope of SS is given by (5); the slope of ss

is given by

dy
dP

dy_ fm
dN -Pf

The wage rigidity gives aggregate involuntary unemployment of

N — N, in Figures 8-8 and 8-10, with measured total unemployment
of NF — Ni. Again, the involuntary unemployment of N —N

t is not a

measure of the effect of the wage rigidity. With flexible wages,

employment would have fallen to N3 ; the wage rigidity has caused an

additional drop in man-hours employed of iV3 —Nt .

Two points of contrast should be noticed about the effects of wage
rigidity in the real wage and money wage models. First, the wage
rigidity changed the fundamental character of the real wage model.

Without wage rigidity the labor market equilibrium condition in the

real wage model is

(6) f{N) = g(N),

and employment is determined in the labor market alone; (6) is one
equation in one unknown. Wage rigidity replaces this equilibrium 143
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condition by

(7) W =P-/(N),

one equation in two unknowns, P and N. This eliminates the dicho-

tomy of the real wage model. It makes the supply curve in Figure 8-6

the positively sloped ss instead of a vertical SS, and the model be-

comes simultaneous, with interaction between demand and supply
sides.

In the money wage model, replacing (7) for the flexible-wage

equilibrium condition,

(8) h(N) = P-f(N),

does not change the fundamental character of the model. Both (7) and

(8) include the variables P and N; both SS and ss in Figure 8-9 have
positive slopes. Wage rigidity just changes the slope of the supply

curve in an already simultaneous model in the money wage case.

The second point of contrast is in the amount of involuntary un-

employment in the two cases. In the money wage model, the price

drop shifts the demand for labor down but does not shift the supply

curve. This gives involuntary unemployment of N — Ni in Figure

8-10; at WQ there is no increase of labor supply when P falls. In the

real wage model, however, the price drop shifts the supply curve out

at W , since the real wage rises. This was shown in Figure 8-5. There
involuntary unemployment is Ns — ND

, where N D corresponds to N,

in the money wage case. The shift of the supply curve adds Ns — N to

involuntary unemployment in the real wage model, compared to the

money wage model.

LOCAL WAGE RIGIDITIES AND
AGGREGATE UNEMPLOYMENT
The previous section analyzed the effects of wage rigidity in our

two basic models partially to take advantage of an opportunity to look

at those models from a new angle. The best way to understand how
the economy "hangs together" is to look at it from several different

aspects, and asking how wage rigidity affects its operation is one use-

ful way to do this. But these labor market models with an economy-

wide rigid wage probably have little relevance to the actual

explanation of unemployment in the U.S. This is because, at least

in the short run, labor mobility between local labor markets, disag-

gregated by geography or skill class, is very low. Thus, the notion of

an economy-wide downward-rigid wage has to be based on the as-

sumption that all local wage rates — for steelworkers in Pittsburgh,



rubber workers in Akron, electricians in Los Angeles, and so on — are

rigid downward. But if this is the case, for an economy-wide wage
index literally not to fall as demand and employment fall implies both

that every local market where demand falls has a wage rigidity, and

that demand falls the same proportion in each, so that the wage index

isn't reduced by a shift in the mix of employment from high-wage to

low-wage areas. Since one major cause of a downward-rigid wage, at

least in the short run, would be the existence of a union contract, the

fact that only 20 percent of the U.S. labor force is unionized suggests

that local rigidities aren't so frequent that the first of these conditions

is very likely to be met.

One might expect the economy-wide labor-supply curve to have a

horizontal rigid-wage floor at the level of the minimum wage, or at the

average unemployment or public assistance benefit level. But the

minimum wage — the highest of these three levels(!) — is $1.60 (in

1971), compared to average gross hourly earnings in manufacturing

of $3.35. So this floor is so far below the normal operating range

of the economy that it cannot explain existing economy-wide un-

employment, although it might explain some unemployment among
marginal workers such as teenagers.

A more plausible role for wage rigidity to play in explaining un-

employment is in the presumption that some local labor markets have

rigid wages, particularly those most unionized in the manufacturing

and mining sectors; and some have flexible wages; particularly those

in services. If this is the case, as aggregate demand rises, the money
wage rate and employment will generally rise with the impact on

particular local labor markets depending on the source of the demand
increase. But when demand falls, W and N fall along the supply curve

in markets with flexible wages, and in markets with rigid wages, N
falls along the initial W line. This would give us a positively sloped

economy-wide labor-supply curve, but the supply curve would be
steeper as W and N rise to any point W ,N than it is as W and N fall

from that point.

This kind of local wage rigidity curve is shown in Figure 8-11.

There h(N) is the usual money-wage supply curve. As demand
increases W and N rise to an equilibrium point like W ,N . If de-

mand falls from that level, W and N will fall along s s , not along

h(N), due to rigid wages in some local markets. If demand rises

beyond W ,A/ , W and N increase along h(N) to the new equilibrium,

say, WUNU establishing a new, higher, rigid wage. If demand then
falls from WUNU it falls along $iSu not along h(N). Thus, as demand
expands, an ss curve is established at each equilibrium point, replac-

ing the supply curve h(N) below that point. When demand does fall,

then, literal involuntary unemployment appears (or increases) in the

markets with rigid wage rates.
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Another feature of this kind of

partial, local wage rigidity model
is interesting. Suppose demand
shifts from a product that is

manufactured in rigid-wage

market i, to any other product

(since all markets are assumed to

have upward-flexible wages)

manufactured in, say, market j,

with no drop in aggregate real

demand. Then, in the rigid-wage

market AT

, will fall but W, won't.

But in the other market j both fi

and Wj will rise, and since W,
rises, N, will probably rise less

than N
t

fell. Thus, the demand
shift would raise average W and

reduce total employment while

maintaining the same level of

aggregate demand. As long as all markets have upward-flexible wage
rates, but some have downward-rigid wages, as demand continually

shifts there may be a bias toward both wage and unemployment
increases.
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SUMMARY: AN ECLECTIC VIEW
OF UXEMPLOYMEXT

In an economy operating at fairly high levels of resource utiliza-

tion, unemployment can be explained without appeal to wage rigidity,

as the first part of this chapter showed. With the labor market in equi-

librium in the sense that demand and supply are equal, there will be
some people who are on the supply curve above the equilibrium

point. They would accept suitable employment if it were offered, but

are counted as unemployed. The money wage model seems superior

to the real wage model here because it also offers an explanation of

how changes in demand conditions affect this level of unemployment.
While this explanation of aggregate unemployment might be suffi-

cient when the economy is operating at high levels of employment, it

needs help in cases of widespread involuntary unemployment. Here
the hypothesis that wages are rigid in the downward direction in

some local labor markets seems more useful than a hypothesis that

there is an economy-wide rigid wage. The hypothesis of local wage
rigidity can explain the appearance of wide-spread involuntary unem-
ployment as demand drops substantially. In addition, combined with

shifting industrial mix and immobility between labor markets— due



largely, in the cases of central cities, to racial discrimination — the

hypothesis of local wage rigidity can explain the existence of local high-

unemployment areas in a generally full-employment economy.

Furthermore, as we suggest in Chapter 6, the existence of firms

with fixed-coefficients production functions will lead to layoffs as

demand drops and capital utilization falls off. Thus, a demand change

in the short run will change aggregate unemployment relative to the

measured labor force, because to some extent labor is supplied as a

function of the money wage instead of the real wage, to some extent

because of local wage rigidities and to some extent because of fixed

coefficients of production. In Chapter 9 we end Part II, on the basic

static model, by synthesizing the real wage and money wage models
and developing, again, the relevant multipliers for government
policy variables.
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9
Equilibrium in the
Basic Static Model

In Chapter 6 we developed the classical real-wage model of the

economy's supply side, which is based on the assumption that labor is

supplied as a function of the real wage: w =/(N), where w = W/P is

the real wage demanded for the level of employment supplied N.

This formulation of the supply side implies that the level of employ-

ment is determined in the labor market alone, without reference to

demand conditions. The opposite polar case in which labor is supplied

as a function of the money wage so that W = f(N), was developed in

Chapter 7. The model makes the level of employment sensitive to

changes in demand, but also implies that the money wage demanded
by workers is completely unrelated to the price level. In this chapter

we develop the basic static model under the assumption that labor

supply is sensitive to changes in the price level, but less so than to

changes in the wage rate.

Specifying the labor supply function as W= h(P,N) with d hidP and
dh/dN both positive, we will assume that the upward shift in the

supply curve dh/dP due to an increase in prices, is smaller than it is in

the classical model, but greater than zero as in the money wage model.

In this case, a change in demand conditions will change the level of

output and employment, but not by as much as in the money wage
model. The general model with the labor supply function W= h(P,\)

includes as extreme cases both the real wage model in which h(P,N)=
P'g(N), and the money wage model in which h(P,N) = h(N) and

dh/dP=0.
In the following sections we first analyze in some detail, using the

labor supply function W= h(P,N), the labor market and its relation to

the aggregate supply curve. Then we look at the model's operation

148 as changes are made in monetary and fiscal policy variables and



develop expressions for the monetary and fiscal policy multipliers in

this complete system.

Here we can point out an interesting long-run as opposed to short-

run interpretation of the labor supply function W = h(P,N). As

demand goes up in the short run, employment expands along the

money-wage labor-supply curve, so that in the short run dhldP = 0.

But as time passes, the price increase that followed the demand in-

crease is translated, at least partially, into wage demands, shifting the

labor supply function and the economy's supply curve up; in the

longer run, dh/dP > 0. This will lead to an inflation cycle in which a

price increase due to a demand increase (demand pull) leads to an

upward shift in the supply curve, bringing a further price increase

(cost-push). This interpretation provides a link to the discussion of

inflation in Chapter 16, which begins Part IV, on growth.
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LABOR MARKET EQUILIBRIUM AND
THE AGGREGATE SUPPLY FUNCTION

If workers are interested in the purchasing power of their wages,

then price increases should raise wage demands somewhat, even in

the short run. This implies an upward shift of the labor supply curve

in the W,N space of Figure 9-1 as the price level rises from P to P,.

However, in the short run we would not expect labor supply to be
as sensitive to price level changes as it is to wage changes. Obtaining

and digesting price information is a difficult and time-consuming

process; people cannot perceive changes in the price index for their

particular baskets of consumer goods nearly as well as they can see

changes in their wage rates. And even if they could process price

information as well as they can wage information, if they are working
on contract they will have to wait

until the contract expires to make
the increased wage demands felt.

Thus, while a price level increase

should shift the labor supply

curve up in the short run, this

shift should not be as large as it

would be in the classical model,
in which workers are equally

sensitive to wage and price

changes.

In the classical real-wage

model, an increase in the price

I

level shifts labor demand and
supply up by the same amount

FIGURE 9-1 Supply and demand shifts

in the labor market

W

NoNjNa

h(P1) N)
h(P ,N)

^P,-f(N)

f(N)

N
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tion that the upward shift of the labor supply function in Figure 9-1

is smaller than it would be in the classical model implies that it also

is smaller than the upward shift of the labor demand function, W=
P f(N) in Figure 9-1. This in turn means that a price increase will

move the intersection of the labor market supply and demand curves

to the right, for example from W ,Na in Figure 9-1 to WuNt . If labor

supply were equally sensitive to wage level and price level changes,

then the supply curve would have shifted up enough to keep equilib-

rium N at A'„; if labor supply were a function of the money wage alone,

employment would have risen to N2 in Figure 9-1.

The movement of equilibrium

employment from N to .V, as

prices rise from P to P
x implies

that the aggregate supply curve in

the P,y space is positively sloped,

as is shown in Figure 9-2 along

S S . In the money wage case

where .V would rise to \7

2 with a

price increase from P to Pi in

Figure 9-1, the supply curve

would be the dashed SiS x in

Figure 9-2; in the real wage case

it would be vertical at y - We will

now develop these relationships in a more mathematical fashion; the

expressions for the slope of the aggregate supply curve will come in

handy when we interpret the multiplier expressions later in the

chapter.

FIGURE 9-2 Aggregate supply curves

P

y yi Y2

Labor Market Equilibrium

The labor supply function can be written as an equation giving the

money wage along the supply function:

(1) \V=h(P,N),

with dhldP and dh/dN > 0. An increase in P shifts the supply function

up in the W,N space. The demand for labor can, as usual, be written

as an equation for the money wage along the demand function:

(2) W< P-f(N); /'<0.

When the labor market is in equilibrium, Ws = Wd
,
giving us the

equilibrium condition,

(3) h(P,N) = P-f(N),

for the labor market.
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up more than the labor supply curve is the same as assuming that Equilibrium
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(4) /(N)>|p.

This was shown graphically in Figure 9-1 where a given price in-

crease shifted demand up by a greater amount than the supply shift.

We will see later in this section that in the polar case of the real wage
model, d\V"ldP = dW s

ldP, so that the equivalent of inequality (4)

becomes an equality, and price changes shift both the supply and the

demand curves by the same amount.

We can determine how much a given price change will affect the

equilibrium supply-side level of employment by totally differentiat-

ing the labor market equilibrium condition (3) to obtain

^dP+^dN=Pf'dN+f(N)dP,

and, gathering terms in dP and dN,

dhdN 3N- Pf = dP fW-§]

Thus between equilibrium points on the supply side of the economy,

^ dN f^-JPW dP dh_
pf ,

dN J

gives the change in N following from a change in P. In Figure 9-1,

for a small change in P, dN is N t
—N and dP is P, — P . The assumption

that the demand shift is greater than the supply shift, written mathe-
matically as inequality (4), makes the numerator of equation (5)

positive. Since dhldN is positive — workers require an increase in the

money wage to offer an increase in N, holding P constant— and f is

negative — the MPL is a negatively sloped curve — the denominator
of (5) is also positive, making dN/dP positive in this general labor-

supply model.

The Aggregate Supply Curve

Combining the result that an increase in P will raise equilibrium
employment by increasing demand for labor more than it reduces
supply with a production function that makes output an increasing
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Fl( ;i RE 9-3 Price and output changes

on the supply side

\V MPj.N)

N N,

dy _ dy dN
dP ~ dN dP

//h(P ,.\)

\pr f(N)

v X. K

function of employment,

(6) y= y(N;K); f^
> 0.

we can see that the aggregate

supply curve must be positively

sloped. This is illustrated in

Figure 9-3, where the price

increase from P to P
{

raises

equilibrium employment on the

supply side from -\" to X, in

Figure 9-3(a). In the production

function diagram, Figure 9-3(b),

the .V increase raises equilibrium

output from y to yt . For small

price changes the ratio dy dP =
(yi~yo)l(Pi-Po) is the slope of

the economy's aggregate supply

function.

Mathematically, from the pre-

ceding equation we have dy =
(dyldN)dN, so that between
equilibrium points on the supply
side of the economy,

dy_

dN

J___dP

dN J

Since dN dP, which is the second fraction on the far right-hand side

of (7), is positive, and dy/dX, the slope of the production function in

Figure 9-3(b), is positive, dxjldP is positive. This is the slope of the

aggregate supply function shown, for example, as S Su in Figure 9-2.

Inverting the expression for the slope of the supply curve in (7)

gives us the price change that would be necessary to yield a given

increase in equilibrium output in the supply side. This interpretation

of the slope of the economy's supply curve.

dP
dy --L-

pf
dh

dX
dy dh_ fx]
dX W i( -M

will be important for our interpretation of the multipliers for fiscal

and monetary policy changes. One element of the multipliers will be



the price change needed to restore equilibrium after a demand shift.

Since this involves a movement along the economy's supply curve,

the needed price change is given by (8). This price change will enter

the multiplier through its effect on the money market, changing the

real money supply.

A Polar Case: The Real Wage Model

In the classical real-wage model, the labor supply function can be

written as

(9) W°=h(P,N) = P-g(N); g' >0,

where P • g(N) is a special form of h(P,N) that enters the price vari-

able multiplicatively, as was pointed out in Chapter 6. With the

demand function given in equation (2), Wd = P-f(N), this gives the

familiar classical labor-market equilibrium condition

(10a) g(N)=/(2V),

or

(10b) P-g(N) = P-f(N),

shown in Figure 9-4.

Now the upward shift of the

labor supply function in the

W,N space of Figure 9-4(b) with a

price increase is given by

(ID
dW* = dh

dP ' dP
g(N),

from equation (9). The upward
shift in the demand for labor with

a price increase is given, again,

by dWd/dP = f(N). But when the

labor market is in equilibrium,

f(N) = g(N) from equation (10a),

so that a price increase in the

classical model shifts the labor

supply and demand curves in the

W,N space up by the same amount,
leaving equilibrium^ unchanged
atN .

This can also be seen by the

substitution of g(N) for dh/dP in

equation (5), which gives the

change in N with a change in P

FIGURE 9-4 Labor market equilibrium
in the real wage model

(a)

W

(b)
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FIGURE 9-5 .Aggregate supply curves:

two polar cases

between equilibrium points on
the supply side. This substitution

gives us

dN_ f(\)-g ( \)

dh
(12) «£

dP
0,

dN-Pf

since /(X) = g(X) in equilibrium.

Since dXldP — in this polar

case, dyldP also is zero, and
dPIdy = ». In other words, the

aggregate supply curve is vertical.

Thus the real wage model can

be regarded as a polar case of the

general form of the labor supply function where W=h(PJN) =
P g(N). In this case, dNIdP on the supply side is zero, and the aggre-

gate supply curve is the vertical dashed line at y in Figure 9-5,

instead of the positively sloped S S .

A Polar Case: The Money Wage Model

In the money wage model the price level does not enter the

labor supply function; the money-wage labor-supply function can be
written as

(13) \Y h(P,X) = h(\); h'>0.

Here dh/dP is zero, so that the expression giving the change in W with

a change in P between equilibrium points in the labor market is

(14) dp
d.Y J

with no upward shift of the labor supply curve following a price

level increase.

The slope of the aggregate supply curve in this extreme case, shown
as SiSx in Figure 9-5, is obtained by multiplying both sides of (14) by
dyldN, to obtain the money wage analog with dhldP — to equation

(7). Moreover, if wages were rigid downward dhldN would be zero,

further flattening the slope of S^, below an initial equilibrium P, y

point, as discussed in Chapter 8.

Thus, the money wage and real wage models can be regarded as

special cases of a more general model with the labor supply function

W= h(P,N). In the general case, the slope of the aggregate supply

curve is given by equation (7):
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and the supply curves of the real wage and money wage models of

Chapters 6 and 7 can be obtained by modifying (7). In the real wage
case dhldP is equal to g(N) and, in equilibrium g(A7

) =f(N), so that

the slope dyldP is zero. In the money wage case dhldP = 0, giving a

maximum plausible value for the slope of the supply curve. We will

now review the operation of this more general basic static model.

MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY
IN THE STATIC MODEL
On the demand side of the economy, the equilibrium conditions for

the product market,

(15) IS: y = c(y-t(y)) + i(r) + g,

and for the money market,

(16) LM: f=/(r)+ *(?/),

are shown in the r,y space of Figure 9-6(a) as IQS Q and L MQ . The
investment and saving functions and level of government purchases

fix the position of the IS curve. The demand for money function

and the level of real balances m = MIP fix the position of the LM
curve. Varying the price level shifts the LM curve in Figure 9-6(a),

tracing out the demand curve D D in Figure 9-7.

On the supply side we have the labor market equilibrium condition

developed in the previous section,

h(P,N) = P-f(N),

shown in Figure 9-6(b). This gives equilibrium employment N
as a function of the price level. Employment is translated into output

y by the production function,

y=y(N;K).

Changes in P shift both the demand and supply curves in Figure

9-6(b), changing equilibrium employment N. This, in turn, changes
equilibrium output on the supply side through the production

CHAPTER 9



FIGURE 9-6 Equilibrium in the static model:

an increase in g
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function, tracing out the sup-

ply curve S S of Figure 9-7.

Thus, the IS and LSI equations

give us a demand relationship

between P and y, and the labor

market equation and the produc-

tion function give us a supply
relationship between the same
two variables. On the most aggre-

gate level we have two equations

in the two unknowns, P and y,

shown in Figure 9-7. The solu-

tion to those two equations — the

intersection of the demand and
supply curves of Figure 9-7— is

equilibrium P , y , which we can

trace back to W' ,X in Figure

9-6(b) and r ,y in Figure 9-6(a).
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The Effects of a Fiscal

Policy Stimulus

In the initial equilibrium posi-

tion employment is at X in Fig-

ure 9-6(b). Suppose the political

judgment is made that unemploy-
ment Xf— X is excessive, so

government purchases g are

increased by dg to increase em-
ployment. This shifts the IS curve

up to IiSi in Figure 9-6(a). The
increased government purchases

increase GAT directly, and,

through the multiplier process,

increase GXP indirectly by
increasing consumption. At the

initial price level P and interest

rate r , equilibrium output on the demand side would rise to y t

in Figure 9-6(a). The ratio of y x
— y to dg is given by the simple g

multiplier of Chapter 3, 1/[1 — c'(l — f')], which assumes investment,

and thus implicitly the interest rate, is fixed.

But the increase in output, even with the price level unchanged,

will increase the demand for money, raising the interest rate along

jLoA/o and reducing investment demand. This partially offsets the g

increase, so that at the initial price level, equilibrium output on the

demand side would rise to y2 in Figures 9-6(a) and 9-7, with the
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interest rate rising to r2 . Thus, the

g increase has shifted the demand
curve to D 1D 1

in Figure 9-7,

creating excess demand y 2
~

{/o in

the economy. At the initial price

level PQ, consumers, businesses,

and government would demand

y2 output, but producers are

supplying only y&, so prices rise.

On the demand side of the econ-

omy, the price increase tightens

the money market by increasing

the demand for money M or, what

is the same thing, reducing the

supply of real balances m. This

shifts the LM curve up toward

L XM X in Figure 9-6(a), reducing

equilibrium output demanded from y2 along the new demand curve

DjDj in Figure 9-7. Again, the reader should notice that the price

increase reduces equilibrium output demanded indirectly; it tightens

the money market, raising rand reducing investment.

On the supply side, the price increase raises the demand for labor,

shifting the demand curve in Figure 9-6(b) up toward P3 -f{N). It

also shifts the labor supply curve up toward h(P
:i
,N), but if d/i/dP <

f(N) the supply shift is smaller than the demand shift, so equilibrium

employment increases from N toward N3 . This is represented in

Figure 9-7 by a movement along the supply curve S S from y to-

ward !/3 .

The price increase continues until excess demand has been elimin-

ated at P3,y3 in Figure 9-7. Employment rises to N3 and the money
wage rises to W3 . The real wage rate is reduced somewhat, but if the

elasticity of demand for labor was greater than one at the initial

equilibrium point, real labor income rises. Presumably this was the

point of the g increase in the first place.

The interest rate rises from r to r3 following the g increase. The
increase in government spending is partially offset by an increase in

tax revenues as both P and y rise, but the government has to increase

its borrowing in the bond market somewhat to finance the increase in

its deficit. This increased supply of bonds reduces bond prices and
raises yields, giving the bond market counterpart to the money
market increase in r. The r increase reduces investment demand with
i = i(r), but by less than the initial g increase, so that on balance
the g increase directly induces an increase in expenditure, raising

y from y to y3 .

A permanent tax cut would have much the same effect as the g 157
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increase, assuming that consumers react by spending a large fraction

of the increase in disposable income. The tax cut would shift the IS

curve and demand curve out, raising the price level and the interest

rate. Employment and output would rise, and the tax cut would yield

the same y increase as the alternative dg increase if tax rates are re-

duced by an amount that gives a policy-induced consumer expenditure

increase — c'ydt— equal to dg.

The difference between a tax cut and a g increase, as usual, is in the

composition of final output. The tax cut favors increased consumer
spending, while the g increase

favors increased output of public

goods.FIGURE 9-S Equilibrium in the static model
an increase in M

h(P ,N)

(b)

The Effects of a Money
Supply Increase

Instead of a fiscal policy stimu-

lus through a government pur-

chases increase or a tax cut,

employment could be raised from

the initial level N by the mone-
tary policy stimulus ofan increase

in M. Putting aside the problem of

the certainty of results, discussed

in Chapter 5, a desired increase in

equilibrium output and employ-

ment can be achieved with an M
change equivalent to the neces-

sary g change if fiscal policy were

to be used. The difference in out-

comes will be in the composition

of final output. An M increase

pushes down interest rates, stim-

ulating investment, whereas the

fiscal policy stimuli either in-

crease g or consumer spending

directly and raise interest rates.

The effects of a money supply

increase are shown in Figures

9-8 and 9-9. The analysis is the

same as that of Figures 7-15 and

7-16, except that here the price-

level change shifts the labor

supply curve in Figure 9-8(b),

making the supply curve in

Figure 9-9 steeper. Also, Figures



FIGURE 9-9 Supply and demand with an increase in M

y 3 Y2

9-8(b) and 9-9 are exactly the

same as Figures 9-6(b) and 9-7;

the only difference between the

analyses of a g increase and an M
increase lies in the origin of

the demand shift in Figure 9-8(a).

The increase in the money
supply shifts the LM curve from

L M to L,Af, in Figure 9-8(a).

At the initial income level ?/ ,

the interest rate would be pushed
down to r, by the appearance of

excess supply in the money mar-

ket. This drop in the interest

rate would stimulate investment

demand, increasing equilibrium

demand-side ?/. This, in turn,

would increase the demand for money, pulling the interest rate

back up again. At the_ initial price level Po, equilibrium demand-
side output after the M increase would be y 2 with the interest rate

at r2 . This is shown in Figure 9-9, where the money supply in-

crease has shifted the demand curve out and created excess demand

\4i~ ?/o in the economy. In equilibrium with P = P , consumers,

business, and government would purchase y 2 level of output,

but producers are still supplying only y , employing N man-
hours.

The excess demand raises the price level in Figure 9-9 toward

P3 . On the demand side of the economy, the price level increase

tightens the money market, shifting LM back up toward L2M2 . This

brings an increase in r and a drop in equilibrium demand-side

output toward y 3 . In Figure 9-9, equilibrium output on the demand
side falls along the new demand curve, DJD X toward y3 .

On the supply side, the situation is exactly the same as with the

increase in g. The price increase shifts the labor demand curve up
toward P3 f(N) and the labor supply curve up toward h(P3,N). The
latter supply shift is smaller than the demand shift by hypothesis,

so employment rises toward N3 . In Figure 9-9, the employment
increase is represented by a movement of equilibrium supply-side

output up the supply curve S S from y toward y3 .

The price level stops rising when the excess demand gap has been
eliminated at P3,y3 in Figure 9-9. Employment has risen to N3 in

Figure 9-8(b). The interest rate first fell from r„ to r
x in Figure 9-8(a)

under the initial monetary stimulus, and then rose back to r3 , still

below the initial r„. With g constant, and i higher due to the drop in

r from r to r3 , output and income have risen and consumer expendi- 159
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ture, with tax rates unchanged, has risen endogenously. Again, the

difference between equivalent doses of monetary or fiscal policy

stimulants is in the composition of final output.

MULTIPLIERS IN THE STATIC MODEL
In Chapter 5 we developed multipliers giving the effects of changes

in the monetary and fiscal policy instruments — M, g, and tax rates

t — on equilibrium output under the assumption that the price level

was fixed. This was equivalent

to assuming that the supply

curve of Figure 9-10 is horizon-

tal like the dashed line at P .

Then with a shift in the demand
curve from D t)D to DiDu in-

duced by a change in a policy

instrument, the i/, — f/„ increase

in (/ is given by the change in the

policy variable times the relevant

Chapter 5 multiplier.

But if the supply curve is posi-

tively sloped, like S S in

Figure 9-10, the same policy

change would raise equilibrium output to only y2 > an increase of y2
—

y . Thus, introduction of the supply side and a price response to

changes in demand conditions reduces the size of the multiplier.

Two general points should be noted about the modification of the

Chapter 5 multipliers needed to extend them to the complete model.

First, the multipliers apply to situations in which changes in policy

variables shift the demand curve, and price and income adjust along

the supply curve, for example, from Pn,y to P x ,\li in Figure 9-10. This

means that the change in the Chapter 5 multipliers needed to allow

for price change along the supply curve will involve the slope of

the supply curve, particularly in the form of dPIdy— the change in

P needed to restore equilibrium on the supply side. An expression

for

dP
dy

FIGURE 9-10 Multipliers

in the static model

P D,

P,

D
° \ >S

Po

I

Do
1 1III

y
y y% y\

— the slope of the supply curve — was developed earlier in this chap-

ter as

dP
dy

J_
dy_

dN

pf,_dh
J dN

dh
dP -f(N)



and we will use
dP
dy

to represent this slope here.

The change in price along the supply curve will then enter the

multiplier expression through its effect in the money market on inter-

est rates and then on investment. This is shown graphically by the

secondary shift in the LM curves of Figures 9-6(a) and 9-8(a). So the

price change enters the multiplier through the following chain:

dP
dy

A;

—

> Ai (Endogenous investment change).

The second point is that, as we suggested in the previous section,

the difference between the effects of the three policy instruments is

in where the initial policy-induced expenditure stimulus appears.

Once the excess demand is created, for example y2
— y in Figures

9-7 and 9-9, the adjustment of the model through the price mechanism
is the same in all cases. This means that, as in Chapter 5, the multi-

pliers here should all contain the same price adjustment terms shown
in the chain above, appearing in the denominator of the multipliers.

The differences, again, will be in the policy-induced expenditure

terms in the numerators of the multipliers.

In the following sections, first we will develop the multiplier for

changes in government purchases. It is the simplest because the

policy-induced expenditure change is simply dg. The tax and M
multipliers are more complicated because they depend on the private

sector to provide the direct expenditure change. These multipliers

have the same denominator as the g multiplier, so we can simplify

the analysis all around by focusing on the g multiplier first.

The Multiplierfor Changes
in Government Purchases

As usual, to derive the expression for the equilibrium multiplier of

g changes on y, we will totally differentiate the se_t of equations giving

the equilibrium values of y, N, P, and r, set dM = 0, and solve for

dyldg. While this could be simply a mechanical exercise, its value here

is hopefully that the way the multiplier is developed will add to our

understanding ofhow the parts of the static model are linked together.

To begin with, we repeat the three market equilibrium conditions

and the production functions, equations (15), (16), (6), and (3), for

easy reference:

IS: y = c(y-t(y))+i(r) + g;
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MLM: f= m = l(r) + k(y);
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Production function: y=y(N;K);

Labor market: h(P,N) = P f(N).

Differentiation of the product market (IS) equilibrium condition

gives us

(17) dy = c' (l-t')dy+i'dr+dg.

The next step is to find an expression giving the change in r, dr, be-

tween equilibria. From the money market (LM) equation, allowing P

to vary (along the supply curve) but holding M constant, we obtain

dfif) = -jjidP=l'dr+k'dV ,

and solving for dr yields

(18) dr=-V dy
M

P 2
l

jdP

as the expression for r changes keeping the money market in equilib-

rium as both y and P change. The first term in (18) gives the effect of a

y change on r along a given LM curve; k' IV is the slope of the LM
curve holding A//P constant. The second term in (18) gives the effect

of the P change, shifting LM, on r. A price level increase dP shifts the

LM curve up, and at any given y, so that for dy = 0, the r increase is

given by dr = [—M/(P 2 V)]dP, which is positive since /' < 0.

The next step is to replace dP in (18) by our expression for the slope

of the aggregate supply curve, which gives the price change needed

to restore equilibrium for a given change in y on the supply side.

With Pand {/ rising along the supply curve of Figure 9-10, the increase

in P is given by

(19)
dy

dy.

Substituting ( 19) into ( 18) for dP gives us

(20) dr = JsLjl M it
J'
+
P 2 -r' dy

dy,

for the change in r with a change in g. Again, the first term in brackets

gives the r change due to the y change, directly along the LM curve;

the second term gives the r change due to the P change needed to

restore equilibrium on the supply side.



In equation (20) we have replaced dP by a term in dy. We can

substitute (20) for dr into equation (17) to obtain

dy = c' (l-t')dy-i'
V M dP
l'

+
P 2

l'' dy s _

dy + dg,

and, for the g multiplier expression,

1
(21) dy =

l-c' (!-*')+ *'
k' M dP
V P 2

• V dy

dg.

Since later multipliers will have the same denominator as (21), we
will simply designate the entire denominator as D, so that dy = (1/

D)dg.

The multiplier of equation (21) differs from that of Chapter 5 only

in the final term in the denominator, which reduces the multiplier's

size — y moves to y2 instead of y x
in Figure 9-10. The term dPIdy gives

the price increase (shifting LM) between equilibria with a dg in-

crease; multiplying that by M/P 2
• V gives the effect of this LM shift

on r, for example, r3 — r2 in Figure 9-6(a); multiplying again by V

gives the endogenous effect on investment of including the supply

side and price changes in the model.

Referring back to equation (8), which gives the expression for

dPIdy along the supply curve, we can recall in the classical model
dhldP = f(N), so that in this case dPIdy = <*, that is, the supply curve

is vertical. In that case, D in (21) = <* and dyldg = 0. Again, in the

real wage case, fiscal policy does not affect the level of output. In

the money wage case, dhldP = in equation (8) for dPIdy, giving the

slope of the supply curve its minimum value, and maximizing the

equilibrium multiplier dyldg. Finally, if the economy is operating

near full employment, where dh/dN —> <*, the slope of the supply

curve will again become nearly vertical, and an increase in g will

not change equilibrium y appreciably, but simply raise prices and
interest rates, reducing investment by as much as g increased. The
reader is left to investigate for himself the effects of setting other

slopes in the multiplier expression in equation (21) at their extreme
values or introducing the effects of wage rigidities; we will move on
to the tax multiplier.

The Multiplierfor Changes in Tax Rates

As in Chapter 5, here we will assume that the tax function is pro-

portional; t(y) — ty where t is the fraction of national income, say, 20
percent, that is turned in as tax revenue. This will simplify calculation

of the tax rate multiplier without affecting the qualitative conclusions.
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With the proportional tax schedule we can rewrite the IS equation

as

(22) y = c(y-ty)+ i(r)+ g.

To calculate the tax rate multiplier one can differentiate (22) to

obtain

and

dy = c' (dy — tdy — ydt) + i'dr

dy = c' • (1 - t)dy - c' ydt + i'dr.

The term — c 'ydt gives the policy-induced effect of a tax rate change

on consumer expenditure. At the initial level of income y, — ydt gives

the change in disposable income resulting directly from the tax rate

change. If t is raised, disposable income is reduced. Then c' times

(— ydt) gives the amount that this changes consumer expenditure.

Aside from the substitution of — c' ydt for dg as the exogenous
expenditure change, the multipliers for g and t are exactly the same.

We can substitute the expression for dr given by (20) into the dy
equation here, collect terms in y, and obtain the tax rate multiplier

(23) dy -JUL
D dt,

where, again, D is the denominator of the g multiplier in (21).

The Multiplierfor Changes in the Money Supply

A change in the money supply M, in our simple static model,

affects the level of output by changing investment demand through

money market effects on the interest rate. To obtain the policy-

induced investment effect that corresponds to the shift in the LM
curve, we can differentiate the LM equation

y=l(r) + h(y),

to obtain

-y2
dP + ^-=l'dr+k'dy

and

(24) dr = -j7 dy-pr-pdP+y7T7



The first two terms in (24) are the usual effects of changing income

and prices on the interest rate, developed earlier. The third term

gives the interest rate effect of the increase in M at the original price

and income levels— the drop from r to r, in Figure 9-8(a). At the

original price level dMIP gives the increase in the real money supply,

and 1//' times this gives the drop in the interest rate needed to

maintain short-run money market equilibrium with a given P and y.

Expression (24) for dr with a money supply change can be substi-

tuted into the IS differential to obtain
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dy=c' -(l-t')dy-i'
k' M
V P2

l'

dP

d\i
dy + PI 7 dM.

The first two terms on the right-hand side of this expression for d\f

are the same as those in the multiplier for dg. The last term gives the

policy-induced investment effect of the dM change. If dMI(P • V) gives

the interest rate effect at the initial income and price level, then i'

times this gives the effect on investment at the initial income and price

level. Collecting terms in dij gives us the multiplier for M changes:

(25) dy = ^f-d\l,

where i'l(P-l') translates the change in the money supply into an

exogenous investment effect. From there on, as we saw in Figures

9-8 and 9-9, the multiplier, 1/D, is the same as that for g and t changes.

The difference lies in the source of the expansionary effect.

The multipliers developed in this section show how introduction

of the supply side of the economy affects the y change that follows

from any given change in a policy variable. The reader should be
able to confirm again our earlier conclusions about the relative effec-

tiveness of monetary and fiscal policies in special situations by writing

out the multipliers with D from equation (21) written out in full. A
little manipulation then should_show, for example, that in the liquid-

ity-trap case where /' -» k, dyldM = Oandd?/Mgisjustl/[l — c'(l — t')]

again since the price level change does not affect the interest rate

and thus generates no endogenous effect on investment. The point

here though is that the multiplier expressions show how the parts of

the economy are interrelated. They point up both similarities and
differences between the workings of the major macroeconomic
policy variables, and they make explicit the way in which special

assumptions — the classical model with a vertical supply curve or

the liquidity trap — affect the presumed behavior of the economy.
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CONCLUSION TO PART II

In Part II we have developed a skeletal model of the economy
under varying assumptions concerning the ways in which the parts

of the economy interact. We have focused on the most basic structure

of the economy, using the various multiplier expressions to analyze

how the economy is interconnected, rather than to give quantitative

estimates of reaction coefficients. In particular, we have stressed that

the size of the multipliers depends on one's estimate of the values of

the slopes of all of the functions involved, and these estimates them-

selves vary with economic conditions.

Thus, the models of Part II give a sense of how the parts of the

economy are interconnected and in what direction the key variables

(y,N,P, and r) will change as the exogenous variables — particularly

the instruments of monetary and fiscal policies — are changed. The
equilibrium equations do not tell us, however, how long an adjust-

ment to a policy change takes, or what sequence it follows. To know
this, we have to estimate empirically the equations of the model
with the appropriate lags built in. This is one of the major ongoing

tasks of economic research, and much of Part III is an investigation

into how this work is going.
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In Part II, consumer expenditure is simply assumed to be a function

of income less taxes:

(1) c = dy-t(y)) ; 0<c'<l,

where c is real consumer expenditure, 1/ is real income, and t(i/) is

the tax function. This general formulation is sufficient for the quali-

tative analysis of income determination introduced in Part II. We turn

now to a closer examination of the nature of the consumption function.

The consumption function provides an excellent illustration of a

typical sequence in the development of knowledge in economics.

This sequence involved first a conceptual breakthrough by Keynes
in 1936, after which it was fairly obvious that a key relationship

in macroeconomic analysis for some time to come would be the

relationship between income and consumer expenditure. The im-

portance of this relationship should be clear from Part II. The
second step in the sequence involved the development of statistical

information about consumer behavior and the relationships between
consumption, saving, and income. This work, reasonably complete
by the end of World War II, turned up an interesting and seemingly

contradictory fact: The ratio of consumer expenditure to income
varies inversely with the level of income both cyclically and across

families at any given time, but on average this ratio does not tend

to fall as income rises over a long period. The next step in the sequence
of research into the consumption function was the development of

more rigorous and elaborate theories which could explain the facts. 169
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Three different theories were suggested by Duesenberry in 1949,

Friedman in 1957, and a series of papers by Ando, Brumberg, and

Modigliani beginning in the early 1950s. These theories have their

similarities and differences, and differ in their implications for

stabilization policy. The most recent step in this sequence which
began in the mid- 1930s is further statistical testing of the theories

and the inclusion of statistically estimated consumption functions

in econometric models of the economy.
This chapter traces that sequence. .After we look at the background

and the facts as they were known around 1945, we develop the micro-

economic basis for the consumption function. Then we study the

three theories of consumer behavior. Here the distinctions between
labor and property income, current and permanent income, and con-

sumption and consumer expenditure will be met. The next section

discusses some current empirical work on the consumption function,

especially concerning the lag of consumer expenditure behind

changes in income. The last two sections of the chapter draw the

implications of the theoretical and empirical work, first for the

operation of the static model of Chapter 9, and second for economic

policy.

BACKGROUND: CROSS SECTIONS, CYCLES,
AND TRENDS
Consumer expenditure runs about 65 percent of GXP in the U.S.,

so any analysis of the factors determining the level of GXP must be

concerned with consumer expenditure at some point. Analytically,

in 1936 Keynes made the consumption function the basic element

in the income-expenditure approach to the determination of national

income. We have seen in Part II that the consumption function is

the principal building block in multiplier analysis.

The short-run consumption function that Keynes introduced is

shown in Figure 10-1, which plots real consumer expenditure c, against

real income y. This function re-

flects the observation that as

incomes increase people tend to

spend a decreasing percentage of

income, or conversely tend to save

an increasing percentage of in-

come. The slope of a line from the

origin to a point on the consump-

tion function gives the average

propensity to consume (APC), or

the ciy ratio at that point.

The slope of the consumption

1

FIGURE 10-1 Kevnes consumption

function

c

,c(y)



function itself is the marginal propensity to consume (MPC). Using

the notation of Part II, if c = c(y), MPC = c' . From the graph it should

be clear that the marginal propensity to consume is less than the aver-

age propensity to consume. If the ratio cly falls as income rises, the

ratio of the increment to c to the increment to y, c', must be smaller

than cly. Keynes saw this as the behavior of consumer expenditure

in the short run — over the duration of a business cycle — reasoning

that as income falls relative to recent levels, people will protect

consumption standards by not cutting consumption proportionally to

the drop in income, and conversely as income rises, consumption

will not rise proportionally.

The same kind of reasoning can also be applied to cross-section

budget studies. Given a social standard of consumption, one would
expect the proportion of income saved to rise as income rises. In the

late 1930s cross-section budget studies were examined to see if

Keynes' assumption that "rich people save proportionally more"
was borne out. In general, these budget studies seemed to verify the

theory.

Acceptance of the theory that MPC < APC, so that as income rises

c\\f falls, led to the formation of the stagnation thesis around 1940.

It was observed that if consumption follows this pattern, the ratio

of consumption demand to income would decrease as income grew.

The problem for fiscal policy that the stagnation thesis poses can be
seen as follows. If

y = c + i + g, or 1 = - + g

is the condition for equilibrium growth of real output //, and there is

no reason to assume that ily will rise as the economy grows, then gly

must increase to balance the cly drop to maintain full-employment

demand as y grows. In other words, unless government spending

increases at a faster rate than income, the economy would not grow
but would stagnate.

During World War II, as government purchases soared, the econo-

my did expand rapidly. However, many economists, following the

stagnation thesis, feared that when the war ended and government
spending was reduced, the economy would plunge back into depres-

sion. Yet precisely the opposite occurred. Private demand increased

sharply when the war ended, causing an inflation rather than reces-

sion. Why did this happen? One plausible explanation is that during
the war people had earned large increases in income but consumer
expenditure was curbed by rationing. Consumers put their excess

funds, the savings "forced" by rationing, into liquid assets in the

form of government bonds. When the war ended, people had an
excess stock of liquid assets which they converted into increased
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FIGURE 10-2 Long-run and short-run consumption functions

Long-run function: MPC = APC

Short-run function:

MPC < APC
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consumption demand. This phe-

nomenon suggested that assets,

as well as level of income, have
something to do with consump-
tion. In other words, for a given

level of income, consumption

may also be a function of assets

or wealth.

In 1946 Simon Kuznets pub-

lished a study of consumption

and saving behavior dating back

to the Civil War. Kuznets' data

pointed out two important things

about consumption behavior.

First, it appeared that on average

over the long run the ratio of con-

sumer expenditure to income, cly orAPC, showed no downward trend,

so the marginal propensity to consume equaled the average propensity

to consume as income grew along trend. This meant that along trend

the c = c(y) function was a straight line passing through the origin,

as shown in Figure 10-2. Second, Kuznets' study suggested that years

when the cly ratio was below the long-run average occurred during

boom periods, and years with cly above the average occurred during

periods of economic slump.

This meant that the cly ratio varied inversely with income during

cyclical fluctuations, so that for the short period corresponding to a

business cycle empirical studies would show consumption as a

function of income to have a slope like that of the short-run functions

of Figure 10-2 rather than the long-run function.

Thus by the late 1940s it was clear that there were three observed

phenomena which a dieory of consumption must account for.

1. Cross-sectional budget studies show sly increasing as y rises, so

that in cross sections of the population, MPC < APC.
2. Business cycle, or short-run, data show that the cly ratio is

smaller than average during boom periods and greater than

average during slumps, so that in the short run, as income

fluctuates, MPC < APC.
3. Long-run trend data show no tendency for the cly ratio to change

over the long run, so that as income grows along trend, MPC =
APC.

In addition, a theory of consumption should be able to explain the

apparent effect of liquid assets on consumption which was observed

after World War II.



THREE THEORIES OF THE
CONSUMPTION FUNCTION
The theories that were developed by Duesenberry, Friedman, and

Modigliani et al. to explain these phenomena all have a basic founda-

tion in the microeconomic theory of consumer choice. In particular,

both Friedman and Modigliani begin with the- explicit common
assumption that observed consumer behavior is the result of an

attempt by rational consumers to maximize utility by allocating a

lifetime stream of earnings to an optimum lifetime pattern of con-

sumption. So we can begin a discussion of these theories at their

common point of departure in the theory of consumer behavior, and
then follow them individually as they diverge.

Consumption and the Present Value ofIncome

Along with Friedman, Modigliani, and before them, Irving Fisher,

we can begin with a single consumer with a utility function

(2) U = U(c , ...,ch ...,cT),

where lifetime utility U is a function of his real consumption c in all

time periods up to T, the instant before he dies. The consumer will

try to maximize his utility, that is obtain the highest level of utility,

subject to the constraint that the present value of his total consump-
tion in life cannot exceed the present value of his total income in

life; that is,
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where T is the individual's expected lifetime. The notion of present

discounted value is discussed in Chapter 4, pp. 54-56. This con-

straint says that the consumer can allocate his income stream to a

consumption stream by borrowing and lending, but the present value

of consumption is limited by the present value of income. For this

restriction to hold as a strict equality, we assume that if the person

receives an inheritance, he passes on a bequest of an equal amount.
We thus have an individual with an expected stream of lifetime

income who will want to spread that income over a consumption
pattern in an optimum way. We might imagine that his expected in-

come stream begins and ends low, with a rise in midlife, and he wants
to smooth it out into a more even consumption stream.

To formulate this problem in a workable manner, let us consider

a two-period case in which the individual has an income stream

t/o, ?/i, and wants to maximize (7(c ,c,) subject to the borrowing-



FIGURE 10-3 Two-period consumption case
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In Figure 10-3 the income
stream y„, y, locates the point A.

This point shows the amount of

income the individual will earn

in period 0, y , and the amount of

income he will earn in period

l,y,. We assume diat he can either

lend or borrow money at the in-

terest rate r. Thus, ifhis income in

period is greater than the value

of goods and services he wants to

consume in that period he can lend, that is, save, his unspent income:

(4) •So — Uo~ c = money lent in period 0.

By lending this amount he will receive in period 1 an amount equal

to s (l + r), so that his consumption in period 1 can exceed his income
by that amount, which is his period 1 dissaving, s,:

(5) -(l + r)s = ft — c,

The minus sign enters equation (5) because the dissaving in period 1

is of the opposite sign to the saving in period 0, and c x
> yt . Dividing

the expression for $! by that for sQ yields the trade-off between present

and future consumption,

(6)
Si = s (l + r) = t/i-Ci

•So $0 l/o ^0

From the right-hand equality in (6), by cancelling the s 's and multi-

plying through by (

y

— c ), we obtain

(7) lh-Ci =-(l + r)(y -c ).

174

This says that by reducing consumption in period below income by

the amount s = \h~ c , the consumer can enjoy in period 1 consump-
tion in excess of income, Ci— yu by the amount (l+r)s - In other

words, the consumer can trade from a y , yi income point in Figure

10-3 to a c ,Ci consumption point along a budget constraint that has a

slope of — (1 + r).



Another way to construct this budget line is to suppose that the

individual wants to consume 100 percent of his income stream in

period 0, by borrowing against his period 1 income. The maximum
amount he can consume in period will then be y + ?/i/(l + r), which

is the intercept of the budget line on the period axis. Conversely,

if he decides that he will consume nothing in period 0, putting off all

consumption until period 1, the maximum he can consume in period 1

will be i/i + (1 + r) yu , which is the intercept of the budget line on the

period 1 axis. Thus the budget line in Figure 10-3 bounds the con-

sumption possibilities open to the individual with an income stream

y , »/i facing an interest rate r. His consumption point c , Ci cannot be
above the budget line.

From the individual's utility function U = l/(c ,Ci), we can obtain a

set of indifference curves that show the points at which he is indiffer-

ent between additional consumption in period 1 or period at each

level of utility. These curves — U , Uu U2 in Figure 10-4 — are con-

ceptually similar to those introduced in Chapter 6, pp. 103-105.

Movement from U to Ux to U-2 raises the individual's level of utility.

Now, as pointed out above, all points on or below the budget line

in Figure 10-4 are attainable. That is, the individual may consume at

any level in either period up to the budget constraint. In order to

maximize utility he will consume at a point on the budget line where
it is just tangent to an indifference curve, such as point B in Figure

10-4. At point B, the individual's consumption pattern is c , c,. Since

his income flow is skewed toward period 1 ( y x is much greater than

t/ ), he borrows c — y in period at interest rate r. In period 1,

he pays back ifr
— cx

= (1+ r)(c — y ). The consumer's pattern of con-

sumption, including present consumption c , is determined by the

position of his budget line and
the shape of his indifference

curves.

The position of the budget line

in Figure 10-4 is determined by
two variables — the income in

each period and the interest rate.

This can be seen by noting that

point A on the budget line has

coordinates (yn ,t/i), the value of

income in each period. The slope

of the budget line, — (1 + r), is

determined by the interest rate.

If the consumer's income should
increase in any period, the pres-

ent value (PV) of his income
stream will increase since point
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FIGURE 10-4 Two-period consumption case:
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A would move horizontally or vertically, moving the period inter-

cept and the budget line out with an unchanged slope. Thus, any

increase in income will shift the budget line up parallel to the old

budget line. This will make it possible for the consumer to reach a

new, higher level of utility at a new c , c r point.

If consumption is not in any period an inferior good, that is, one
with a negative income effect, then whenever any period's income
rises, all periods' consumptions rise. For example, an increase in y,

in Figure 10-4, shifting the budget line up, would raise both c and ct .

The level of present consumption rises with a rise in future (expected)

income.

One implication of this analysis is that current period consumption

will vary less than does income. In the two-period case of Figure 10-4,

an increase in y would be spread across an increase in both c and ct .

The change in c would equal that in y only if point B moved directly

to the right with the y„ increase. If we extend the analysis to many
periods, say, 25 years, spreading a y increase over 25 years of con-

sumption increments would give a c increase that is very small

relative to the y increase. If, for example, the consumer allocates his

income to equal consumption in each of 25 years — in the two-period

case this would put point B of Figure 10-4 on a 45" line from the origin,

so that c = Ci — the c increment would be only 4 percent (= ^ of the

(/o increment.

The relationship between the present value of the income stream

and current consumption from Figure 10-4 gives us the first general

formulation of the consumption function,

(8) c,=f(PV,) ; f >0,

where PY
r , the present value of current and future income at time f, is

^(l + r)
r

This says simply that an individual's consumption in time t is an

increasing function of the present value of his income in time t.

Both Ando-Modigliani and Friedman begin their analyses of the

consumption function with the general form of the function given in

equation (8). Their analyses differ in the treatment of the PV term,

especially in how they relate this to observable economic variables

for the statistical testing of their hypotheses. We first discuss the

approach of Ando and Modigliani, and then that of Friedman. We
will compare the results from these two approaches before discussing

Duesenberry's analysis.
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The Ando-ModiglianiApproach:

The Life-Cycle Hypothesis

To explain the three observed

consumption function relation-

ships discussed earlier in this

chapter, Ando and Modigliani

postulate a life-cycle hypothesis

of consumption. According to this

hypothesis, the typical individual

has an income stream which is

relatively low at the beginning

and end of his life, when his

productivity is low, and high dur-

ing the middle of his life. This

"typical" income stream is shown as the y curve in Figure 10-5,

where T is expected lifetime.

On the other hand, the individual might be expected to maintain a

more-or-less constant, or perhaps slightly increasing, level of con-

sumption, shown as the c line in Figure 10-5, throughout his life. The
constraint on this consumption stream, equation (3), is that the present

value of his total consumption does not exceed the present value

of his total income. This model suggests that in the early years of a

person's life, the first shaded portion of Figure 10-5, he is a net

borrower. In the middle years, he saves to repay debt and provide

for retirement. In the late years, the second shaded portion of Figure

10-5, he dissaves.

Now if the life-cycle hypothesis is correct, if one were to undertake

a budget study by selecting a sample of the population at random and
classifying the sample by income level, the high-income groups would
contain a higher-than-average proportion of persons who are at high-

income levels because they are in the middle years of life, and thus

have a relatively low c/y ratio. Similarly, the low-income groups

would include relatively more persons whose incomes are low be-

cause they are at the ends of the age distribution, and thus have a

high cjy ratio. Thus, if the life-cycle theory is true, a cross-section

study would show c/y falling as income rises, explaining the cross-

section budget studies showing MPC < APC.
Next, it seems reasonable to assume that in the absence of any

particular reason to favor consumption in any one period over any
other, for representative consumer i if PV' rises, all of his cj rise more
or less proportionately. In other words, for consumer i,
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(9) cj = /c'(PV;); 0<k<l.

Here k', the fraction of consumer i's PV that he wants to consume in
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period t, would depend on the shape of his indifference curves and
the interest rate. Equation (9) says that if an increase in any income
entry, present or expected, raises the consumer's estimate of PV, he
will consume k' percent of the increase in the current period.

If the population distribution by age and income is relatively con-

stant, and tastes between present and future consumption (that is, the

average shape of indifference curves) are stable through time, we can

add up all the individual consumption functions (9) to a stable aggre-

gate function,

(10) c,= k(PV,).

The kind of gradual changes in age and income distribution that we
have seen in the U.S. since World War II certainly meet the Ando-
Modigliani stability assumptions.

The next step in developing an operational consumption function

from (10) is to relate the PV term to measurable economic variables.

This is the crucial step in empirical investigations of the consumption

function, as it is in almost any empirical study in economics. The
theory involves consumption as a function of expected income, which
of course cannot be measured. The problem is to link expected income

back to measured variables by making further assumptions. Choosing

the right assumptions and making the right linkage is the crucial art

in empirical economics. The work of Ando and Modigliani provides

an excellent example of the practice of this art. Ando and Modigliani

begin to make the PV term operational by noting that income can be
divided into income from labor i/

L and income from assets or property

y
p

. Thus,

Vi
(") ^ =

?(rf
-

+?(I
vf

r)<

where time zero is the current period, and t ranges from zero to the

remaining years of life, T. Now if capital markets are reasonably

efficient, we can assume that the present value of the income from an

asset is equal to the value of the asset itself, measured at the beginning

of the current period. That is,

(i2) i(^ -«...

where a is real household net worth at the beginning of the period.

Furthermore, we can separate out known current labor income from

unknown, or expected, future labor income. This gives us for PV ,

(13) w."i*+?0^
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where T— 1 is the average remaining life expectancy of the popula-

tion and the term 1I(T— 1) averages the present value of future labor

income over T— I years. Then the expected labor income term in (13)

can be written as

(is) i(TTr7 = W-Vti-

This gives us an expression for the present value of the income stream,

(16) PV =if + (T-l)if + a ,

which has only one remaining variable that is not yet measurable —
average expected labor income y

e
. We now need a final hypothesis

linking average expected labor income to a current variable — current

labor income.

There are several assumptions that might be tested to see how they

fit the data coming from observations of the real world. The simplest

assumption would be that average expected labor income is just a

multiple of present labor income:

ti= 0f& /3>0.

This assumes that if current income rises, people adjust their expecta-

tion of future incomes up so that if rises by the fraction /3 of the in-

crease in y
L

. We might note here that this assumption assigns great

importance to movements in current income as a determinant of

current consumption. If an increase in current income shifts the entire

expected income stream substantially, it will have a much larger

effect on current consumption than it would if the expected income
stream did not shift, leaving the increment to current income to be
allocated to consumption over the remaining years of life.

Alternatively, we could assume that y
e is related to both present

labor income and employment, on the theory that as employment
goes up, people will expect their chances for future employment,
and thus income, to rise too. This assumption can be formulated as

where N is employment and L is the size of the labor force.
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Ando and Modigliani tried a number of similar assumptions, and
found that the simplest assumption that y

e — (3y
L

fits the data as well

as any. Thus, substituting fiyl; for y£ in equation (16) for PV, we obtain

(17) PV =[l + /8(r- !)]«/£+, >0>

as an operational expression for PV, in that both y
L and a can be

measured statistically. Substitution of this equation into equation

(10) for consumption yields

(18) c =k[l + p(T-l)]yli+ka ,

as a statistically measurable form of the Ando-Modigliani consump-

tion function. The coefficients of y
L and a in equation (18) were

estimated statistically by Ando and Modigliani using annual U.S.

data. A typical result of their procedures is

(19) c, = 0.7y,L + 0.06a,,

which says that an increase of SI billion in real labor income will raise

real consumption by $0.7 billion — the marginal propensity to con-

sume out of labor income is 0.7. Similarly, the marginal propensity

to consume out of assets is 0.06.

Comparing the estimates of the coefficients in (19) with the derived

coefficients in (18), we can see from the coefficient of a in (19) that

It is 0.06. This suggests, from equation (10), that on aggregate, house-

holds consume about 6 percent of net worth in a year. Using this value

for fe and 45 years as a rough estimate of average remaining lifetime

T, we can also obtain the value of (3 from equation (18) that is implicit

in the estimate of the y
L coefficient in (19):

0.7 = Jt[l+ /8(T- 1)] = 0.06(1 + 44 /8),

so that j8 is about 0.25. This sug-

gests that when current labor

income goes up by $100, in the

aggregate estimates ofaverage ex-

pected labor income rise by $25.

The Ando-Modigliani con-

sumption function ofequation (18)

is shown in Figure 10-6, which

graphs consumption against labor

income. The intercept of the

consumption -income function is

set by the level of assets, ka,. The

FIGURE 10-6 Estimated consumption

function: Ando and Modigliani

Slope = .7
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a single consumption-income function. Over the longer run, as

saving causes assets to rise, the consumption-income function shifts

up as ka, increases.

Thus, over time we may observe a set of points such as those along

the line OX in Figure 10-6, which shows a constant consumption-

income ratio along trend as the economy grows. This constancy of

the trend cly ratio can be derived from the Ando-Modigliani func-

tion as follows. We can divide all the terms in equation (19) by total

real income to obtain

(20) - = 0.7^ + 0.06-.
i./t Vt \h

If the cly ratio given by this equation is constant as income grows
along trend, then the line OX, which gives the average propensity

to consume cly, will go through the origin in Figure 10-6. The cly

ratio will be constant if y
L
ly— the labor share in total income — and

«/«/— the ratio of assets, or capital, to output— are roughly constant

as the economy grows along trend. The observed data for the U.S.

confirm that both of these terms are fairly constant. Over time the

labor share of income has remained around 75 percent with a slight

tendency to drift up, and the ratio of assets to income has been
roughly constant at about 3 with a slight tendency to drift downward
over time.

Inserting these typical values into equation (20) for the cly ratio

we obtain

^ = (0.7)(0.75) + 0.06(3) = 0.53 + 0.18 = 0.71

.

Ui

Thus, the average propensity to consume out of total income is con-

stant at about 0.7, which implies that the line OX in Figure 10-6 is a

straight line passing through the origin with a slope of 0.7. A spot

check of the data for 1971 shows that consumption expenditure was
about S616 billion and national income was about $796 billion, giving

a. cly ratio of 0.77.

Thus, the Ando-Modigliani model of consumption behavior ex-

plains all three of the observed consumption phenomena. It explains

the MPC < APC result of cross-sectional budget studies by the life-

cycle hypothesis; it provides an explanation for the cyclical behavior
of consumption with the consumption-income ratio inversely related
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to income along a short-run function in Figure 10-6; and it also ex-

plains the long-run constancy of the cfy ratio. In addition, it explicitly

includes assets as an explanatory variable in the consumption func-

tion, a role which was observed in the post-World War II inflation.

There remains a question concerning the role of current income in

explaining current consumption in the Ando-Modigliani model. The
analysis of the relationship of current consumption to the present

value of the entire future income stream suggested that a change in

current income not accompanied by a change in expected future in-

come would cause a relatively small change in current consumption.

To a certain extent, the Ando-Modigliani analysis obscures this point

by assuming that expected average income depends on current in-

come, raising the leverage of current income on current consumption.

Literal acceptance of the Ando-Modigliani results, typified by equa-

tion (19), would mean that all increases in labor income would tend to

raise current consumption by 70 percent of the income change. But

one can think of income changes that should have no effect on ex-

pected future income, for example an explicitly temporary income tax

surcharge such as that enacted in July 1968. In this case, simple

application of the Ando-Modigliani marginal propensity to consume
to obtain the direct policy-induced consumption effect of the tax

change would probably be (and in fact was) misleading; the consump-
tion reduction should be far less than 70 percent of the disposable

income cut. Thus, the econometric results should be used carefully

with an eye on their underlying assumptions, which sometimes won't

hold true.

The Friedman Approach: Permanent Income

Let us now turn to Friedman's model of consumption. Friedman
also begins with the assumption of individual consumer utility

maximization which gives us the relation between an individual's

consumption and present value, corresponding to equation (8)

earlier,

(21) r'=/'(PV); /' >0.

Friedman differs from Ando-Modigliani beginning with his treat-

ment of the PV term in (21). Multiplying PV by a rate of return r

gives us Friedman's permanent income,

(22) ?/;=r-PV.

This is the permanent income from the consumer's present value

which includes his human capital— the present value of his future

labor income stream — which is included in PV in (22). Friedman,
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(23) r; = /c<!/;.

The individual ratio of permanent consumption to permanent in-

come k* presumably depends on the interest rate — the return on

saving— individual tastes shaping the indifference curves, and the

variability of expected income. If there is no reason to expect these

factors to be associated with the level of income, we can assume that

the average k' for all income classes will be the same, equal to the

population average k. Thus, if we classify a sample of the population

by income strata, as is done in the cross-section budget studies, we
would expect that the average permanent consumption in each income

class i (using subscripts for income classes as opposed to superscripts

to denote individuals) would be k times its average permanent
income:

(24) cl>i
= 'kT/pi ,

for all income classes i.

Next we can observe that total income in a given period is made up
of permanent income y^ which the individual has imputed to himself,

plus a random transitory income component y'
t
which can be positive,

negative, or zero, and really represents current income deviations

from permanent income. Notice here that the subscript t refers to

"transitory," not "time," as in the previous section. This is the

standard notation for transitory income in the literature. This gives

us measured income as the sum of the permanent and transitory

components:

(25) ?/' = !/;+?/;.

Similarly, total consumption in any period is permanent consump-
tion c %

p plus a random transitory-consumption component c\, which
represents positive, negative, or zero deviation from the "normal" or

permanent level of consumption. Thus measured, consumption is the

sum of permanent and transitory consumption:

(26) c i = c i

p+c
i

t
.

Next comes a series of assumptions concerning the relationships

between permanent and transitory income, permanent and transitory
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consumption, and transitory income and consumption. The assump-
tions concerning these relationships give the explanation in the

Friedman theory of the cross-section result that MPC < APC.
First, Friedman assumes that there is no correlation between

transitory and permanent incomes; in other words, y, is just a random
fluctuation around yp, so that the covariance of i/l and y'

t
across indi-

viduals is zero. This assumption has the following implication for

cross-section budget study results. Suppose we take a sample of

families from a roughly normal income distribution and then sort

them out by income classes. Since ij,j and (/, are not related, the

income class that centers on the population average income will

have an average transitory-income component y, equal to zero, and
for that income class y — yp . As we go up from the average in income
strata, we will find, for each income class, more people in that group
because they had unusually high incomes that year, that is, because

y\ > 0, than people who were in that class because they had unusu-

ally low incomes that year. This happens because in a normal distri-

bution, for any income class above die average, there are more people

with permanent incomes below that class who can come up into it

because y'
t
> in any one year than there are people above that

class who can fall down due to y\ < 0. Thus, for income classes above
the population average, y, > 0, and observed y > y„.

Similarly, below the average income level, for any given income
class, there are more people who can fall into it due to having a bad
year so that ;/,' < 0, than people who come up into it by having a good
year so that y'

(
> 0. Thus, for income classes below the average, y, < 0,

and |7 < y„. This result— that when sorted by measured income,

groups above the population mean have y, > and groups below the

mean have y, < — is important for Friedman's analysis, as we will

see shortly.

Next, Friedman assumes that there is no relationship between

permanent and transitory consumption, so that c, is just a random
variation around cp . Thus, the covariance of c^and c\ is zero.

Finally, Friedman assumes that there is no relationship between
transitory consumption and transitory income. In other words, a

sudden increase in income, due to a transitory fluctuation, will not

contribute immediately to an individual's consumption. This assump-

tion is intuitively less obvious than the previous ones, but it seems

fairly reasonable, because we are dealing with consumption as op-

posed to consumer expenditure. Consumption includes, in addition

to purchases of nondurable goods and services, only the "use" of

durables — measured by depreciation and interest cost— rather than

expenditures on durables. This means that if a transitory or windfall

income is used to purchase a durable good, this would not appreci-

ably affect current consumption. Thus, Friedman assumes that the

covariance of c, and y, is also zero.



The last two assumptions, that transitory consumption is not cor-

related with either permanent consumption or transitory income,

mean that when we sample the population and classify the sample by

income levels, for each income class the transitory variations in

consumption will cancel out so that for each income class c t i
= 0, and
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(27) w Cpi

for each income class i.

We can now bring this series of assumptions together into an ex-

planation of the cross-section result that MFC < APC even when
the basic hypothesis of the theory is that the ratio of permanent con-

sumption to permanent income is a constant k. Consider a randomly

selected sample of the population classified by income levels. A
group i, with average observed income y, above average population

income will have a positive average transitory-income component

Uti > 0. For this above-average group, then, observed average income
will be greater than average permanent income, that is y, > ypi .

All income groups will have average permanent consumption given

by cpi = kypi . But since cti is not related to either cpi or y ti , all groups,

including the above-average income group, will have a zero average

transitory-consumption component, so that c, = cpi . Linking these two
consumption conditions gives us

(28) Cj cP x
fcyP i-

Thus, the above-average income group will have average measured
consumption equal to permanent consumption, but average mea-
sured income greater than permanent income, so that its measured
c,/|7j ratio will be less than k. Similarly, a below-average income group

j will have a measured CjlTjj ratio greater than k.

These results are illustrated in Figure 10-7 (p. 186). The solid line k

represents the relationship between permanent consumption and in-

come. The point y is the population average measured income, and if

the sample is taken in a "normal" year when measured average in-

come is on trend, average transitory income will be zero, so that

17 = yp . The point cp is the population average measured and perman-
ent consumption.

First, consider sample group i, with average income above popula-

tion average, so that 17, > y. This group has a positive average
transitory-income component y ti , so that ypi < j/,, as shown in Figure
10-7. To locate average consumption, both measured and permanent,
for group i, we multiply ypi by k to obtain c, = cpi along the k line.

Thus, for an above-average income group i, we observe c
t
and y (

at

the point A which lies below the permanent consumption line k in

Figure 10-7.
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FIGURE 10-7 Friedman's consumption function
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Next, observing lower-than-average income group j, we see that

the average income of the group JJj is less than the national average

income y, so that the average transitory income of the sample group,

T/tj, is les£ than zero. Furthermore, we observe Cj and know that

Cj = cPi = kt/uj along the k line. The location of Cj and y}
gives us the

point B lying above the k line for the below-average income group j.

Connecting the points A and B, we obtain the cross-section consump-
tion function that connects observed average income-consumption

points. This function has a smaller slope than the underlying perman-
ent function, so that in cross-section budget studies, we expect to see

MPC < APC if (but not only if) the Friedman permanent-income
hypothesis is correct.

Over time, as the economy and the national average permanent
income grow along trend, the cross-section consumption function of

Figure 10-7 shifts up. What we observe in a long-run time series are

movements of national average consumption and income along the

line k, giving a constant cly ratio. As the economy cycles about its

trend growth_path, the average cjTj point will move above and below

the long-run k line. In a boom year when y is above trend, the average

transitory income of the population will be positive, so that y >_yp .

But average transitory consumption will be zero, so that c = cp = kyp .

Thus, when y is above trend, cly will be less than cjyp = k. Similarly,

in a year when y is below trend, y t
will be negative, y < yp , and the

cly ratio will be greater than k.



FIGURE 10-8 Friedman's consumption function:

cyclical movements

This cyclical movement is

illustrated in Figure 10-8. In an

average year, when TJ, = 0, the

c,), |7o point falls on the long-run

k line. In a year with above-trend

income yu transitory income is

positive, so that Tjin < |7i,_and the

Ci,j7i point is below the k line of

Figure 10-8. In a year with

below-trend income y2 , the c2 , y2

point is above the k line, giving

us the short-run function of Fig-

ure 10-8. The difference between
Figures 10-7 and 10-8 is just that

in Figure 10-7 the variation in

income and consumption is in a

cross section at any one time,

while in Figure 10-8 the variation is in average c and y over the

business cycle.

Thus, Friedman's model also explains the cross-section budget

studies and short-run cyclical observations that indicate MFC < APC,
as well as the long-run observation that the cly ratio is fairly constant,

that is APC = MPC. His model is somewhat less satisfactory than the

Ando-Modigliani model in that assets are only implicitly taken into

account as a determinant of permanent income, and it relies on less

observable aspects of income — "permanent" income and "transi-

tory" income — than the Ando-Modigliani model, which separates out

the observable components — labor income and value of assets.

Nevertheless, the two models are closely related. Families with

transitorily high income in Friedman's analysis could be families in

the middle years in the Ando-Modigliani life cycle, and families with

negative transitory income could be the ones at the ends of the life

cycle. Thus, the life-cycle hypothesis could be one explanation of the

distribution of Friedman's transitory incomes.

The two models are similar in the starting point of the analysis in

the consumption-present value relationship given in equation (21)

Short-run

function

c'-=/'-(PV<),

and in the explanation of cross-section results. The Ando-Modigliani
model might be more useful to econometric model-builders and fore-

casters since it explicitly includes measured current income and
assets to explain consumption, but it may also need careful interpreta-

tion in cases where income changes are clearly temporary, and
permanent income considerations are more relevant. 187
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The Duesenbernj Approach: Relative Income

The model developed by Duesenberry in 1949 differs considerably
from the Ando-Modigliani and Friedman models in that it does not
begin with the basic consumption-present value relationship derived
early in this chapter. Instead, Duesenberry's analysis is based on two
relative income hypotheses.

The first hypothesis is essentially that consumers are not so much
concerned with their absolute level of consumption as they are with
their consumption relative to the rest of the population. The Ando-
Modigliani and Friedman models are based on the solution to the

problem of consumer choice where the individual tries to maximize
U = U(c , . . ,ct , . . . ,cT ) subject to a present value constraint. In that

case only the absolute level of the individual's consumption enters
the utility function. Duesenberry, however, writes the utility function

as

(29) U
'fl,'

Cj_

).

where the R's are a weighted average of the rest of the population's

consumption. This says that utility increases only if the individual's

consumption rises relative to the average.

This assumption leads to the result that the individual's clij ratio

will depend on his position in the income distribution. A person with

an income below the average will tend to have a high cly ratio be-

cause, essentially, he is trying to keep up to a national average

consumption standard with a below-average income. On the other

hand, an individual with an above-average income will have a lower

cly ratio because it takes a smaller proportion of his income to buy the

standard basket of consumer goods.

This provides the explanation of both the cross-section result that

MFC < APC and the long-run constancy of cly. If, as income grows
along trend, the relative distribution of income is stable, there will be
no reason for cly to change. As people earn more along trend they can

increase their consumption proportionately to maintain the same ratio

between their consumption and the national average.

Duesenberry's second hypothesis is that present consumption is

not influenced merely by present levels of absolute and relative in-

come, but also by levels of consumption attained in previous periods.

It is much more difficult, he argues, for a family to reduce a level of

consumption once attained than to reduce the portion of its income
saved in any period. This assumption suggests that the aggregate

ratio of saving to income depends on the level of present income
relative to previous peak income, y. Mathematically, in Duesenberry's

formulation,



(30)
!/ !/

where y is real disposable income. As present income rises relative

to its previous peak, sly increases, and vice versa. We can convert

this Duesenberry saving function into a consumption function by
observing that if y is disposable income, cly = 1 — (sly), so that from

(30) we can obtain
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y
(31) ^=(l-a )-flx.

As income grows along trend, previous peak income will always be
last year's income, so that yly would be equal to 1 + gy where gy is the

growth rate of real income. If y grows at 4 percent along trend, yly

will be 1.04 and cly will be constant, as required by the long-run data

of Kuznets.

But as income fluctuates around trend, the cly ratio will vary in-

versely with income, due to the negative coefficient of yly in (31). To
compute the MPC, we can multiply the cly ratio of (31) by y to obtain

c= (l-a )y-ai —

The MPC, the partial derivative of c with respect to y, is then

(32) MPC
dy

(1-flo) 2a,?.
y

Comparison of equation (32)

giving the MPC and equation (31)

giving the APC shows that in the

short run, with previous peak
income fixed, the Duesenberry
model implies MPC < APC.
This combination of short-run

and long-run behavior of con-

sumption gives us the ratchet

effect shown in Figure 10-9. As
income grows along trend, c and
y move up along the long-run

function of Figure 10-9, with a

constant cly ratio. But if, at some
point like c ,?/ , income falls off

and the economy goes into a

FIGURE 10-9 The "ratchet effect" in consumption
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Long-run
function
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recession, c and y move down along a short-run function c c with
a slope given by the MPC in equation (32). Recovery of income
back to its trend level, which is also the previous peak, will take

c and y back up c c to the initial Co, y point, where trend growth
resumes along the long-run function. If another recession occurs
at cu t/,, consumption and income will fall back along c xc x , and
rise back to cu y x during the recovery. Thus, Duesenberry's model
implies a ratchet effect in that when income falls off, consumption
drops less than it rises as income grows along trend. We might note

that this mechanism is formally the same as that suggested by wage
rigidity in Chapter 8.

This completes our survey of the three principal theories of the

consumption function. Each theory improves our understanding of

the consumption-saving-income relationships. The theories of Ando-
Modigliani and Friedman seem to be more successful than is Duesen-
berry's, in terms of its present acceptance among economists. The
strength of Friedman's theory is related to the acceptance by many
economists of the proposition that people base current consumption-

saving decisions on more than just current and past values of income
and assets. The notion, common to both Ando-Modigliani and Fried-

man, of a basic permanent consumption path that is tied to an expected

income stream and is somewhat insensitive to temporary fluctuations

in income, is persuasive. On the other hand, it is useful to know what

does cause fluctuations in current consumption and the Ando-
Modigliani model has a relative strength in its explicit inclusion of

current income and assets in the explanation of consumption. Perhaps

the best compromise is to explain consumption using the Ando-

Modigliani model, but with reservations in cases of temporary in-

come and asset fluctuations as suggested by the permanent income

hypothesis.

THE FRB-MIT MODEL
Since 1967, a group of economists centered originally at the Federal

Reserve Board in Washington and the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, under the general direction of

Ando and Modigliani, have been developing an econometric model of

the economy. Included in this model are consumption function

estimates that are based on the original Ando-Modigliani work dis-

cussed earlier, and which introduce more clearly the difference

between the concepts of consumption and consumer expenditure

which are implicit in all of the other models. Furthermore, this model
deals explicitly with the dynamic nature of the multiplier by pre-

dicting how long it takes for a one-time, or step, increase in income to

achieve its full impact on consumption.



The term consumption as we have been using it in most of this chap-

ter means the use of a good rather than the expenditure on it in any

one period. Durable goods have a lifetime of service. The present

value of the services rendered by the good is equal to the original

price of the good. Consumption is the amount of services of a good

which is used up in any one period, while consumption expenditure

is the expenditure on consumer goods in a period. The two values are

usually different, unless all purchases of the services of durable goods

are in the form of rents, or the economy is in a stationary state where
all durable purchases are for replacement.

Considering the distinction between consumption and consumer
expenditure, it can be seen that an increase in income in period

will lead immediately to an increase in desired consumption, given

by the MFC. But to increase consumption services from durables, a

person has to buy the entire capitalized stream of services in the

current period. Thus, the increase in consumer expenditure result-

ing from an increase in income could greatly exceed the original

income change. (Consider a tax cut of SlOO/month which leads to an

auto purchase of $2000.)

The consumption function in the FRB-MIT model predicts the size

of increases in both consumption and consumption expenditure

following an exogenous change in income as well as the length of

time needed before the new levels are fully reached, holding all

other variables, for example, P and r, constant. This is illustrated in

Figure 10-10, which shows the adjustment of both consumption
and consumer expenditure to their new equilibrium levels following

a one-time increase in income in period 0. This corresponds to the

simplest multiplier effect of Chapter 3, where we are now looking at

the timing of the effect. The solid line in Figure 10-10 represents the

increased consumption resulting from the step increase in disposable

income. It can be seen that it

approaches the ultimate level cN
asymptotically. The dashed line

represents actual expenditures

on consumption goods. This in-

crement to expenditures actually

rises above the initial change in

disposable income after 7

quarters; and then declines to

below that level after 16 quarters.

In the static model we have
discussed, we have dealt only
with the values for consumption
and we have observed only the

two points c„ and c.v . One virtue
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FIGURE 10-10 FRB-MIT model
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of the FRB-MIT model is that it permits us to see the time dimension

of changes from c to c v and to relate changes in consumption to

changes in consumer expenditure. The latter is the value which
appears in die national income accounts whereas the former is the

concept relevant to economic theory.

THE WEALTH EFFECT IN THE
STATIC MODEL
We have now seen that the level of real household net worth—

wealth or assets— has an effect on the level of consumption. In the

original discussion of the effects of changes in consumption on the

equilibrium ofthe money and product markets we did not allow assets

to enter into consideration. Now we will examine the implications for

the general equilibrium analysis of including real assets in the

consumption function.

We can begin with a general form of the Ando-Modigliani consump-
tion function:

(33) c = a,,;/'- + a,rt,

where a and at are the positive coefficients that Ando and Modigliani

estimated. An increase in either labor income or assets raises current

consumption. The definition of assets at the beginning of the period

that brought the a term into the function in the first place is

«o=2 y.

(1+ r)
t=K ru+r)'

Thus, current properly income t/£ also enters the consumption func-

tion (33) positively through the assets term, and we can write the ex-

panded consumption function in the general form

(34) c = c(y-t(y),a);
dc

d(iJ-Hlj))
>0, dc

da
>0.

Real consumption increases with an increase either in disposable

income or in real assets.

Now if, at a given level of disposable income, an increase in real

assets raises consumption, it must reduce saving since s + c — y—t( y).

This is not in violation of common-sense notions of saving. People

save in order to accumulate assets or wealth. If there should suddenly

be an exogenous increase in one's wealth, such as an inheritance,

there is less need to save, and the saving rate will diminish. Thus, the



saving function can be written as

(35) s = s(ij-t(ij),a); M > o -^ <
B(u-Hij))

>U
' da

<() -

An increase in real assets reduces saving at a given level of disposable

income.

Changes in Assets and the IS Curve

The effect of adding real assets to the saving function in the basic

static model is shown in the four-quadrant diagram of Figure 10-11.

With an initial asset level o , the IS curve is positioned at I S . An
increase in real assets to a u regardless of the reason for the increase,

shifts the saving function in the southeast quadrant from s(fl ) to s(fli).

Since s + 1 is measured from the origin down on the vertical axis, this

shift represents a decrease in saving at any given level of income;

dslda < 0.

The downward shift in the saving function shifts the IS curve out

to ZiS, in Figure 10-11. The increase in real assets reduces saving and
increases consumption, raising equilibrium y in the product market
at any given r. Thus, an increase in real assets shifts the IS curve to

the right and tends to increase equilibrium income, output, and
employment.
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Real Assets and the Price Level

Net assets of the private sector, in money terms, can be defined as

(36) A = K+ R + B,

where

K = the value of capital stock measured, perhaps, by the total value

of stockholder's equity, that is, stock market shares;

R = the value of reserves held at the central bank, that is, the part of

the money supply which is a private sector claim on the govern-

ment; and
B = the money value of government bonds which are held by the

public.

It should be noted that here only that part of the money supply which
is held as reserves at the central bank is included in assets, because

the rest of the money supply represents the claims in the form of

deposits of the nonbank pubbc on the commercial banks. If the latter

are included in the "public," this part of the money supply is a net

zero asset, since the asset of the nonbank public is balanced by the

liability of the banks. On the other hand, reserves and government
bonds are included because they are claims of the private sector on
an "outsider" — the government. The validity of including the latter

is open to question, because they could be seen as future tax liabilities

of the private sector. For the present, however, we will ignore that

possibility and treat bonds as private claims on the government.

Net real assets a equal AIP, so that we have

(37)
K + R + B

If the average price of a stock share moves with the price level, we
can write the value of the capital stock as K = Pk, so that the first

term in the real assets equation is PkIP, or just k, the real capital

stock. In the short-run analysis of the determination of income we
are holding the capital stock constant, so that k is fixed.

If we assume that all government bonds have a standard annual

yield of SI, then the total value of outstanding bonds is the number

of bonds b divided by the interest rate. Thus, B = blr. If, in fact, the

standard yield is not SI, but, say, S100, this just moves the decimal

point in our measurement of b, not changing the qualitative analysis

at all.

Now the expression for real assets can be rewritten as

(38) fl = *+f+f =
*+f+;|-



We can combine this expression with the analysis of the effect of

changes in a on the IS curve to see the direct effects of changes in

R, b, P, and r on the position of the IS curve. To begin with, it is clear

that a price increase reduces real assets, shifting the IS curve to the

left, and conversely a price decrease shifts the IS curve to the right.

An increase in the interest rate reduces the real value of government

bonds by pushing bond prices down. This reduces real assets and

shifts the IS curve to the left.

An increase in b due to an increase in the government deficit which
has to be financed by selling more bonds will increase a, shifting the

IS curve to the right. This effect would tend to be offset by the r

increase induced by the expansionary fiscal policy. Concerning R
changes, the way the monetary authorities change the level of the

money supply is by buying or selling bonds from the commercial
banks so that when R goes up, B goes down by the same amount, and

vice versa when R falls. This means that, as long as only the reserves

part of the money supply is included in A in the first place, money
supply changes do not affect a, and thus do not directly shift the IS

curve, although an expansionary monetary policy would tend to

reduce r, and this would shift IS to the right.

Price Level Changes and the Pigou Effect

The principal importance of the introduction of real assets into the

saving function lies in the first of the effects just discussed. A price

increase reduces the real value of assets, shifting the IS curve to the

left. In Part II the adjustment of demand-side equilibrium output to

changes in the price level came only through the money market, shift-

ing the LM curve. Now it is clear that price level changes also shift

the IS curve, and in the same direction as the LM curve; a price in-

crease shifts both to the left. This makes demand-side equilibrium

output more sensitive to price level changes, and flattens the econo-

my's demand curve in the P,y space.

The main importance of the inclusion of real wealth in the con-

sumption function from a historical point of view is that it eliminates

the liquidity-trap inconsistency in the classical model which Keynes
used to attack that model. According to Keynes it was possible for

interest rates to fall so low in the classical model that neither an

expansionary monetary policy nor falling prices could ever increase

the level of demand-side equilibrium output. Thus, with employment
determined in the labor market and demand caught in the liquidity

trap, the classical model had no solution. Professor Pigou, who
responded to Keynes, pointed out that, in our terms, the price drop
would shift the IS curve out. As prices fall the level of real assets

rises, leading to downward shifts in the saving function.

These increases in real consumption that occur with falling prices
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would shift the IS curve out,

raising the level demand-side
equilibrium output as shown
in Figure 10-12. Thus, the

Pigou effect refuted the sug-

gestion by Keynes that the so-

called classical model was
inconsistent in the liquidity-

trap case.

CONCLUSION: SOME IMPLICATIONS
FOR STABILIZATION POLICY

Our analysis of consumer behavior and the consumption function

has two important implications for stabilization policy, which are

briefly reviewed here. In Chapter 14 we take another thorough look

at monetary and fiscal policy after we have further analyzed invest-

ment demand and the money market.

The first implication, mentioned several times already, is that how
much reliance should be placed on using temporary tax changes for

stabilization policy depends on how correct the permanent income
hypothesis of Friedman is. It is quite possible that if there were a

variable income tax surcharge set, say, every year by the President,

people would soon calculate an average expected value for the sur-

charge, and set their consumption pattern to fit disposable income

with this average surcharge. Thus, fluctuations in the surcharge would
be absorbed in the saving rate and have no effect on consumer ex-

penditure or demand in the economy. They would just shift saving

between the public sector and the private sector.

This might be an extreme case of permanent income behavior

counteracting fiscal policy, but it does seem clear that, in any case,

temporary tax changes will be less effective than permanent ones

of the same size, and small, explicitly temporary tax changes may
have little or no effect on aggregate demand.
The second point is that inclusion of real assets as a determinant

of consumer demand probably increases the effectiveness of mone-
tary policy relative to fiscal policy through the interest rate effect

on assets. An expansionary monetary policy will tend to reduce

the interest rate. This, in turn, will increase the value of real assets

in equation (38), shifting the IS curve up. Thus, the asset effect

complements the effect of monetary policy and provides a link from

monetary policy changes to consumer demand through the interest

rate.



FIGURE 10-13 Asset effects on fiscal policy
On the other hand, an expan-

sionary fiscal policy tends to raise

interest rates, reducing the real

value of assets and shifting the

IS curve back to the left. In

Figure 10-13, a government
purchases increase will shift the

IS curve up from I S to I
i
S

1 .

The subsequent price increase

will shift both the IS and LM
curves to the left, toward I 2S2

and L
t
Mu but the IS curve will

shift both because rising prices

reduces a and rising interest rates

reduce a. Thus, the asset effect,

through the interest rate, creates

a consumption demand change

which complements the effects

of monetary policy but tends to offset partially the effects of fiscal

policy.
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In Chapter 4 we introduced investment demand as a simple function

of the interest rate, offering as a rationale the present value (PV)

criterion for investment decisions. This simple function was sufficient

for the purposes of Part II — to expose and manipulate the basic

interconnections between the product, money, and labor markets.

But the / = i(r) function is obviously not a good representation of the

complex determinants of investment in the "real world." In fact, it

is only in the past ten years or so that empirical investigators have

been able to obtain even barely reasonable empirical explanations of

investment demand.
This chapter first reviews the basis in microeconomic theory for a

macroeconomic view of investment demand, developing along the

way the rationale for the PV rule and a comparison of this criterion

with the concept of the marginal efficiency of investment. We then

develop a theoretical investment demand function that includes

both replacement investment as a function of the level of output and
the interest rate, and net investment as a function of changes in output
— the accelerator principle — and the interest rate.

This theoretical framework includes the user cost of capital as a

variable explaining equilibrium capital stock. Discussion of the user

cost takes us into the role of profits and liquidity as partial deter-

minants of investment demand through the interest rate and user cost.

After the theory of investment demand has been fairly fully devel-

oped, we summarize some recent empirical results concerning the

response of investment to changes in output and the cost of capital,

in terms of both the size and time dimensions. Since the theory leads

to an investment function in the static model of the form i = i{r, y),

198 where dildy > 0, the possibility' is raised that the IS curve is posi-



tively sloped and the economy is unstable. The empirical findings

suggest that the marginal propensity to spend— the sum of di/dy and

the MFC out of GNP — is in fact less than unity so that the IS curve is

negatively sloped. Finally, we end with some comments on mone-

tary and fiscal policy, to be extended in Chapter 14. But the best

place to begin is back with the present value criterion and the micro-

economic theory of investment.
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THE PRESENT VALUE CRITERION
FOR INVESTMENT
In Chapter 4 we suggested that a firm should rank investment pro-

grams by the present discounted value of the projects' income

streams,

(1) PV, C + R< +
R, R, R,

1 + r (1 + r)
2

(1 + r)
n'

where C is the cost of the project, and R r , . .
. , R,+„ is the stream of

net returns. A natural starting point for a discussion of investment

demand is the rationale of the PV criterion and its implications for the

determinants of investment. To develop the rationale of the PV cri-

terion, let us look at a simple firm owned by persons who want to

maximize their utility as a function of a stream of real consumption

as in Chapter 10,

(2) U = U(c , cu . .
.

, cT ),

where c , . . . cT is the consumption stream from time to time T.

The firm has the following kind of sales and income possibilities.

With a given amount of resources in period 0, the firm can produce
net output for sale in all the periods through T. Its net revenues

in each period can then be either disbursed to the owners as income,

S/o> • • • > ?/r> or invested to produce a greater amount of output at some
future date. Thus, by reducing current income, the owners can in-

crease future income by investing the firm's retained earnings. An
increase in income in any one period, ?/,, requires a decrease in some
other period. This decrease can come before period f in order to

generate more total revenue in t so that additional income can be
withdrawn then without reducing income beyond period t. Or the

decrease could come after t as a result of reduced investment in t.

From the point of view of the firm's owners, this situation can be
expressed by an income possibility curve,

(3) = <Mt/ ,!/i, ...,!/T ).



FIGURE 11-1 The "income possibility curve'

-(1+r)
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FIGURE 11-2 The investment and consumption decisions

Uo Dollars in

Period

If we hold all but two y's con-

stant, then an increase in one ij

requires a decrease in the other.

This must be true for any pair of

y's. The problem, now, is for the

firm to choose the set of f/'s,

given its initial endowment of

resources — cash or, in general,

capital — that will permit the

owners to maximize utility. In

the two-period case, this income

possibility curve is shown in

Figure 11-1 as = <M?/o,!/i)- From
a maximum income in time 0,

?/™
ax

, which is equal to the total

initial resource endowment, the

firm's owners can trade income

in time for income in time 1

through the investment process,

with diminishing returns. The
slope of the income possibility

curve of Figure 11-1 can be ob-

tained by total differentiation of

equation (3) in the two-period

case:

d(/o o?/i

so that the marginal rate of trans-

formation (MRT) of y into t/i

is given by

(4)
dy

d<t>

d;/o

d<t>'

9«/i
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The firm can produce any income stream ?/„,?/, on the income pos-

sibility curve of Figure 11-1, given its initial resources.

Once the firm chooses an income stream, such as point A in Figure

11-1, the owners can then borrow or lend to a consumption point

along a budget constraint with slope -(1 + r) in exactly the same

fashion as we showed in Chapter 10. A set of such budget lines is

shown in Figure 11-1. The problem here is to choose an income

stream y , yt
along the income possibility curve that gets the owners
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to the highest possible budget line. As shown in Figure 11-1, the 201

highest budget line that can be reached is the one just tangent to the investment

income possibility curve, where MRT = - (1 + r). rn^™^
In Figure 11-2, we have added to the picture the owners' indif-

ference curves from the utility function (2). These show rising levels

of utility as one moves northeast, that is U„ < Ut < U2 . As we saw in

Chapter 10, the slope of an indifference curve can be derived from

the utility function (2) in the two-period case:

= -— dc + t— dt\ ,

dc dc,

so that the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of c x
for c is given by

(5)

dU
d£1 _ dCq

dc dU_

'

dc,

From Figure 11-2 it should be clear that the owners reach their

highest possible indifference curve by finding an indifference curve

tangent to the highest possible budget line. So production is ar-

ranged by the firm to reach the highest budget line where MRT =
— (1 + r), for example, point A in Figure 11-2. The owners then trans-

form this income stream into a utility-maximizing consumption stream

by borrowing or lending to the highest possible indifference curve,

where MRS is also equal to —(1 + r). This gives as the condition for

utility maximization in this case that combines both production and
consumption decisions,

(6) MRT = -(l + r) = MRS.

Now the intercept of the budget line on the horizontal period

0-axis is given by the present value of the y , tji income stream,

(7) PV =t/o'
1 + r'

as we also saw in Chapter 10. But this means that to reach the highest

possible budget line, the firm should maximize present value — move
to the budget line with the farthest-right time intercept in Figures
11-1 and 11-2, given the location of the income possibility curve. Once
this maximum PV line has been reached, the owners can worry about

reaching the highest possible indifference curve independently of

the production decision. Thus, the owners can insure that they can
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(but not will; this is a necessary, not sufficient condition) reach the

maximum possible U level by giving the firm's manager the rule:

Maximize present value!

The manager doesn't need any information on the shape of the

owner's utility function and indifference curves; the production and
consumption decisions are completely separate. Thus, the firm that is

trying to maximize its owner's welfare will follow the rule: Maximize
PV. And in the economy this will result in equating the MRT along

the production function to MRS along indifference curves, a basic

condition for economic efficiency.

Now if the economy is populated by firms that are trying to maxi-

mize their owners' welfare in a competitive capitalist economy or

directly to maximize the social value of output in a socialist econo-

my—note that the first case may also maximize the social value of

output— they will order investment plans to maximize the present

discounted value of the income stream coming from the sum of all

investment projects, that is, the capital stock. Any investment rule

which is not consistent with maximizing PV will not achieve these

ends, and thus will not be consistent with profit (or welfare) maximiza-

tion in a competitive economy.
This kind of reasoning led us, in Chapter 4, to the investment rule

that the firm should maximize its present value by investing in any

project with positive PV, where PV is defined as in equation (1):

PV
t
= -C + R,

Rt-i R
1 + 2

R,

1 + r (1 + r)
2

(1 + r)""

FIGURE 11-3 Ranking investment

projects in order of their PV's

Under the present value criterion, the firm computes a present value

for each possible project it might undertake, and then ranks the pro-

jects in order of their PV's. This ranking is represented in Figure 11-3.

The vertical axis measures the present value of each investment

relative to its cost, and the horizontal axis gives the real value of

the sum of all investment projects.

In order to maximize its present

value the firm should invest in

all projects that have a PV > 0.

This gives an equilibrium level

of real investment for the firm of

i'„, where the present value of the

marginal project is zero.

As can be seen from the PV
expression in equation (1), an in-

crease in the market interest rate

reduces the present value of each

investment project. This causes a

c

U »0 >2



downward shift in the curve in Figure 11-3 and reduces the firm's

equilibrium investment level to it . On the other hand, if the expected

returns in each period were to increase, perhaps because of an in-

crease in demand in the present period which is expected to be fairly

permanent, the curve shifts up, and a higher level of investment, I,,

results. This is the basic theory behind the simple investment function

of Part II.
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THE MARGINAL EFFICIENCY OF INVESTMENT

A different criterion for investment decisions was suggested by

Keynes and has been used in macroeconomic texts ever since. This is

the marginal efficiency of investment criterion. This criterion is very

convenient as a teaching device, but has its analytical weaknesses.

The marginal efficiency of an investment project, m, is defined as the

rate of interest that will discount the PV of the project to zero. Thus,

m is defined by

(8) = C + R,
R t+i R t+2 R,

1 + m (1 + m) 2
(1 + m)"'

If, with any given C and R stream, we solve (8) for m, we have the

interest rate that would discount the project's net returns back to

zero.

Investment programs can be ranked by m, much as they were
by PV. It would seem that a project with a "high" returns stream

would have a "high" PV and dius require a "high" m to discount

the net returns stream to zero. Thus, m can be plotted against /',

as shown in Figure 11-4, much as PV was in Figure 11-3. As the size

of the total investment program is increased, we go to projects with

lower and lower R streams, so that as i rises, m falls.

The Supply ofFunds

This m function, representing

investment demand, can now be
confronted by a supply offunds
schedule to determine the equi-

librium level of investment,

similar to i in Figure 11-3. This

supply schedule, r, is shown in

Figure 11-4. It shows that up to a

certain point the interest cost of

financing investment is roughly

constant. But as the size of the

FIGURE 11-4 The "marginal

efficiency of investment" criterion
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investment program goes beyond that point the cost of borrowing, or

the opportunity cost of using retained earnings, begins to rise. Thus,

the r curve in Figure 11-4 can be regarded as a supply of funds sche-

dule. The m curve, which gives the interest rate at which each suc-

cessive project could just break even, can be regarded as an investment

demand schedule. The intersection of the m and r schedules deter-

mines i . To the left of i all projects have positive PV's since m > r.

As we will see in a moment, this model is not satisfactory as a

general criterion for investment demand. However, it does have an
advantage in that it points out the fact that there may be more than one
cost of capital or interest rate facing a firm, depending on the extent

to which it draws on various sources of investment funds; and these

various cost of capital levels affect the firm's decision to invest. For

example, firms tend to impute a lower interest rate to funds which
are available from retained earnings. Higher interest rates are im-

puted to external sources of funding such as bond issues because they

represent a fixed liability that must be paid on time regardless of the

financial position of the firm, or stocks because they dilute the

management's degree of control over the firm.

The possible sources of internal financing, of course, consist of

depreciation and retained earnings, after-tax profits less dividends.

Since internal financing is imputed a lower interest rate, it can be
visualized as the flat part of the r curve in Figure 11-4. As profits

increase, the amount of internal funds which are available for invest-

ing increases, and the flat part of the r curve is extended, as is shown
by the dashed line in Figure 11-4. Thus, an increase in profits will

lead to an increase in investment by shifting out the supply of funds

curve, r in Figure 11-4. Conversely, a lower profit rate shifts the

supply curve left, and reduces the level of investment.

The profit level, through the supply of funds schedule and the cost

of capital, is undoubtedly an important determinant of investment

demand, as we will see later in this chapter. But the marginal effi-

ciency of investment is, nevertheless, not a very useful analytic

device. The difficulty with the marginal efficiency of investment

criterion is that it does not necessarily yield the same ranking of

investment projects as the present value criterion. Intuitively, it

should be clear that ifwe compare two projects, one of which has large

returns in the distant future, the other with smaller returns coming

sooner, the first will have a higher PV at some low interest rate,

while the second project will have a higher PV at some higher rate

that pushes down the PV of the distant returns of the first project.

Present Value and Marginal Efficiency

The important point here is that the PV ranking depends on the

market rate of interest— the rate at which earnings can be rein-



vested— while the marginal efficiency of investment is not related

to the market rate. So the PV rankings can be different from m
rankings.

The best way to see this is to look at an example which can be
easily generalized. Suppose we have two investment projects, both

with cost C = 1 (one thousand dollars, perhaps). Both projects have

zero return in period 1, when they are being built. Project I returns

in period 2, and 4 in period 3; project II returns 2 in period 2, and 1 in

period 3. This information is summarized in the left-hand part of

Table 11-1.
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TABLE 11-1 Marginal efficiency and present value

COST
RETURN IN

PERIOD 2

RETURN IN

PERIOD 3 m
PV

r=0 r= 1

Project I

Project II

1

1 2

4 1

1 1.414

3

2 0.25

Now let's calculate the m values for these two projects. For project

I we have

1 + +
1 + m (1 + m) 2

Solving this equation for m, we have (1 + m) 2 = 4, and m = 1, as shown
in Table 11-1. For project II the m equation is

= -l +
1

1 + m (1 + m) 2-

Moving the — 1 to the other side of the equation and multiplying both

sides by (1 + m)2 gives

(l + m) 2 = l + 2m+m 2 = 2 + 2m+l,

where the middle term is just (1 + m) 2 written out. Subtracting

(l + 2m) from both sides of the right-hand equation gives us m2 = 2,

or m = 1.414 for project II, again shown in Table 11-1. As the table

shows, both projects have the same costs, but one has a very low
return in period 2 and a high return in period 3 while the other has a

moderate return in period 2 and a low return in period 3. The marginal

efficiency of investment criterion indicates that project II is unequi-
vocally better than project I, since m 2 > m,.

However, under the present value criterion there is no unequi-
vocally correct answer because the PV ranking depends on the market
interest rate. With r = project I has a present discounted value given
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by

PV=-l+0+j+* = 3,

while project II has a PV given by

FV=-1+0+j+j = 2,

so that at the (very) low rate r = 0, project I, with its high, but delayed,

returns, is superior. With r= 1, project I has a PV given by

4PV = - 1 + + ^+ ^ = 0,
2 4

while project II' s PV is

PV = -l + + | + 7 = 0.25.
2 4

l.o -

Thus, at a very high interest rate that discounts project I's returns

heavily, project II is preferable. These PV results are shown in the

last column of Table 11-1. They illustrate the deficiency of the mar-
ginal efficiency criterion for ranking investment projects. This

criterion makes no reference to the market rate of interest, which
measures the opportunity cost of investment.

The example we have just used can be generalized, as is shown
in Figure 11-5, where the PY's of projects I and II are plotted as

functions of the market interest rate. Table 11-1 shows that when
r = 0, PV of project I is 3, and PV of project II is 2. The table also

locates the PV's of the two

projects where r— 1. Since at

low r, PV(I) > PV(II), while at a

high r, PV(I) < PV(II), there

must be some r in between
where the PV's are equal. To find

this value of r, we set PV
7
(I) =

PV(II):

4

11-5 Present value and the market interest rate

0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0

0-1
1 (1 + r)

2

0-1 + 1

1 + r (1 + r)
2

Dropping (0— 1) from both sides

and multiplying through by



(1 + r)
2 gives us

4 = 2r+2+l and r=0.5.

At r = 0.5, the PV of both projects is 0.78, locating the equal PV point

in Figure 11-5. At interest rates below 0.5, project I will have the

higher PV; above 0.5, project II wins. Thus, the way for a firm to ob-

tain a true ranking of investment projects in terms of their oppor-

tunity costs is to compute PV for each project at the relevant market

rate of interest.

The PV Criterion and the Supply ofFunds

In the discussion of the present value criterion at the beginning of

this chapter, we assumed that the firm faces a competitive capital

market, so that the interest rate at which it can borrow appears fixed.

In that case, the firm invests until it reaches the marginal project with

PV = 0, as shown in Figure 11-3. But then we saw that the firm might
face a rising supply-of-funds schedule, shown in Figure 11-4. It was
this likelihood that led to the use of the notation of the marginal

efficiency of investment as a demand curve. Now that we have seen
why the marginal efficiency rule is not satisfactory, we must ask, how
should a firm facing a rising supply-of-funds schedule jointly choose

the level of the interest rate and the total amount of investment it

should undertake applying the PV rule? The answer is fairly simple.

The firm can build a PV function in the following way. First, choose

an initial low level of total investment, ia . From Figure 11-4's supply-

of-funds schedule, the interest rate needed to finance i can be
determined. This interest rate can then be applied to all possible

projects to calculate PV's, and the maximum PV obtainable within

i , PV , can be plotted, as in Figure 11-6. As the firm dien increases

i, repeating this procedure, PV should first rise and then fall as the

firm encounters a rising supply-

of-funds schedule. The firm

should then select the level

of investment, iu that maxi-

mizes PV at PVmax in Figure
11-6. The interest rate needed
to finance this PV-maximizing
level of investment can be
obtained from the supply-of-

funds schedule.

This procedure will yield an
equilibrium level of investment
for any given supply-of-funds

schedule. An upward shift in that

FIGURE 11-6 Determination of

level ot investment

PV

PV,

PV,
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schedule, corresponding to an increase in the interest rate, will then

raise the interest rate needed to finance any given level of investment,

reducing the total PV that can be obtained with each i level. Thus, an

increase in interest rates will shift die PV function of Figure 11-6 to

the left and down, reducing the equilibrium level ofinvestment under
the PV rule. So with a rising supply-of-funds schedule, an increase

in the interest rate r will reduce equilibrium i. This gives us the

i = i(r) function of Part II.

What we now have developed is a static view of investment, in the

following sense. Once the equilibrium level of investment has been
reached, and if interest rates and expected returns do not change,

there will be no net investment beyond the current period. Firms will

have built the desired level of capital stock to produce the expected

returns, or sales; all future investment will be to replace that part of

the capital stock which wears out. There would be a further incentive

to invest in future periods only if interest rates dropped or if there

were an increase in expected sales. Either of these circumstances

would raise to a level above zero the present value of projects which
were rejected in previous calculations. Thus, the static PV model
explains the amount of net investment that will bring the capital

stock up to the optimum amount needed to produce a given level of

output at a given interest rate. Once this desired capital stock is in

place, there is no incentive for further net investment unless the

level of output or the interest rate changes. It is the growth of output

that induces continuing net investment. We can now turn to a more
dynamic approach to the investment demand function that has been
developed in the economics literature of the past ten to fifteen years.

INVESTMENT DEMAND AND OUTPUT GROWTH
The relationship between the growth rate of output and the level

of net investment implied in the previous section is called the

accelerator principle since it suggests that an increase in the growth

rate of output— an acceleration — is needed to increase the level of

investment. The PV criterion suggests that this relationship between

output growth and net investment is not a fixed one, however. An
increase in the interest rate should reduce the level of net investment

associated with a given growth rate of output. This variable relation-

ship between the growth rate of output and the level of net investment

is frequently called the flexible-accelerator model, which we will

develop in some detail in this section.

There are two distinct and virtually independent steps in the

development of the flexible-accelerator model. The first involves

the determination of the level of desired capital stock, KE
. We will
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approach this problem in much the same way as we did labor de- 209
mand in Chapter 6. The second step is the translation of movements Investment

in desired, or equilibrium, capital stock into a flow of realized net

investment. This involves an investment demand function that in-

cludes both net and replacement investment with the appropriate

lags behind movements in equilibrium capital stock.

The second step here is really quite independent of the first. The
investment demand function will show how movements in actual

investment are related to changes in equilibrium capital stock Ak' f;
.

This makes no assumption about where KE comes from, which is the

subject of the first step — the production function approach to the

determination of equilibrium capital stock K E
.

Equilibrium Capital Stock

We can begin with the general production function used in Part II,

(9) y=y(N,K); §,f|>0.

Here y is output per unit of time, N is man-hours input per unit of

time, and K is the capital stock — plant and equipment. Implicitly

we assume here a constant rate of utilization of capital stock so that

there is a one-to-one relationship between capital stock and machine-
hour input. This assumption will be relaxed later.

A firm will expand its plant size until the marginal product of

capital equals the real user cost of capital:

nm dy C
-(10)

Jk = T
= c >

where c is the real user cost of capital. We will discuss this concept in

more detail later, but for the present we can define it as an implicit

rental value assigned to the use of capital equipment, which includes

both a depreciation charge and an interest cost. Equation (10) says

that a firm will reach an equilibrium level of capital stock when the

marginal product of capital equals the real user cost of capital.

This can be seen in another way. The increase in revenue which a

competitive firm will obtain by adding another unit of capital, given

its labor input, is given by the price of output times the increment

to output produced by the increase in K:

AR = p
^

IK ' dK'

The increased cost to the firm of adding another unit of capital is
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simply the user cost of that unit,

ACr=C.\K

As long as the increase in revenue is greater than the increase in

cost from another unit of capital the competitive firm will add capital.

Equilibrium will be reached when

Afl

AK
AC
AK

= -tt7 and
dy

dK
C.

which is the same condition as equation (10). This marginal condi-

tion (10) determines the equilibrium capital stock of the firm.

Let's take for an example a particular form of the production func-

tion, known as the Cobb-Douglas function after Charles W. Cobb and

(Senator) Paul H. Douglas:

(11) y=aKaN*- a
.

This production function has the property that the exponents of the

inputs add up to one, which gives constant returns to scale. If capital

and labor inputs are doubled, output will also double. The marginal

product of capital in the Cobb-Douglas function is given by

dy

dK

aaKaN i-a

K
ay

substituting y back in for oKaN u

function, in equilibrium

Thus, with the Cobb-Douglas

(12) ^=^ = C
K

' dK K P-

The right-hand equation in (12) can be solved for the equilibrium

level of the capital stock in the Cobb-Douglas function,

(13) K f. _ <*Py _ <*y

c c
p

The equilibrium capital stock rises with an increase in (/ and falls

with an increase in the real user cost of capital. Equation (13) gives

the expression for KE for a particular production function. We can

generalize this by writing K E as a function of y, C, and P,



(14) K*=K*(y,C,P),

where dKEldy and dK E/dP are both positive, and dKEldC is negative.

With equation (14) as a general expression for the determinants of

K* we can now develop the investment demand function relating

realized investment to KE
.

The Investment Demand Function

Total investment, or gross investment, ig, is the sum of net invest-

ment in and replacement investment ir :

(15) in + ir

Replacement investment is that part of gross investment needed to

keep the capital stock at a constant level, and it is equal to the econo-

mic depreciation of the stock in any one period. Net investment is

that part of gross investment that increases the level of capital stock.

Replacement investment will simply be the depreciation 8K of the

capital stock,

(16) ir = 8K,

where 8 is the depreciation rate, a number like one-tenth. Net in-

vestment, in the absence of lags in the adjustment process of actual

capital stock to desired capital stock, would be

(17) i„ = !KE
.

Thus, we can see that net investment depends on changes in the

equilibrium level of the capital stock, whereas replacement invest-

ment depends on the level of the capital stock.

Let's look first at net investment. In the Cobb-Douglas production
function,

(18) i„ = &K E = JaP[l ^
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If we assume that the ratio of the user cost of capital to the price level,

C/P, remains fairly constant over time, we can rewrite this equation
as

aP\

This makes it clear that over the long run, with no trend in CIP, it

is the growth of output, or demand, that gives us the level of net

investment.
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This relation between the change in output and the level of net

investment is the accelerator principle. It introduces a basic dynamic
relationship into the model of the economy. Thus, if net investment
is related to A;/ by (18), and net investment is also some given frac-

tion— the net saving ratio s— of y,

in = sy,

then we have the basic growth relationship

nj=(^-)\y,

and

Ay
(19) — = growth rate of y = -^p

.

~C

Since investment increases the supply of output by increasing the

capital stock, but also is associated with the level of demand through

the multiplier, (19) gives the rate of growth of output that would
maintain supply = demand. Growth models are discussed at length

in Part IV. Here we are just interested in exposing the link between
investment and growth.

With the introduction of the accelerator we have moved into the

dynamics of the economy. We shall see shortly that the accelerator

can create some difficult dynamic stabilization problems. But first

let's look at total investment using the concepts of net and replace-

ment investment we have developed. From equations (15), (16),

and (17) we have

(20) ig =in+ir=&Kg+8K,

putting aside, for the time being, the problem of lagged adjustment

of actual to desired investment. In the general case, we can write

the investment equation as

(21) /y = AK£(«/,C,P) + Siv.

In the Cobb-Douglas example, i„ is given by

aPy
C 8K,

and in the special case where the real user cost, c, is fairly constant



we have

the accelerator relationship.

FIGURE 11-7 The "accelerator principle" of investment

real

k, y, i

The Accelerator and Stabilization

Policy

The accelerator relationship

in the gross investment function,

equation (21), poses an interest-

ing difficulty for short-run

stabilization policy. The problem
is illustrated in Figure 11-7,

which shows, in essence, what happens to investment as output

in the economy rises from one stable level to another. In Figure

11-7, we show two time periods, to tu and t2 on, and a transition

period of unspecified length between the two. In the first period

there is a given level of output y, which implies a given equilib-

rium capital stock K. At time tu the government increases govern-

ment purchases g to stimulate demand, and output and equilibrium

capital stock move to new, higher levels in the second period, from

t-> on. Since the capital stock is constant both before t
x
and after t-,,

the level of net investment is zero in each period, and the level of

i r is positive in each.

In order for the capital stock to increase to its new higher level in

the second period, there must be a positive level of net investment in

the transition period. This is indicated by the bulge in i„ between t
t

and t2 . Since ig is the sum of i„ and i r , this means that, during the

transition period, gross investment demand ia also has this bulge,

shown by the dashed line in Figure 11-7. Thus, total investment in

each period is as follows:

K 1

Ir

From to tu

From t , to t2 ,

From t2 on,

ia *>

Ig I,- T l n

Ig l r

From Figure 11-7 it is clear that in the first part of the transition

period the growth rate of total investment ig is greater than the growth
rate of the economy as a whole given by the slope of y. Thus, if the

economy is running at less than full employment, as it was in the early

1960s, a monetary or fiscal policy change designed to bring the econo-
my up to the full-employment growth path runs the risk of temporarily
overshooting the desired growth of demand. Initially demand will

grow at an apparently excessive and unsustainable rate due to the i„ 213
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buildup needed to increase the capital stock. But after this initial

period of rapid growth, net investment will fall off again to its normal
level in a growing economy. The important point to recognize is that

the accelerator effect will produce a temporarily rapid growth of

demand which will subside.

Capacity Utilization and the Accelerator

It should be clear that the accelerator relationship may not hold if

the economy is operating with substantial excess plant capacity, that

is, at a low capacity-utilization rate. In this case, the actual capital

stock is greater than equilibrium, so that an increase in output can

raise the equilibrium capital stock up toward the actual existing stock

with little effect on net investment. Thus, to the extent that substan-

tial excess capacity exists, fiscal policy can stimulate demand without

encountering the difficulty described in the last section.

This qualification of the accelerator principle should be interpreted

with care, however. Much of what appears to be excess capacity at

any one time may actually be obsolete plant which embodies old,

uneconomic technology. In this case, a major increase in demand
could be temporarily met by bringing old plant back on the line, but

after a while producers will replace this plant with newer plant

embodying up-to-date technology. Thus, the accelerator effect might
appear with a delay as an upsurge in replacement investment.

THE USER COST AND LIQUIDITY EFFECTS

Let us return now to the concept of the real user cost of capital, c,

which was introduced earlier. It is through the user cost that both the

interest rate and the level of profits enter our investment demand
function.

We have already tentatively defined C as the nominal value of the

imputed rental of capital services used in each period. This is not a

measurable input price such as a wage rate or total compensation per

man-hour, since typically capital goods are bought in one period and

then used over a length of time, not rented, as are labor services. This

is the major difference between the market for capital goods and that

for other inputs, including labor, that makes capital theory so com-

plex and also makes measurement of capital inputs very difficult. In

an economy free of slavery, firms do not buy labor, that is, workers

themselves; firms rent labor services at a wage rate, a price stated as a

payment per time unit of services rendered. On the other hand, since

capital goods are generally bought at one point in time and then used

by their owners over a long period, there is no direct measurement of

the price of a machine-hour of service of a given quality. If all capital

goods were owned by persons (or firms) that rented, or leased, the
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the case, so we have to construct a measurement of the user cost C,

using a large input of economic theory in the process.

Suppose that a machine is purchased at price P, (I for investment).

There are three components which make up the user cost of the good
to its owner in each period of its life.

1. The first is the interest cost of the capital good, which is the

opportunity cost incurred by tying up funds. This is the interest

rate r times P,. If the firm buys a machine for, say, $100,000, and

the interest rate it could have lent that sum at was 5 percent per

year, then the firm is giving up an opportunity cost of $5,000 per

year that it could have earned in interest.

2. Next is the amount the good depreciates in each period, bP,.

If the economic depreciation rate 8 is 10 percent, then the firm

loses 10 percent of the value of the machine a year in deprecia-

tion - $10,000 in the first year on the $100,000 machine.

3. Any change in the market price of the good once purchased

enters into user cost. If the market price of a new machine of the

same model is rising through time, this will pull the price of used

machines up above the price dictated by the original purchase

price less depreciation. This price increases as a capital gain — a.

negative cost equal dP,/dt, the time rate of change of P,.

Adding up these components, the imputed nominal user cost of a

capital good to its owner is given by

C=rP
/ + 6P,--^

/

,

or

(22) C = P,(r+8-PI),

where P/ is the proportional capital gain:

dP,

b = dt

Equation (22) can be rewritten as

C = P,(r-P/ + S),

to bring out the relationship of the user cost to the "real" rate of

interest, r—P. If lenders and borrowers are concerned about the real,
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or purchasing power, value of assets and liabilities, they will dis-

count nominal interest rates r for the expected rate of inflation P. If

the annual interest rate on a loan is 7 percent and the rate of inflation

is 2 percent, the real rate of return, in terms of purchasing power, is 5

percent. If both r and P go up by the same amount, the real rate will

not change, and lending, borrowing, and investing decisions should

not change. This will be the case if user cost is calculated as we show
in equation (22), since an equal increase in r and P leaves C unchanged
so that the equilibrium capital stock is unaffected.

The P term in (22) has been dealt with in several ways in the empiri-

cal studies. It might be assumed that investors either don't know or

don't care what the anticipated capital gains will be when they

consider purchasing a capital good, in which case the P/ term can be

eliminated from equation (22), giving us

(23) C = P,(r+8).

This is the method used by Jorgenson and collaborators in several

early (1963-1967) studies of postwar investment behavior. Since

these studies used data that ended in the mid-1960s, before the infla-

tion began in 1966 or so, this was probably not a bad approximation.

If there is little variance in the P/ term in the data, omitting it from a

regression analysis will not harm the results much.
On the other hand, more recent work by Jorgenson and by Bischoff

and others connected with the Federal Reserve Board-MIT-Pennsyl-

vania (FMP) model group has approximated P, in equation (22) with a

lag distribution on past price changes. This is on the theory that

people form expectations of future price changes essentially by extra-

polating past changes. In addition, the FMP formulation allows the

P, term to enter equation (22) only if P has exceeded some threshold

value in recent quarters on the assumption that inflation must reach

some minimum rate before people "notice" it.

These adjustments provide a better explanation of investment be-

havior since 1966 than does the use of the truncated user-cost expres-

sion of equation (23). Thus, in future work, it seems likely that P
terms will have to enter user cost calculations to explain investment

demand, at least during inflationary periods.

The next important question to be answered about the user cost is

what determines the value of r, the imputed interest, or opportunity,

cost of capital in equation (23). As we mentioned briefly earlier, a

firm can raise money for the purchase of new capital in three ways,

by using internal funds, by selling bonds (debt), and by issuing stocks

(equity). In a world of perfect competition and no tax biases, the

imputed cost assigned to each of these means of raising money would

be the same, allowing for risk differential.
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outside the firm due to the fixed liability associated with bond sale or Investment

to the dilution of control that comes from stock issue, firms are likely to
Demand

impute a lower rate to funds raised inside the firm by retained earn-

ings plus depreciation allowances than to the other two sources of

hinds. Thus, the interest rate, or opportunity cost, used to compute

the user cost of capital may be a weighted average of the interest rates

which apply to these three different sources of funds, where the

weights are the fractions of total funds raised from these alternative

sources:

(oa\ — ( mterna l funds \ / bond issue \

' Vtotal investment/ D
\total investment/

equity issue \
+ rE

total investment/ :

where

r7 = the opportunity cost of lending the firm's retained earnings,

rD = an established bond rate such as Moody's Aaa corporate bond
rate, and

rE = average earnings-price ratio on corporate equity.

Both rD and rE are assumed to be greater than r,.

By breaking down r into these three components we have intro-

duced profits, or liquidity, into the investment function. As profits

increase, the amount of internal funds available for investment in-

creases. If the interest rate r, imputed to internal funds is lower than

the other rates, the increase in profits will reduce the weighted

average of all interest rates, as is shown in equation (24), and this in

turn will lower the user cost of capital as is shown in equation (23).

A lower user cost means that more investment will be undertaken, so

that we have established a link back from profits to the level of invest-

ment through the user cost.

In the data on investment, it is very difficult to see the effect of

profits on invesment because profits are highly correlated with

changes in output. Yet surveys of businessmen indicate that profits

are important to their decisions to invest, and therefore it seems
reasonable that profits should be included as a determinant of invest-

ment demand.

LAGS IN INVESTMENT DEMAND
At this point it may be useful to summarize the theory of investment

demand we have developed. First we have the investment demand
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function for gross investment given earlier as equation (21),

(25) ig =i,-i r =lK E(y,C,P) + 8K,

still ignoring lags between changes in KE and movements of i„, one
of the subjects to be dealt with in this section. Next we have the

definition in equation (23) of the user cost of capital, C,

c = P,(r~PI + 8),

which brings the interest rate into the picture. Finally, we have the

expression for the interest rate as a weighted average of rates on the

three principal sources of funds,

(26) r = w,r, + wDrD + wErE ,

where the it's are the fractions of funds raised internally (/), by bond
issue (D), and by stock issue (£), and lie = 1. Here the profit level

enters the picture since r, is presumably lower than rE and rD . Up to

now we have been dealing with a static situation, with no notion of

the time lags involved in changing the level of capital stock. We will

now take a more dynamic view of the investment process, and look

at some empirical results.

We can begin by regarding the demand for investment as a function

of two things: the real user cost c of capital goods and the demand
for the output y of capital goods. That is, if the cost of capital goes up
relative to the cost of labor, for a given output we would expect a

firm to use more labor and less capital in its production process, and
we would also expect output to be reduced. On the other hand, for a

given cost of capital, if the demand for output increases, we would

expect a firm to increase its use of both capital and labor to produce

more output.

Let us suppose that a firm decides to invest in a new plant. It will

survey the various blueprints available for the new plant and choose

the one which has a capital-labor ratio K N that allows it to produce

any given output at a minimum cost. Let us assume further that this

new plant is a "putty-clay" investment. That is, the firm can choose

between many blueprints with different K N ratios, so that the A." N
ratio is variable and K and X are substitutable ex ante; the capital

stock is "putty" ex ante. But once the plant is built, capital and labor

must be used in the fixed proportions to produce a given level of

output as specified in the chosen blueprint; the capital stock turns

into "clay" ex post. Thus, ex ante the firm's capital-output and capital-

labor ratios are changeable; ex post they are fixed.

Now we want to see what effect changes in demand and changes



FIGURE 11-8 Sudden increase in the

capital stock from an increase in

product demand

in the cost of capital will have on

the actual investment pattern of

the firm, given the putty-clay

production function. First we
look at changes in demand. Since

the output of the existing plant

is fixed ex post, if the firm expects

the new level of demand to be

permanent and wants to respond

to it, it will have to add to its

plant immediately in the absence

of excess capacity. This response

is shown in Figure 11-8. The
increment to output eventually

raises the equilibrium capital

stock by AK E
, raising replace-

ment investment gradually to A/ r = 8(AK E
). The increment to net

investment along the i„ curve is added to the ir curve to obtain the

change in gross investment along the ia curve in Figure 11-8. Within

a short period the total capital stock is increased by an amount equal

to the area under the /'„ curve. Because there is now a higher equilib-

rium level of capital stock, there is an increase in the level of replace-

ment investment by an amount Ai r so that the path of total investment

is shown by the ig curve. The main point here is that these increases

in »'„, i r , and ig all take place with a short lag due to the ex post fixity of

output capacity and the need to expand plant to meet demand.
Now let us suppose that the firm has the same original "clay"

plant, but instead of a change in the demand for its product it sees

a reduction in the relative cost of capital. The principal effect of

this change will be that the firm will want to increase the amount
of capital it uses relative to labor, that is, raise the KIN ratio. The
firm will gradually replace its old plant with a new kind of plant—
a more capital-intensive plant

with a higher capital-labor ratio.

The result is that with a change
in the user cost of capital there

is a much longer process of

change than with an increase in

demand, that is, there is a longer

lag until the change is completed,

as is shown in Figure 11-9.

In one study, Charles W. Bischoff

found that with a change in

the corporate bond rate there

is no change in the level of
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FIGURE 11-9 Gradual replacement of the capital stock

as a result of a decline in the relative cost of capital

Ai
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investment until two quarters have passed, and the level of invest-

ment is still rising after 12 quarters. This is a reasonable lag length,

since the average age of the U.S. capital stock is about 6 to 7 years,

so it should take that long just to replace the capital stock as it wears

out.

As far as the long-run steady-state response ofinvestment demand to

changes in its principal determinants, r and y, is concerned, Bischoff

found that the long-run elasticity of investment demand with respect

to changes in output is about unity, with a short lag. This implies a

fairly constant capital-output ratio over the long run since, with a

lag, the capital stock would grow at the same rate as output. Bischoff

also found that the long-run elasticity of investment demand with

respect to changes in the interest rate is about — 0.5. In other words,

if the interest rate on corporate bonds increases from 7 to 7.7 percent,

a change of 10 percent, we could expect a 5 percent drop in invest-

ment over the long run, for example from S100 billion to S95 billion,

occurring gradually over a two- to three-year period. This is predi-

cated, of course, on the assumption that investors see changes in the

cost of capital as permanent, just as they assume that increases in

demand now will continue into the future.

INVESTMENT IN THE STATIC MODEL
The investment demand function, equation (25), makes net invest-

ment a function of changes in the level of output and the interest

rate. We analyzed the implications of this accelerator mechanism for

stabilization policy earlier. The level of replacement investment i r

depends on the preexisting level of the capital stock. If the economy
is in equilibrium with a given r and ?/, the existing capital stock may
be about equal to equilibrium capital stock KB, which in turn depends

on the level of y and r. Thus, in the static model which determines

equilibrium values of the variables, we can now write the investment

function as

(27) i = i(r,y); ^ < 0, |^ > 0,J dr dlj

replacing the i = i(r) function of Part II. Here we are dealing with a

static model, in which replacement investment is a function of the

level of output and the interest rate. An increase in the interest rate

reduces equilibrium capital stock KE
, reducing replacement invest-

ment, so that (dildr) < 0. An increase in output raises KE
, so that

(dildy) > 0. We are not dealing with the accelerator discussed

previously, since the accelerator depends on rates ofchange ofincome

and we are dealing only with a change from one level of income to

another.
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By making i depend on y as well as r we change the slope of the IS

curve considerably. This is shown in Figure 11-10, which displays

the four-quadrant IS diagram with i= i(r,y). For every value of y,

there is a different investment demand curve in the northeast quad-

rant of Figure 11-10. As income rises from y to yu the investment

demand curve shifts up from i(y ) to i(ifi). This flattens the IS curve

that gives r,y points that maintain product market equilibrium. With
i = i(r,y), a given interest rate drop will stimulate a greater increase

in product market equilibrium output than with i = i(r), because the

initial y increase pulls i up, which further increases y. Thus with
i = i(r,y), starting from r

, y in Figure 11-10 an interest rate drop to

r, moves product market equilibrium y to y x
along the solid IS curve,

with the i function shifting up to i(?/i)- With i = i(r), the equilibrium
output level would have increased only to y2 along the dashed IS

curve.

A reduction in the interest rate now leads to an increase in invest-

ment, and that in turn leads to higher incomes which lead to yet
higher investment because of the shift of the i(y) function. We could
even have an upward sloping IS curve if i(r,y) were sufficiently

responsive to increase in y. In Figure 11-10, if the increase from

?/o to »/, caused the i(y) curve in the northwest quadrant to shift much
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higher, it can be seen by tracing through the effects that the IS curve
could be made to slope upward.

STABILITY AND THE SLOPE OF THE IS CURVE
We can, again, derive an expression for the slope of the IS curve to

examine the effects of introducing the dependency of i on y into the

picture. In Chapter 4, with i = i{r) and the product market equilib-

rium condition

(28) y = c(y-t(y)) + i(r) + g,

the slope of the IS curve was obtained by differentiating (28) to

obtain

dy = c'(l-t')dy+i'dr

and

<29
> %

l-c'(l-t')

IS

as the IS slope. Since c'(l-t'), the marginal propensity to consume
out of GNP, is less than one — perhaps 0.6 — the numerator of (29)

is positive and, with i' < 0, the slope of the IS curve of Part II was

necessarily negative.

With i = i(r,y), the product market equilibrium condition becomes

(30) y = c(y-t(y)) + i(r,y) + g.

Differentiation of this expression gives us

dy = c'(l-t')dy +frdr+ ljdy,

so that the slope of the IS curve is now given by

(31)
dr

dy is

l-c'd-t')--^
qy

di

dr

Since dt/dy is positive, the numerator of (31) is smaller than that of

(29), and the slope of the IS curve is flatter. If the sum c'(l - f')+ dildy

is greater than one, the numerator of (31) would be negative, and the

IS curve would be positively sloped.

Since c'(l-t') is the MPC out of GNP, and dildy is the marginal



propensity to invest out of GNP, their sum can be called the marginal

propensity to spend out of GNP. It gives the increase in expenditure,

or demand, induced by a given increase in GNP. If the marginal

propensity to spend is greater than one, a SI billion increase in GNP
leads to an increase in planned expenditures of more than SI billion,

the IS curve is positively sloped, and the economy can become un-

stable. This can be seen by looking at the multiplier chain of Chapter

3 as follows. In the Part II model with i = i(r), and r held constant by
an accomodating monetary policy shifting LM, an exogenous g
increase gave rise to a y increase of

di,= dg{l + c'(l-f)+[c'(l-t')Y+---}.

Since c'(l-t') is less than one, this sequence converges; [c'(l — f')]"

approaches zero as n gets large. But now the sequence is

dy = dg\ 1 CU-0+S +—

1

dyJ

'' (1 -'' ,+
Sj

+
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If the marginal propensity to spend is less than unity the multiplier

still converges to 1/[1 — c'(l — t') — (Bi/dy)]. But if it is greater than

one, the terms in brackets get larger and larger as the exponent n

increases. A given dg increase leads to a greater increase in spending
which leads to a greater increase in income, so the economy is stable

only if the interest rate increases that come from holding M constant

during this process choke off investment enough to stop this upward
spiral.

Fortunately, it seems from empirical evidence that the economy
is stable; the IS curve in fact has a negative slope. The empirical

estimates discussed in Chapter 10 suggest that the long-run marginal

propensity to consume is equal to cly, which is about 60-65 percent

of GNP. Thus, c'(l-t') might be about 0.65. If the elasticity of invest-

ment demand with respect to output is unity, as suggested earlier in

this chapter, then

1 =
dl

By
y
r

so that

it
By y'

and we can measure BilBy by the investment-GNP ratio of about 0.15.

Thus, the marginal propensity to spend might be about 0.80 (= 0.65+
0.15) and the IS curve is negatively sloped.
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Fiscal Policy and Investment

In Part II, under the assumption that investment was a function

only of the interest rate, i = i(r), we saw that while an increase in

government purchases raises both y and r, it reduces the level of

investment since i", or dt/dr, is negative. Now that we have expanded
the investment function to i = i(r,y), the effect of an increase in

government purchases on investment is no longer unambiguous.
What are the conditions under which an increase in government
spending will lead to an increase in investment?

Graphically, we can locate in the r,y space the sets of r,y points

lying on trade-off lines — iso-

investment lines, conceptually

similar to indifference curves —
which hold investment at a con-

stant level as r and y change. Two
such lines are shown by i i and

i x
/ ! in Figure 11-11. The slope of

the ii lines can be obtained by

differentiating the investment

function i = i(r, y), holding i

constant:

dr dy J

so that

FIGURE 11-11 Effect of an increase in government

spending on investment

i

•

M
Ii io 1

\ X //

r o

-\A(
'Wl / \

L /\ / \

io
| !

S ii

>'o > 2 > 1

di

dr dy
dy a di

dr

Since dildy > and 'dildr < 0, we know that the slope of these ii lines

is positive. An increase in investment is indicated by a movement
rightward across the ii map — an increase in ;/ with r held constant

raises i since di/dy > 0.

The rule which we can now state just by inspection of Figure 11-11

is that if at an initial equilibrium ( y {) , r„) the i„»'o line is steeper than the

LM curve, an upward shift of the IS curve due to an expansionary

fiscal policy will lead to a higher level of investment. In Figure 11-11

the shift of IS from I S n to 7,5, due to an expansionary fiscal-policy

action moves demand-side equilibrium from r
, y () to r,,f/,. Since the

ii curve was steeper at r„. (/„ than the LM curve, the new equilibrium

is on an ii curve, /,/,, that gives a higher level of investment than at

the original equilibrium. The reader should convince himself that

the reverse is true if the ii curve is flatter than LM at the initial

equilibrium.
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In general, if an expansionary fiscal policy step is taken when the 225

economy is slack and the initial equilibrium point lies along the Investment

relatively flat part of the LM curve, the movement from r„, y to ru yt ^^ J^.'d"',,

will involve a large increase in y relative to r, and thus is likely to

increase i. But if the expansion begins in the relatively steep part of

the LM curve, the r increase will be large relative to the y increase,

and investment is more likely to fall.

CONCLUSION: INVESTMENT DEMAND
AND MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY

In the last section we saw that whether replacement investment—
and thus desired capital stock K E— rises or falls with an expansionary

fiscal-policy action depends on the initial position of the economy.
Thus, a fiscal policy stimulus in a period of relative slack in the econo-

my, but reasonably high-capacity utilization, will be complemented
by an increase in investment. The effect of the r increase tending to

decrease KE will be offset by the effect of the (/ increase, so that KE

rises. This gives both a temporary accelerator effect boost to invest-

ment and a more permanent increase in replacement demand. On the

other hand, when the economy is taut and interest rates are high,

changes in government purchases will tend to be partially offset by
opposite changes in investment demand as the movements in r

dominate the movements in (/.

This reinforces our previous view that fiscal policy will be rela-

tively more effective at changing equilibrium output and unemploy-
ment when the economy is slack and unemployment is high, while

monetary policy will be more effective when unemployment is

very low and interest rates are high. This also reinforces the corollary

to that view that the size of the multipliers depends on the initial

state of the economy — a search for multipliers with "stable," or

constant numerical, values is likely to be fruitless.
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The Demand
for Money

The demand for money was introduced in Chapter 4 as the demand
for real money balances, m = M/P. There we suggested, in a fairly

loose way, that the demand for real balances could be divided into a

speculative demand component, inversely related to the interest

rate, and a transactions demand component, positively related to

income and inversely related to the interest rate. This gave us the

demand-for-money function in Part II:

M
(1) -p = 7?i = m(r,y) « l(r) + k( y),

where d mldr is negative and dm/dy is positive.

Since the 1930s, economists have developed the theory underly-

ing the demand for money along several different lines, each of which
provides a different answer to the basic question: If bonds earn

interest and money doesn't, why should a person hold money? While
the way the various theories answer this question differs, in general

they come down to a demand-for-money function similar to the one
shown in equation (1).

In this chapter we will develop four prominent approaches to the

demand for money. The first is the regressive expectations model
attributed to Keynes and described by Tobin in his article on liquidity

preference. This essentially says that people hold money when they
expect bond prices to fall, that is, interest rates to rise, and thus
expect that they would take a loss if they were to hold bonds. Since
people's estimates of whether the interest rate is likely to rise or fall,

and by how much, vary fairly widely, at any given interest rate there
will be someone expecting it to rise, and thus someone holding
money. 227
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The obvious problem with this view is that it suggests that indi-

viduals should, at any given time, hold all their liquid assets either

in money or in bonds, but not some of each. This is obviously not true

in reality. Tobin's model of liquidity preference deals with this

problem by showing that if the return on bonds is uncertain, that is,

bonds are risky, then the investor worrying about both risk and re-

turn is likely to do best by holding both bonds and money.
A third approach to the demand for money is the inventory

approach to transactions demand developed by both Baumol and
Tobin. They show that there is a transactions need for money to

smooth out the difference between income and expenditure streams,

and that the higher the interest rate — the return on holding bonds
instead of money — the smaller these transactions demand balances

should be. Finally, we will look at Friedman's modern version of the

quantity theory- of money. Friedman analyzes the demand for money
as an ordinary commodity. It can be viewed as a producer's good;

businesses hold cash balances to improve efficiency in their financial

transactions and are willing to pay, in terms of foregone interest

income, for this efficiency. Money can also be viewed as a consumer's

good; it yields utility to the consumer in terms of smoothing out

timing differences between the expenditure and income streams and
also in terms of reducing risk. This type of analysis brings Friedman
to much the same demand-for-money function as that based on the

other theories.

Our discussion of the demand for money initially focuses on the

individual's decision concerning the composition of his liquid assets.

We assume that he has a given amount of liquid wealth W which
remains unchanged during the period under discussion. He must
decide how much of that liquid wealth should be allocated to each

of two kinds of assets: money {M), defined as currency plus demand
deposits, which is riskless and does not earn interest; and bonds (B),

which do earn interest and bear a liquidity risk. This is the risk that

they might have to be sold at a capital loss if, when money is needed,

bond prices are lower than they were when the bonds were pur-

chased. Later in our analysis we will see how the individual's prefer-

ences can be generalized into a community liquidity preference. We
can begin with the regressive expectations model of the demand
for money.

THE REGRESSIVE EXPECTATIONS MODEL
Our development of the regressive expectations model follows

Tobin's analysis in his article on liquidity preference. A bond holder

has an expected return on the bond from two sources, the bond's

yield — the interest payment he receives — and a potential capital
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gain — an increase in the price of the bond from the time he buys it 229

to the time he sells it. The bond's yield Y is usually stated as a per- The Demand

centage of the face value of the bond. The market rate of return on mj ..^.^"fH
the bond r is the ratio of the yield to the price of the bond Pb . For

example, if a hundred-dollar bond has a yield of $5, the percentage

yield is 5 percent. If the price of the bond rises to $125, the $5 yield

corresponds to a market rate r of 4 percent— $5/$125. Thus, the

market rate is given by

Y
(2) r=p-,

and, since the yield Y is a fixed amount stated as a percentage of the

bond's face value, the market price of a bond is given by

(3) P6 = y.

The expected percentage capital gain g is the percentage increase

in price from the purchase price Ph to the expected sale price

P
b . This gives us an expression for the percentage capital gain,

g=(Pe
b~Pb)/Pb . From equations (2) and (3), with a fixed Y on the

bond, an expected price Pi corresponds to an expected interest

rate, re = Y/P%. Thus, in terms of expected and current interest rates,

the capital gain can be written as

g

Y
r

Y
r

Canceling the Y terms and multiplying the numerator and denomin-
ator by r gives us

(4) g=7e
-l>

as the expression for expected capital gain in terms of current and
expected interest rates. For example, if the present market interest

rate is 5 percent, and the purchaser of the bond expects the rate to

drop to 4 percent, his expected capital gain would be

g = ^|- 1 = 1.25 - 1 = 0.25, or 25 percent.

The total percentage return on a bond— e for earnings — will be the

sum of the market rate of interest at the time of purchase and the
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capital gains term. Thus, e = r+ g, and substituting for g from equa-
tion (4), we have an expression for the total percentage return

(5) e=r + ^-l.

The Individual's Demand-for-Money Function

Now with an expected return on bonds given by e, and with a zero

return on money, the asset holder can be expected to put his liquid

wealth into bonds if he expects the return e to be greater than zero.

If the return on bonds is expected to be less than zero, he will put his

liquid wealth into money.
In the regressive expectations model, each person is assumed to

have an expected interest rate re corresponding to some normal
long-run average rate. If rates rise above this long-run expectation,

he expects them to fall, and vice versa. Thus, his expectations are

regressive. Initially we will assume that his expected long-run rate

doesn't change much with changes in current market conditions.

The asset holder's expected interest rate r e
, together with the

observable market interest rate r, determines his expected percent-

age return e. Given this, we can compute the critical level of the

market rate r, rc , which would give him a net zero return on bonds,

that is, the value of r that makes e = 0. When actual r > rc , we would
expect him to hold all of his liquid wealth in bonds. When r < rc , he
moves 100 percent into money. To find this critical value of r, rc , we
set the total return shown in equation (5) equal to zero:

= r+ -

1;

r(l + re) = re
;

and thus

(6)
1 + r

= rc .

Here rc , the value of the market interest rate r that makes e = 0, is

given by rel(l + re).

This relationship between the individual's demand for real bal-

ances and the interest rate is shown in Figure 12-1. Here we label

the horizontal axis to show the demand for real balances, since

later developments will show, as suggested in Chapter 4, that it is

the demand for real balances, m = MP, that depends on the interest

rate. Since we are implicitly holding the general price level constant

throughout this section, changes in real balances MiP correspond



FIGURE 12-1 Individual's demand
for money in the no-risk case

W
M
P

to changes in M , so the picture in

Figure 12-1 would be the same
whether we label the axis M or

MIP.

In Figure 12-1, when r is

greater than rc , the asset holder

puts all of W into bonds, so that

his demand for money is zero. As
r drops below rc so that e < and
expected capital losses on bonds
outweigh the interest yield, the

asset holder moves his entire

liquid wealth into money. This

gives us a demand-for-money curve for an individual that looks like a

step function. When r exactly equals rc , e — and the asset holder is

indifferent between bonds and money. At any other value of r, the

asset holder is either 100 percent in money or 100 percent in bonds.

Up to now, we have assumed that the individual has a given ex-

pected interest rate r e
, that is not sensitive to changes in the market

rate r. What would happen if the expected interest rate re depended
positively on the current interest rate? Might an increase in present r

raise re enough to raise rc , thus increasing the demand for money?
Suppose r e

=f(r),f > 0, so that from expression (6) for r
(

. we have
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(7)
_ fir)

~l+f(r)
h(r).

Then if h' < 1, we could plot rc against r as shown in Figure 12-2,

where the h(r) curve has a slope less than unity. Where h(r) crosses

the 45° line, at r = r , r also is equal to rc, and the person is indifferent

between bonds and money; he is

on the horizontal segment of the

demand curve of Figure 12-1.

When /*! is greater than r , r is

also greater than rc along h(r),

and the person puts his entire

liquid wealth into bonds. If r is

less than r in Figure 12-2, r is

also less than rc , and the indivi-

dual is 100 percent in money.
Thus, if h' < 1, the individual's

demand-for-money function will

look like that of Figure 12-1,

even with r
e = f(r).

FIGURE 12-2 Critical interest

rate. rc . vs. the actual interest rate, r

c

/^^h(r)

X45° !

o
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What are the conditions under which h' < 1, that is, drjdr < 1?

Differentiating equation (7) with respect to r, we have

dn. f'(r) f(r)f'(r)

dr l+/(r) [l+f(r)r

Simplifying this gives us

drc _ [l+f(r)]f'(r)-f(r)f'(r)

dr [l+/(r)] 2

and

Since re
is presumably positive, so that the denominator of (8) is

greater than one, a sufficient condition for h' < 1 is that f'(r) =
(dre/dr) is less than one. Thus, the individual's money demand func-

tion will resemble that of Figure 12-1 iff'(r) < 1, that is, if an increase

in the current market rate r, raises re by less than the increase in r.

Expectations must be sufficiently regressive that movements in the

current market rate cause smaller movements in expected rates. If

this is the case, the Figure 12-1 demand-for-money curve will hold

true in this no-risk model where expectations concerning re are held

with certaintv.

FIGURE 12-3 .Aggregate demand for money
in the no-risk case

The Aggregate Demand-for-Money Function with
Regressive Expectations

The individual demand curves can be aggregated for the entire

money market as follows. Locate

the individual with the highest

critical interest rate, rc
max in Fig-

ure 12-3. As the interest rate falls

below that r,
max he shifts all of his

liquid wealth into money. As the

interest rate drops, more indivi-

dual rc's are passed and more
people shift from bonds to

money. Eventually, r will drop

far enough that no one will want

to put liquid wealth into bonds,

and the demand for money will

equal total liquid wealth, 1\V.

Figure 12-4 shows the fre-

quency distribution of the critical

M

SW



interest rates. The area under a

frequency distribution equals 100

percent, and for any level of rc ,

the area under the curve to the

left of that rc gives the propor-

tion of people with rc less than

that rc . The population average

rc is shown as rc in Figure 12-4.

If r/s are distributed among the

population as shown in Figure

12-4, that is few people having extreme rc's and more people bunched

around a central re, Tc , then the aggregate demand-for-money curve

will have the shape shown in Figure 12-3 — steep at the ends and flat in

the middle, for a given aggregate liquid wealth, SW.

FIGURE 12-4 Frequency distribution

of the critical interest rates

f

rt
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Aggregate Wealth and the Interest Rate

It should be noted that the actual demand-for-money function would
be flatter than the curve shown in Figure 12-3, which assumes 1W is

independent of r. In fact, as interest rates go down, aggregate wealth

increases, due to an increase in bond prices through equation (3).

Thus, we would observe for each drop in the interest rate a slightly

greater shift into money than that shown in Figure 12-3 because each

individual would have more "bond wealth" to change into "money
wealth" as the rate falls. Each increase in the demand for money is

due to a wealth effect as well as to an interest rate effect.

This point is illustrated in Figure 12-5 (p. 234). The curves dn , du d,,

are each drawn on the assumption of a given aggregate wealth 2VV,

shown along the horizontal axis. Movement along any one demand
curve shows the effect of changes in the interest rate on the demand for

money directly, but leaves out the effect through a change in £W. As
interest rates fall, not only is there a shift of a given liquid wealth

from bonds to money, but the amount of liquid wealth in the economy
increases, and hence there is a further expansion in the demand for

money through a shift in the demand curve.

Suppose that at interest rate r2 the demand for money is at point A.

All people with a critical interest rate above r2 hold bonds, and all

people with critical rates below r2 hold money, giving a demand for

money at m 2 . Suppose, now, that the interest rate drops to r,. There is

an increase in the price, or value, of bonds, since that value is in-

versely related to the level of interest rate, as shown in equation (3).

Thus, the demand for money increases, not to B on the old demand
curve d2 but to C, on the new demand curve d x .

We can now see how the true demand-for-money function is traced

by following the effects of changes in the money supply. We have seen
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that the demand for money depends on the level of interest rate.

Suppose there is an initial equilibrium point E where demand for

money equals supply, and the interest rate is r . Now the govern-

ment decides to reduce the supply of money to rrij through action by
the Federal Reserve Board. We know that this will raise the interest

rate. On the old demand curve d the interest rate would settle at r[.

However, because interest rates are increasing, there is a shift in the

demand curve to dv Interest rates rise from r and at the same time

demand shifts until a new equilibrium interest rate is reached at r,,

which equates demand and supply. This gives us a new equilibrium

point, C. Should there be a further reduction in the money supply,

the same process would be repeated until a new equilibrium level of

r were reached at A. A reversal of the process, whereby the money
supply shifted out from m 2 to nij to m would give the same equilib-

rium points A, C, and E. Thus, by connecting all such equilibrium

points the demand for money curve which incorporates both interest

rate and wealth effects can be described.

Figure 12-5 should make it clear that as the interest rate drops,

there are continuing increments to liquid wealth, so that as the inter-

est rate approaches zero, liquid wealth approaches infinity. In other

words the demand curve becomes flatter and flatter as r decreases,

eventually approaching the horizontal axis asymptotically in this

static expectations model.
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Thus, the regressive expectations model yields a demand-for- 235

money function that looks much like the one we have been using so The Demand

far in this book. As interest rates fall, the demand for money in- . .„ /^.fff"???
creases, and the demand curve is likely to be convex. That is, suc-

cessive interest rate decreases of equal amounts will bring increasing

increments in the demand for money.
There are two troublesome aspects of this analysis, however. In

the first place, if the money market remained in equilibrium for a

long enough period, people should begin to adjust their expected

interest rates to correspond to the actual prevailing interest rate.

They would all tend to adopt eventually the same critical interest

rate as time passes, so that the aggregate demand curve for the entire

money market would increasingly look like the flat curve of Figure

12-1, instead of the negatively sloped demand curve with a variety

of critical rates shown in Figure 12-3. This implication of the regres-

sive expectations model — that the elasticity ofdemand for money with

respect to changes in the interest rate is increasing over time — is not

supported by empirical studies.

Secondly, if we assume that people actually do have a critical

interest rate as shown in Figure 12-2, then the clear implication of

the model is that, in this two-asset world, individuals hold either all

bonds or all money, never a mix of the two. The negative slope of the

aggregate demand curve is due to the fact that people disagree about

the value of re , and thus in their critical rates rc . In fact, however,

individuals do not hold portfolios consisting of just one asset. In

general, portfolios hold a mixture of assets; they are diversified. An
explanation of this result— that people hold both money and bonds

at the same time — can be found in the portfolio balance approach

to the demand for money developed by Tobin.

THE PORTFOLIO BALANCE APPROACH
The portfolio balance approach begins with the same expression

for total percentage return e that we developed in the last section,

(9) e=r+g.

In that section we assumed that the percentage rate of expected
capital gain, given by

(10) g = £-l,

is determined with certainty by the individual; he chooses re as a

function of r, and no consideration of uncertainty, or risk, enters the
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FIGURE 12-6 Probability distribution

of expected gains

fg

problem. The basic contribution of the portfolio balance approach is

to enter risk considerations explicitly into the determination of the

demand for money.

The Probability Distribution ofCapital Gains

Rather than some^ixect expected capital gain, here we will assume
that the asset holder has a whole spectrum of expected capital gains,

each with a probability of its occurrence attached. Such a probability,

or frequency, distribution of

expected gains is shown in

Figure 12-6. Each possible value

of capital gain g has a probability

fu attached to it. If one asks the

asset holder what the probability

is of achieving a gain greater

than gu say, 15 percent, his

answer will be the area under the

probability distribution to the

right of gp Thus, the asset holder

is not certain of the value of g he expects, but has an implicit distribu-

tion of these gains around some central value — the average, or

expected gain, g.

If the probabilities of capital gains are distributed "normally" —
according to the familiar symmetrical bell-shaped distribution shown
in Figure 12-6 — then we have a natural measure of uncertainty, or

risk. This measure is the standard deviation, cry , of the probability

distribution of capital gains. To find the standard deviation ofexpected

gains, cr
fl , we can locate the two points symmetrically opposite each

other on the normal probability distribution that have the following

property: The area under the curve between these two points is two-

thirds of the total area under the curve. Given the shape of the normal

curve, these points are also the inflexion points of the curve, where it

turns from concave to convex. The standard deviation of the prob-

ability distribution, crg , is the distance between either of these two

points and the mean of the distribution, g. The statistical significance

of a„ is that, since two-thirds of the area under the curve is between
the points g — o\, and g+ o~a , the asset holder has a 66.7 percent chance

that the actual g will turn out between g± o\,. Thus, if g = 10 percent,

and o-y = 2 percent, the investor has a two-thirds chance that actual

g will be between 8 and 12 percent.

That the standard deviation is a natural measure of the riskiness

of bonds can be seen by considering the two probability distribu-

tions, both with the same g, shown in Figure 12-7. The narrow
distribution, /,, illustrates a case in which the asset holder is very

certain of the gain — it has a small a,,. The wider distribution f2



FIGURE 12-7 Different risks for

bonds with the same expected gain

shows a case in which with the

same central expected gain g, the

investor has a very uncertain

estimate of the gain; thus, <j„2 is

greater than crgi . If we can iden-

tify riskiness with uncertainty,

<r,, is a measure of the risk of

holding liquid assets in bonds.

Now in place of a return ex-

pected with certainty, e, we have

an expected return, c, where

(11) e = r+g,

and g is the mean expected capital gain from the probability distribu-

tion of Figure 12-6. If the asset holder is putting B dollars of his

liquid assets into bonds, his expected total return R T is then

(12) RT=Be = B(r+g).

Similarly, if the standard deviation of return on a bond is crg , a number
like 2 percent, and all bonds are alike, then the total standard devia-

tion of bond holdings is given by
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(13) aT = B a

The Individual's Portfolio Decision

Equations (12) and (13) give us the technical situation facing the

asset holder— the budget constraint along which he can trade in-

creased risk o> for increased expected return RT . They also give the

investor a formula for deciding how much funds to put into bonds to

achieve a given risk-return mix along the budget line. From (13)

we have

(14) B =
ô-„ o-„

o~T .

With cr
fj fixed by the asset holder's probability distribution, (14) gives

the total bond holdings B needed to attain any given level of risk o>.

Using this expression to replace B in (12) gives us the budget con-

straint,

(15) fi 7 -(r+g) = o>I—

—

9 \ U 9<r

Here r is a known current value, fixed, at least to the individual, by
the bond market. The investor knows g and a,„ at least implicitly,

from his probability distribution of g's in Figure 12-6. Thus, the
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expression in parentheses in (15) is a given, determined number
which gives the constant rate of trade-off between return RT and risk

o>. Differentiating (15) we have

(16)
dRT

d(TT

r+g

FIGURE 12-8 Budget constraint

for individual trading increased

risk for increased return

Rt

r + g

-aj

If r is, say 5 percent, g is 10 percent, and crg is 5 percent, then dRTldcrT

will be 3. In this case, an increase of one percentage point in the

standard deviation in the total portfolio o> will buy a 3 percentage
increase in expected total return RT .

The budget constraint (15) for

an individual asset holder is

shown in the top half of Figure

12-8. The standard deviation of

the total portfolio, o>, is shown on
the horizontal axis. The vertical

axis above the horizontal axis

measures the expected rate of

return on the portfolio, R T . The
straight line in the top half shows
the trade-off between risk and
expected return which faces the

individual. Its slope, derived

from equation (16), is (r+ g)/o\,.

Each of these terms, and thus the

slope of the budget line, is fixed

for each individual.

The length of the vertical axis below the horizontal axis in Figure

12-8 is given by the total liquid wealth W of the individual. The dis-

tance from the origin along this axis gives total bond holdings B;

the distance from W(= W—B) gives money holdings M. For any given

value of cr7 we can locate the value of B by multiplying by l/o-,, from

equation (14), or reflecting it from the line with slope l/o\, in the

bottom half of Figure 12-8. Thus, once we locate an optimum return-

risk point along the budget line in the top half of Figure 12-8, knowing
o> we can determine the corresponding portfolio mix of B and M in

the bottom half of the diagram.

In order to locate the individual's equilibrium risk crr and expected

rate of return RT we must confront the technical budget constraint of

Figure 12-8 with the individual's utility-function trade-off between
risk and return. These preferences are represented by indifference

curves such as those used in our analysis of consumption and invest-

ment. The shape of the curve depends on the nature of the investor's

preferences between risk and return.



Tobin distinguished three

kinds of preferences that an

individual might have. Each of

these is shown in Figure 12-9.

Figures 12-9(a)-(c) represent risk

alerters. In these cases the indif-

ference curves have positive

slopes, indicating that the person

demands more expected return

in order to be willing to take

more risk. Figure 12-9(d) (p. 240)

shows the indifference curves of

a person who might be called a

risk lover. The slope of his in-

difference curves is negative,

showing that the risk lover is

willing to take less return in order

to be able to assume more risk.

The indifference curves shown
in Figure 12-9(a) are representa-

tive of a subclass of risk averters

known as diversifiers. As risk

increases by equal increments

the diversifier demands increas-

ing increments of return, so that

his indifference curves are con-

vex to his budget line. As usual in

this kind of analysis, the diversi-

fier will attempt to reach as high

an indifference curve as possible,

given his budget constraint. Thus,

the expected return and risk of

his portfolio RT ,o-T will be deter-

mined by the point of tangency of

the budget line with the highest

possible indifference curve.

Given the convex shape of his

indifference curves, the diversi-

fier is likely to reach an interior

equilibrium at crT holding both

bonds B and money M . Only
part of this person's total wealth

is put into bonds. This is why he
is called a diversifier. Thus, in

the case of the diversifier, who

FIGURE 12-9(a) The "diversifier's"

portfolio selection between

risk and return
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FIGURE 12-9(b) The "plunger's"

portfolio selection: all money

FIGURE 12-9(c) The "plunger's"

portfolio selection: all bonds
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demands increasing increments
of return to induce him to take on
constant increments of risk, the

portfolio balance approach does
away with the all-or-nothing

version of the demand for money
shown earlier in Figure 12-1.

Figures 12-9(b), (c) show the

indifference curves representa-

tive of a subclass of risk averters

called plungers. The plunger

will either not put his wealth

into bonds at all, or will put all of

his wealth into bonds. In Figure

12-9(b), the plunger's indiffer-

ence curves are steep relative to

the budget line, so that he holds all money and no bonds. If his in-

difference curves are flat relative to the budget line as in Figure

12-9(c), he will hold all bonds, no money. This behavior would be
consistent with the earlier regressive expectations model, but not

with reality for most asset holders. Finally, Figure 12-9(d) shows the

utility curve of the risk lover. He will attempt to maximize risk and
thus he, too, will put his entire wealth into bonds.

Since we observe empirically that the world is characterized by

diversification, we can conclude that, in terms of the portfolio balance

model, most asset holders are diversifies. Thus, the situation shown
in Figure 12-9(a), with indifference curves representing increasing

risk aversion, is the basis for the portfolio balance model of the

demand for money.

FIGURE 12-9(d) The "risk lover's"

portfolio selection
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The Aggregate Demandfor Money
in the Portfolio Balance Model

We can now derive a demand function for money by varying the

interest rate in Figure 12-9(a) and following the changes in the alloca-

tion of liquid wealth to bonds and money, particularly the latter.

What happens in this model when interest rates rise? The result is

shown in Figure 12-10. Since the slope of the budget line is (r+g)/crg ,

as r increases from r to r, to r2 the slope increases, and the line ro-

tates upward. At any given level of risk, return will be increased as r

rises. As r increases, the budget line touches successively higher

indifference curves. This traces out the optimum portfolio curve

connecting the points of tangency, shown in Figure 12-10. As r in-

creases from a very low value, the diversifiers' tangency points move
up and to the right, increasing both the expected rate of return and

risk.



FIGURE 12-10 Portfolio selection with rising interest rates
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The progressively smaller increases in optimum risk from cr£ to

a] to cr* in Figure 12-10 that come from continuing equal increases in

r give successively smaller increases in the amount of wealth put
into bonds. This is shown as B rises from B to B, to B 2 in Figure 12-10.

If, as r rises by constant increments, B rises by decreasing increments,

then the demand for money must
decrease by progressively smaller

amounts as r increases, since

B + M equals a fixed V^. This

relationship between M and r is

shown in Figure 12-11, which is

simply the same demand-for-
money curve that we derived in

Chapter 4. Along this demand-for-

money function, a given drop in

r, measured by Ar in Figure

FIGURE 12-11

r

Demand for money
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12-11, gives a bigger increase in the demand for money at a low
interest rate — from point two to point three — than at a high interest

rate — from point zero to point one.

The demand-for-money function of Figure 12-11 is drawn as m(y ),

assuming a given level of real income. This is because the portfolio

balance model is basically a theory of the speculative demand for

money. It analyzes the allocation of a given amount of liquid wealth

to bonds and money depending on interest rates and expectations

concerning the return and risk on capital gains. No reference is made
in the model to a transactions demand for money. Thus, the portfolio

balance model gives us a more satisfactory theory of the speculative

demand for money than does the regressive expectations model,

particularly in its explanation of diversification. In the next section we
will review briefly the inventory-of-money approach to transactions

demand that has been developed by Baumol and Tobin. But first,

let us look at the effects of changes in expected capital gains g and

risk estimates crg in the portfolio balance model.

An increase in expected capital gains g will have the same effect

as an increase in the interest rate, rotating the budget line up and
increasing the amount of liquid wealth held in bonds, decreasing the

demand for money at any given interest rate. This would shift the

demand curve in Figure 12-11 to the left; at any r, the demand for

money is decreased.

What happens if estimates of risk change? The standard deviation

<Tg of the probability distribution of Figure 12-6 may increase due to in-

creasing uncertainty. This increase would rotate the budget line in

the upper half of Figure 12-10 down (smaller slope) and also rotate

the line in the lower half up by reducing llcrg . Since crT = B<rg, an

increase in crg means that the amount of bonds B yielding any given

total risk falls. The increase in <rg thus reduces bond holdings B
in two ways. In the upper half of Figure 12-10, the downward rota-

tion of the budget line reduces desired risk o>. Even with the original

cr rj value, a reduction in crT would cause a drop in B. But the additional

effect of the increase in <xy , rotating upward the l/o-„ line in the bottom

half of Figure 12-10, would further increase the drop in B needed to

reduce total risk uT while risk per bond <rg is rising.

Tobin's model of portfolio balance provides a much firmer ground

for the speculative demand for money by explaining why rational

individual asset holders might hold their portfolios distributed among
several assets of differing riskiness and expected return. It also

explains why the speculative demand for money should be inversely

related to the interest rate, in the way that was assumed in Chapter 4.

We will now turn to the transactions demand to see that it, too, should

be sensitive to interest rate changes.
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In Chapter 4 we suggested that one principal motive for holding
e
- V?

an

money is the need to smooth out the difference between income and CHAPTER 12

expenditure streams. This transactions motive lies behind the trans-

actions demand for money which is related to the level of income.

The alternative to holding money, which is the means of payment and
earns no return, is bonds, which earn a return but also incur transac-

tions costs — brokerage fees — as one moves from money received as

pay to bonds and back to money to make expenditures. In Chapter 4

we suggested that the higher the interest rate bonds earn, the tighter

transactions balances should be squeezed to hold bonds, giving the

transactions demand some degree of sensitivity to interest rate

changes. Here we can develop this point a bit more thoroughly.

Suppose an individual is paid monthly and spends a total amount
c of his income in purchases spread evenly throughout the month.

He has the option of holding transactions balances in money or in

bonds which yield a given r, r , if held for a month, and propor-

tionately less than r if they are held for a shorter period. The first

question we want to ask is how frequently should he convert bonds
into cash? That is, how many bonds-to-cash transactions should he
plan, where n is the number of transactions?

The Optimum Number ofTransactions

To begin on the revenue side, if an individual plans no transactions,

then he holds no money during the period and he earns r c return.

Next, suppose he makes one transaction, putting half of c into bonds
which he holds half the month. In this case total revenue R from
interest will be r /2 times c/2, or (r c)/4, as shown in Table 12-1.

Marginal revenue (MR) from the increase in transactions from zero
to one is also (r c)/4.

TABLE 12-1 Marginal return from
increasing transactions

NUMBER OF TOTAL MARGINAL
TRANSACTIONS REVENUE REVENUE

(n) (R) (MR)

r c 3r c

1
r c 4
4 r c

2
r c 12

3 r c

3
3r c

8

24
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If two transactions are planned, two-thirds of c can be put into

bonds initially. Ten days into the month, half the bonds — one-third of

c — can be cashed. Each bond will have earned r /3, giving revenue

on this third of c equal to (r c)/9. Ten days later the other half can be

cashed having earned 2r„/3 per bond or (2r„c)/9 revenue for this third

of c. Total revenue in the two-transaction case will then be (r c)/9 +
(2r c)/9 = (r c)/3. The increase in revenue, MR, over the one-trans-

action case is (r c)/12, as shown in Table 12-1.

In the three-transaction case, one-fourth of c will earn interest for

one-fourth of the month, yielding (r„c)/ 16, one-fourth will earn for

half the month, yielding (2r c)/16, and the final fourth will earn

interest for three-quarters of the month, yielding (3r c)/16. The total

revenue in this case is (6r c)/16, or (3r c)/8. MR in the three-trans-

action case is (r c)/24.

This example is sufficient to establish that the marginal revenue

from increasing the number of transactions is positive and decreasing

as the number of transactions n increases. Furthermore, looking at

the differences in the MR column in Table 12-1, we can see that as n

increases the drop in MR decreases. This gives us the A/R(r„) curve

in Figure 12-12, which shows marginal revenue as a function of the

number of transactions n for the given initial interest rate r .

On the cost side, we'll assume each transaction has a given cost tc,

perhaps a broker's fee or the implicit cost of time spent transacting

business. Then we can add a (marginal cost) MC = tc schedule to

Figure 12-12. Combined with the initial MR(r ) curve, this gives a

profit-maximizing number of transactions n where MR = MC.

FIGURE 12-1 2 Determination of the Dumber of transactions

MR.MC

tc MC



For any given number of transactions, such as n in Figure 12-12,

an increase in the expenditure stream c will increase average hold-

ings of both money and bonds during the month. If the expenditure

stream is smooth, so that total transactions balances of B + M equal c

at the beginning of the month and zero at the end, then the average

total holding is c/2. The number of transactions tells us how that c/2

is split between money and bonds. Thus, an increase in expenditure,

or in general an increase in the flow of real income and output y,

will raise the transactions demand for money.
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The Interest Elasticity ofthe Transactions Demand

From the example in Table 12-1, it should be fairly clear that an

increase in the number of transactions increases the average bond
holding during the month and decreases the average money balance.

At one extreme, with zero transactions, no bonds are held and the

average money balance equals c/2. With a very large number of

transactions, very little money is held, and average bond holdings

approach c/2.

Now the marginal revenue curve in Figure 12-12 is positioned by a

given interest rate r . The marginal revenue entries in Table 12-1 all

have r in their numerators, so an increase in r from r to r, will

increase MR for any given number of transactions, shifting the MR
curve up to MR(ri) in Figure 12-12. With no change in the cost per

transaction, this increases the optimum number of transactions to nt .

The increase from n to tii is made in order to increase average bond
holdings to take advantage of the higher r.

Thus, an increase in the interest rate should reduce the transactions

demand for money for any given level of the income expenditure

stream. This takes us back to the demand-for-money function of Chap-
ter 4,

,„_„ M
,

dm dm
(17) — =m(r,y); — < 0, — > 0.

P dr d y

The transactions demand for money should respond to a change in

the interest rate through a change in the number of bonds-to-money
transactions. The speculative demand should respond to a change in

r due to portfolio-balancing considerations. Both effects are combined
here in the partial derivative of (17), dm/dr.

We will now turn to another major perspective on the demand for

money — Friedman's view of money as a consumer's and producer's
good. This will lead us back again to the original demand-for-money
equation (17).
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MONEY AS A CONSUMER'S AND
PRODUCER'S GOOD
The money demand models discussed so far, due mainly to Keynes

and Tobin, draw an important distinction between transactions and
speculative demands for money. Friedman, however, develops the

demand for money within the context of the traditional micro-

economic theories of consumer behavior and of the producer's

demand for inputs. Consumers hold money because it yields a utility

— the convenience of holding the means of payment rather than mak-
ing frequent trips to the broker and risking losses on bonds. Their

demand for money should be a demand for real balances, just as any

consumer demand should be a demand for real consumer's goods, as

opposed to their money value, in the absence of money illusion. This

demand for real balances should depend on the level of real income.

It should also depend on the returns to other ways of holding assets

such as bonds or consumer durables, much as the demand for one

kind of fruit should depend on the prices of other kinds.

Producers hold money as a productive asset which smooths pay-

ments and expenditure streams. Just as their demand for real capital

services depends on the level of real output and the relative price

of capital, as shown in Chapter 11, their demand for real balances

should depend on real output (or income), and the relative returns

on other ways of holding wealth.

The approach gives us a demand function for real balances,

(18)
M
T m = m( y, ru rj),

where ru . . . , r3 are the rates of return on all assets which are alter-

natives to money. If the ratio between the demand for real balances

and real income is relatively trendless through time, and depends

at any given point in time on the returns to alternative assets, we have

Friedman's quantity theory version of (18):

M
(19a) -p=k(ru . . . , o) • y,

or

(19b) ^ = k(ru ..., rj).

In fact, as we shall see shortly, the elasticity of m with respect to

changes in y may well be about unity, so that the ratio between m
and y is roughly constant along trend, and (19) is a good approxima-

tion to (18).

To fill out the demand function we can include the rate of return



on bonds and on durable goods, as examples of the more complete

list of alternative assets that might be relevant substitutes for money.

As we have already shown at some length in this chapter, as the

rate of return on bonds rises, the demand for money falls. Rather than

distinguish between transactions demand and speculative demand,

we can simply note that as the expected total return on bonds rises,

the demand for bonds should rise and the demand for money should

fall. Earlier we developed an expression for the expected return on

bonds, equation (5):
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e= r+ 1

Since bonds are a relevant substitute for money, we would insert r

and r
e into the demand function (19). If r

e =f(r), we can condense

this expression of the dependency on the bond rate by simply includ-

ing r in (19).

The Effect of the Rate of Inflation

Another asset that serves as an alternative to money is consumer
durables. As the price level rises, the value, or purchasing power, of a

stock of durable goods remains roughly constant as durable goods

prices rise along with the general price index. On the other hand, the

purchasing power of money falls with an increase in prices, so that an

increase in the expected rate of inflation should cause a shift out of

money and bonds and into consumer durables. This should be inter-

preted carefully. In equation (19), a one-time increase in the price

level will cause an increase in the nominal demand for money to

keep MIP constant with y and all the r's in the k function unchanged.
But an increase in the expected continuing rate of inflation will

reduce the demand for real balances m.

Thus, compared with money, the rate of return on speculative

holdings of consumer durables is the rate of inflation, P = (dPldt)IP,

where as usual P stands for the proportional rate of change of prices.

On the assumption that expected rates of inflation are positively

related to the current rate, we can include P among the rates of return

in (19).

With the rates of return of the two principal alternatives to money
included we now have the demand-for-money function,

(20) ™=m = m(y,r,P).

The demand for real balances increases with an increase in y, and
falls with an increase in r or P. In the modern quantity theory version

Jkum
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of (20), we would have

(21)
M = k(r,P)y,

so that the ratio of m to y varies with changes in r and P. The partial

derivatives of h with respect to both r and P are negative.

This function is very close to the one we developed in Chapter 4.

The only important difference is the inclusion of the rate of inflation,

P, in the demand function. It should be noted that (21) suggests that

the level of the demand for real balances depends on the expected

rate of inflation. Thus, if the economy shifts from a 2 percent rate of

inflation to a 4 percent rate, the demand for money in the static model
will shift down to a new level, and the demand for consumer goods

will shift up. But once the demand function has shifted, the economy
will reach a new static equilibrium unless there is another change in

the rate of inflation. Thus, adding P to the demand function will not

greatly affect the qualitative nature of the static model unless

substantial variations in Pare expected.

The Velocity ofMoney

From the demand-for-money equation (21), we can conveniently

develop an expression for the income velocity of money, c = ylm.

Replacing MIP in (21) by m and rearranging terms we have the

expression for velocity,

(22)
1

m Hr, P)
= v(r,P).

Since dk/dr and dk/dP are both negative, dvldr and dvldP are both

positive. An increase in either the interest rate or the rate of inflation

should cause people to economize on money holdings since these are

the rates of return on the alternative assets, bonds, and durable

goods. This would result in an increase in velocity as money demand
falls relative to GXP.

In the long-run U.S. data, the velocity ofmoney seemed, on balance,

to decline along trend up to World War II. Since then it has risen,

along with interest rates, fairly steadily. This suggests that, over the

long run, the ratio of y to m is rather stable, as is the ratio ofconsump-

tion to income, cly. The question of the relative stability' of the ylm

ratio c and the c-y relationship is, as we will see in Chapter 14, one

of the points at the heart of the Keynesian-Monetarist controversy

that has developed recently.

If the short-run elasticity of v with respect to changes in interest

rates were very low, we could approximate v(r, P) in (22) by a con-



stant v, giving a direct relationship between movements in m and y.

y = vm. However, there is substantial empirical evidence that the

interest elasticity of the demand for money is not insignificant in the

short run. This suggests, through equation (22), that the interest

elasticity of velocity is not insignificant so that, in fact, both the pro-

duct and money market equations are needed to predict movements
in nominal and real GNP. We will return to this point in some detail

in the discussion of monetary and fiscal policy in Chapter 14.
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EMPIRICAL ESTIMATES OF INCOME
AND INTEREST ELASTICITIES

In the absence of substantial shifts in expected rates of inflation,

which are not fully compatible with a static model of income deter-

mination which deals with movements from one equilibrium price

level to another, the demand-for-money function that emerges from

the analysis of this chapter is the familiar

(23) -p=m = m(r,y)

of Chapter 4.

The y term in the demand function represents transactions demand
or, in Friedman's terms, the increasing demand for money as a pro-

ducer's and consumer's good, through an income effect, as income
rises. The r term represents the interest elasticity of both the trans-

actions demand for money and the speculative demand through

Tobin's portfolio-balance model. It also represents a potential sub-

stitutability against bonds in production and consumption decisions.

There have been many investigations into the values of the elas-

ticities of the demand for real money— currency plus demand
deposits, Mj, or M, plus time deposits, M2 , deflated by the price level

P as in equation (23) — with respect to interest rate and income
changes. And there are many continuing controversies concerning

the values of these elasticities and the proper form of the demand-
for-money function. However, representative elasticities of the

demand for real balances culled from the literature are about 1.0

with respect to changes in real income, and —0.5 with respect to

changes in r. Here r is a short-term interest rate — a 3-month com-
mercial paper rate, a 3-month treasury bill rate, or a time deposit

rate. With the money stock M, at about $250 billion in 1970, GNP at

about $1 trillion, and the short-term interest rate at about 7 percent,

these elasticities imply that a $10 billion GNP increase — 1 percent-
would raise the demand for money by $2.5 billion, and a 1-point drop
in short-term interest rates — 14 percent— would increase the de-

mand for money by about $17 billion.
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Most demand-for-money esti-

mates suggest that demand
changes lag slightly behind
interest rate changes. Thus, if

interest rates fell from 6 to 5

percent, causing an increase of

•815-20 billion in the desired

holdings of money, the estimates

suggest that about 30-40 percent

of a discrepancy between actual

and desired money holdings

would be eliminated in one quar-

ter, 50-60 percent in two quarters,

and 75-85 percent in three

quarters. This means that if an

increase in y or decrease in r

increases the level of desired

equilibrium real balances from
(M/P) to (MIP)* at time f in

Figure 12-13, the path of actual

holdings of MP = m would tend

to follow the dashed adjustment

path toward the final desired

level of real balances, (M/P)*.

This partial adjustment pat-

tern leads to the same kind of

overreaction of interest rates to

changes in the money supply that

we see in traditional microecono-

mic analysis, in which demand
changes yield larger short-run

than long-run changes in prices, and vice versa for output. In Figure
12-14 the demand for money curve M( j/() ) is the long-run curve

reflecting the long-run interest elasticity mentioned above as about
— 0.5. The intersection of M( y ) with the given initial money supply,

M P) , at point E , gives an initial equilibrium interest rate r .

Through E we can also draw a short-run demand function m( y )

that reflects the partial short-run adjustment mechanism of Figure

12-13. This shows the one-period reaction of demand to interest

rate changes, while the M( y ) curve shows the long-run relationship

between M Fand r.

Now if the money supply is increased to (M P)
t
the interest rate

will initially fall to r, along the short-run m(y ) function, holding y

constant throughout this partial analysis, that is, assuming a vertical

IS curve. As time passes, and the actual demand shifts up toward



equilibrium along the dashed path of Figure 12-13, the interest rate

will rise toward r2 , with the short-run demand function shifting up,

shown as the dashed short-run functions of Figure 12-14. Eventually,

holding (/ constant at i/ , the interest rate will settle at r2 , rising from

the short-run level of r,, but below the initial equilibrium r .

If the level of income has also risen during the process as the LM
curve shifts along an actual nonvertical IS curve, the interest rate

will end up higher than r2 , on a higher M(y,) function, but lower than

the initial r . Thus, since the demand for money is less elastic in the

short run than in the long run, due to the partial adjustment process

of Figure 12-13, we can expect an increase in the money supply to

push interest rates down somewhat more in the short run, one

quarter, than in the slightly longer run, 3 or 4 quarters.

Since this chapter's review of the several approaches to the de-

mand for money has not altered substantially the demand function we
began with in Chapter 4, there is no need to return to the static model
of income determination here. This chapter has illustrated another

kind of channel that economic research follows. In this chapter the

emphasis has been on developing theoretical explanations — or, put

more simply, ways to understand common empirical observations

such as people holding some of two assets with different rates of re-

turn at the same time (diversification), and the interest elasticity of

transactions balances. After we briefly discuss in Chapter 13 the

supply of money — a quantity taken as given up to now— we will

return to some of the important points in the analysis of the demand
for money in Chapter 14.
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The money supply that will be discussed in this chapter consists of

currency — paper money and coins — in the hands of the nonbank
public plus demand deposits — checking account balances — in com-
mercial banks. These particular liquid assets have two characteristics

in common that separate them from other liquid assets: They are the

generally accepted means of exchange in the economy and they earn

no interest. This definition of money as currency plus demand
deposits is known in the economics literature as Mu perhaps the first

definition of money supply. This is the most widely used money
supply concept, although some economists prefer to add time de-

posits—savings deposits at commercial banks, savings and loan

associations, and mutual savings banks — to M, to obtain a broader
definition of money called M2 . Time deposits are not, however, a

commonly used means of exchange. In general, banks and savings

and loan associations can limit the frequency with which withdrawals

can be made from a savings account— normally to one a month. While
this rule is not frequently enforced, persons who attempt to use a

savings account like a checking account, making several transactions

a week, will run into difficulty at the bank. In addition, time deposits

are differentiated from demand deposits in that the latter pay no
interest, while time deposits do. Thus, there is a natural separation in

the spectrum of assets between demand and time deposits, and be-

tween Mj — the money supply narrowly defined — and A/2 . Choice
between the two concepts will not make much difference for the
money supply analysis presented in this chapter, so we will focus on
the usual measure of the money supply, Mu

In the following sections we first describe the instruments of
monetary policy available to the Federal Reserve System — the 253

K-*l
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Fed— and a bit of the institutional apparatus of money supply deter-

mination. Next we review the process of money supply expansion.

This is followed by the development of a money supply model that

makes clear the roles of the Federal Reserve, the public, and the

banks in determining the actual money supply, and then we review
some empirical estimates of the interest elasticity of the money
supply. We then work this new money supply function into the static

model by altering the LM curve to account for the sensitivity ofmoney
supply to the interest rate.

THE INSTRUMENTS OF MONETARY POLICY
Up to this point we have just assumed that the Federal Reserve

System can change the level of the money supply when it chooses.

The Fed controls the level of the money supply first by setting re-

serve requirements against demand deposits, and then by changing
the amount of reserves it supplies, both on its own initiative and on
the initiative of the banks. The reserve requirements state that com-
mercial banks must hold as reserves some fraction z, say 20 percent, of

their total demand deposit liabilities, that is, of their customers' total

checking account balances. These reserves are held in the form of

commercial bank deposits at Federal Reserve Banks. Thus, if the

reserve requirement z is 0.2, and the commercial banks hold a total

of $40 billion in deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks, demand
deposits cannot total more than $200 billion.

The Fed has three ways of changing the money supply, all operat-

ing through the reserve mechanism. First, it can increase reserves

by open market operations. The Fed can buy, say, $100 million in

federal government bonds in the market in New York, paying with

checks drawn on itself. The sellers of the bonds will then deposit the

checks drawn on the Fed in their banks. These checks then become
the banks' claims on the Fed, or reserves from the banks' point of

view. The banking system can then expand its demand deposit

liabilities by $500 million = (100/0.2) by a technique that we describe

in the next section. Open market operations of this sort— buying and
selling in the bond market on the Fed's account— are handled by the

Federal Reserve System's open market manager, usually a vice

president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, under super-

vision of the System's Open Market Committee, made up of the seven

members of the System's Board of Governors in Washington and five

of the Federal Reserve Bank presidents. These open market opera-

tions are the Fed's normal policy tool for making day-to-day changes

in the money supply.

Banks can obtain additional reserves by borrowing from the Fed at

the discount rate rd, usually set somewhat below short-term market



rates such as the rate on three-month treasury bills. When a bank

borrows at the Fed's discount window, a deposit at the Fed, in the

amount of the borrowed reserves, is created in the bank's name. This

is essentially the same procedure that a bank follows in making a loan

to a private person; it credits his checking account with the amount
of the loan. It should be noted here that, where reserve creation by
open market operations comes at the Fed's initiative, an increase in

borrowed reserves at the discount window comes at the banks'

initiative. This distinction will be important in the money supply

model we develop later in this chapter.

Open market and discount window operations both affect the

money supply by changing the level of reserves with a given reserve

ratio z. The Fed's third way to operate on the money supply is

through changes in the reserve ratio itself. With z at 0.2, $40 billion

in reserves will support a $200 billion money supply (200 = 40/0.2).

An increase in the reserve ratio z to 0.25 would reduce the money
supply supported by the $40 billion reserve base to $160 billion =
(40/0.25). Thus reserve ratio increases amount to what is called

effective reserve changes, changing the money supply that can be

supported by a given amount of reserves.

The Fed tends to use its three policy instruments — open-market

operations, the discount window, and the reserve ratio — for somewhat
different purposes. Open market operations is the technique used for

day-to-day control of the money supply, or, more generally, credit

conditions. If interest rates are rising faster or higher than the Open
Market Committee desires, given the position of the economy, the

manager of the open market account can buy bonds, shoring up bond
prices and keeping interest rates down. This operation increases

the money supply. Or, focusing on the money supply, if it is growing
less rapidly than the Open Market Committee wishes, the manager
can also buy bonds. These operations are conducted every day by
the manager, and provide the Fed with a continuing, relatively

unpublicized, way of controlling the money supply.

Discount window operations provide banks with the opportunity

to acquire reserves in a pinch, within the context of overall credit

conditions set by the Fed. Discount operations thus contribute to the

degree of control over the money supply exercised by the banks.

Finally, reserve ratio changes are used by the Fed as an overt,

well-publicized move to change effective reserves in a major way,

as opposed to the normal, more continuous changes generated by
open market operations. Thus, changes in the reserve ratio signal a

major shift in the Fed's monetary policy, and serve as a warning of

the change to the financial community.
In general, banks create deposits on which no interest is paid, in

order to make loans on which interest is earned. The deposits are
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created in the process of making the loans; a loan is credited to the

borrower's account. Thus, the incentive to increase deposits lies in

the possibility of making profitable loans. When loan demand by
potential borrowers falls off, banks may not create deposits up to the

full limit that reserves would support. Thus, they may, from time to

time, have on hand excess reserves. On the other hand, when loan

demand is particularly strong, banks may borrow reserves at the dis-

count window to support the additional deposit creation that accom-
panies the increase in loans. This degree of freedom that the banks
have to hold excess reserves or to borrow reserves makes the money
supply responsive, to a certain extent, to loan demand and the

interest rate. When loan demand is strong and interest rates are high,

the banks will squeeze excess reserves and increase borrowing
at the discount window, increasing the money supply supported by a

given amount of unborrowed reserves supplied by the Fed. Thus, the

money supply itself will have a positive elasticity with respect to the

interest rate, reducing the slope of the LM curve — that is, flattening it.

Before we develop a simple model showing the relationships between
free reserves (excess reserves less borrowed reserves), the interest

rate, and the money supply, we will briefly review the mechanism of

money expansion in a fractional reserve system.

THE MECHANISM OF MONETARY EXPANSION
As we have defined it, the money supply consists of currency and

demand deposits which are supplied by commercial banks. These

banks have balance sheets made up of liabilities, including demand
deposits, and assets, including loans and reserves. The Federal

Reserve requires that commercial banks retain a certain percent z of

their liabilities as reserves, mainly as deposits in the Federal Reserve

Banks.

Suppose that a decision is taken by the Open Market Committee to

expand the money supply. The manager of the Fed's open market

account buys, in the bond market in New York, a certain amount of

treasury bonds, say, S100 thousand worth, and issues a check, drawn
on the Federal Reserve System, for $100 thousand to the seller. The
seller then deposits the check in his checking account in bank A,

creating S100 thousand in liabilities for the bank, the claim on the

bank by the depositor, and also $100 thousand in assets for the bank,

the claim on the Federal Reserve System. If there is a 20 percent

reserve requirement, bank A can loan $80 thousand of its increase in

assets and must retain $20 thousand as reserves, as shown in Table

13-1.

The borrower of the $80 thousand presumably spends it, transfer-

ring the $80 thousand to the seller's bank, bank B, which can in turn



TABLE 13-1 Balance-sheet effects of a $100 thousand increase in reserves

Bank A BankB

ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES

$100 $ioo

(20 reserves

80 loans)

$80 $80

(16 reserves

64 loans)

Bank C

ASSETS LIABILITIES

$64 $64

(12.8 reserves

51.2 loans)
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loan out $64 thousand. This amount is transferred to bank C and the

process continues. As a result, the total increase in the money supply

from the $100 thousand reserve increase is given by

or

AM = $100 + 80 + 64

AM = 100[l + 0.8 + (0.8)
2 +- • ]= 100

1

1-0.8
= 500.

Thus, in this simple example the change in the money supply is

given by

(1) AM=-AR,
v '

z

where AR is the initial reserve increase and z is the reserve ratio.

This is a reserve ?nultiplier giving the effect of reserve changes on
the money supply M, exactly analogous to the simple investment or

government spending multipliers that we developed in Chapter 3,

which give the effects of changes in these variables on output.

The multiple increase in M came from each bank holding as re-

serves only a fraction z of its increased deposits — that is, liabilities —
and lending out 1 — z percent of the increased deposits. Thus, from

the point of view of each bank, it is simply lending out a fraction,

1 — z, of its increased deposit inflow, but the system as a whole is

increasing deposits by 1/z times the reserves increase.

This example includes two important oversimplifications. First,

since the banks stay loaned up, excess reserves do not enter the
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picture so that the dependence of the money supply on the interest

rate is obscured. Second, no place is provided for leakage into

increased public holdings of currency, which would reduce the value

of the reserves multiplier. We will now look at a more realistic model
that incorporates these effects.

THE DETERMINANTS OF THE MONEY SUPPLY

The relationship between the money supply— currency in the

hands of the public outside the banking system plus demand de-

posits—and unborrowed reserves provided by the Fed's open
market operations depends on the public's preference between
currency and demand deposits, and on the banks' holding of excess

reserves or borrowing of reserves at the discount window. The latter

activity will make the money supply a function of the interest rate

and change somewhat our view of the LM curve. In this section we
will develop a money supply model that follows fairly closely work
done by Teigen. Then we will review some empirical results on the

interest elasticity of the money supply obtained by Teigen, more
recently by Modigliani, Rasche, and Cooper in the Fed-MIT-Penn
(FMP) model, and by Hendershott and De Leeuw.
The money supply M is currency held by the public Cp plus demand

deposits held by the public in the commercial banking system D„:

(2) M = C D + D D .

The public holds h percent of its money in currency and 1 — h

percent in checking account deposits, so that

(3) Cp = hM

and

(4) Dp =(l-h)M.

Earlier we introduced the required reserve ratio z, which gives

the fraction of demand deposits Dp that must be held as required

reserves RR.

(5) RR = z-Dp =z(l-h)M,

from equation (4). Total reserves can be divided on the one hand

into the sources of reserves, and on the other hand into the uses of

reserves. The Fed provides unborrowed reserves, RU, mainly by

buying U.S. government securities in the bond market. It also sup-



plies borrowed reserves, RB, by lending to the commercial banks

through the discount mechanism. These reserves are allocated to

three uses. The banks can allocate their reserves to required re-

serves RR or to excess reserves RE, which is defined as total bank

reserves less RR. In addition, some of the reserves provided by the

Fed through open market purchases of bonds will end up as currency

in the hands of the public Cp . Since both sources and uses must sum
to total reserves R, this gives us the basic reserves identity,
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(6) RU+RB = R = RR + RE + CP .

The reserves identity also gives us an expression for the policy

instrument that the Fed directly controls through open market

operations,

(7) RU =RR + RE-RB + CP = RR + RF+ Cp ,

where net free reserves, RF, is defined as RE — RB. Free reserves

should be sensitive to movements in the interest rate, as we will see

shortly.

Equations (3) for Cp and (5) for RR can be combined with equation

(7) for unborrowed reserves to yield an equation giving the money
supply as a function of unborrowed reserves, controlled by the Fed,

and free reserves, controlled by the commercial banks. Substituting

from equations (3) and (5) for Cp and RR, respectively, into the right-

hand side of (7), we have

RU = z(l- h)M + RF + hM

.

Solving this equation for M gives us the money supply equation,

(8) M = RU-RF RU-RF
h + z(l-h) z + h(l-z)'

It should be apparent from equation (8) that SM/dRU > and dM/
dRF, dMIdh, and dM/dz are all negative. The money supply rises as

the Fed provides more unborrowed reserves, and falls as free

reserves increase, the public's preference for currency rises, or the

Fed increases the reserve ratio. The banks, through decisions on
excess reserves and borrowing at the discount window, determine
RF, the Fed determines z directly and RU by open market operations,

and the public's tastes between currency and checking deposits

determine h. These variables taken together determine the money
supply M.
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Next we can separate the right-hand term in (8) into two pieces:

(9) U = RU RF
h + z(l-h) h + z(l-hy

The RU term in (9) gives the portion of the money supply determined
mainly at the initiative of the Fed, which might be considered the exo-

genous portion of the money supply. Unborrowed reserves grew
from about $19 billion in 1960 to $27 billion in 1970.

The RF term in (9) gives the portion of the money supply which is

mainly endogenously determined by the banking system in response

to loan opportunities and interest rates. In tight credit conditions,

when loan demand is high relative to the supply of unborrowed
reserves from the Fed, we would expect free reserves to be negative,

with banks squeezing excess reserves as tightly as possible and

borrowing substantially at the discount window. When credit condi-

tions are easier, RF will be positive. In the early 1960s, as GXP grew
up to potential from 1960 to 1965, and then excess demand developed

after 1965, free reserves fell steadily from SO.7 billion at the end of

1960 to zero at the end of 1965, and then more erratically to —0.8

billion at the end of 1969. Thus, as credit demand increased during

the 1960s, the banking system added perhaps SI.5 billion to reserves

by squeezing excess reserves and increasing borrowings at the dis-

count window. In the depression days of the 1930s, free reserves

were positive, standing at S3 billion at the end of 1935 and S2 billion

at the end of 1936.

This response of free reserves to changes in credit conditions,

which might be measured by interest rates, gives the money supply

a positive elasticity with respect to the interest rate.

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATES
OF INTEREST ELASTICITY

Commercial banks lend at market interest rates, represented by r,

and borrow reserves at the Fed's discount window at the discount

rate rd . As the market rate rises relative to the discount rate, banks

will reduce excess reserves and increase their borrowing at the dis-

count window to take advantage of the widening r—r(t
differential.

Since free reserves RF equal excess reserves RE less borrowed

reserves RR, both of these effects tend to reduce free reserves as

the differential increases. Thus, we can write RF as a function of the

r— rd differential,

(10) RF=f(r-rd); f < 0.



With unborrowed reserves RU and the reserve ratio z determined

exogenously by the Fed, and with h a parameter depending on the

public's preferences between currency and demand deposits, the

free reserves function in (10) makes the money supply also a function

of r— rd ,
given RU, z, and h:

(ID M = RU-f(r-rd )

h + z(l-h)
M(r-rd ); M' > 0.

The most direct way to estimate the interest elasticity of the

money supply is to estimate a version of the free reserve equation

(10), and then calculate the effect of an r change on the money
supply M through the money supply equation (11). Recent studies by

Modigliani, Rasche, and Cooper, in developing the money market

sector of the FMP model, and by Hendershott and DeLeeuw, have

estimated essentially linear versions of (10):

(12) EF=a -al(r-rd).

Both studies estimate the coefficient— Oi)of the interest differential

to be about S500 million. Thus, an increase in the market interest

rate r of one percentage point— from 7 to 8 percent for example — will

reduce free reserves by S500 million. With short-term rates at about

7 percent in 1970, a one point change in the rate was a 14 percent

(1/7) change. With total required reserves at about $30 billion, a

$0.5 billion change in reserves is roughly a 1.7 percent (0.5/30)

change. Thus, the elasticity of reserves to changes in the interest

rate implied by a x in (12), at 1970 levels of RF and r, is about —0.12

(= 1.7/14); a one percent increase in the interest rate will reduce free

reserves by about 0.12 percent of required reserves

.

We can convert this interest rate elasticity of reserves into an

interest elasticity of the money supply by observing that the money
supply function, equation (8), can be written as
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(13) M = 1

h + z(l-h)
(RU-RF).

with the denominator held constant, a one percent change in (RU-
RF) will yield a one percent change in M. Thus, if a one percent
increase in the interest rate r raises reserves, RU—RF, by 0.12

percent, it also raises the money supply by 0.12 percent, so that the

elasticity of the money supply with respect to changes in r is about
0.12 percent on the Modigliani-Rasche-Cooper and Hendershott-
De Leeuw estimates.
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A different approach to measurement of the interest elasticity

was taken earlier by Teigen. He observed that in equation (9), re-

peated here,

M = RU RF
h + z(l-h) h + z(l-h)'

the term with RU in the numerator is the portion of the money supply

determined mainly by the Fed, while the term in RF is determined
mainly by the banks. If the term in RU is denned as an exogenously

determined M*:

(14) M* = RU
h + z(l-h)'

then the ratio of actual M to exogenous M* is a function of the r—rd

spread. Dividing all the terms in equation (13) by M* , as defined in

(14), we have

RF(r-rd)

M
(15) M* 1

[h + z(l-h))

M* X(r-rd),

where g' > since RF decreases as r— rd increases.

Using the actual values of z and RU, and an average value of h, M*
can be constructed, on a quarterly basis, from (14). Then the ratio of

actual M to constructed M* can be related to r— rd in a linear regres-

sion,

(16)
M_

b + bi(r-rd),

to obtain an estimate of the interest sensitivity of M/M*. Using this

procedure, Teigen obtained estimates of the elasticity of the money
supply with respect to changes in r ranging from 0.12 to 0.17, depend-

ing on the estimating technique used. For our purposes, this esti-

mate is not at all different from the estimates coming from the direct

relation of RF to r— rd , discussed earlier. Thus, for a typical estimate

of the interest elasticity of the money supply, culled from a small

but rapidly growing literature on the subject, we can use 0.15. An
increase of one percent (not percentage point) in the short-term

interest rate will increase the money supply by about 0. 15 percent.

THE MONEY SUPPLY
IN THE STATIC MODEL
The interest sensitivity of the money supply can be worked into

the static model in several ways. Figure 13-1 shows the supply
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balances m = M P. With an initial

income level y , the demand-for-

money curve is tn(y ). With
an initial real-money supply m
(= MJP; we hold P constant

throughout this analysis), the

interest rate is r„. Now suppose

income rises, due perhaps to an

upward shift of the IS curve.

Then the demand curve in Figure

13-1 shifts up to m( «/,), and with a

money supply fixed at m , as in

Part II, the interest rate would
rise to r,.

But if the money supply is sensitive to changes in the interest rate,

the money supply function through the initial equilibrium point

r ,!/ (1
,;?i„ looks like the positively sloped supply function M(r — rd)IP

in Figure 13-1. In this case, the increased demand for money calls

forth an increase in supply equal to »?! — m as the interest rate rises

to r2 instead of rx . Thus, the interest elasticity of the money supply

reduces the increase in r— from r, — r to r2 — r — needed to maintain

money market equilibrium with a given increase in y, from y to yu
in Figure 13-1.

The last sentence says that with an interest-sensitive money supply,

the slope of the LM curve is smaller than otherwise. This is shown in

the four-quadrant LM diagram of Figure 13-2. At the initial interest

rate r , the real money supply is equal to M(r )IP in the southwest

quadrant. If the interest rate rises to r,, with the money supply fixed

at Af(r )/P, as we assumed in Part II, the level of income must rise to

Hi to maintain money market equilibrium. The interest rate increase

reduces the speculative and transactions demands for money, as we
saw in Chapter 12, freeing money to support an increase in y within

the constraint of a given m.

If the money supply is not fixed, but is a function of the interest

rate r:

(17) M = M(r); M' > 0,

then an increase in the interest rate from r to r, shifts the money
supply out from Af(r )/P to M{r

x )IP in Figure 13-2 (p. 264). This increase

I

in money supply will support an increase in income to y2 , as opposed
to t/,. Thus, the LM curve with an interest-sensitive money supply
looks like L^A/, in Figure 13-2 — flatter than L M which assumes a

fixed real-money supply. 263
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FIGL'RE 13-2 LM curve with interest-sensitive money supply

r

We can derive the modified expression for the slope of the LM
curve with an interest-sensitive money supply by returning to the

equilibrium condition in the money market. As we saw in Chapter 12,

the demand for money can be written as either

(18a)
M^
P

m(y,r);
dm

>o,
dm

<0,

or

(18b) M d =P-m(y,r).

The money supply function can now be written as

(19) M* = M(r); ^>0.

Equilibrium in the money market requires that the demand for

money equal the supply at the existing interest rate. This means
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(20) P. m <„,r) = M(r). CHAD'S
To obtain the slope of the LM curve with a given P, we can totally

differentiate (20) to obtain

Collecting the terms in dij and dr, we have

*('£-«0" ,,

S*-
This gives us the expression for the slope of the LM curve with an

interest-sensitive money supply,

<21) %
dy

lm - dm
dr

Since dm/By is positive, Bm/Br is negative, and M' is positive, this

expression for the slope ofLM is positive.

In Part II, with M' — 0, the slope of the LM curve was just

— [(dmldy)l(dmldr)]. Addition of an interest-sensitive money supply

with M' positive reduces the slope of the LM curve. That is, the LM
curve is flatter with M ' > than it is with M ' = 0.

CONCLUSION: THE RELEVANCE OF INTEREST
SENSITIVITY OF THE MONEY SUPPLY

In Chapter 12 we noted that if the interest elasticity of demand for

money is small, the velocity of money may be taken as a constant. In

this special case the LM equation can be reduced to

(22) y = vm ,

where v is the fixed velocity of money. Equation (22) is then one equa-

tion in one exogenous unknown, to. A monetarist could use it to

predict real GNP («/) changes without reference to any other part of

our multimarket system.

If the money supply is sensitive to interest rate changes, then this

position does not hold up even in the face of an interest-elasticity of
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the demand for money equal to zero. Suppose the demand for real

balances is given by

(23) md = -y,
1

v

with zero interest-elasticity. If the money supply function, at a given

price level, can be written as

(24) m'=m(r),

then the equilibrium condition in the money market, in this world of

interest-insensitive demand for money, is

(25) m(r) = lv.

Thus, if the money supply is sensitive to the interest rate, the money
market equilibrium condition contains both y and r, regardless of the

degree of interest-elasticity of money demand. This means that both

the IS and LM equations must play a role in the determination of

equilibrium GNP, even in the extreme case where the demand for

money is unrelated to interest rate changes. We now move on to a

fuller discussion of the debate between monetarists and Keynesians

that has been alluded to in these last two chapters.
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Chapters 10 through 13 have reviewed, in some detail, both the

theoretical underpinnings and empirical results concerning the four

important functions on the demand side of the economy — consumer
demand, investment demand, the demand for money, and the supply

of money, Wherever it seemed appropriate in these chapters we
briefly discussed the effect of the analysis on our view of monetary

and fiscal policy. Here, we pull together the results of Chapters 10

through 13 to obtain a more comprehensive view of how monetary

and fiscal policies affect the economy, and of some important current

policy issues concerning the use of monetary and fiscal policy. In

considering the effects of policy, we focus on the timing relationships

discussed in Chapters 10-13 — for example, the lags of consumer
expenditure changes behind income changes and of investment

demand behind changes in output and interest rates. Thus, here we
add the timing elements to the analysis of monetary and fiscal policy

of Part II, which dealt mainly with changes from one equilibrium

position to the next, with little discussion of the time path of the

economy between equilibria.

In the first section of this chapter we summarize the basic static

model as modified or extended by Chapters 10-13. Then we look at

the general effects of fiscal and monetary policy changes in this

extended model, focusing partly on timing effects and partly on the

relationship between the labor market and supply curve assumptions

and the effects of policy changes. This discussion leads naturally, in

the next section, to consideration of the monetarist-fiscalist (or as it is

sometimes called, Keynesian) debate that became somewhat heated 267
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in the 1960s. Both the monetarist— only money matters —view and
the fiscalist—money doesn't matter at all — view are extreme, and
probably incorrect, cases of our static model. Starting from an implicit

assumption that the interest elasticity of the demand for money is

virtually zero, the monetarist position focuses on the use of a vertical

LM curve to determine real output y. The fiscalist position, starting

from the assumption that the interest elasticity of investment de-

mand is virtually zero, focuses on the use of a vertical IS curve to

determine y.

In the fourth section of this chapter, we look at the relationship

between tax rate changes and changes in the budget surplus. When
rates are reduced, income generally rises, so the outcome for tax

revenues— the tax rate times income — is uncertain. Whether tax

revenues, and thus the budget surplus (or deficit), rise or fall with a

tax cut depends on the initial state of the economy — that is, its position

on the LM curve. Finally, in the last section, we look briefly into the

problem of debt management from the point of view of stabilization

policy. Here we will see what difference it makes, in stabilization

terms, how a deficit of a given size is financed. Roughly speaking, an

increase in the deficit, financed by selling bonds to the public, shifts

the IS curve up along a given LM curve with the money supply M
held constant. But if the deficit is financed by selling bonds to the

Federal Reserve, M is increased and the LM curve shifts out too.

Thus, the size of the y increase, and whether the interest rate r rises

or falls for a given increase in the deficit, depend partially on how it

is financed.

THE STATIC MODEL EXTENDED
In Chapter 10 we saw that the consumption function of Part II must

be extended at least to include real assets a (= AlP). In addition, we
saw that consumer expenditure will probably react quickly to a

change in disposable income that seems permanent to consumers —
as opposed to the effect of a temporary tax-rate change. Further, the

increase in consumer expenditure might exceed the increase in dis-

posable income, at least in the short run, since the increase in desired

consumption that follows the increase in income will reflect a dis-

proportionate increase in purchases of consumer durables. The
consumption function that emerged from Chapter 10 is repeated here:

(1) c=c(y-t(y),a);
dc dc

>o,
d(y-t(y))' da

where real consumer net worth (assets) a = AlP



The second modification of the components of the IS product

market equilibrium condition came in Chapter 11, where we saw

that investment should be a function of the level of output, as well

as the interest rate. Here it should be noticed that, in a model of

static equilibrium, replacement investment should depend on the

level of output; net investment, due to changes in interest rates or

output, does not appear in the static model, but is an important factor

in determining the path of the economy between equilibria.

Thus, in the static model we have a function for replacement

investment, given the equilibrium level of capital stock:

(2) i= Kr,y);
dr By

In addition, to move from one equilibrium level of capital stock to

another, net investment will appear as a function of the change in r

or y. Thus, a drop in the interest rate r will increase the equilibrium

capital stock. This will bring a transitory positive level of net invest-

ment as the capital stock is increased to its new equilibrium level. At

that level, the static investment function of (2) will show a higher

level of replacement investment as a function of the lower interest

rate.
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These modifications of the consumption and investment functions

give us a revised form of the product market equilibrium condition,

(3a) y = c(y- t( y), a) + i(r,y) + g,

or

(3b) s( y - 1( y), a) + t( y) = i(r, y)+ g,

shown as the IS curve in Figure 14-1 (p. 270).

In Figure 14-1, the position of the curve showing saving plus tax

revenue — gross social saving— as a function of the level of real

income is determined by the level of real consumer net worth o - A
reduction in real net worth, normally due to a price increase in the

short run, would reduce consumer expenditure, given the income
level, and thus increase saving. This would rotate the s + t curve in

the southeast quadrant of Figure 14-1 down, or clockwise, increasing

the level of saving corresponding to any given level of income y.

The investment function i = i(r,y), gives us a family of investment
curves in the northwest quadrant of Figure 14-1. As income rises

from y to yu the level of (replacement) investment associated with
any given interest rate rises, so that the investment demand curve
shifts from i( y ) to t( j/,) in Figure 14-1.
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FIGURE 14-1 The IS curve in the extended model
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At an initial real-asset level a , which fixes an s+t function in

Figure 14-1, the IS curve giving the r,ij points that maintain equi-

librium in the product market can be traced using the appropriate

i(y) curves. As we saw in Chapter 11, introduction of the sensitivity

of investment demand to the level of real output flattens the IS curve.

For a , the IS curve I S is traced out as an illustration in Figure 14-1.

Now if the real value of consumer net worth falls to a u due perhaps

to a price increase, the IS curve will shift down to /
1
S 1 in Figure 14-1.

At any given level of income there is a greater desire to save (ex ante

saving is higher). Thus, at any given level of the interest rate, the

equilibrium level of output in the product market will fall as the

price level rises due to the falling level of consumer demand as

the real value of assets is reduced. Recognition of the important

role that real net worth plays in the determination of consumer
expenditure and saving introduces real assets as a factor that shifts

the IS curve in the r,y space of Figure 14-1.



The LM Curve

In Chapter 12 we developed four different views of the demand for

money, all of which came to the same function that we used in Part II.

For a given stock of liquid assets, the speculative demand for real

balances is negatively related to the interest rate; the transactions

demand is positively related to the level of transactions, or income,

and negatively related to the interest rate. Thus the demand-for-

money function can be written as

(4a) -p = m(r,y) l(r) + k(y),
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or

(4b) M = P- m(r,y) « P • l(r) + P k(y)

.

Here dmldr < and dm/dy > 0.

As we saw in Chapter 13, for a given amount of unborrowed re-

serves supplied by the Fed, and given the public's perferences

between money and currency, the supply of money is an increasing

function of the interest rate,

(5) M = M(r); M' > 0.

Equating money supplied to money demanded gives us the equi-

librium condition for the money market,

(6)
M(r) = m(r,y) ~l(r) + k(y).

This is the LM curve in Figure 14-2 (p. 272).

The k(y) curve in the southeast quadrant gives the movement in

the demand for real balances as y changes. The l(r) curve in the

northwest quadrant gives changes in demand — both speculative and
transactions — as the interest rate changes. The 45° line in the south-

west quadrant constrains the two components of demand to add to

total supply of real balances, M(r)/P . Here P is the given initial

price level. As the interest rate changes, this supply of real balances

changes.

To trace out the LM curve in Figure 14-2, we can begin with an

initial interest rate r„, which fixes the supply of real balances at

M(r )IP . At r , the liquidity preference schedule l(r) shows a specu-

lative demand for money at l(r ) in Figure 14-2. With M(r )/P fixed by
r , this leaves M(r )IP —l(r )

= k(ya) for transactions balances, an

amount that will support income level y . This establishes the r ,y
point on the LM curve in the northeast quadrant in Figure 14-2.
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At interest rate r, (> r ), the supply of real balances expands to

-V;r,)/P due to shrinkage of free reserves in the banking system.

Tracing counterclockwise around the four-quadrant diagram from r
x

to A/(r,)/P to yu we can establish another money market equilibrium

point rltyt. The L„.\/ curve of Figure 14-2 can be drawn through the

two points r
, y and rb yt .

If the money supply were fixed at the level M(rQ), then the money
market equilibrium y level corresponding to r, would be less than yu
since the trace from r, would bounce off the M(r )/P money supply-

line instead of the Af(ri)/P line. In this fixed money supply case the

LM curve would then be steeper than that shown in Figure 14-2.

Since an increase in r would not increase the money supply, for any

given increase in r the increase in money market equilibrium y

would be smaller than in the flexible monev-supplv case where M =
Mir).

The L M curve of Figure 14-2 is drawn on the assumption of a

given initial price level P . An increase in the price level will reduce

the supply of real balances — or what amounts to the same thing,



increase the demand for nominal balances at any given r and y — and

shift the LM curve up and to the left. In Figure 14-2 a price level in-

crease shifts each M/P line in to the left, as shown by the dashed lines

in the southwest quadrant. This represents a reduction in M/P and a

drop in the money market equilibrium y associated with any given r.

Thus, a price increase shifts the LM curve up toward the L^M^ curve

in Figure 14-2.

The Aggregate Demand Curve

Given the money value of assets and the price level, the IS equa-

tion (3) and the LM equation (6) are two equations in two unknowns, r

and y. These can be solved for equilibrium demand-side r and y,

given P; the solution is shown
graphically as the intersection of

the I S and the L M curves in

Figure 14-3, which are the IQS

and L M curves from Figures

14-1 and 14-2, based on the initial

price level P .

As in Part II, we can derive the

economy's aggregate demand
curve by varying the price level

and observing the movement of

equilibrium demand-side y in

Figure 14-3. An increase in the

price level, we have seen, re-

duces real household net worth,

increasing desired saving at any

income level and rotating the

s + t line in Figure 14-1 down-
ward. This reduction in consumption demand shifts the IS curve to

the left, toward LS t in Figure 14-3. As we saw in the previous section,

a price level increase also shifts the LM curve left toward L,M, in

Figure 14-3 by reducing the supply of real balances. Thus, as prices

rise, both the IS and LM curves shift left in Figure 14-3, reducing the

equilibrium level of output.

This relationship between equilibrium demand-side output and
the price level is shown as the economy's demand curve D D in

Figure 14-4. As the price level rises from P to P
t consumption

demand is reduced directly due to the reduction in the real value of

assets— our analog to the Pigou effect. As should be apparent from
Figure 14-3, the drop in the real money supply, shifting LM left,

tends to raise interest rates. On the other hand, the drop in income
that follows the drop in consumer demand, shifting the IS curve left,

reduces the demand for money, tending to reduce interest rates.
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FIGURE 14-3 Equilibrium r and y on the demand side
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Thus, the price increase may
raise or lower interest rates, de-

pending on the relative sensi-

tivity to the interest rate of both

the supply of and the demand for

money, on the one hand, and of

consumer demand to real assets,

on the other.

With investment demand a

function of both real output and
the interest rate, i = i(r,y), the

leftward movement of the IS and
LM curves virtually assures a

decrease in investment demand
from one static equilibrium to the

next with the price level rising. The interest rate may rise or fall as P
rises from P to Pu but with the drop in income and output, the equi-

librium capital stock will drop, reducing replacement investment in

the new static equilibrium. There will also be a transitory negative

net investment to reduce the capital stock between equilibria.

The drop in consumption demand and investment demand follow-

ing an increase in the price level from P to Pj moves equilibrium

demand-side output from y to y x
in Figures 14-3 and 14-4. The

reduction in consumption demand will come fairly quickly, probably

within two to three quarters, certainly within a year, after the price

increase. The speed of reaction of consumer expenditure will prob-

ably be more rapid than this, since, as we saw in Chapter 10, expen-

diture must overadjust to bring consumption of durables into line.

The reduction in investment demand may come fairly rapidly as

firms react to excess capacity by cutting net investment to reduce

capital stock. After this transitory reduction of net investment,

which reduces equilibrium capital stock, is completed over the

period of perhaps one to two years, gross investment will rise to its

new replacement investment level ii = i(ru y l ), lower than the

initial i = i(r
, y ) level but higher than gross investment during the

transitory period of negative net investment.

Thus, the demand curve of Figure 14-4 reflects changes in equilib-

rium demand-side output due to the effect of price level changes on

both consumption and investment demand. An increase in the price

level from P to P
t
will bring a reduction in equilibrium demand-side

output from y to y x over a period of a year or two. Due to the transi-

tory drop in net investment demand, income may temporarily over-

shoot y x ; as gross investment revives, equilibrium demand-side output

will then rise to y A .



Labor Market Equilibrium

The supply-side equilibrium

conditions are the same as those

developed in Chapter 9, so we do

not have to discuss them in detail

here. Output y is linked to em-
ployment by the production

function

(7) y=y(N;K).

FIGURE 14-5 Labor market equilibrium
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The demand for labor by an in-

dividual firm sets employment at

the level at which the real wage
rate the employer pays equals the

marginal product of labor. In the

aggregate, this gives us a demand-for-labor function that can be
written as the wage employers will offer as a function of the price

level and the level of employment,

(8) W»=P-f(N); f <0.

Here f(N) can be thought of as the aggregate marginal product of

labor (MPL), so that (8) equates the MPL to the real wage w = WIP.

The labor demand function (8) is shown in Figure 14-5, given the

initial price level P .

On the supply side of the labor market we have the supply function

of Chapter 9 written as an equation giving the money wage along the

supply function,

(9) Ws =h(P,N); ^dh dh

dP' dN
> 0.

Here an increase in the price level raises wage demands, that is,

shifts the labor supply curve up in the W,N space. The labor supply

function (9) is also shown in Figure 14-5 at the initial price level P .

If dh/dP = in equation (8), that is, the supply wage depends only

on the level of employment, then we have the polar case of the pure
money-wage model of Chapter 8. If, on the other hand, the price

term enters the labor supply function multiplicatively, that is Ws =
P • g(N), then we have the other polar case of the pure real-wage

model of Chapter 7.

Equating the demand wage to the supply wage gives us the labor

market equilibrium condition

f(N)

N

(10) P-f(N) = h(P,N). 275
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For a given price level P , equation (10) can be solved for the equilib-

rium level of employment N . Since equilibrium employment is

defined as that level of N that equates Wd and Ws
, the equilibrium

N , along with P„, can be inserted into either equation (8) or (9) to

obtain the equilibrium money-wage rate. This solution of the labor

market equilibrium equation is shown graphically in Figure 14-5,

where the intersection of the supply and demand functions, at the

initial price P , gives equilibrium employment Na and wage rateW .

The Aggregate Supply Curve

We can derive the aggregate supply curve by changing the price

level in the labor market, Figure 14-5, and observing how supply-

side equilibrium output changes. With our general labor-supply

function W= h(P,N), an increase in the price level from P to Pi

shifts both the labor demand and labor supply curves up in Figure

14-5.

The price increase raises marginal revenue products for all firms,

so they all want to expand employment and will offer a higher wage to

attract workers. On the other

hand, the price increase reduces

the purchasing power of money
wages, and thus should raise

wage demands, shifting the labor

supply curve up. If labor supply

is less sensitive to price changes

than it is to wage changes, the

upward shift of the labor supply

function to h(P
}
,N) will be

smaller than the demand func-

tion shift to Pj -f(N), so that the

price increase from P to Pi will

raise equilibrium employment
from X to Nt in Figure 14-5.

The increase in equilibrium

employment from Figure 14-5 is

translated into a change in

supply-side equilibrium output

by the production function in

Figure 14-6. The increase of

employment from N to Nj raises

equilibrium output on the supply

side from y to y t
in Figure 14-6.

This, in turn, gives us the aggre-

gate supply curve of Figure 14-7.

The price increase from P to Pi

FIGURE 14-7 The aggregate supply

curve
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in Figure 14-5 raised equilibrium employment from N to N x . This

increase in employment yields an increase in supply-side equilib-

rium output from y to y x
in Figure 14-6, so that we have the supply

curve relationship between the price level and equilibrium output

on the supply side shown as S S in Figure 14-7. As P rises from P to

Pu supply-side output rises from y to y x .

In the polar real-wage labor-supply model, where W s = P g(N),

a price level increase would shift the labor supply and demand
functions up by the same amount in Figure 14-5, so that equilib-

rium employment remain unchanged. In this case the supply curve

of Figure 14-7 would be vertical. In the polar money-wage model, the

price increase would not shift the labor supply function at all, so that

the price increase from P to P x would raise employment to N2 in

Figure 14-5, raising equilibrium output on the supply side to y2 in

Figures 14-6 and 14-7. Thus, in the polar money-wage case the supply

function would be the flatter S 1 S 1 curve in Figure 14-7.
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FIGURE 14-8 Demand-supply equilibrium

Equilibrium in the Extended Model

In Figure 14-8 we bring together the demand curve of Figure 14-4

and the supply curve of Figure 14-7 to determine equilibrium price

and output, P„, ?/„. Given equilibrium P and y we can trace back

through the system to determine the equilibrium values of the other

variables.

On the supply side, y gives us equilibrium employment N
through the production function of Figure 14-6. With N and P

,

we can determine W in Figure 14-5. Going back on the demand
side, the equilibrium price level P gives us the position of the

I S curve in Figures 14-1 and 14-3. Combining equilibrium y
and the position of the IS curve

gives us equilibrium r in Figure

14-3. With r we can determine

the level of the money supply

M(r ), which, combined with P
,

fixes the position of the LM curve

at L M in Figure 14-3. Thus, the

four-equation system of the IS

equation (3), the LM equation (6),

the production function (7), and
the labor market equation (10)

give us the equilibrium values

of the key variables y, r, P, and N.

Given r we can determine the

value of M, and given N we can

determine the value of W. Next
we can briefly follow through the
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effects of a fiscal policy change in this system, focusing on the likely

timing effects suggested by the empirical work reviewed in Part III.

THE EFFECTS OF FISCAL POLICY CHANGES
As usual, a fiscal policy increase in government purchases g shifts

the IS curve in Figure 14-9 out to USi and shifts the economy's de-

mand curve in Figure 14-8 out to D^D
X

. The demand increase raises

equilibrium output demanded at the initial price level to y, in Fig-

ures 14-8 and 14-9 creating excess demand measured by i/, — y ,

which pulls the price level up.

FIGURE 14-9 Adjustment in the product and money markets

r
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Adjustment in the Labor Market

On the supply side of the economy, the excess demand and price

increase will shift the demand-for-labor curve up fairly rapidly,

toward P, -f(N) in Figure 14-10, so that employment and output

respond quickly to the increase in demand. The upward shift in

the labor supply curve toward h(Pu N), due to the workers perceiving



FIGURE 14-10 Adjustment in the labor market
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a cut in purchasing power
and as a result, raising wage de-

mands, will come more slowly

and with a lag. Thus, there is a

possibility of an overadjustment

of employment on the supply

side, with the price increase

initially raising employment
along the original h(P ,N) labor

supply curve to Nu Then, once

adjustment seems complete, the

labor supply will begin shifting

up toward h(PuN) tending to

reduce employment toward N2 in

Figure 14-10.

The Effect on Consumer Demand

The increase in income, on the demand side, should be reflected

fairly quickly in a rise in consumer demand. This is true especially

for consumer durables, as consumers increase purchases to adjust

their future stream of consumption of services from the durables

upward. The increase in consumer expenditure on nondurable

goods and on services should rise more gradually, over a period

of two quarters to a year. Thus, the increase in consumer demand
in response to the increase in income generated by the initial g
change should come fairly rapidly and be initially weighted toward

an increase in purchases of consumer durables.

The price rise generated by the excess demand shown in Figure

14-8 will reduce the real value of household net worth, tending

to increase saving and reduce consumption somewhat. The price

increase thus shifts the IS curve back from 7, Si toward I2 S 2 in Figure

14-9, partially offsetting the effects of the initial g increase.

The Effect on Investment Demand

If the increase in demand comes at a time when the economy is

operating near full capacity, perhaps above 85 percent on the Federal

Reserve index, investment demand should respond within two or

three quarters through the accelerator mechanism. This will bring a

spurt of net investment to increase the capital stock to a new equi-

librium level. Once this is completed, after a year or so, investment
demand should taper off toward the continuing replacement require-

ments of the larger capital stock. This level of investment demand
is represented in the static i = i(r,y) investment function, and is

reflected in the slope of the IS curves of Figure 14-9.

But the accelerator mechanism creates the likelihood of over-

/ h(P
1
,N)

h(P„,N)

Vf(N)

I

*P 'f(N)

N
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adjustment on the demand side. The g increase raises output. This

increase generates a spurt of net investment which further raises

output. This spurt of net investment could be represented by a further

temporary shift in the IS curve out beyond Z^j in Figure 14-9. Then
after a period of perhaps two years, investment demand will fall off to

replacement level, shifting the IS curve back down to IiS u or to I2 S 2

if the asset effect on consumer demand has taken hold.

Adjustment in the Money Market

The price rise generated by the excess demand shown in Figure

14-8, and the increase in income as y and N rise, both increase

the demand for money, pulling interest rates up. The interest rate

increase works to eliminate the excess demand in the money market

both by reducing demand — dmldr < — and by increasing the money
supply -M'(r) > 0.

The rise in interest rates due to the increase in transactions demand
following the increase in income and output, and the money supply

response to the interest rate increase, are both built into the slope of

the LM curve, as is shown in Figure 14-2. Thus, these money market
adjustments are represented in Figure 14-9 by the rise in r from r

along the initial LM curve L M .

The effect of the price increase, raising the demand for nominal

balances or reducing the supply of real balances, is reflected in a

leftward shift of the LM curve toward L
}
M^ in Figure 14-9. Thus, at

the initial price level P , equilibrium demand-side output rises to

iji as a result of the g increase. The subsequent price increase shifts

both IS and LM left, reducing equilibrium demand-side output to-

ward i/2 in Figure 14-9.

Demand and Supply in the New Equilibrium

The movement of demand-side equilibrium output back toward

y2 as the price level rises is shown as a movement along the new de-

mand curve D XD X
in Figure 14-8. At the same time, equilibrium

supply-side output is increasing with the increase in employment

toward N2 in Figure 14-10. This is represented by a movement
along the initial supply curve from y to y2 in Figure 14-8. The
price level continues to rise until excess demand is eliminated at

Pi,lh.

For a significant increase in g, movement from P
, y to Pu y2 might

take two or three years in the U.S. economy. As we have seen, it is

quite possible that the economy will overshoot the final y2 level,

both because of the net investment spurt that shifts IS temporarily

beyond ZjSj in Figure 14-9, and because of the lag in the shift of the

labor supply curve up toward h(Pu N). Thus, in reality we are likely

to see a cyclical movement from the initial y to the final y2 , with real

output first rising above y2 , then falling back to the final equilibrium.



This would be the case regardless of which policy instrument is used

to stimulate the economy.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MONETARY AND FISCAL
POLICY: MONETARISTS AND FISCALISTS

In the static model monetary policy affects the economy by shifting

the LM curve, and as a result, shifting the economy's demand curve.

Fiscal policy works by shifting the IS and demand curves. In the

model with labor supply written in the general form, W = h(P,N), the

economy's supply curve has a positive slope, so that a shift of the

demand curve changes the level of output.

In the classical real-wage model, with labor supply written as

W—P- g(N), the economy's supply curve is vertical. In this case fiscal

policy changes affect the allocation of total output, by changing the

price level and the interest rate. Monetary policy changes affect only

the price level, leaving the interest rate and composition of output

unchanged. Thus, in the real wage model both monetary and fiscal

policies affect the price level and nominal GNP, Y = P y. In addition,

fiscal policy changes affect the composition of output.

A different distinction has been drawn in the economics litera-

ture recently, with seemingly increasing sharpness, concerning the

relative effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policies. On one side of

this distinction is a group of economists generally known as mone-
tarists, whose position, taken to an extreme, seems to be that as be-

tween aggregate fiscal and monetary policies, only monetary policy

can affect the level of nominal GNP, with real output y generally

being determined in the real wage labor market. On the other side

is a group recently dubbed by David Fand as the fiscalists. Their

position, taken to a yet further extreme than that of the monetarists,

seems to be that only fiscal policy can affect the level of real GNP,
with the price level being determined more or less exogenously.

The difference between the two views lies in differing estimates of

two key elasticities in our static model. The fiscalist position, which
generally tends to be imputed by monetarists to no one economist
in particular, is that the interest elasticity of investment demand is

very small, or even zero, in the short run. This makes the IS curve
vertical, so that changes in monetary policy shift the LM curve along
the vertical IS curve, changing r but not y. A change in a fiscal policy

variable, however, will shift the vertical IS curve, changing y. The
monetarist position is that the interest elasticities of the demand for

and supply of money are zero, so that the LM curve is vertical. In this

case fiscal policy changes the composition, but not the level ofnational

output, while monetary policy, shifting a vertical LM curve, can
change the level of output.

Both positions can thus be viewed as special cases of our static
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model with certain elasticities set at zero. The empirical estimates

of these elasticities mentioned in Chapters 12 to 14, all definitely not

zero, suggest that neither special case is, in fact, very relevant to

actual economic conditions. But it will be useful to develop these two
models a bit more thoroughly in the next two subsections. This will

give the reader a fuller insight into the analysis behind what is bound
to be a continuing— although increasingly empty — controversy in

the public press between the two extreme positions, and the models

do serve as extreme cases in the analysis of the relative effectiveness

of monetary and fiscal policies.

The Fiscalist Model

The fiscalist model takes us back essentially to the simple multi-

pliers of Chapter 3. There we assumed that investment demand is

given exogenously. Then given any level of investment and a stable

relationship between consumer expenditure and income, it is changes

in government purchases g, or tax rates f, that change real output.

This is the extreme fiscalist position. It is very hard to find an econo-

mist who actually holds this view; rather it is by now more the straw

man set up by the monetarists in public debate. The fiscalist position

is frequently called Keynesian by its opponents. This seems to be not

so much because Keynes held this simplistic view, but more because

the simple multiplier analysis, which accords literally no role to

monetary policy, was the way the introductory texts introduced

Keynes' analysis of income determination to the public. It should be

clear that, at any rate, this author regards the fiscalist position as a

mildly interesting, if improbable, extreme case of the general static

model and a handy straw man for attack in debate by the monetarist

view, not a position actually taken seriously by any practicing econo-

mist. With this preamble, let us proceed to the analysis.

Suppose investment demand is given exogenously in the product

market equilibrium condition,

(11) y = c(y-t(y),p)+ i+g.

Here tax revenue depends on the level of real income, and con-

sumption and saving depend on disposable income and real house-

hold net worth. For any given /', g, tax schedule, and level of real

assets, equation (11) determines the level of y independendy of

the money market. Determination of the level of y in the fiscalist

model is shown in Figure 14-11, which should be familiar from

Chapters 3 and 4.

For a given initial price level P , the saving function is fixed as

s(AIP ), and equilibrium income is y in Figure 14-11. An increase



in the price level to P, reduces

real household net worth, in-

creasing desired saving at any

given level of income. This shifts

the saving function up to s(AIPi),

and reduces equilibrium y to yt .

To translate this into an IS curve

in r,y space, we notice that, for

any given price level, equilib-

rium y is determined indepen-

dently of the interest rate. Thus,

with P = P
, y = t/o at any interest

rate, and the IS curve is the

vertical I S curve of Figure

14-12.

The demand side of the fiscal-

ist model can be completed by
adding the usual money market

equilibrium condition,

(12)
M(r) — m(r, ?/)

»

which gives us the initial L M
curve in Figure 14-12 at the initial

price level P . The product mar-

ket equation (11) determines y >

given P . The money market equa-
tion (12) then determines r , as

is shown in Figure 14-12. If the

price level rises, the IS curve

shifts left due to the real asset effect on the consumption function,

toward ZiSi which is vertical at the y x
level in Figures 14-11 and

14-12. At the same time the price increase shifts LM left toward

L
x
Mu giving a new equilibrium ru
The economy's demand curve, in the fiscalist model, can be

derived from either Figure 14-11 or Figure 14-12. A price increase

reduces real assets, increasing saving and reducing consumer expen-

diture and real income. This gives us the negatively sloped demand
curve DQD in Figure 14-13. This can be confronted by the aggregate

supply curve of our general static model, S S , or of the classical real-

wage model, S t Su to determine equilibrium P ,y - Given P and y , we
can determine r from the LM equation, as shown in Figure 14-12.

What are the effects of policy in this model? An increase in g or 283
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a cut in t will shift the IS curve

to the right in Figure 14-12

and the demand curve to the

right to D2D2 in Figure 14-13. If

the labor market follows our

general W = h(P, N) case, real

output will rise to ty2 and the price

level will rise to P2 along the

S S supply curve in Figure

14-13. If the labor market follows

the classical real-wage case, out-

put will not change, although its

composition will, and the price

level will rise to P3 .

On the other hand, an M in-

crease in this model will shift only

the LM curve in Figure 14-12,

with no shift of the demand curve

in Figure 14-13. There is no effect on either the price level or output;

the shift of the LAI curve will reduce interest rates, but since invest-

ment demand is not sensitive to interest rate changes, there is no
effect on demand or the price level.

Thus, the fiscalist view cuts the link between monetary policy and
the rest of the economy, including the price level, by assuming that

investment demand does not respond to interest rate changes. In

general, the empirical studies reviewed in Chapter 10 do not support

this assumption. Business investment responds to a change in the cost

of capital within a year, and residential construction activity responds

even more quickly. The extreme fiscalist model may be relevant in

deep depression conditions, with expected returns from investment

sufficiently depressed that a reduction in the cost of capital will have

no effect on investment. But it does not seem particularly relevant in

an economy operating fairly near full employment.

The Monetarist Model

The fiscalist model made the product market the sole determinant

of equilibrium demand-side output by assuming that investment

demand is insensitive to interest rate changes, so that the IS curve

is vertical. The monetarist model assumes that the demand for money
is insensitive to interest rate changes, making the LAI curve vertical.

The demand-for-money function of Chapter 11 can be written as

(13) Md =P-m(r,y).

If the elasticity of demand for real balances with respect to real in-



come is about one, we can write (13) in Friedman's quantity-theory

form,

(14) Md =P-yk(r).

Frequently this demand-for-money equation is written to include the

income velocity of money, v(r), which is the inverse of k(r) in equation

(14),

1
(15) M d=Py

v(rY

The monetarist model assumes that the demand for money is

insensitive to changes in the interest rate. This means that k(r) in

(14), and the income velocity v, are not really functions of r, so that

the demand function can be written as

(16)
pM d =P- »/•- = - y,

V V

with a fixed income velocity v. With the money supply given exo-

genously as M s = M, the money market equilibrium condition in the

monetarist model can be written as
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(17) M = -.y.

FIGURE 14-14 Income determination in the monetarist model

Md,M s

For a given initial price level P , this equation determines equi-

librium y as a function of M, with

no reference to the product mar-

ket equilibrium condition. This is

shown in Figure 14-14, which is

analogous to Figure 14-11 which
shows product market equi-

librium in the fiscalist model. At
the initial price level P , the

demand for money is given by
(P lv)y, and demand equals

supply at y . An increase in the

price level to P
x shifts the de-

mand for money up to (PJv)y in

Figure 14-14, reducing equi-

librium y to «/i.

To translate this into an LM
curve in r,y space, note that,

given M and P , equilibrium y is

determined in the money market



FIGURE 14-15 IS and LAI in the monetarist model

FIGUBE 14-16

P

independently of the interest

rate. At P„, y = (/„ in Figure 14-14

at any interest rate level, and the

LM curve is the vertical L M
line in Figure 14-15. To complete

the demand side of the mone-
tarist model, we can add the

usual /„S curve with initial price

level P . In this case, the IS curve

serves to determine the interest

rate r , with r/„ fixed in the

money market.

A price level increase from P
to P, reduces money market

equilibrium y to y x in Figure

14-14, shifting the vertical LM
curve to L

x
M

t
in Figure 14-15. This relationship between P and

y in Figures 14-14 and 14-15 gives us the normal negatively sloped

demand curve of Figure 14-16, D D . The price increase, of course,

also shifts the IS curve left to 7
1
S 1 in Figure 14-15. This affects the

interest rate, but not the level of income, in the monetarist model.

Again, we can confront the demand curve D D in Figure 14-16

with the supply curve — either S S in the general model or S^ in the

polar real-wage case. The intersection of the demand and supply

curves determines equilibrium P ,y , and y can be traced back to

the ISLM diagram of Figure 14-15 to determine r .

In this model, of course, the

implications of policy changes in

the fiscal instruments g or t or in

the money supply M are just

reversed from the fiscalist model.

An increase in g or a cut in t will

shift the IS curve up in Figure

14-15, but leave the vertical LqM
curve unchanged. There is no

change in equilibrium demand-
side y, so no shift of the demand
curve in Figure 14-16. The up-

ward shift of the IS curve in

Figure 14-15 raises interest rates,

reducing investment enough to

just offset the g increase or the

policy-induced consumer expen-

diture increase. Thus, in the

monetarist model, a fiscal policy

Demand and supply in the monetarist model



change alters the composition of final output but leaves both equilib-

rium P and y unchanged. This result occurs whether the economy's

supply curve is positively sloped or vertical.

The monetarist model is not the same as the classical real-wage

model. The monetarist result of no change in P or y with a fiscal policy

change holds in both the real wage and money wage models. On the

other hand, in the classical real-wage model with a normal negative

interest-elasticity of demand for money, a fiscal policy change affects

P but not y.

An increase in the money supply M will shift the vertical LM curve

of Figure 14-15 out in the monetarist model. This will shift the

demand curve of Figure 14-16 out to D2D2 . If the labor supply follows

our general model W = h(g,N), the price level and output will rise

along the S S curve to P2,\h- On the other hand, if the classical real-

wage model holds, y will remain at y and P will rise to P3 . Thus, in

the monetarist model, an increase in M will raise nominal GNP,
P • y. Whether the increase is all in P or is split between P and y

depends on the labor market assumption.

In the fiscalist model, the results of fiscal policy changes are about

the same as in the general static model, but the assumption that the

interest-elasticity of investment is zero cuts off any effect of changes

in M in P or y. Similarly, in the monetarist model the effects of M
changes are about the same as in the general model, but the assump-

tion that the demand for, and supply of, money are insensitive to

interest rate changes cuts off any effect of g or t changes on P or y.

Again, the monetarist model is an extreme special case of our

general static model with the interest-elasticity ofdemand for money,
and also of the supply of money, for that matter, set at zero. Empirical

studies of the money supply and demand functions suggest that this

assumption is not generally correct. At very high interest rates where
almost the entire money stock is used for transactions purposes, that

is, velocity is near a technical maximum, the monetarist model would
be relevant as a special case. But in general the interest-elasticity of

the excess demand for money —demand less supply — may be around
—0.7 measured over three quarters, so that the strict monetarist model
also will not generally hold.
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The Effectiveness ofMonetary and Fiscal Policy

The monetarist and fiscalist models are two extreme cases of our

general static model. In the monetarist case the economy is operating

in the near-vertical section of the LM curve, at r
, y in Figure 14-17.

In that case the limit on output is the transactions need for money.
An attempt to increase output by, for example, raising g and shifting

the IS curve up will just raise interest rates and reduce investment
demand. If we write the monetarist's money market equilibrium



FIGURE 14-17 Monetarist and fiscalist poles

of the general model

condition (17) as

(18) P y Y = vM,

we see that in this case nominal
GXP is limited by the money
supply; with interest rates very
high, speculative balances have
been reduced to a minimum,
and velocity o is at a technical

maximum. Thus, to change
nominal GXP a change in M is

required.

In the fiscalist case with the

ZxSx curve in Figure 14-17 nearly

vertical and interest rates low,

the limit on output is aggregate

demand. With interest rates

extremely low, an increase in the money supply won't reduce them
much —LM is flat— and even if interest rates were to fall, investment

demand wouldn't rise because of depressed expectations. In this

case, it is an increase in g or a cut in f, shifting IS to the right, that

will raise both real and nominal GXP.
Thus, the fiscalist model might be relevant in predicting changes

in GXP when the economy is very slack—when interest rates are low
and unemployment is high. But in an economy with a very high level

of both capital and labor utilization and high interest rates, the money
supply will be the restraining factor and the monetarist model might

be the best predictor of GXP movements. But neither model will be

applicable in general in an economy operating near full employment.
Both key interest elasticities will then be nonzero, money will matter,

and so will fiscal policy. How much each will matter will depend on
the exact situation. The economist trying to forecast GXP changes or

to simulate the effects of policy changes needs a model that includes

both the IS and the LM sectors — both monetary' and fiscal vari-

ables—not a simple polar-case model that will be wrong most of the

time.
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TAX RATE CHANGES AND
THE BUDGET DEFICIT

The two remaining topics in this chapter are first, the relationship

between tax rate changes, or fiscal policy changes in general, and

changes in the budget deficit; and second, whether, and how, it

matters hoic the deficit is financed. The question of whether a tax



cut increases or decreases the deficit is closely connected to the last 289

section of the preceding chapter; the answer is that it depends on Monetary and

where the economy is on the LM curve. Fiscal Policy
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(19) T=tY=tPy,

where t is, as usual, the tax rate. A permanent tax cut— a reduction in

t— tends to raise nominal GNP, Y, in both the real wage and money
wage models, and in the general static model it will raise both P and y.

Thus, widi t falling and P and y rising, the effect on revenues T is not

clear. And if government purchases are set at G = P • g, it is not

clear then whether the deficit,

(20) D = G-T,

will rise or fall with a tax cut.

From equation (19) it is clear that the larger the rise in y resulting

from a given tax cut, the higher is the probability of T rising instead

of falling, so that the deficit is reduced by the tax cut. But the increase

in y depends on the initial conditions in the economy.

Figure 14-18 (p. 290) shows the effect of a tax cut of a given magni-

tude, causing an upward shift of the 7 S curve to Z^,. This increase

raises equilibrium y from y to y x . The first thing to notice is that if the

initial IS curve had been flatter than 7 S — like the dashed IS curves

in Figure 14-18 — the y increase would have been smaller— to y2

instead of yt . Thus, the flatter the IS curve, the smaller the increase

in y resulting from a given tax cut. Since the expression for the slope

of the IS curve always has a term di/dr in the denominator, the bigger

this term — the larger the interest elasticity of investment— the

smaller the increase in y. Second, if the LM curve at the initial y
point had been steeper— like the dashed LM curve in Figure 14-18 —
the increase in y would have also been smaller— to y3 instead of f/i.

Thus, the steeper the LM curve, that is, the greater the r increase

needed to maintain money market equilibrium with a given y in-

crease, the smaller the equilibrium y increase. A tax cut, raising

income, raises interest rates along the LM curve, and this increase

tends to reduce investment demand, limiting the income increase.

The more interest rates rise, and the more sensitive investment

demand is to interest rates, the smaller the income increase will be.

This can be made more explicit by going back to the tax rate multi-

plier of Chapter 4. Holding the price level P constant, from the tax

revenue equation (19) we have

dT=P- [tdy+ydt],
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so that

dt
r f

di
+y

If tax revenue T is to rise with a tax cut, dTldt must be negative. The
only way this is possible is if t{dyldt) + y is negative, since P is

positive. Thus, we have for the condition under which a tax cut will

increase revenue,

(21) §<0 if $+V<0.

The next step is to obtain the tax rate multiplier dyldt. To simplify

the problem without changing the qualitative results much, we can

hold prices constant and thus leave the asset term out of the con-

sumption function, and also assume M is fixed at M by the Fed.

The product market equilibrium condition is then

(22) y = c(y-ty) + i(r,y) + g.



Totally differentiating (22), holding g constant, we have

dy=c' (dy-tdy-ydt)+-£dr+j±dy

and

(23) dy l-c'(l-t)-
dy

= —dr— c'ydt.
dr

The money market equilibrium condition is

(24) ^=m = m(r,y)~Kr)+ k(y).

Differentiation, holding m constant, gives us

0= I'dr+k'dy and dr = —jydy.

Substitution of this term, the change in r with a given change in y

along LM, back into equation (23) for dr, yields,
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(25) dy l-c'(l-f)-^-
dy fr\-vdy)-c'ydt,

so that the tax rate multiplier is given by

-c'y
(26) f =

i- C'(i-*)-f!+!i.£
dy dr I

The last term in the denominator is positive; it gives the reduction in

investment due to the increase in interest rates along the LM curve.

Substituting this expression for the tax rate multiplier back into the

inequality shown in (21), we see that for dTjdt < 0,

tc'y

i '/i *\ di di k
l- c{1 - t)

-dy-+d-rV

7+!/<0.

Subtracting y from both sides of the inequality and then dividing by
—y and reversing the inequality, we have

tc'

1 — C +tC —~ h- 77
dy dr I

7> 1
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and
di

,
di k'

tc' > l-c'+ tc'--—r— jr.
d y dr l

Next, subtracting tc' from both sides gives us

. di
,
di k' nl-C'-T- + T- --JT < 0,

dy dr I

or

(27) C+Ty-Y/T >l for
dF
<0 -

The term (dildy)—[(dildr) • (k'll')] is the net change in investment

from one equilibrium point to another. Thus, the condition for a tax

cut leading to an increase in tax revenue is that the marginal propen-

sity to consume plus the net marginal propensity to invest, including

the effect of the endogenous interest rate change along LM, is greater

than one. The MFC in this case is out of disposable income, not gross

income, since we began by defining consumption as a function of

disposable income, c = c(y~ ty), and c' is the slope of this function.

The fact that tax revenue may increase with a decrease in tax rates

does not imply an unstable situation, as might appear to be the case

at first glance. The MFC out of disposable income is about 0.9, while

the MFC out of gross income is only about 0.6. Thus, ifthe net marginal

propensity to invest, (dildy)— [(di/dr) (k'll')], is between 0.1 and 0.4,

dTldt can be negative and the IS curve can still have a negative slope.

With total investment running about 20 percent of GNP, dildy may be
about 0.2, so in fact the condition for dTldt < may frequently be on
the border line of being met in the U.S.

The last term in inequality (27), (di/dr) • (k' IV), gives the effect on

investment resulting from an expansionary fiscal policy raising in-

terest rates along the LM curve, k' IV is the slope of the LM curve— the

increase in r that will maintain money market equilibrium with a

given increase in y— and dildr converts this into a drop in i.

If the economy is operating at a point where the LM curve is very

flat, the term k' IV will be very small — if the LM curve is perfectly

flat, this term will be zero. In this case a reduction in tax rates is

likely to bring about an increase in tax revenue, since the term

(di/dr) (k' IV) will not detract significantly from the positive value

of c' + dildy. On the other hand, if the economy is operating where the

LM curve is steep, k'IV is likely to be large, and an increase in tax

revenue is not likely to result from a cut in tax rates.

Thus, a tax rate decrease is the more likely to increase tax revenue

the more slack the economy is when taxes are cut. That is, if interest

rates are relatively low and the LM curve is flat at the initial equilib-



rium, when tax rates are cut the interest rate effect of the tax cut is

likely to be low, investment will rise, and the income increase will

outweigh the tax rate cut and increase T, reducing the budget deficit.

FISCAL STIMULUS AND DEFICIT FINANCING
The last topic we will cover in this chapter is the question of how

the method of financing a budget deficit affects its expansionary effect.

Here we follow the analysis in a Council of Economic Advisers'

memorandum reprinted by Smith and Teigen.

Suppose a tax cut is used to stimulate the economy at a time when
interest rates are fairly high, but substantial excess capacity and
unemployment exist. In this case, the LM curve is likely to be fairly

steep, and the marginal propensity to invest di/dy is likely to be
fairly low due to excess capacity, so the tax cut will increase the

federal budget deficit.

Deficit Financing and the LM Curve

The tax cut and the attendant increase in the deficit have two
major stimulative effects. First, the tax cut obviously directly increases

disposable income. Second, if the deficit is increased, there is an

increase in net private-sector financial assets. This follows from the

equilibrium condition of Chapter 3,

(28) I+G = S + T,

which can be rewritten as
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(29) G-T=S-1.

The left side of (29), G — T, is the government deficit. If a tax cut re-

duces T, it increases the deficit, and thus must increase net private

saving, S — I. This increase in net private saving is the increase in

private-sector financial assets cor-

responding to the public-sector

increase in liabilities due to the

deficit.

The stimulative effect of the

tax cut and deficit increase, per
se, is represented by the upward
shift of the IS curve from I S to

I
i S l in Figure 14-19. Obviously,

the expansionary effect of the

shift in the IS curve will depend
on whether the LM curve stays

FIGURE 14-19 Deficit financing

;md shifts of the LM curve
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at L M , or shifts to the right along with IS. The movement of the

LM curve in this case depends on how the deficit is financed. If the

financing technique does not increase reserves provided to the com-
mercial banking system by the Fed, it does not increase the money
supply and the LM curve remains at L M . If additional reserves are

created, the money supply increases and the LM shifts right, adding
to the expansionary effect of the deficit.

Methods ofFinancing the Deficit

The Treasury has essentially four ways to finance an increase in

the deficit. As we saw earlier, each of these ways must end up in-

creasing net financial assets in the private sector by the amount of

the deficit.

First, the Treasury can draw down its demand deposits — checking

account balances — at the commercial banks. This directly transfers

ownership of part of the money supply to the public, increasing the

public's net financial assets, but does not change reserves, and leaves

LM at L M .

Second, the Treasury can sell bonds to the nonbank public. This

does not affect reserves and thus leaves the LM curve unshifted.

When the Treasury spends the proceeds of the bond issue, it restores

the public's holdings of money, which results in an increase in the

public's net financial assets by the amount of the bond sale.

Third, the Treasury can sell bonds to the commercial banks. This

operation, in itself, does not change reserves and thus leaves the

LM curve unshifted. To make room in their asset portfolios for the

additional government securities, the banks will have to reduce

lending to the private sector.

These three financing techniques all involve no change in reserves

and thus leave the LM curve unshifted at L M in Figure 14-19. As a

result, the upward IS shift tightens the money and credit markets.

In the first case, income and output are raised with no increase in the

money supply, creating excess demand for money which raises

interest rates along L M in Figure 14-19. In the second case, the

increased supply of bonds by the Treasury depresses bond prices,

raising interest rates initially in the bond market. This leaves the

public with more bonds and less money than they want to hold, so

their demand for money rises and interest rates rise in the money
market along L M . In the third case, the commercial banks must sell

other assets — say corporate bonds — to make room for additional

government securities. This pushes up interest rates on bonds, and

again leads to a rise in money market rates along L M . The key fact

about each of these three cases is that reserves are unchanged and

the LM curve is not shifted, so that the increase in interest rates along

L M tends to reduce investment demand, partially offsetting the

stimulative effect of the IS shift.



The fourth way the Treasury could finance the deficit is by selling

bonds to the Federal Reserve System in exchange for deposits at the

Fed. The Treasury then would spend these funds by transferring

ownership of the deposits to the public, who would then transfer

them to their banks in exchange for a demand deposit at the bank.

Thus, the ownership of the deposits at the Fed would find its way to

the commercial banks. These deposits would then become additional

reserves to the banks, and the money supply could expand by a

multiple of the reserve increase.

This fourth case, then, increases the reserve base and the money
supply by transferring ownership of deposits at the Fed from the

Treasury to the commercial banking system. This is represented by

an outward shift of the LM curve toward LtMi in Figure 14-19. The
money supply increase reinforces the expansionary effect of the tax

cut by holding interest rates down, preventing the offsetting drop in

investment demand.
The procedure of financing a deficit by selling bonds to the mone-

tary' authority is frequently referred to as monetization of the debt.

If we view the Treasury and the Fed as one unit, it is apparent in

this case that the Treasury is financing the deficit by creating deposits

on the central bank, that is, by printing money. The deficit in this

case is financed by additional money creation.
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Summary on Deficit Financing

If a deficit is financed by selling bonds to the nonbank public, or

by selling bonds to commercial banks with no new creation of re-

serves, the effect is to tighten the money market and raise interest

rates. This partially offsets the expansionary effect of the increase in

the deficit by reducing investment. If, on the other hand, the deficit

is financed through a creation by the central bank of additional

reserves, expanding the money supply, there will be no tightening

of the money market and thus no offset to the expansionary effect of

the deficit increase. The former case amounts to a shift of the IS

curve along a fixed LM. The latter shifts LM out by increasing M.

In reality, none of these "clean" cases is likely to appear. Any
given increase in the deficit is likely to be financed by a mixture of

these methods. The Treasury, for example, may sell bonds to the

public and to the commercial banks on the New York market. If the

money market is already tight and interest rates are high, the Fed
may decide to prevent them from rising by buying some of the bonds.

By buying the bonds, the Fed provides reserves through what is

essentially an open market operation to keep interest rates down.
Thus, in this case the Fed adds to the reserve base, shifting LM out

and monetizing at least part of the deficit, through its normal open
market operations.

Even in these mixed cases, however, the policy changes can be
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broken down into a decision by the Administration to change the

degree of fiscal stimulus in the economy, shifting the IS curve, and
a decision by the independent Fed to either allow interest rates to

change along the LM curve by holding reserves constant, or to hold

interest rates more or less constant by open-market operations that

shift the LM curve and reinforce the effect of the fiscal decision.
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15
The Foreign Sector
and the Balance
of Payments

Up to this point we have ignored the foreign sector of the economy,
essentially developing the theory of income determination in a closed

economy. In this chapter we briefly sketch the relationship between
the foreign sector and the domestic economy, beginning with a dis-

cussion of how domestic developments affect the balance of payments,

and then shifting the focus to the feedback of the foreign sector onto

determination of the equilibrium level of income, the price level, and
the interest rate. While the U.S. economy is not particularly sensitive

to foreign economic developments due to the small size of its foreign

sector— gross exports of goods and services were S63 billion in a

GNP of S974 billion in 1970—many smaller and more open industrial

economies such as those of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands

are very sensitive to external developments. Thus, there is an obvious

benefit to be gained by extending our discussion of income determina-

tion to include the foreign sector in terms of understanding macro-

economic developments in most of the industrialized world outside

the United States. The cost of such an extension is low, since the for-

eign sector can be fitted into the IS-LM apparatus very conveniently,

and, it is to be hoped, interestingly.

The international balance of payments is divided into two major
accounts. The current account records income from the sale of

currently produced goods and of services such as shipping, insur-

ance, transportation of foreign tourists on U.S. airlines, and the use

of U.S. technology and capital abroad. Income from provision of these

capital services comes in the form of royalties and investment income.
Total receipts for these sales of currently produced goods and ser- 297
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vices appear as exports, X, in the National Income and Product
Accounts. The current account also records payments for the import
of similar goods and services from abroad. These appear as imports,

M, in the National Income Accounts. Thus, the net exports term X — M
in the GNP identity,

(1) GNP = Y=C + I + G + (X-M),

from Chapter 2 is the current account balance in the balance of pay-

ments. It measures net receipts from the sale of currently produced
U.S. goods and services abroad less payments for U.S. purchases of

foreign-produced goods and services.

The second major account in the balance of payments is the capital

account. This account measures the flow of funds from the U.S. to

purchase assets from foreigners — U.S. firms' purchases of plant and
equipment in Europe, U.S. investors purchasing stocks and bonds
from foreigners, and so on — and the flow of funds into the U.S. as

foreigners purchase assets here. The balance on capital account

measures the net outflow of funds to purchase assets abroad. This has

no direct relation to GNP, since the capital account involves asset

transfers, not current production.

There is a minor third account in the balance of payments — net

transfer payments to foreigners. This includes transfers by the

private sector, Rf in Chapter 2, and government transfers such as

AID grants and government pension payments to foreign citizens.

These government transfers are in the T component of the GNP
identity,

(2) C + I + G + (X-M) = GNP = C + S + T+R,.

The reader will recall from Chapter 2 that in computing T, we sub-

tracted transfer, interest, and subsidy payments to U.S. citizens from

gross tax receipts. Thus, government transfers to foreigners are in-

cluded in T as taxes collected but are neither spent on purchases of

currently produced goods and services, G, nor returned to the U.S.

income stream as transfer, interest, or subsidy payments.

The balance-of-payments surplus B is then net exports less the net

private capital outflow F, less net transfers to foreigners R,

(3) B = (X-M)-F-R,

where R is total government transfers plus private transfers, Rf

in (2). Equation (3) defines roughly what is called officially the

"Balance on Official Reserve Transactions Basis" in the U.S. balance-

of-payments statistics. This is the net change in the country's official



reserve position as a result of the transactions on the right-hand side

of (3).

The interaction between the foreign and domestic sectors of the

economy, as described in this chapter, goes roughly as follows.

Exports enter the product market equilibrium condition, the IS equa-

tion, in about the same way as government purchases G — as exogen-

ous expenditures for U.S. output. One difference is that exports should

depend on the U.S. price level. As U.S. prices go up — holding foreign

prices constant— U.S. exports should fall. Imports enter the IS equa-

tion in about the same way as saving or tax receipts — as withdrawals

from the domestic income stream. Imports should rise with income
and with an increase in U.S. prices relative to foreign prices. In the

first section of this chapter we will build these relationships into the

IS equation.

The capital account net outflow should depend on the level of U.S.

interest rates, holding foreign rates constant. Combining the relation-

ship of the current account, X — M, to the level of income — d(X — M)l
dY < — and the net outflow of capital to the interest rate — dF/dr <
—we will, in the second section of this chapter, locate a line in the r,y

space along which the balance-of-payments surplus B = in equation

(3), that is, a balance-of-payments equilibrium line. The position of

an internal equilibrium r ,yQ point relative to the B — line will tell

us whether at that r ,y point the economy is running a balance of

payments surplus or deficit.

In the third section we will develop the feedback of the surplus or

deficit on the domestic economy through the money supply. A balance-

of-payments surplus, for instance, adds reserves to the banking
system, increasing the money supply and shifting the LM curve right.

The system will not really be in equilibrium until the LM curve stops

shifting and B = 0.

Next we will look at the actual techniques used to maintain balance-

of-payments equilibrium in recent years. Countries have used at

times monetary and fiscal policy to maintain balance-of-payments

equilibrium. This means, in our terms, moving the IS-LM inter-

section onto the B = line. On the other hand, if this involves reduc-

ing real output or raising interest rates beyond politically acceptable

limits, countries have shifted the B = line by various means —
import taxes, capital outflow taxes, import quotas, and so on — and also

occasionally changed exchange rates to change the price relationship

between foreign and domestic goods.

In the fifth section of this chapter we will look further into this

obvious way to maintain balance-of-payments equilibrium by fre-

quently— or even continually — changing the exchange rate to move the

B = line to the IS-LM intersection. Here the balance-of-payments
equation (3) can be reinterpreted as a fourth equilibrium condition —
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supply equals demand in the foreign exchange market— in our

multimarket static equilibrium model. Finally we will conclude

with some comments on how the balance-of-payments adjustment

mechanism is likely to develop in the 1970s. We can begin by intro-

ducing the foreign sector into the product market equilibrium

condition, the IS equation.

THE CURRENT ACCOUNT AND PRODUCT
MARKET EQUILIRRIUM

Exports will enter the product market equilibrium equation in a

way analogous to government purchases; imports enter in a way
similar to saving. For a given level of aggregate foreign demand and

prices, real exports x will depend on the U.S. price level P and the

exchange rate p, which is measured in units of foreign currency per

dollar. The foreign price of U.S. goods is given by Pf = P • p. If the

price of 1 U.S. dollar is 5 French francs so that p = 5, a good that sells

for $10 will sell for 50 F. Thus, for a given level of foreign demand
and prices, our export function can be written as

(4) x = x{P,p).

An increase in either the U.S. price P or the exchange rate p will

raise the foreign price of U.S. goods and reduce exports; thus dx/dP

and dxldp are both negative.

Imports m will depend on the U.S. level of income (/, the exchange

rate p which translates foreign prices into U.S. prices, and the price

of competing U.S. goods P. An increase in the exchange rate p will

reduce the U.S. price of foreign goods at a given foreign price level,

tending to increase imports. An increase in the U.S. price level P

will raise the price of U.S. goods that compete with imports, also

tending to raise m. Thus, the import function is

(5) m= m(y,P,p).

Here dm/dy, dmldP, and dm/dp are all positive.

Product Market Equilibrium

We can now expand the product market equilibrium condition to

include the foreign sector:

(6a) c+ i+g+x—m = c+s+t+rf,

or

(6b) i + g + x = s + t+ m + rf .



Since we might expect private transfer payments to foreigners rf to

rise with income, we can merge the r> term in (6) into the import

term to write the IS equilibrium equation as

(7) i(r) + g + 1( P, p )
= *(?/- f ( ?/), pi + f ( y) + m( y, P, p

)
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Here foreign purchases of U.S. goods x inject income into the income

stream, and U.S. imports m withdraw income. To keep the analysis

as uncomplicated as possible and still get the basic qualitative points

across, we will leave ij out of the investment function. Inclusion of it

would just flatten the IS curve somewhat.

The product market equilibrium condition (7) is shown for a given

exchange rate and initial price level P as the 7 S curve in the four-

quadrant diagram of Figure 15-1. In the southeast quadrant m(P ) has

been added to the s+ t function; in the northwest quadrant x(P ) has

been added to the i + g function.

An exogenous increase in exports due, say, to a general increase in

foreign demand, will increase x(P ) and shift the IS curve out to the

right in Figure 15-1. An exogenous upward shift in the import func-

tion due, say, to a change in consumer tastes between U.S. and
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European autos, will rotate the s + t—m function downward and
shift the IS curve left in Figure 15-1.

The slope of the IS curve can be derived by differentiating the

equilibrium condition (7) holding p, P, and g constant. Totally

differentiating (7), we have

and

'^ra^-^^''^^

(8) dr

dy

ds . ,. dm
d(y-t(y))'

{l ~ t} f
Jy~

is

The slope of the import function has been added to the numerator of

(7), making the IS curve steeper than the closed-economy IS curve. A
drop in the interest rate r will stimulate investment and raise y
through the multiplier process, but the increase in y will be smaller
in the open economy than in the closed economy due to the import
leakage. This can be seen in the Chapter 3 simple multiplier expres-

sion for a change in gthat we can obtain by differentiating (7) holding
i(r) constant:

dy= 1

d.S

d(y-t(y))
(l-t') + t' + om

dy

dg.

Inclusion oidmldy reduces the value of the simple multiplier.

The Effect ofa Price Change on the IS Curve

An increase in the domestic price level P from P to Pi increases

both saving— through the real balance effect— and imports, rotating

the s + t+ m line down in Figure 15-1. The price increase also shifts

the i + g+ x function in Figure 15-1 to the right as exports are reduced.

All of these effects work to shift the IS curve to the left toward I t Si in

Figure 15-1. The price increase reduces domestic income-related

spending both by increasing saving to restore real assets and by re-

directing expenditures to imports, which become relatively cheaper.

It also reduces exports — spending on domestic output by foreigners —
by making foreign goods relatively cheaper. This reduces the equi-

librium income that goes with any given i(r) + g, shifting IS left.

An increase in the exchange rate will have the same effect on ex-

ports and imports as a P increase, but will not directly affect saving.

Thus, a 10 percent exchange rate increase will shift the IS curve to

the left a little less than a 10 percent increase in domestic prices

relative to foreign prices.

The modified IS curve of Figure 15-1 can be combined with our



usual LM curve representing the money market equilibrium condi-

tion

M(r)

tion

(9) = m(r,y),

to determine internal equilibrium r and y on the demand side of

the economy. To see whether that r , i/ combination will yield a

balance-of-payments surplus or deficit we can develop the B =
balance-of-payments line in the r, y space, introducing the capital

account into the analysis.
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THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT AND
BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS EQUILIBRIUM

International capital flows result from the purchase and sale of

assets. In Chapter 12 we reviewed Tobin's portfolio distribution view
of the demand for money in which persons with a given amount of

liquid assets split their holdings between money and bonds as a

function of the level of the interest rate. By completely analogous

reasoning, we can see that a person will divide his holdings of assets

between foreign and domestic assets depending on the level of inter-

est rates at home and abroad. For a given set of interest rates he will

reach an equilibrium distribution of his portfolio of assets between
domestic and foreign assets. At any given asset level, a change in

interest rates will produce a redistribution of assets, creating capital

flows.

As total assets grow, the allocation of additions to portfolios among
foreign and domestic assets will depend on interest rate levels. Thus,

as U.S. wealth grows, U.S. citizens will put a bigger fraction of addi-

tions to their portfolios into foreign assets, the higher the level of

foreign interest rates relative to U.S. rates. And as foreign wealth

grows, foreign investors will put a smaller fraction of increments to

their portfolios into U.S. assets, the higher are foreign rates relative

to U.S. rates. Thus, at given foreign interest-rate levels, the net out-

flow of capital F— net U.S. purchases of foreign assets less net foreign

purchases of U.S. assets — will be a decreasing function of the U.S.

interest rate,

(10) F=F(r); F'<0.

As the U.S. rate rises, the equilibrium net outflow from additions to

portfolios falls.

The Balance-of-Payments Equation

We can now complete the balance-of-payments equation by sub-

tracting the net capital outflow F from net exports less transfer

payments, measured in current U.S. dollars. Exports are measured at
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the U.S. price level; the dollar value of imports is given by the

foreign price Pf divided by the exchange rate p. Thus, the balance on
current account, in money terms, is given by

M=P-x(P,p)---m(y,P,p),(11) X

and the balance-of-payments surplus B is

(12) B = Px(P,p) m(y,P,p)-F(r).

Here again we have merged transfers to foreigners into the import
function. For the balance-of-payments surplus to be zero, net exports

must equal the net capital outflow.

An increase in y reduces net exports, requiring an increase in r

to reduce F if a zero surplus is to be maintained. This can be seen by
totally differentiating (12) holding B = and all prices and the ex-

change rate constant:

and

(13)
dr

dy

= = Pf dm ,

-r— ay -

p dy J -F'dr

fi=0

Pf dm
P dy

F'
•

Since dm/dy is positive and F' is negative, the slope of the BP line

in r, y space, along which B — 0, is positive.

Internal Equilibrium and
the Balance-of-Payments Surplus

We can derive the BP line from equation (11) by setting net exports

equal to the net capital outflow, as is shown in Figure 15-2. At a given

foreign price level and exchange rate, and a given initial U.S. price

level F , net exports are shown as a decreasing function of y in the

southeast quadrant of Figure 15-2. The net capital outflow is shown as

a decreasing function of r in the northwest quadrant. The 45° con-

struction line in the southwest quadrant represents the constraint

that B = 0; net exports equal net capital outflow.

Starting with an initial income level y , we can trace around the

four-quadrant diagram to find the interest rate r that equates the net

capital outflow to net exports. This gives us an r ,y point where
B = 0. The line connecting all such r ,y points which maintain B —
is shown as the B P line in Figure 15-2. This is the balance-of-
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payments equilibrium line in the

r,y space. Any r,y point below the

line will yield a balance-of-

payments deficit. At point A, for

example, the interest rate below
r„ yields a capital outflow in

excess of the net exports level

corresponding to y . Conversely,

any r,y point above the B P line

will yield a balance-of-payments

surplus.

To determine whether any
given internal equilibrium r,y

point determined by the inter-

section of the IS and LM curves
will yield a balance-of-payments

surplus or deficit, we can simply
superimpose the BP line on the
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ISLM diagram, as shown in Figure 15-3. There the equilibrium r ,y

point lies below the B P line, so that at the existing price level P
,

which maintains equilibrium between demand and supply in the

domestic economy, the balance of payments is in deficit. At income
level y , the interest rate would have to be raised to r

x to reduce

the net capital outflow enough to eliminate the deficit. We will turn

to questions of balance-of-payments adjustment after analyzing the

effect of a domestic price change on the position of the BP line.

Price Changes and Balance-of-Payments Equilibrium

The current account in the balance of payments, in money terms, is

given by

(14) CA = X-M = P x(P,p)-- m(y,P,p).

This expression is shown in the southwest quadrant of Figure 15-2

for a given exchange rate, foreign price level, and initial domestic

price level P . An increase in the domestic price level will increase

real imports — dmldP > — as foreign goods are substituted for

domestic goods. With a given foreign price level and exchange rate,

this will also increase the U.S. dollar value of imports, M.
Similarly, an increase in P will reduce real exports, dx/dP < 0. But

whether the money value of exports X rises or falls depends on

whether the decrease in real exports outweighs the increase in

price — that is, on the elasticity of foreign demand for exports. Starting

with X — P x(P,p), we can differentiate with respect to P to obtain

dX n dx (. . Pdx"
dP

= X+P
dP

= X
[

1
Pdx\
x dPJ

The last term in parentheses is the price elasticity of demand for

exports, Ex = (dxlx)l(dPIP), which is negative since a price increase

reduces sales volume along a negatively sloped demand curve. Thus,

the expression for dXIdP can be written as

(15)
dX
dP

= x(l + Ex).

If the demand for exports has an elasticity greater than unity in

absolute value, that is, Ex < — 1, dXIdP will be negative and a price

increase will reduce the money value of exports. In this case, where

Ex < — 1, a price increase reduces X and increases M, clearly reduc-

ing net exports, CA in equation (14), at any given y level. Thus, with

Ex < — 1, a price increase will shift the net export line in the south-
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east quadrant of Figure 15-4 up, shifting the BP line up toward B
x
Plt

If a price increase reduces net exports at the initial income level y ,

an increase in the interest rate from r to rt is required to reduce the

net capital outflow enough to eliminate the balance-of-payments

deficit.

Even if the absolute value of Ex is less than unity so that a price

rise increases export revenue X, the increase in X would have to be
large enough to offset the increase in M if the price increase is to

shift the BP curve down instead of up in Figure 15-4. Thus Ex < — 1 is

a sufficient, but not a necessary, condition for a domestic price

increase to reduce net exports and shift the BP line up in Figure 15-4.

Empirically, it seems fairly clear that the price elasticities of both

export and import demand are at least one in absolute value. For
example, Houthakker and Magee found that the overall price elas-

ticity of demand for U.S. exports is about — 0.5, and that U.S. import

demand has a price elasticity of about — 1.5. Thus while it is theo-

retically possible that a price increase would increase net exports

X— M, the empirical studies suggest that, in fact, this is not the case.
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The Effect of a Change in the Exchange Rate

Returning to the expression for net exports

(16) X-M = P-x(P,p)
F

m(y,P,p),

we can see that an increase in the exchange rate — that is an up-

valuation of the dollar— will reduce real exports, dx/dp < 0, and in-

crease real imports, dm/dp > 0. The real export drop will reduce V

at a given U.S. price level. But for a given foreign price level Pf
, the

p increase reduces the dollar price of imports, P f
lp. Thus, an increase

in p reduces the dollar price of imports and increases real imports m.

Again, whether M rises or falls with a p increase depends on the U.S.

price elasticity of demand for imports in a way exactly analogous to

the previous case concerning the effect of a change in P on X.

If the import elasticity E„, has an absolute value greater than one,

the p increase will reduce net exports X—M, and shift the BP curve

up in Figure 15-4. And even if £,„ > — 1 so that dM dp < 0, the p
increase can reduce X — M due to the reduction in export earnings.

Since the empirical studies generally suggest that £,„ is substantially

greater than one in absolute value, it seems clear that, in fact, an

"up-valuation" — an increase in p — will reduce net exports and shift

BP up. Conversely, a devaluation — a decrease in p — will shift BP
down in Figure 15-4. This, of course, suggests the obvious way to

handle the deficit situation in Figure 15-3 if the r ,y combination

is right from the point of view of internal domestic needs. This takes

us to the important question of the balance-of-payments adjustment

process.

BALAXCE-OF-PAYMEXTS ADJUSTMEXT
AND THE LM CURVE
A balance-of-payments surplus situation is shown in Figure 15-5.

The internal equilibrium interest rate and real income point corres-

ponding to the IS-LM intersection r , y lies above the BP line. This

means that at y the interest rate r is so high that net exports exceed

the net capital outflow. It would take a reduction of the interest rate

from r to rt to reduce the surplus to zero.

The balance-of-payments surplus, B > 0, means that both the com-

mercial banks and the central bank — the Federal Reserve System —
are adding to reserves. With a surplus, the business sector's receipts

from foreigners exceed payments. This means, essentially, that on

balance the commercial banks in the U.S. are receiving for deposit

checks denominated in foreign currencies. Either U.S. citizens are,

on balance, receiving foreign currency checks and depositing them,



or foreigners are buying U.S.

currency from the banks, paying

in foreign currency checks,

and then paying their bills

in dollars.

In either case, the com-
mercial banks are in net receipt

of foreign currency deposits,

which they then deposit at the

Fed, which credits them with

the appropriate amount in

dollars. At that point the Fed
has an increase in foreign

exchange reserves, and the

commercial bank has an increase in unborrowed reserves, deposits at

the Fed.

The Fed can essentially do two things with its increment to foreign

exchange assets. First, it can lend them to the foreign country by
buying, say, a treasury bill of the foreign government. The bill is

then held as an increase in U.S. official reserves. Or, the Fed can buy
gold from the foreign central bank. The gold then becomes an addi-

tion to reserves.

FIGURE 15-5 Balance-of- payments

surplus
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Surpluses and the Money Supply

The more interesting result of the surplus, from the balance-of-

payments adjustment point of view, is the effect on commercial bank
reserves. When the commercial banks deposit foreign exchange at

the Fed, their reserves go up by the amount of the surplus B. This

represents an increase in unborrowed reserves, and, all other things

equal, expands the money supply by

(17) AM = B
h + z(l-h)'

where h is the fraction of the money supply the public holds as cur-

rency, and z is the reserve ratio, as developed in Chapter 13.

Thus, the situation shown in Figure 15-5 cannot be a full-equilib-

rium situation because the surplus is increasing the money supply,

shifting the LM curve to the right. As long as the IS-LM intersection

is not on the BP line the surplus or deficit tends to shift the LM curve
toward the intersection of the IS and BP lines.

Adjustment Through Shifts ofthe LM Curve

In the absence of central bank open-market operations to counter
the external reserve increase, the LM curve thus shifts right with a
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balance-of-payments surplus and left with a deficit as the money
supply changes. Figure 15-6 shows the area around r ,y in Figure

15-5 blown up so we can follow the adjustment process.

As the money supply increases, the LM curve shifts right from

L M . As usual, the LM shift increases demand in the economy,
creating excess demand and raising prices. The price level increase

moderates the LM shift, since with P rising the real money supply

m = M P increases less rapidly than the nominal money supply M.

The price level increase also shifts the IS curve left from I S due to

both the asset effect in the consumption function and the reduction

in real net exports.

If the price increase is raising equilibrium output and employment
on the supply side of the economy, then the internal equilibrium

point A in Figure 15-6 is moving down and to the right, as indicated

by the arrow from A. The point here is that since the price increase,

resulting from excess demand, is raising supply-side output, the inter-

nal equilibrium point must move to the right in Figure 15-6; the IS



and LM shifts resulting from the price increase cannot overbalance

the LM shift due to the initial M increase and shift the internal

equilibrium point A to the left.

At the same time that the surplus is raising output and the price

level internally by increasing M, the price level increase is also

shifting BP up from B P , as we saw in the previous section. With the

IS curve shifting left, this moves the IS-BP intersection at point B
up and to the left, as shown in Figure 15-6.

With the internal equilibrium point A sliding down the shifting

IS curve, and B moving up it, eventually equilibrium will be reached

both internally and externally at ru yt in Figure 15-6, where all

three lines cross. Since the A point is moving to the right, the final

equilibrium y^ exceeds the initial internal equilibrium y . The
balance-of-payments surplus eliminates itself by increasing the

money supply and the price level in the economy, which increases

xj and reduces r, both of which act to reduce the surplus B.

Thus, in a fixed exchange-rate system, balance-of-payments sur-

pluses and deficits tend to be self-liquidating through the monetary

mechanism. A surplus increases the money supply, expanding

demand, output, and imports and reducing r which increases the net

capital outflow. A deficit reduces the money supply with just the

opposite results.

Sterilization of the Surplus

The central bank can prevent this kind of adjustment, at least

temporarily, in one of two ways. In the case of a surplus, the central

bank can simply refuse to credit foreign exchange deposits as reserves.

The commercial banks can obtain domestic deposits or currency for

foreign exchange, but these may not be counted as reserves. This is

sometimes called sterilization of the surplus — insulating the domestic

economy from its effects.

The other way to counter the effect of B on reserves is through

open market operations, selling bonds to the banks to absorb reserves.

This procedure will also work in the reverse situation of a deficit.

The central bank can then sell reserves, buying bonds, to the com-
mercial banks to replace their losses as they convert deposits at the

central bank into foreign exchange to send abroad.

Both of these techniques are essentially stopgap measures taken to

insulate the economy from the effects of the deficit or surplus while

other policies work to bring the economy into full external and in-

ternal equilibrium. For example, if in the deficit situation of Figure
15-3 the r , j/ point was considered the optimum from a domestic

point of view— full employment and interest rates low enough to

meet an investment target— the government would not wish to let

the adjustment process work to raise r and reduce y. Or in the sur-
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plus situation of Figures 15-5 and 15-6 the government may feel

threatened politically by the prospect of a price level increase— an

inflation. In these cases the monetary authorities would counter the

effects of the surplus or deficit while policies to shift the BP line to

the desired position were undertaken.

BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS ADJUSTMENT POLICY

Suppose the policy maker finds the economy at the internal equi-

librium r , y point A in Figure 15-7, running a payments deficit since

point A is below the B P
()
curve. The monetary adjustment process

would normally involve some reduction in y and increase in r in the

direction of the arrows from points A and B in Figure 15-7. But

suppose further that the policy maker wants to establish full equilib-

rium at point E, with only a slight drop in y, but a larger increase in

interest rates than would be attained by the normal adjustment

process.

The problem, then, is to shift B P to B,P, and then use monetary
and fiscal policy to shift L M to L^M^ and 7 S to /] S,. Thus, we can

divide the policy problem into two parts. First, some direct action

FIGURE 15-7 Balance -ot -payments policy
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specific to the balance of payments must be taken to move BP to B X P X .

Then the normal monetary and fiscal policy tools can be used to move
the IS and LM curves to an intersection at £ in Figure 15-7. The last

part of this process — the change in the monetary-fiscal policy mix to

move internal equilibrium from point A to point E — is already

familiar. It is the policy that shifts the BP line that is of interest here.
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Exchange Rate Adjustment

The most obvious way to shift the BP line and eliminate a deficit

or surplus without much disturbing internal equilibrium is to change
the exchange rate p. An increase in p — an up-valuation of the domes-
tic currency— will raise the foreign price of exports and reduce the

domestic price of imports, reducing net exports and the balance-of-

payments surplus at any given interest rate and income combination.

In graphical terms a p increase will shift the BP line up, so that a

country in the surplus position illustrated in Figures 15-5 and 15-6

can eliminate its surplus and restore full equilibrium by up-valuing

its currency. Such action was taken twice by Germany in the 1960s,

since the German balance of payments tended to be persistently in

surplus.

A decrease in p — a devaluation of the domestic currency — will

increase the current account balance and reduce a balance-of-

payments deficit. A country in the deficit position illustrated in

Figures 15-3 and 15-7 could thus restore full equilibrium by de-

valuing, shifting the BP line down. This action was taken, for example,

by the United Kingdom in 1967 when the pound sterling was de-

valued from $2.80 to $2.40 for £1.

Direct Measures Affecting the Current Account

Instead of changing the exchange rate, the government can change
the current account surplus by manipulating tariffs, import quotas,

taxes, or subsidies. For example, an increase in an import tariff will

reduce the dollar value of imports if the price elasticity of demand
is greater than one in absolute value. This would shift the BP line

down and reduce a deficit. Similarly, an import quota will reduce
imports to the quota level, again shifting BP down. Both of these

techniques of adjustment run counter to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), to which most nations are parties. The
GATT basically rules out unilateral tariff changes and allows quota
impositions only in extreme cases. This is because all countries
realize that both tariffs and quotas reduce the gains in efficiency and
welfare that are obtained by free trade. In addition, most countries
understand that if one country violates the rules of the game estab-

lished under GATT and erects import barriers, other countries will
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retaliate, cutting off the first country's exports and leaving everyone
worse off.

A more politically acceptable direct current-account measure is the

use of taxes and rebates to influence trade flows. For example, several

European countries rebate, to producers and sellers, taxes they pay
on production of items shipped abroad, and apply to imports taxes

equivalent to those paid in domestic manufacture ofthe item. Changes
in the degree to which these subsidies and taxes are applied will

shift the BP curve. Frequent manipulation of these taxes and subsi-

dies is generally considered to be bad international behavior, since

such action really is just a way around the GATT prohibition on tariff

manipulation. Thus, countries tend to justify the institution of such

schemes as long-run structural tax changes and to leave them in place

once they are established.

Direct Measures Affecting the Capital Account

The balance-of-payments surplus can be affected, and the BP line

shifted, by direct measures affecting the net capital outflow, as well

as the current account. The most prominent use of these measures in

the 1960s was the interest equalization tax (IET) and the foreign

credit restraint (FCR) program instituted by the U.S. to stem its

capital outflow in the mid-1960s.

The IET is a tax on U.S. purchases of foreign stocks and bonds,

initially imposed in 1964. The tax reduces the return on foreign

portfolio investment, and thus reduces the fraction of additions to U.S.

assets that go abroad. The FCR program, begun in 1965, limited the

outflow of capital first through, lending by banks and nonfinancial

institutions such as insurance companies. As the years passed to

1970, corporate financing of direct investment abroad was brought

under this program. These techniques all served to shift the U.S.

BP line down during a period of chronic balance-of-payments deficit.

Problems with Exchange Rate Adjustment

These direct measures influencing the current and capital accounts

are usually taken to avoid exchange rate adjustment in the case of a

balance-of-payments disequilibrium. There are several reasons for

this reluctance to change exchange rates.

First, at the International Monetary Conference held at Bretton

Woods, New Hampshire in 1944, which set up the International

Monetary Fund (IMF), the industrial countries agreed that changes

in exchange rates should be made only in cases offundamental dis-

equilibrium. This fixity of exchange rates was considered necessary

to minimize uncertainty in order to encourage international trade.

The fundamental disequilibrium notion has been interpreted as rul-



ing out frequent exchange rate changes, leading countries to resort to

direct measures.

The second and closely related reason is that the international

monetary system is biased toward devaluation. A country running a

surplus — suitably sterilized — and accumulating reserves has no
incentive, other than international disapproval of its behavior, to

eliminate its surplus. But on the other side of the coin, the country

running the corresponding deficit has to take some action before it

runs out of reserves. The natural step is devaluation, which is politi-

cally unpopular for two kinds of reasons. First, in a country depen-

dent on imports for basic staples of living, like the U.K., a devaluation

will be unpopular because it raises the price of imported foodstuffs.

And the bigger and more obvious the devaluation, the more unpopu-

lar it will be. Second, there seems to be a loss of national "face"

when the currency is devalued. Since most voters do not understand

the issues involved very well, it is easy for an opposition politician to

score points by decrying the "cheapening of our money."
Thus, in the present monetary system, exchange rate changes tend

to be infrequent. Since they come late they generally have to be large,

and this exposes the government that devalues to severe political

problems. As a result, exchange rate changes tend to be used as a last

resort after all the other ways of manipulating the BP line to restore

equilibrium have been tried.
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EXCHANGE RATE FLEXIBILITY

The opposite polar case from the present monetary system is a

completely free exchange rate system, with rates determined by
supply and demand in the foreign exchange market. This would
provide continuous exchange rate changes, always maintaining the

BP line passing through the intersection of the IS and LM curves and
eliminating the balance-of-payments problem.

The Foreign Exchange Market

The foreign exchange market can be understood by viewing the

BP equation,

(18) B = Px(P,p)
p

m(y,P,p)-F(r),

as the foreign exchange market equilibrium condition with B = 0.

Demand in the foreign exchange market is generated by U.S.
exports, P-x(P,p). These earn foreign exchange receipts, which
exporters then take to the foreign exchange market to obtain dollars.

The greater the total value of exports, the greater the demand for
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dollars. At the same time, foreigners are receiving dollars due to U.S.

imports and net capital outflow. They supply these dollars to the

foreign exchange market. The greater the value of imports and capital

outflow, the greater the supply of dollars.

Thus, we have the supply of dollars to the foreign exchange market,

(19) EL,

p
m(y,P,p) + F(r),

where dS dp is positive. An increase in the exchange rate increases

import earnings if import demand has a price elasticity greater than

unity. The demand for dollars is given by

FIGURE 15-5 The foreign exchange

market

?

D S

\ /
Po x

S D

1

(20) D = Px(P,p)
;
4^<0.
dp

The equilibrium price of the

dollar — the exchange rate — is

established where demand
equals supply, at p in Figure
15-8. Equating demand and
supply gives us the foreign

exchange market equilibrium

condition,

Pf

(21) Px(P,p) = jm(y,P,p) + F(r),

which is the same as equation (18) with B set at zero.

Internal and External Equilibrium

With a given foreign price level Pf
, the foreign exchange market

equilibrium condition (20) can be combined with our usual equi-

librium equations for the product, money, and labor markets and the

production function to yield five simultaneous equations in five key

variables, (/. N, P. r, and p, the exchange rate.

The foreign exchange market equation (21) is represented by the

BP line in the r,y space for any given p. A change in p, as we have

seen, shifts the BP line. If p continually changes to clear the foreign

exchange market so that the supply and demand of dollars in Figure

15-8 are always equal given the internal equilibrium r and y, then

the p changes continually shift the BP line to pass through the IS-LM
intersection.

The basic difference between the two polar cases of fixed and
flexible exchange rates can be viewed as a difference in the way the
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tion of foreign exchange, reserves rise. If, on balance, foreign ex-

change must be sold to the banks (dollars bought), the central bank's

reserves are run down. So in the fixed-rate case, reserves are used to

maintain the exchange rate at its prescribed level.

In the flexible-rate case, the central bank can use its net accumula-

tion of foreign exchange to buy or sell in the foreign exchange

market, shifting the demand and supply curves of Figure 15-8 and

changing p. Or the bank can stay out of the market altogether, letting

the commercial banks and traders buy and sell foreign exchange as

needed. Whichever way the bank operates, the effect is to permit p
to change freely with market conditions, shifting the BP line and
insulating the domestic economy from the foreign sector.

CONCLUSION: TOWARD MORE FLEXIBLE
EXCHANGE RATES

It seems clear that a system permitting more frequent and smaller

changes in exchange rates would produce better balance-of-payments

adjustment at less cost to the domestic economy and to political

leaders than the current system of fixed-until-further-notice exchange

rates. But a change to a system of completely flexible exchange rates

is obviously not possible, given the present institutional arrange-

ments built on the Bretton Woods agreement, and probably not

desirable, given the uncertainty it would cause concerning future

rates and our lack of experience with such a system.

However, Germany, the Netherlands, and Canada have experi-

mented with floating rates successfully in the past few years, and a

general movement toward less fixity in exchange rates seems to be
developing internationally. One promising scheme is the crawling

peg by which a country would gradually and in small steps move its

exchange rate toward the equilibrium rate where B = 0. It would use

its reserves as an interim measure only as the rate changes. This kind

of system would permit the BP line to track fairly closely shifts in the

internal equilibrium r,y point, without causing large discontinuous

jumps in exchange rates such as have been experienced since 1944.

Movement toward such a system is both likely and desirable; it would
remove a source of international tension and permit governments to

focus their monetary and fiscal policy instruments more intensively

on domestic needs.
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Inflation,

Productivity,

and the
Phillips Curve

This chapter begins the transition from the static models of income
determination of Parts II and III, which focused on the determination

of the level of actual output and employment, given the economy's

potential output, to dynamic growth models, which deal with the

determinants of the growth path of potential output. The transition

will be completed in Chapter 17, where we look at the relationships

between the various sectors and between key variables in the econo-

my as it grows along trend in static equilibrium.

The following sections begin with a discussion of the nature of

inflation — a general increase in the price level — in the static model.

A distinction is drawn between demand-pull inflation, which is due to

a shift in the economy's demand curve, and cost-push inflation,

which has its impetus in an upward shift of the supply curve. Next

we develop the relationship between wage rate and productivity

increases that leave the economy's supply curve undisturbed. This

gives us the basic rule for noninflationary wage increases: Wage
rates can rise at the same rate as labor productivity without gener-

ating a cost-push inflation. Development of this wage-price-produc-

tivity arithmetic then takes us into a discussion of the Council of

Economic Advisers' wage-price guideposts, which were based on
that arithmetic.

In the last two sections of this chapter we turn to the question: what
determines the rate at which the labor supply function actually shifts 321
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FIGURE 16-1 Demand shift and inflation

M, M

(a)

W

(b)

up? The brief answer is the Phillips curve — the relationship between
the rate of wage increase and the level of unemployment. First we
develop the theoretical rationale for the Phillips curve and then

review some empirical estimates of the U.S. Phillips curve.

INFLATION IN THE STATIC MODEL
In Parts II and III we developed the static equilibrium model of

income determination that is illustrated in Figures 16-1 and 16-2.

Equilibrium output demanded by consumers, businesses, and the

government is determined in the static model by the intersec-

tion of the IS and LM curves of Figure 16-l(a). To derive the econo-

my's demand curve we can ask what happens to equilibrium output

demanded as the price level P rises. A price increase shifts the LM
curve left by reducing the

supply of real money balances.

It shifts the IS curve left by re-

ducing the real value of house-

hold net worth and, in an open

economy, reducing real net ex-

ports. Thus a price increase will

shift both the IS and LM curves

left, so that on the demand side

equilibrium real output y falls as P

rises, due to the drop in consump-
tion and investment demand. This

inverse relationship between y

and P gives us the demand curve

D D of Figure 16-2.

The equilibrium output sup-

plied by producers in the static

model is given by the econ-

omy'^ production function, y =
y(N;K), combined with the

equilibrium intersection in the

labor market of Figure 16-l(b),

which determines employment
N . To derive the economy's

aggregate supply curve we can

ask what happens to equilibrium

employment as the price level

rises. A price increase from P to

P2 shifts the labor demand curve

of Figure 16-l(b) up from P f(N)

to P2 -f(N). It also shifts the

MP ,N)

N N
S



supply curve up from h(P ,N) to h(P2,N). If the labor market is a

mixture of the classical real-wage and the money wage models,

then the shift in the demand curve will be larger than the supply

curve shift, increasing equilibrium employment from NQ to N2 in

Figure 16-l(b). This action jncreases equilibrium output on the

supply side from y = y(N ;K) to y2
= y(N2 ;K) along the produc-

tion function. This positive relationship between P and y on the

supply side is shown as the S S supply curve in Figure 16-2.
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The Effect of a Demand Increase:

Demand-Pull Inflation

In Parts II and III we analyzed the operation of the static model in

terms of a shifting demand curve. Any shift in a demand or supply

function underlying the IS or LM curve will, in general, result in a

shift in the demand curve of Figure 16-2. For example, if the saving

function shifts down — reflecting less saving at any given income
level— so that there is an exogenous increase in consumer demand,
the IS curve in Figure 16-l(a) will shift up toward 7iS,, and the

demand curve of Figure 16-2 will shift up to D^Di.

In this case, at the initial price level, P , the equilibrium output on

the demand side of the economy rises to t/i in Figures 16-l(a) and 16-2.

This creates excess demand measured by y x
— y , and prices begin to
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FIGURE 16-3 Supply shift and inflation

(a)

W

(b)

rise. The price increase shifts both the IS and LM curves left, reduc-

ing output demanded toward y 2 along the new demand curve D
y
D x .

The reduction of demand due to the price increase comes from

three factors. First, the price increase reduces the supply of real

balances, raising interest rates and eventually reducing investment

demand. Second, the price increase reduces the real value of assets,

shifting the saving function up and reducing consumer demand.
Third, the price increase reduces real net exports. All these effects

tend to reduce excess demand from the demand side of the economy.
While demand is falling from y x toward y2 in Figure 16-2, the price

increase also raises equilibrium output on the supply side from y

toward y2 . With the labor demand curve shifting more than the supply

curve in Figure 16-l(b), employment and output rise, reducing excess

demand from the supply side. When the price level has risen to P2

in Figure 16-l(b) and Figure 16-2,

excess demand is eliminated and
the economy is at a new equilib-

rium level of output, y2 , and of

employment, N2.

The price increase generated

by an upward shift in the econo-

my's demand curve is frequently

called demand-pull inflation. A
general price increase is an infla-

tion, and one caused by a demand
shift is identified as demand-pull

inflation. This is in contrast with

a cost-push inflation which has its

impetus on die supply side of the

economy.

The Effect of a Supply Shift:

Cost-Push Inflation

Inflation can also result from an

upward, or inward, shift of the

supply curve, as illustrated in

Figures 16-3 and 16-4. The up-

ward shift of the supply curve

creates excess demand at the

initial price level, P , raising

prices but bringing a reduction

in equilibrium output, as opposed

to the demand-pull case where

the price increase raises output.

In Figure 16-3(b) we show an

//bVo.N)

h°(P ,N)

'Np
2 -f(N)

Po-f(N)

NilNUN,,
X



exogenous upward shift in the

labor supply curve from h°(P ,N)

to h\P ,N). This may result from

an increase in wage demands in

a highly unionized economy, due
perhaps to past or expected price

increases, or from a shift in

tastes toward leisure. The up-

ward shift in the labor supply

function reduces equilibrium

employment at the initial price

level. In other words, the

economy's supply curve shifts

back to SjS, in Figure 16-4.

The shift of the supply curve

creates excess demand mea-
sured by yo

—
?/i in Figure 16-4.

At the initial price level, P
,

producers want to supply yu but

consumers, business, and government want to buy y . As usual,

excess demand raises the price level.

On the demand side of the economy, the price increase reduces

equilibrium output from y toward y2 along the original demand
curve D D . This movement is shown in Figure 16-3(a) by the left-

ward shifts of the IS and LM curves. At the same time, the price

increase raises equilibrium output on the supply side from y 1
toward

y2 along the new supply curve SiS^ in Figure 16-4. In Figure 16-3(b)

the labor demand curve shifts up toward P2 -f(N) while the price

increase induces a further upward shift in the supply function toward

^(P2,N).

The price increase thus reduces the excess demand gap by reduc-

ing demand along the D D curve and increasing supply along the

S l S l curve in Figure 16-4. Equilibrium is restored at P2 in Figures

16-3(b) and 16-4, where the excess demand is eliminated and output

has fallen to ?/2 . Inflation due to an upward shift of the supply curve is

generally called cost-push inflation. The increase in wage demands,
represented as an upward shift in the labor supply curve of Figure

16-3(b), raises costs and causes producers to cut back output and
raise prices.

Here we should note that the economy's supply curve can also be
shifted up by a drop in the marginal productivity curve, f(N). This

also raises costs at a given wage rate, reducing equilibrium employ-
ment and output and raising prices. It should further be clear that a

productivity increase, shifting P f(N) up in Figure 16-3(b), will tend
to shift the supply curve out in Figure 16-4. Thus a productivity 325



326 increase will tend to balance an increase in wage demands in terms
Growth of the net effect on the economy's supply curve. We will return to this
with Full point shortly.
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PART IV In the static model, inflation is caused by excess demand in the

product market. Excess demand can, however, come from an upward
shift in the demand curve which generates demand-pull inflation, or

from an upward shift in the supply curve which generates cost-push

inflation. Both types of inflation are characterized by excess demand.
With either demand-pull or cost-push inflation, the excess demand

means that at the initial price level and interest rate level, aggregate

demand exceeds supply in the economy. The ensuing price increase

from P to P2 in both the demand-shift and supply-shift cases works
on both the demand and supply sides of the economy to eliminate

excess demand.
As we have seen, the price increase reduces investment demand

through the money market effect on r; it reduces consumer demand
by reducing real household net worth; and it reduces real net exports

by making U.S. goods more expensive relative to foreign goods. On
the supply side, the price increase raises equilibrium and employ-

ment in our general model, while in the classical real-wage model all

the adjustment comes on the demand side. In either case, inflation is a

self-liquidating phenomenon in the static model. Price increases are

caused by the appearance of excess demand and tend to eliminate

that excess demand as long as the IS and LM curves are not shifted

by the government to counter the effects of the price increase in

changing employment and real output.

If the government is committed to maintain full employment, a

cost-push inflation can become more or less continuous, due to a

policy reaction known as validation. In Figure 16-3(b) the upward
shift in the labor supply curve reduces the equilibrium level of

employment to Nt from .\„, presumably increasing measured un-

employment. In Figure 16-4 this is represented by the output drop

to y2 . A full-employment policy, rigorously pursued, would lead the

government to shift the demand curve in Figure 16-4 out by monetary

or fiscal policy measures, in order to restore the full-employment

level of output ?/ .

The price increase associated with this demand increase could, in

turn, bring another upward shift of the labor supply curve, followed

by another validating increase in demand, and so on. This kind of

mechanism could produce a continuing upward pressure on prices

through the reaction of government policy to cost-push inflation.

Thus, while inflation is self-liquidating in the static model, it may be

fairly continuous if there is a tendency for the labor supply curve to



shift up faster than productivity at full employment, with aggregate

demand policy validating the cost push.

Identification ofDemand-Pull
and Cost-Push Inflation

In practice, it is extremely difficult to separate demand-pull from

cost-push inflation. All that the price and wage data show is an un-

ending sequence of price and wage increases. If we choose a wage
increase as the initial departure from equilibrium, then the subse-

quent inflation may be labeled cost-push. But if a price increase is

taken as the initial departure, the inflation is demand-pull.

In addition, with labor union bargaining the picture is more com-

plicated. With a union contract period of three years, an initial burst

of demand-pull inflation can leave the union asking for a wage
increase to compensate not only for the past lag of wages behind

prices, but also for the expected price increase. In this case the labor

supply function may shift up in anticipation of an expected demand-
pull price rise.
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WAGES, PRICES, AND PRODUCTIVITY
It was pointed out earlier that while an upward shift in the labor

supply curve will tend to shift the economy's supply curve up, creat-

ing cost-push inflation, an upward shift in the labor demand curve

due to an increase in the marginal productivity of labor will tend to

shift the economy's supply curve down, so that the two movements —
in wages and in productivity— tend to cancel each other out. A case

in which the two effects just balance each other is shown in Figure

16-5(a). There at the initial price level, P , equilibrium supply-side

employment remains at N as h(P ,N) and f(N) both shift up. This

shows a noninflationary wage increase with wages rising as fast as

productivity, leaving equilibrium employment at IV and the equi-

librium price level undisturbed.

In Figure 16-5(b), we see that the increase in productivity repre-

sented by the upward shift off(N) in Figure 16-5(a) shifts the produc-

tion function up. At any employment level N, output y is greater along

t/'(^;K) than on y°(N;K), and the slope of the production function

dyldN ~ f(N) is also steeper, that is, greater.

Thus the increase in productivity represented by the shift from

f°(N) to P(N) in Figure 16-5(a) raises equilibrium output supplied at

any given level of employment. At the initial equilibrium P ,N level,

equilibrium output on the supply side rises from y to y r
in Figure

16-5(b); with wages and marginal productivity of labor growing at the

same rate, the economy's supply curve in the P,N space is undis-

turbed, while the supply curve in the P,y space shifts out.



FIGURE 16-5 N on inflationary wage increase
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This relationship between the

two supply curves is shown in the

four-quadrant diagram of Figure

16-6. In the northeast quadrant of

Figure 16-6 is the supply curve in

the P,X space, as derived, for

example, from the labor market
diagram of Figure 16-l(b). The
production function in the south-

east quadrant of Figure 16-6

translates employment into out-

put supplied; y°(\,K) is the

production function of Figure

16-5(b) turned upside down. The
45 c

line in Figure 16-6 transfers

y to the horizontal axis. Starting

with equilibrium P ,S in the

northeast quadrant of Figure

16-6, the same F and \ as in

Figure 16-5, we can obtain y

from the production function,

and P ,yo in the northeast quad-

rant of Figure 16-6 is a point on

the aggregate supply curve in the

P,y space, S S .

If labor productivity and the

wage rate now rise by an equal

amount, equilibrium P and X
will be retained with W rising

from u~ to Wt in Figure 16-5(a).

Equilibrium output will rise to i/i in Figure 16-6, shifting the aggre-

gate supply curve in the P,y space to S^j. The initial level of em-
ployment and price level are now consistent with a higher wage
rate Wt and level of output yu due to the productivity increase.

Thus, to maintain equilibrium in the economy at P ,-V ,j/i, demand-
side equilibrium output must also be expanding, with the economy's

demand curve shifting out. This requires the IS-LM intersection to

shift out, as shown in Figure 16-7, to maintain supply-demand bal-

ance at the equilibrium price level P . If the labor supply curve

shifts up as shown in Figure 16-5(a), raising wages along with pro-

ductivity, the initial employment level, -\ , will remain the equilib-

rium employment level at price level P so that the economy will

remain in equilibrium with output, productivity, and the wage rate

rising, and employment and the price level constant.

This basic wage-price-productivity relationship can be derived

\



FIGURE 16-6 Supply-side equilibrium with a productivity increase

P

y = y°(N;K)

y = yi(N;K)

from a version of the labor market equilibrium condition,

(1) W=P-f(N).

For any given N, the price level

is given by

(2) P = W
f(NY

If the money wage W and the

marginal productivity of labor

f(N) grow at the same rate, there

will be no change in equilibrium
P. For example, starting from

Po =
Wn

[/(AOV

assume that both W and f(N)

FIGURE 16-7 Equilibrium

demand-side output with an increase

in productivity
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grow at 5 percent per year, so that W, = W (1.05) and [f(N)]x =
[/( V)Jo • (1.05). Then for P1 we have

Pi =
W, _ W (1.05) W„

Lf(N)]i [/(N)] (1.05) [f(N)]

In logarithmic terms, (2) can be written as

= Po-

(3) lnP=lnW-ln/(N).

(See the appendix to this chapter for a brief introduction to log-

arithms.) Since the differentials of logarithms are percentage changes,

differentiation of (3) with respect to time gives us

(4) P = W-[f(N)].

Here we introduce the notation to be used throughout Part IV: A dot
over a variable denotes the percentage rate of growth of the variable.

Thus, we define

dP

P '

and in general, for variable X:

dX

v — dt

Thus, ifW and f(N) in equation (4) grow at the same rate so thatW =

[f(N)]> P will be 0, that is, the equilibrium price level will remain

unchanged.

Another way to look at equation (4) is to note that since the real

wage w is just W/P, the growth rate of the real wage is given by

(5) IV \Y

Ifmoney wages grow as fast as productivity, and P remains unchanged

so that P = 0, (5) combined with (4) gives us

(6) ii = \Y-P=[f(N)]

Thus, another way to state a noninflationary rule for wage increases

is that the real wage rate can grow as fast as productivity with no

change in the equilibrium price level.
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In the Cobb-Douglas production function, introduced in Chapter „ ,

u^a l0n
'

& ^ ^
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' and the

Phillips Curve
(7) y = aKaN i

~a
, CHAPTER 16

and

(8)

is the expression for the MPL,f(N). Then sinceW= P • f(N),

(9) W=P-(l-a)$,

so that

W
(10) P =

d-«)^

In logarithmic terms equation (10) is

(11) lnP=lnW-ln^-In(l-a).

Since total differentiation of logs gives percentage changes, equation

(11) gives us

(12) P = W-(yJN),

as in the general case.

Thus, an increase in the money wage rate and productivity of the

same percentage amount leaves the equilibrium price level un-

changed. In terms of the labor supply and demand curves of Figure

16-5(a), an increase of both wages and productivity at the same rate

can come from both supply and demand shifting up by the same
amount, keeping P ,N unchanged.

Unit Labor Cost and the Labor Share

This line of analysis can be carried further. We can define the unit

labor cost, (ULC ) — the labor cost per unit of real output, as

WN W
(13) ULC =—=—

.

y m.
N
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where N is the total labor force employed. Taking logs we have

(14) In ULC= InW- In ^.

This tells us that if the money wage rate and productivity increase

at the same rate —W— (y/N) — then unit labor cost remains constant.

The labor share of total output S L can be written as

(15) SL =
WN w
Py y_

N

We have seen that if the real wage w and productivity y/N grow at the

same rate, the equilibrium price level can remain unchanged. Taking
logs of equation (15) and differentiating, we see that

(16) S L = w-(y}N).

Thus if w and yIN grow at the same rate, the labor share of output

remains constant: S L = 0. If the capital share of output is just 1 — SL ,

then this implies that if w and y/N grow at the same rate, so that W
can grow as fast as y/N with P constant, the capital share of output

will also remain constant.

THE WAGE-PRICE GUIDEPOSTS
The wage-price-productivity arithmetic we have just reviewed says

that if money wage rates W grow as fast as average labor produc-

tivity, yIN, and the average price level P remains constant, then the

relative shares of capital and labor— the distribution of output to the

factors of production — will remain constant and unit labor costs will

also remain constant. This is the fundamental arithmetic behind the

Council of Economic Advisers' wage-price guideposts, first published

in the Economic Report ofthe President in January, 1962.

The CEA's general guidepost for wages was that the rate of increase

of wage rates including fringe benefits in all industries should equal

the economy-wide trend rate of productivity increase. Adherence to

this guidepost would maintain a constant average unit labor cost in

the economy. The general guidepost for prices was that in industries

where productivity rose faster than average, prices should fall, and
in industries where productivity rose slower than average, prices

should rise, maintaining average price stability.

This formulation of the guideposts would have all wages growing

at about the same rate. If we put bars over variables to indicate

economy-wide averages, the wage guidepost says
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Wages in each industry i grow as fast as overage labor productivity.
roductiuty,

If this is the case, unit labor costs in any given industry i will grow at phiUips Curve
the rate: CHAPTER 16

(18) £/LC
f
= W,-(S//N)i= (ylN)-(yiN) ( .

So if industry i has productivity growing faster than average, its unit

labor costs will be falling and the price guidepost says that it should

reduce prices at the rate of ULC decrease to preserve constant rela-

tive shares. Conversely, if the industry's productivity is growing

slower than average, ULCj will be rising, and prices must rise to

preserve relative shares. On average, adherence to the price guide-

post will maintain a constant price level.

Political Difficulties with the Guideposts

The CEA's guideposts came under fairly heavy political fire from

the beginning, aimed both at the substance of the guideposts and at

the way they were enforced. The guideposts, if followed, would
maintain constant relative shares of output going to capital and labor,

so that labor's aggregate share of total output would grow as fast as

capital's share along trend growth in y. While this may seem to be the

best neutral prescription for a functional income distribution policy,

it is not satisfactory to either management or labor, both of which
want to raise their relative shares. Thus the guideposts were not

accepted by either business or labor as an income distribution

prescription.

The guideposts, in addition, had no legal standing, so that enforce-

ment in cases of price or wage increases by individual companies,

unions, or industries was left to public exposure by the CEA or the

President, followed by public pressure generated by the President

to roll back the price or wage increase in question. Business naturally

resented this kind of selective political pressure. Also, to some this

seemed to be an arbitrary exercise of power in an extralegal fashion

by the White House, although it was clear that the price increases

that were subjected to scrutiny represented the exercise of monopoly
power by industry.

Economic Difficulties with the Guideposts

From 1962 to 1965 wages and prices, by and large, followed the

guidepost prescription. Whether this wage and price behavior was
due to the guideposts, or whether it was due to the slackness of the

economy and unusually rapid productivity increases which permitted

substantial wage increases without disturbing unit labor costs, is
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another matter. In the next section we will note some empirical
evidence that the guideposts did, in fact, make a difference for wages.
However, beginning in 1965, the guideposts broke down due to

their two major economic weaknesses. First, the guideposts can be
effective only in the monopolistic sectors of the economy. The guide-

posts prescribe how people should set prices and wages; firms and
individuals in competitive markets have no control over their prices

and so cannot observe the guideposts. Thus, as excess demand
appeared and increased beginning in 1965, prices rose in competitive

sectors of the economy, making it more and more difficult to require

the monopolistic sectors to hold the line.

The second major problem is that the guideposts do not prescribe

behavior for wages when prices violate their guidepost, and vice

versa. With productivity rising at about 3 percent per year, the wage
guidepost prescribes wage increases of 3 percent per year. If prices

are rising, violating their guidepost, then real wages are rising slower

than productivity and the labor share is falling relative to the profit

share. If prices rise faster than 3 percent per year, as they did from

1966 to 1971, real wages would fall, as they did in manufacturing from

1966 to 1971. Thus, as prices rise it becomes unreasonable to ask

labor to follow the wage guidepost, so wages begin to rise, making it

hard to hold prices to the price guidepost in turn.

As a result of excess demand pressure, combined with the lack of

a remedy for bad price behavior, the guideposts broke down in the

late 1960s. In its Annual Report of January, 1969 the CEA, while

repeating the indisputable correctness of the wage-price-produc-

tivity arithmetic underlying the guideposts, recognized that excess

demand pressures had made them unenforceable, at least for the

time being, and did not publish a set of numerical wage and price

guides for the coming year.

Although the guideposts broke down under excess demand pres-

sure, it is quite possible, even likely, that they are useful in holding

down cost-push inflation in a situation where there is no general

excess demand and prices have been fairly stable so that wages can

reasonably follow the wage guidepost. The U.S. economy experi-

enced such conditions from 1961 to 1965; perhaps coming out of the

1970-1971 recession such conditions can be reestablished so that un-

employment can be gradually reduced without the reappearance of

excess demand and inflation.

THE RELATION OF WAGE CHANGES TO
UNEMPLOYMENT: THE PHILLIPS CURVE

The wage-price-productivity arithmetic has shown us that ifmoney
wage rates rise as fast as productivity, in general there is no reason



for the equilibrium price level to rise. This whole discussion assumed

that the labor supply curve — the workers' money wage demands —
shifts up through time, and focused on conditions for noninflationary

wage increases. The question remains: What determines the rate at

which the labor supply curve shifts upward? That is, what moves the

money wage rate? The answer to this will lead us into a discussion

of the Phillips curve— the relationship between the rate of increase

ofmoney wages Wand the unemployment rate u.

The Theoretical Basisfor the Phillips Curve

From the labor market diagram of Figure 16-l(b), we can see that

an increase in the demand for labor— an outward shift in the P • f(N)
curve — will bring an increase in

the money wage rate, due to the

appearance of excess demand in

the labor market. In Figure 16-8,

at wage rate W there is excess

demand for labor measured
by Nfj— N&. This excess demand
bids the wage rate up from W .

The assumption here is that the

percentage rate of increase of

the wage rate, W, depends on the

magnitude of the excess demand
for labor, N d-N s

. That is,

(19) W = f(N d-N s
); f >0.

FIGURE 16-8 Excess demand
for labor

"VV

w

yh(P0> N)
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Figure 16-8 shows that both the demand for and the supply of labor

depend, in turn, on the level of the wage rate.

A complete model of the labor market would include empirical

estimates of the labor demand curve, the labor supply curve, and

the wage adjustment function, equation (19). Empirical estimates of

labor demand and supply functions are very difficult to obtain, but

the wage adjustment equation is more manageable and can be esti-

mated independently of the demand and supply functions. Obtaining
this estimate involves, since the British economist A. W. Phillips

introduced the inverse relationship between the rate of wage in-

crease and unemployment into the economic literature in 1958,

transforming the excess demand expression in (19) into the unemploy-
ment rate.

To begin with, we can note that excess supply in the labor market,

N s—N d
, is just the negative of excess demand, that is,

(20) Excess supply = N s—N d — (N d-N s
).
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FIGURE 16-9 Unemplo\Tnent and

excess labor supply

FIGURE 16-10 The Phillips curve

Using this relationship, we can

rewrite the wage adjustment

equation (19) as

(21) W=-f(N'-N*) ;
/' >0.

The next step is to introduce

the unemployment rate u = U/L
as a proxy for excess supply. As
excess supply rises, the unem-
ployment rate rises, as shown in

Figure 16-9. From the discussion

of unemployment in Chapter 8,

we recall that there generally

is positive unemployment even

when the labor market is in

equilibrium, that is when excess

supply is zero. Thus the excess

supply-unemployment rate func-

tion of Figure 16-9 crosses the

horizontal axis at a positive value

of unemployment.
Substituting the unemploy-

ment rate for excess supply in

equation (21) gives us the wage adjustment equation,

(22) \V=g(u); g'<0.

Since W falls with an increase in excess supply, it also falls with

an increase in u. Thus as unemployment rises, the rate of increase

of wages falls, and vice versa as unemployment falls. Equation (22)

is the basic Phillips curve equation relating Wto u.

Figure 16-10 shows the basic Phillips curve, equation (22). We ex-

pect that the g(u) function should have the convex shape shown in

Figure 16-10 for the following reasons. As unemployment is reduced

by constant amounts, the wage rate will rise at an increasing rate, with

W approaching infinity as u approaches 0. In other words, a negative

unemployment rate is not observable. On the other hand, there must
be some institutional lower boundary below which W cannot fall. It

takes time to change wage rates, especially to reduce them, so that W
cannot approach — =c as the unemployment rate grows larger and

larger, but rather reaches some stable rate of decrease of wages. Thus

as u approaches 100 percent, W approaches the lower bound shown in

Figure 16-10. These features give the curve its convex shape. Al-

though these arguments are not really compelling, the empirical

estimates we will review shortly support the convexity proposition.



The convex shape of the Phillips curve suggests that, on average,

the economy will have less inflation if the level of unemployment has

narrow fluctuations about some average li than if the fluctuations are

wider with the same mean u. If unemployment is fluctuating sym-

metrically about the 5 percent level, for example, the average pres-

sure on prices goes up more below the 5 percent level than it goes

down above 5 percent, because of the convex nature of the curve.

Thus, the broader the fluctuation in unemployment levels at any

given average unemployment rate, the greater will be the cost-push

inflationary pressure on the economy.

Unemployment and the Rate ofPrice Increase

If we assume that the distribution of income to labor and capital is

constant over time, that is, relative shares are constant, the percent-

age rate of change of prices should equal W— ( y/N), that is,
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FIGURE 16-1 1 The Phillips curve:

linking prices and wages

W

(23) P= W-(ylN).

If this behavior is observed in fact— as we see it is in Chapter 17— then

there is a link between wages and prices, so that the Phillips curve

can be stated in terms of prices as well as wages. The Phillips curve

relationship between the rate of price increase and unemploy-
ment is shown in Figure 16-11. If productivity grows at about 3

percent per year, roughly the

U.S. average growth rate since

World War II, then, with con-

stant shares, a zero rate of price

increase corresponds to a 3

percent rate of wage increase.

Thus for any given level of un-

employment we can read off the

rate of increase of wages on the

vertical axis to the left of Figure
16-11 and the rate of price in-

crease on the vertical axis to the

right.

Samuelson and Solow have
suggested that the level of unem-
ployment and rate of wage in-

crease that maintain price

stability are about 4.5 percent

and 3 percent, respectively. As
pointed out above, the latter

figure is derived from an estimate

of the rate of increase in labor
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productivity in the U.S. since the late 1940s. In fact, prices actually

began to increase significantly in the U.S. economy in 1965, when the

unemployment rate reached about 4.5 percent.

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATES OF THE PHILLIPS
CURVE FOR THE UNITED STATES

There have been several empirical studies of the LT.S. Phillips

curve in recent years. One of the most careful and interesting studies

was done by George Perry. In the process of estimating the wage
change function, equation (22), Perry added several explanatory

variables to the basic Phillips curve.

Equation (22) makes the rate of change of wages simply a function

of the unemployment rate. This is analogous to assuming the pure

money-wage labor-supply function of Part II. Pern, adds to the equa-

tion explaining the rate of change of money wages in the current

period the rate of increase of prices in the previous period. Thus to

the extent that a price increase shifts the labor supply curve up, that

is W= h(P,X) with dhldP > 0, the previous rate of price increase will

play a role in determining the current rate of wage increase. This

expands the wage adjustment equation to

(24) Wt
= g(ut,Pt-J,

with dgldP,-i > 0. Here the time subscripts indicate that Win period

t is dependent on P in period t— 1, one period earlier.

Second, Perry adds a variable for the net profit rate R, which is

defined as the ratio

R
net corporate profits

total corporate equity value'

to the wage adjustment equation. Perry's argument is that higher

profit rates make companies better "targets" for negotiating unions,

causing wages in those industries to rise faster than elsewhere. As

supporting evidence he can point to the fact that over time labor and

capital shares of income remain roughly constant; something, namely

large wage increases, must occur to balance out unusually high

profit rates to maintain constancy of relative shares. The argument

might be made in the opposite direction, however, that higher profit

rates enable companies to hold out longer against union demands.

Whatever the relative merits of these arguments, Perry includes a

term for profit rates in his function and the empirical results support

his assumption that dU'/dR > 0. Perry also adds the change in the

profit rate AR to the wage adjustment equation. The argument here
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profits, thus increasing wage demands. Inflation,

The general form of Perry's wage change function is thus Productivity,

and the

Phillips Curve
(25) W=g(u,P,R,AR), CHAPTER 16

where dgldu < 0, and dg/dP, dg/dR, and dg/dAR all are positive. The
empirical estimate of a linear version of this function is

(26) W, = -4.3 + 0.4P,_, + 14.7-£-+ 0.4R,+ 0.8Afl,.

With the unemployment rate entered as 1/u, the partial derivative of

W with respect to u is negative — an increase in u reduces W. In

addition, using the reciprocal of unemployment gives the wage ad-

justment equation its proper convexity. The term AR(f) is the change

in profit rates from the previous period t — 1 to the present t

.

The coefficient of the P term is interesting. If the real wage model
of the labor market were correct, that is, if labor supply depends
solely on the real wage w, the coefficient of P in equation (26) should

be unity. If the money wage model were correct, on the other hand,

then the coefficient of P in equation (26) should be 0. Thus, Perry's

analysis shows that the actual empirical labor-supply model is more
like our general case, with both wages and prices affecting the labor

supply, wages somewhat more than prices.

The P term can be eliminated from the wage adjustment equation

by assuming that relative shares are constant, so that P = W—(y/N).
Substituting this expression for P into equation (26) gives us

(27) Wt
= - 4.3 + 0.4(W- y/IV),-, + 14.7 -^ + 0.4R,_,

,

u t

with constant shares and a constant profit rate. In the next chapter we
will see that these variables — relative shares and the profit rate — are

in fact roughly constant as the economy grows along trend. Looking at

long-run steady-state situations where the rate of change of wages —
and all other variables as well — is roughly constant so that W, = W,_i,

we can solve equation (27) for the Perry version of the U.S. Phillips

curve:

(28) W=- 7.2 -0.7(y/L) + 24.5 - + 0.7R.
u

With labor productivity growing at about 3 percent per year—
(yIN) = 0.03—we can plot Perry-Phillips curves for various profit

rates using equation (28). These are shown in Figure 16-12, with
W plotted on the left-hand vertical axis and P on the right. Here



we see that if the profit rate is

about 11 percent, stable prices

are obtained at an unemploy-
ment rate of 5 percent.

In a more recent article Perry

compares the results predicted

by his equation for the 1962-1966

guidepost period with the actual

values ofwage increases and finds

that in every quarter the residual

is negative. In other words,

wages rose less than the wage
adjustment equation would have

predicted during that period.

Perry's conclusion from this

evidence is that the guideposts

may have had some dampening
effect on wage increases, reduc-

ing cost-push inflation.

With the introduction of the

Phillips curve, we have begun to

move toward a dynamic model of

the economy. With a constant rate

of unemployment and productivity increase, the wage adjustment

equation and the constancy of relative shares give us rates of price

and money wage increase. Coupling the rate of productivity increase

with the growth of the labor force, we can generate the rate of growth

of potential real output. Combining the rate of growth of output and

the rate of price increase will then give us the growth rate of GNP.
We will turn to the description and analysis of this process of econo-

mic growth in the next chapter.
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THE NATURAL CONSTANT e

The first step in the derivation and uses of logarithms is the de-

velopment of a natural constant, which is generally denoted by the

letter "e." We can begin by looking at the difference between discrete

and continuous compounding of interest or growth.

Suppose a sum ofmoney y is invested at interest rate r compounded

annually. Then, at the end of t years, y will have grown to

(1) y t=y (l + r)>.

If the interest or growth is compounded twice a year, then

2t

(2) yt =t/o(l + |)

Equations (1) and (2) can be generalized to compounding at n

times a year with

(3) y,= y (l + £)"'.

We can rewrite equation (3) as

342
y'~ y°

r\ nlr

1 +
n



This equation can be simplified by defining m = nlr and sub-

stituting:

(4) ?/,= «/o[(l+-

In the case of continuous compounding or growth n -* ». From the

definition of m we see that as n approaches infinity (for any finite

rate r) m also goes to infinity.

Therefore, for continuous compounding equation (4) can be written

as

y, = lim i/o 1 +
1

m
rt
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But it can be shown that

1+-Y" = 2.71828 = e.
ml

Thus, as m —> «>, and we use continuous compounding,

(5) yt
= lim iy m = y e r'.

Thus, y, = y e rt
is the continuous compounding analog to the discrete

compounding equation (1), yt
= t/o(l + r)

f
-

NATURAL LOGARITHMS
The natural logarithm (In) of a number is defined as the power to

which e must be raised to obtain that number, that is, if y = ex , then
lny = x, or y = elny .

Logarithms have the following convenient algebraic properties.

1. Products: By the definition of the natural logarithm, we have

since x = e
lnx and z — e

]nz
. This gives us the rule for products that

(6) lnxz = lnx + lnz.

2. Exponentiation: Again, by the definition of the natural logarithm,

y<* = ollnjl'O — „alnj
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(7) lnx a =alnx.

Growth Models Furthermore, from equation (7) for exponentiation and equation (6)

PART IV for products, we can see that if

y = xaz &

then we have

(8) In y = a In x + fi In z.

3. Quotients: To handle quotients in logarithmic terms we simply

note that

xz~

This gives us the quotient rule that

(9) ln- = lnxz -1 = lnx — lnz.

4. Derivatives: The derivative of the function x = In t is

(10
> S = s (ln"=l

It is useful to prove this equality. We can do this by substituting

(x + Ax) for x and (t+ A.t ) for t in the original equation.

x+Ax= ln(f+AO,

Ax = \n(t+ &t)-x,

Ax=\n(t+At)-\nt.

From the quotient rule,

^n^Hn^).
Dividing both sides by At gives us

Ax
At-hM1+r)-i&M1+*?)-
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Ifwe let m = t/At, then

At t \ mj

As At —* 0, m —> oo. Therefore,

Ax dx ,. 1. / 1
lim -r— = -ji = hm -In H

As noted above

lim (H 1

m^= \ Vfi)

Therefore,

dx 1
,

1

di = -t
lne =

l>

since lne = 1.

If x — f(t), we can take the natural logarithm of both sides of the

equation,

lux = In (/(*)).

We can also differentiate both sides with respect to time:

Thus, we have

<u
> £*»»-$$•

wheref'(t) = (dldt)f(t).

The right-hand side of equation (11) is seen to be the instantaneous

proportional rate of change (or growth rate) of x.

As a concrete example, consider the Cobb-Douglas production
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function,

(12) y = KaV~ a
,

where y is real output, and K and L are capital and labor inputs. In

logarithmic form, (12) can be written as

lny = alnK+ (l — a) InL.

Application of the rule given by equation (11) for differentiation with

respect to time gives us

(13)
dt

dK
dt

dh

fU-a)-^

so that the proportional growth rate of y is a weighted average of the

proportional growth rates ofK and L.

POINT ELASTICITIES

These concepts can be applied more generally in the notion of the

point elasticity of a function. If .t is a function of, say, L that does not

represent time, then the expression

dx

(14) ± = EXL

is the ratio of the instantaneous percentage change in x to the accom-

panying instantaneous percentage change in L. We can write

x=f(L).

Ifwe letj — In x, h — In L so that L = e
h

, then

di\n x) dl
d(ln L) dh

•

Multiplying by (dxldx) (dLldL) and rearranging gives us

d(\n x) dl d[cUdL (sL }

\(dx\(_d_ h \

d(\nL) dh dxdLdh' \dx
[nX

J\dL)\dh
e

)

dx

xlch h = Lck = _
x dh x dh dh

'
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ExL can be given by The Uses

ofLogarithms

d(lnx)
APPENDIX TO

( 15) ExL = "\m 7, .
CHAPTER 16

a(ln L)

Again, in the case of the Cobb-Douglas production function, where

In y = a In K+ (1 — a) In L,

holding L constant, we have the elasticity of ij with respect to K given

by

j-, _ dlny
EuK ~dhTK- a -

Similarly, holding K constant, we have

Thus the coefficients of the Cobb-Douglas function are the partial

elasticities of output with respect to changes in the K and L inputs.
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Trend Growth
in the Basic
Static Model

By introducing such factors as inflation, wage increases, and growth
in labor productivity into the static model of income determination,

Chapter 16 took the first steps away from a purely static model of the

economy toward a more dynamic view. In Chapters 18-22 we move
on to the development of dynamic models of economic growth — the

growth of potential, or full-employment, output.

The relationship between actual and potential output is shown
in Figure 17-1, which reproduces Figure l-l(a). The potential

line in Figure 17-1 shows the economy's potential output path, which
is fairly smooth given the trend growth of labor force and produc-

tivity. This is also the trend path of full-employment output. It gives

the level of output that could be attained at any given time with the

unemployment rate at about 4 percent and labor productivity at its

trend value.

The actual output line in Figure 17-1 shows actual measured real

GNP. When actual output is below potential, unemployment is above

4 percent and real output is lost. When actual output is above poten-

tial, as in 1968-1969 when the unemployment rate fell below 3.5

percent, additional output above potential is gained, but only at the

cost of a rate of inflation that is widely thought to be unacceptable. In

the presidential campaign of 1968, all parties agreed that the 5 to 6

percent rate of inflation, which came along with the under-3.5 percent

unemployment rate, was too high.

The potential output path in Figure 17-1, then, does not represent

an absolute physical maximum level of output. Rather it gives the

348 level of output associated with an unemployment rate a bit under
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4 percent— the Council of Econo-

mic Advisers' Annual Report in

1970 put it at 3.8 percent. This is

the level that the U.S. Phillips

curve suggests might be com-

patible with "reasonable" price

stability— a rate of inflation

slightly less than 2 percent a year.

Thus the potential output path of

Figure 17-1 can also be con-

sidered as a feasible trend path

for actual output; monetary and
fiscal should be set to maintain

actual output as close to potential

output as possible.

The stabilization policy mea-
sures discussed in Parts II

and III are steps that can be
taken to close the gap between the potential and actual output

paths and maintain actual output near its potential level. Of course,

when we considered time lags in Part III we recognized that once
an output gap appears, movement toward the trend line cannot

be instantaneous and complete. But the static model has shown how
manipulation of such variables as government purchases, tax rates,

or the money supply can close the gap between actual and potential

output. Thus, if investment or consumer expenditure falls below its

trend level associated with potential output and income, the govern-

ment can take fiscal or monetary policy steps to counter-balance the

effects of that exogenous drop in investment or consumer expenditure

to keep the level of output up to its potential.

In Part IV we assume that the government is doing its stabilization

job well. That is, it is reasonably successful in keeping the economy
growing close to the trend, or potential output, line. There will be,

of course, fluctuations around the trend line. Consumption and invest-

ment will fluctuate around their trend levels, and fiscal and monetary
policy will react only with a lag. But when private demand deviates

from its trend level, we assume that the government responds well
enough to correct the deviations within a reasonable period, say, a

year. Thus, on average, the actual growth path of the economy is

represented by the trend line.

Assuming this, our interest in Chapters 18-22 is focused on what
determines the nature of the trend line: How are its slope and height
determined? How can the economy move from one trend line to

another? In other words, what determines the potential rate and
level of growth of the economy? 349



350 Before taking up these questions, we summarize the long-run trend
Growth nature of fiscal and monetary policy that will keep the economy
with Full growing along the trend path. To repeat, in the short run there will
mp yr

^
n

always be fluctuations in private demand — higher or lower levels of

Growth Models investment or consumption — which require higher or lower levels

PART IV of government spending, tax rates, or money supply to maintain actual

output close to potential. But on average, over the long run, monetary
and fiscal policy will exhibit certain trend characteristics as the

economy grows along its trend path.

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING TREND GROWTH
As the economy grows along its full-employment trend path, the

government's monetary and fiscal policy variables will be moving to

counteract changes in private demand. To find the required trends in

these policy variables we assume the economy grows along a path

with the unemployment rate at some given average level, perhaps 4

percent, which we define as full employment.

To describe the trends in monetary and fiscal policy variables

along the full-employment path, we make some further assumptions,

each of which, as we see in Chapter 18, is roughly consistent with the

historical facts.

1. Interest rates are trendless, that is, they fluctuate around some
mean level.

2. The rates of labor force growth, L = [(dLdt)IL], and of average

labor-productivity growth, y L= [(d(ylL)ldt)KylL)], are fairly-

steady.

3. The capital-output ratio, Kly, is roughly constant.

4. The relative shares of labor and capital in output are roughly

constant.

Here we are switching from a focus on employment .V, to the labor

force L. If the unemployment rate u is constant, both .V and L will

grow at the same rate. The unemployment rate u is defined as

„, V L-N X
(1) "

=
L
= -L-= 1 -r>

where V is the number of persons unemployed. Thus if u is constant,

the employment rate, \L, is constant, and N and L both grow at the

same rate L.

In this chapter, we explore the implications of these "facts" for

equilibrium growth in the static model. Then in Chapter 18 we begin

to explain why these are indeed the facts, in the context of growth

models. To draw the implications of balanced growth for static

equilibrium, we examine first the labor market to find the implied



rate of growth of output, wages, and prices on average along trend. 351

Then we find the average growth rate of the money supply that will Trend Growth

keep the money market in equilibrium with real income growing and s'/V"w^ /

the price level rising, and interest rates remaining constant along CHAPTER 17

trend. Finally, we see what full-employment product-market equilib-

rium implies for the average level of the government deficit and
debt.

TREND GROWTH OF OUTPUT AND PRICES

Our assumptions concerning the growth rates of the labor force

and productivity can be combined to give the growth rate of potential

output. We can define potential output as average labor-force produc-

tivity ijlL times the total labor force L:

(2) M=
l

{L.

Taking logarithms of equation (2) gives us

In?/ = In j-+lnL,

and differentiation with respect to time gives us the potential growth
rate equation

(3) y = ylL+L,

where x is the percentage rate of growth of x:

dx

di
x =—

.

x

Thus, the two assumptions give us the rate of growth of potential

output. In the U.S., with total productivity growing along trend at

about 2.8 percent per year and available man-hours in the labor

force growing at 1.5 percent, the growth rate of potential output y is

about 4.3 percent.

As we saw in Chapter 16, the assumption that relative shares re-

main constant along trend implies that the rate of growth of the price

level is equal to the rate of growth of the money wage rate less that of

productivity,

(4) P=W-yiL.

The rate of growth of productivity is given by assumption 2 above,
and the rate of growth of wages, W, comes from the Phillips curve of
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Chapter 16 combined with the unemployment rate assumption. With
the unemployment rate at about 4 percent, the Perry-Phillips curves

of Chapter 16 suggest that W would be about 4.8 percent. Thus, with

productivity- growing at about 2.8 percent, we could expect P to be
about 2 percent along trend, with relative shares remaining constant.

If the Phillips curve could be shifted to the left by an incomes

policy such as the guideposts, and W held down to around 3 percent

a year, then a zero rate of price increase, maintaining relative shares

constant with real wages growing as fast as productivity, could be

achieved. In fact, this has not been possible in the U.S., so that to

maintain constant relative shares with real wages growing as fast as

productivity, P will probably have to be at least 2 percent.

Nominal GNP Growth

Adding the growth rate of real output y and the growth rate of

prices P, we can obtain the trend growth rate of money GXP, Y.

Since Y = y P, we have

(5) Y=y+ P.

Substituting the equation (3) expression for trend y and equation (4)

for trend P gives us

(6) Y = yjL+L+W-ylL= L+W

Along trend, with relative shares constant, the growth rate of nominal

GXP will be the sum of the rates of growth of the labor force, L, and

of the money wage rate, W. From equation (4) the money wage growth

rate that maintains constancy of relative shares is

(7) \Y P+yL.

so that the W term in equation (6) simply represents productivity

growth plus the rate of increase of prices, and the L term adds in the

rate of growth of the labor force.

If the guideposts were followed, P would be zero, so that V = y,

and the rate of growth of money wages would simply represent

productivity growth. Thus, under the guideposts,

(8) Y = L+y/L=y.

Equilibrium Growth on the Supply Side

Equations (3) and (4), which give the growth rates of output and the

price level along the potential GXP path, can be conveniendy inter-



preted as the conditions for equilibrium growth on the supply side.

Given the growth rates of the labor force and productivity, equation

(3) shows the growth rate of output that will maintain constant em-

ployment and unemployment rates. The assumed unemployment

rate then fixes the rate at which wage rates increase — the rate at

which the labor supply curve shifts up.

With the rate of growth of output which will maintain a given rate

of unemployment and the rate at which the labor supply curve shifts

up both fixed, equation (4) gives the rate of increase of the price level,

P, that will keep the supply side of the economy in equilibrium. The
next step in the analysis of trend growth in the static model is to

determine the monetary and fiscal policies that will shift the econo-

my's demand curve out along trend at just the rate that will maintain

both demand and supply equilibrium along the growth path of y and
P described by equations (3) and (4).

The problem is illustrated in Figure 17-2 (which is essentially

the same as the northwest quadrant of Figure 16-6). Starting from an

initial equilibrium P ,f/o point, where y is potential output at time 0,

the growth of the labor force and productivity raise y to «/i and y2 in

time periods 1 and 2, following equation (3). With unemployment
maintained at 4 percent as y moves to y^ and y2 , the labor supply curve

shifts up faster than productivity growth, so that the price level must
rise from P to Pi to P2 to maintain equilibrium on the supply side.

This analysis fixes points 0, 1, and 2 in Figure 17-2 as the equi-

librium P,y points on the supply side as y and P grow according to

equations (3) and (4). This means that the economy's supply curve is

shifting out from S QS to S^, to S 2 S 2 in Figure 17-2 as the economy
grows along trend. The problem
now is to find the path of the

demand-side variables, espe-

cially the money supply M and
the government budget deficit

d = g- 1( y), that will shift the de-

mand curve D ()D of Figure 17-2

out just fast enough to pass

through points 1 and 2, so that

the economy remains in equilib-

rium as y and P grow according

to equations (3) and (4).

TREND GROWTH OF
THE MONEY SUPPLY
We will begin on the demand

side by finding the trend rate of
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growth of the money supply that will hold interest rates constant

along trend as «/ and P grow according to equations (3) and (4). Then
we can determine the movements of the government's fiscal policy

variables that will maintain the product market in equilibrium.

These results can then be modified by assuming that interest rates are

not constant along trend. This will change the M path and the move-
ment of investment along trend, changing the fiscal policy path that

will maintain product market equilibrium.

The equilibrium condition in the money market from Part III is

(9) -p = m(r,y).

In logarithmic form this can be written as

M
(10) ln-p = InM— lnP= a +«i In y — a2 \n r,

where a, is the long-run elasticity of demand for real balances with

respect to changes in real income and a2 is the elasticity with respect

to changes in the interest rate.

In Chapter 12 we suggested that a, is about 1.0, and a2 is about 0.5,

so that the money market equilibrium condition is

(11) lnilf-lnP = a +1.0lni/-0.51nr.

The trend rate of growth of the money supply M that will maintain

money market equilibrium as y and P grow according to equations

(3) and (4) can be obtained by moving In P to the right-hand side of

(11) and differentiating with respect to time. This operation gives us

(12) M=y + P-0.5r,

for trend growth in the money supply M as y, P, and r all change.

Growth in nominal income, y + P, increases the demand for money.

To hold interest rates constant, that is, to hold r = 0, the money supply

must grow at the same rate as nominal income along trend. Thus, if

interest rates are roughly constant along trend, the trend growth in

the money supply should follow the rule

(13) M=?=ij + P.

If nominal income grows at 6 percent or so along trend, the money
supply also must grow at about 6 percent with a unitary income

elasticity of demand for money to keep the money market in equi-

librium with constant r. This money supply behavior will also
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hold velocity v — Y/M constant as

the economy grows along trend.

Equation (13) gives the growth

in the money supply that will

shift the LM curve of Figure 17-3

out fast enough to maintain

money market equilibrium as y

grows according to equation (3)

with r constant. As y grows at

rate y, the LM curve must shift

out at the same rate to maintain

money market equilibrium at

the initial interest rate r . To shift

the LM curve out at that rate, the

money supply must grow at

the rate Y = y+ P, given by equa-

tion (13), to supply the increased

transactions demands stemming from both the p and y increase.

This section has given us the rule for trend growth in the money
supply. To keep the money market in equilibrium at constant— or,

more precisely, trendless — interest rates witl} y and P growing along

the trends given by equations (3) and (4), the trend growth rate of the

money supply should be about the same as that of nominal GNP. If

the price level grows at about 2 percent per year, this indicates a

trend money-supply growth rate of about 6 percent. If prices are

constant, the money supply should show a trend growth rate of about

4 to 4.5 percent to hold interest rates constant. Again, we should note

that this is the rule for the long-run average, or trend, growth in the

money supply to keep the economy near its potential growth path. As
private demand fluctuates about its long-run trend, policy variables

will also have to fluctuate to maintain total demand at the full employ-
ment level, as we saw in Parts II and III. Here we are developing
the long-run average outcome for the policy variables given the

trend growth in private demand. Now we can turn to the fiscal policy

prescription that shifts the IS curve out just fast enough to maintain

demand-side equilibrium as y grows from y to y x in Figure 17-3.

PRODUCT MARKET EQUILIBRIUM
AND THE BUDGET
The equilibrium condition in the product market can be written as

(14a) c+i+g=c+s+ t,

or

(14b) i + g = s + t. 355
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Here each variable is set at its ex ante, or planned level; product
market equilibrium is maintained where planned i + g = planned
s+t. Equation (14b) can be divided through by y to obtain the

product market equilibrium condition with all items stated as frac-

tions of real output,

(15)
y y y y

Rearranging the terms in equation (15), we obtain the necessary

equality between net private-sector saving s — i, and net public-sector

expenditure, the deficit d— g—t, to maintain the product market in

equilibrium:

(16)
g—t _ d _ s — i

y y y
'

This just restates the fact that in equilibrium the government deficit d
must equal the excess of private saving over investment in the

economy. If the saving fraction sly and the investment fraction i/y

have fairly stable trend values, equation (16) will give us the trend

ratio of the deficit to output that will be needed to keep the product

market in equilibrium as the economy grows along trend.

The Saving-Income Ratio

In Chapter 10 we saw that the long-run data on consumption and

income and the three main theories of the consumption function all say

that the ratio of real consumption to real income is roughly constant

over the long run. If cly is roughly constant along trend and the tax

structure is proportional so that t( y) — ty, then the ratio of planned

saving to income must also be constant along trend.

One way to write the product market equilibrium condition is

(17) y = c + s+t,

so that the ratios of c, s, and f to income must add to unity,

(18) 1 =- + -+ -.
y y y

If cly and tly are constant, then sly must also be constant. A per-

manent increase in tax rates, raising tly, will reduce both cly and sly,

presumably in the same proportions that consumption and saving

come out of disposable income. Thus, in the fiscal policy equation

(16) sly will be roughly constant with any given tax structure which



determines tly. An increase in tly will yield a smaller decrease in

sly, as perhaps 10 percent of the t increase comes out of saving.

The Investment-Income Ratio

In Chapter 11 we found that empirical estimates show a long-run

elasticity of investment demand with respect to changes in output of

unity. This implies a constant ratio of investment to real output

along trend, as increases in output call forth equal percentage

increases in investment.

This result can also be obtained by assuming that the capital-

output ratio, Kly, is constant, as shown in assumption 3 above. If

K/y is equal to a constant v (here v is the capital-output ratio), then we
have

dK dy
Net investment = i„

dt dt

as an expression for net investment, which is just the rate of increase

of the capital stock. Dividing the net investment expression by y

yields

dy

(19) = v
~dt
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= v- y.

If both v and y, the trend growth rate of output, are constant along

trend, then the ratio of net investment to output will also be constant

along trend.

Replacement investment is generally assumed to be a fraction 8 of

the capital stock K, so that replacement investment is given by

(20) i r =8K = 8vy,

and the ratio of replacement investment to output, along trend, will

just be the constant 8v. If both net and replacement investment are

roughly constant fractions of output, then total investment i will also

be a constant fraction of y along trend.

Both net and replacement investment, in equations (19) and (20),

depend on the capital-output ratio v. This gives the desired capital

stock at any given level of y. The level of this stock then determines
replacement investment through 8 and the rate of growth of this

stock is net investment. Thus, equations (19) and (20) show that for

any given v there is a constant long-run average ratio of investment

to output.

As we saw in Chapter 11, the desired capital-output ratio should,

in turn, depend on the interest rate through the cost of capital. The
higher the interest rate, the lower the desired capital-output ratio v.
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Thus if the economy moves from one roughly constant level of the

interest rate r to another lower level rt, there will be a corresponding

increase in the capital-output ratio v from t to vt and an increase in

the investment-output ratio from (i/y) to (ily)i. This says that for any

given level of interest rates there will be given equilibrium capital-

output and investment-output ratios. A change in rates will change the

ratios to new equilibrium levels.

The Government Budget Along Trend

We can now return to the equilibrium rule for the government
budget given earlier by equation (16):

g-t = d = s-i

y y yFIGURE 17-4

output growth
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If s/t/ and i/t/ are constant along

trend, (16) gives the long-run

trend in the budget position that

is needed to maintain product

market equilibrium. The saving

ratio is determined by trend real

income and the tax rate; the in-

vestment ratio is at least partially

determined by the level of

interest rates.

If private-sector full-employ-

ment saving tends to exceed

investment demand, s > i and a

government deficit equal to the

difference will be needed on

average over the long run to

maintain equilibrium full-em-

ployment growth. Conversely, if

s < i, a surplus will be needed.

This is the rule that will keep

the IS curve of Figure 17-4(a)

and the demand curve of Figure

17-4(b) shifting out just fast

enough to maintain static equi-

librium in the economy as

potential output grows from y to

?/i to y2 with the interest rate

constant at r and the price level

rising steadily from P to P, to P2 .

The long-run equilibrium



deficit or surplus, then, depends on the long-run tendencies of

the sly and ily ratios. The sly ratio can be affected by tax rate changes,

and the ily ratio can be changed somewhat by interest rate changes,

but there is no particular reason to expect the two ratios to be the

same so that the government budget can be just balanced over the

long run.
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THE MONETARY-FISCAL POLICY MIX
ALONG TREND
Equation (16), giving the full-employment budget surplus or deficit

needed to maintain equilibrium along trend, is a useful point of de-

parture for a final discussion of the long-run allocation implications of

the monetary-fiscal policy mix. Assume that stabilization policy is

maintaining the economy near its potential growth path by balancing

exogenous deviations from long-run trend behavior in sly and ily by
short-run changes in government purchases, tax rates, or the money
supply. In other words, the government counters exogenous short-

run shifts in private demand components by changing its own demand,
changing consumer demand through tax rate changes, or changing

investment demand through deviations from trend money-supply
growth. These policy actions keep the economy close to the potential

growth path so that the remaining monetary-fiscal policy question

concerns the mix of output along trend.

The Trend Mix ofOutput

Presumably the long-run desired output mix — the c, i, and g com-
bination as y grows along its potential path — should be determined
by balancing the marginal social gain of additional units of real

consumer, investment, and government expenditures within the

constraint that they can add up to no more than potential output.

This decision concerning the long-run mix is a political decision to be
taken with the understanding that current investment may affect the

future potential growth rate, as we will see in Chapters 18 and 22.

Once the mix decision is reached by weighing the marginal social

benefits of increases in each kind of expenditure, equation (16) shows
how to implement that decision. First, the interest rate level should
be set to obtain the desired ily ratio. This will involve an initial

period of higher-than-trend M growth to reduce rates, or lower-than-
trend growth to raise them. This sets the trend ily ratio.

Next, given the desired gly ratio, tax rates must be set to yield the

ratios of tax revenue and saving to income that just balance supply and
demand in the economy. The determination of this equilibrium tax rate
is shown in Figure 17-5 (p. 360). The [g-t(y)]ly line in Figure 17-5



FIGURE 17-5 Net private saving and the

surplus at potential output
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the tax rate and the ratio of the

government deficit at potential

output to potential y itself as tax

rates rise. With g fixed at g by
the balancing of marginal social

benefits of expenditures, as tax

rates rise to increase t(y),

[g — t( y)]ly falls fairly sharply.

The (s-i)ly line in Figure

17-5 shows the relationship be-

tween the tax rate and the ratio

of net private saving at poten-

tial output, s — i, to potential

output. Here i is the desired

investment level at potential output. An increase in the tax rate re-

duces saving, reducing s — i, but by less than it increases t( y), since

most of the t( y) increase comes out of consumption.

With ijy and gly set by policy along trend, Figure 17-5 shows the

tax rate t that will equate net private saving and the deficit at poten-

tial output. In Figure 17-5, the tax rate tQ , yields a negative deficit—

a

surplus — along trend, measured by — (dly) . In that example, the

desired investment level i is large enough that the s — i line is low

enough to intersect the g — t(y) line below the horizontal axis, giving

a required surplus as the economy grows along trend.

There is no way to determine a priori whether the potential output

equilibrium intersection of Figure 17-5 will be above or below the

horizontal axis, that is, whether a deficit or surplus will be required

to maintain the economy near its potential output path. Monetary
policy can shift the s — i curve by adjusting the level of interest rates.

The government budget can shift the g — t(y) line by changing g. In

the end, the equilibrium deficit will be to a large extent determined

by these policy decisions concerning the output mix.

Two Interpretations ofthe Product Market
Equilibrium Condition

Thus we see that equation (16) giving the necessary budget posi-

tion along trend can be viewed two ways. First, if we take the level of

interest rates and the tax rate as given, we can use it to determine the

possible level of government purchases and the deficit. If, in

(21)
g-t s-i

y y

360 we take interest rate as given, then ily is fixed. Potential output and



the tax structure determine both s and t. This leaves only gly to be

determined as

(22)
y y y u'

If s > i, g will be greater than t and there will be a deficit; if s < i,

then there will be a surplus with g < t.

Second, if we determine the level of the interest rate needed to

achieve some target investment level, fixing ily by policy, and then

fix gly to equate the marginal social benefits of public versus private

spending, equation (21) can be used to determine the tax rate needed
to maintain static equilibrium as the economy grows along its poten-

tial output path.

Summary on Equilibrium Growth
in the Static Model

This completes our exposition of the behavior of the static model
as the economy grows along its potential path. The rates of growth of

productivity and the labor force determine the rate of growth of

potential output,

(23) y=yJL+L.

The Phillips curve gives us the rate of growth of wages W, and this,

combined with the assumption of constant relative-income shares,

gives us the growth rate of the price level,

(24) P = W-yJL.

To maintain money market equilibrium at any given level of the

interest rate, along trend we have M growing at the same rate as

nominal GNP,

(25) M = Y=y+P.

To raise interest rates, M should be temporarily lower than Y and
vice versa to lower interest rates.

The level of interest rates determines the investment ratio ily, and
the tax structure determines the tax and saving ratios tly and sly,

leaving the product market equilibrium condition,

y

to determine the necessary values of g and the deficit (g — t) that keep
the economy near its potential growth path. If s, t, and i are all
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roughly constant fractions of y, then gly will also have to be roughly
constant, that is, g must grow as fast as y to maintain product market
equilibrium along this balanced-growth path.

We can now move on in Chapter 18 to a brief review of the facts of

economic growth in the U.S. and then to the development of models
that explain the trend growth path of the economy. Here we have

seen how the economy can be kept in static equilibrium along its

trend growth path, assuming such a path exists. In Chapters 18-22

we look at explanations ofwhy such a growth path does exist and what
determines its level and slope, or rate of growth. Before moving on,

it is convenient to discuss very briefly two questions of interest

raised by this exposition of equilibrium growth— the notion of fiscal

drag and the relationships between the deficit, the national debt, and
potential output.

FISCAL DRAG AND THE
FULL-EMPLOYMENT SURPLUS
The product market equilibrium condition with the economy

growing along its potential output path is

(26)
g — t(y) s — i d— = = - = a constant,

y y y

on average, over time.

For that to hold true with a given tax structure, the level of govern-

ment purchases g must grow at the same rate as output y. If g does not

grow as fast as y, the tax rate must be continually reduced to keep

g~t(y) growing at the same rate as y. If both g and the tax rate were
to stay constant, then as potential y grows the deficit would shrink,

and the economy would begin to slow down, falling off the full-

employment path. This phenomenon is known as "fiscal drag" and

is illustrated in Figure 17-6. Let us assume in Figure 17-6 that the

deficit, given by (26), needed to maintain product market equilibrium

at potential output is zero, with the initial level of government pur-

chases fixed at g and the proportional tax structure given by t y.

Under these assumptions, the economy initially is in equilibrium at

the full-employment level of output y°.

As potential output grows with g and t fixed, the full-employment

surplus increases with t y rising and g constant, violating the equi-

librium condition for full-employment trend fiscal policy, putting

increasing downward pressure on the economy, and increasing

unemployment.

To avoid fiscal drag, one of two things must occur. Either the tax

rates must be reduced as income grows, shifting the ty line from t y



to t ! y, in Figure 17-6, or the level of government expenditure must be
increased from g to gi in Figure 17-6 as full-employment output rises

from y°
F to y\.

The point here is just that budget procedures fix the level of

government purchases and tax rates. Thus as y grows, revenues grow
automatically but government purchases increases have to be legis-

lated. This means that a neutral budget position, over time, must
involve steady increases in g or steady cuts in tax rates to maintain

the product market equilibrium condition (26) as the economy grows

along trend.
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PUBLIC DEBT WITH TREND GROWTH
One final question is raised by the product market equilibrium

condition given in equation (26). Suppose along trend private saving

exceeds investment, so that the fiscal rule says that g > t and the

deficit-income ratio dly must be positive. If the government must
persistently run a deficit as the economy grows along trend, what
happens to the ratio of debt to income? Will the public debt— the

accumulated deficit— grow relative to income, or will it tend to some
stable ratio to income? The answer is that the debt-income ratio will

tend toward a constant given by (dly) y. The problem is the same
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as that of the investment-output ratio implied by a constant capital-

output ratio; in that case investment was the rate of change of the

capital stock. Here the deficit is the rate of change of the debt. In

the capital stock case we went from a constant capital-output ratio to

a constant investment-output ratio by differentiation; here we will go

from a constant deficit-output ratio to a constant debt-output ratio by
integration.

Suppose the deficit-income ratio is given by 8, so that the deficit in

time t is given by

(27) dt=8yt
= &,&*,

where y grows at the rate y. Then the debt at any time T, DT, is given

by the integral of all deficits from time zero to time T:

(28) DT = f

T
d,dt= C 8y e'"dt.

Integration of this expression gives us

DT !/o

y o y

With yT = y eyT, the debt-income ratio is then

ijt y\ e uT)

As time passes and T becomes larger and larger, the second term

the parentheses tends toward zero, so thatin

(30)
ŷr

8

y
as

Thus, if the deficit is about one percent of GNP along trend, so that

8 = 0.01, and the growth rate of real output is about 4 percent, so

that y = 0.04, the debt-income ratio will tend toward 25 percent as

time passes.

With the U.S. GNP running about SI trillion, a 1 percent deficit

would be about S10 billion. The arithmetic of deficits and debts in a

growing economy thus says that if the U.S. continually ran deficits of

this magnitude relative to GNP, in the long run the public debt would

stabilize at about one-quarter of GNP, hardly any cause for alarm, no

matter what one's theory is concerning the burden of the public debt.

The last two sections of this chapter digressed from our intro-

duction to growth models in order to pick up two points that are



frequently raised by the discussion of trend growth in the static model,

especially in the rule for fiscal policy. We can now move back to

the central theme of Part IV— the development of the stylized facts

of growth and models that explain them.
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The theory of economic growth generally deals with the economy's
long-run trend, or potential, growth path. Assuming that the mone-
tary and fiscal authorities are successful in keeping the economy
near full employment, we can ask what determines the height and
slope of the potential growth path, shown in Figures 17-1 and 1-1.

As we saw in Chapter 17, the slope of the long-run growth path — the

rate of growth of potential output— is related to the rates of growth of

the labor force and of productivity. The height of the growth path,

on the other hand, is related to the amount of accumulated capital

per worker in the economy and to the saving rate. Most of the remain-

ing chapters of this book are devoted to the analysis of the precise

relationships between the slope and height of the growth path and
the rates of productivity and labor force growth and the saving rate.

The growth models of Chapters 18-22 will deal with relationships

between capital and labor inputs, real output, real investment and
consumption demand, the real wage rate and the profit rate. Since we
are dealing with only real variables here, it will be convenient to

change notation so that capital letters stand for aggregate real magni-

tudes and small letters denote per capita real magnitudes. Thus, for

the remainder of the book:

L = labor input, in terms of man-hours per unit of time;

K = capital input, in terms of machine-hours per unit of time;

Q = real output per unit of time, and, in general, Q = F(K, L);

W = total real wages;

k = amount of capital per man — the capital-labor ratio K/L = k;

q = output per man, or productivity, so that QIL = q;

366 iv = wage rate, that is w — W/L.



FIGURE 18-1 Four kinds of economic growth
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In general, we will also assume
that the rates of utilization of the

labor force and the capital stock

are constant, so that we can use L
to represent either the labor force

or man-hour input, and K to

represent either the capital stock

or machine-hour input.

We will find it useful — indeed,

necessary — to distinguish be-

tween four kinds of growth in

Chapters 18-22. These are illus-

trated in Figure 18-1, which
shows two long-run equilibrium

growth paths q xq x and q2q2 , and
the path of output per man in a

hypothetical economy from point at time t to point 2 at time t2 .

Long-run growth paths q x q x and q2q 2 represent trend growth paths

of output per man with a slope given by the rate of growth of labor

force productivity q, which is the same as the ( ylL) variable ofChapter

17. Long-run growth path q x q x has a lower saving rate and thus is

below long-run path q2q2 . The dashed path AB shows the full-

employment growth path of the hypothetical economy as it grows up

to its long-run trend path q x q x . As we shall see in Chapter 19, if an

economy with a long-run path like q x q x
starts off below that path, at

a point like A, its potential output will tend to grow toward that

long-run path as full employment is maintained by stabilization

policy.

The solid path from point to point 2 in Figure 18-1 shows the

movement of the hypothetical economy from an initial point of less

than potential output, first up to full employment as it joins the AB
path, then to a long-run steady-state growth path q xqu which it joins

at point B. At time t x we assume that the economy's saving rate in-

creases so that its long-run path shifts up to q2q2 . Maintaining full

employment, the economy then follows path 1-2 to reach the new
long-run path at time t2 .

This scenario thus shows four different kinds of growth. The first,

illustrated by the movement from point up to path AB, is growth
that accompanies the elimination of unemployment. The first three

parts of this book dealt with this stabilization question—how to keep
the economy on its full-employment growth path.

The second kind of growth is shown by the movement along the

full-employment path AB toward a long-run steady-state path like

q xq x . One of the major questions dealt with in the growth models of

the next few chapters is whether a full-employment economy will, 367
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both in fact and in theory, tend toward a steady-state path like <7i9i.

The third kind of growth is movement along the steady-state path

once the economy gets onto the path at point B. A second major

theme of the growth models of the next few chapters is investigation

of the characteristics of the steady-state path. It should be noticed

that there are two separable questions involved in growth from A to B
and then along path q xq x

from B. The first is the question of what
path q xq x looks like, assuming the economy gets on it at point B.

The second is whether the economy tends toward a path like qiqi,

assuming that it starts at a full-employment point off the path, like

point A.

The fourth kind of growth involves movements between two
steady-state paths, normally as a result of a change in the saving rate.

This is illustrated by the movement from point 1 to point 2 in Figure

18-1. This kind of growth is quite similar to that from point A to

point B. When the saving rate changes and shifts the long-run steady-

state path from q Yq x to q2q2, the economy is then off the steady-state

path (and at full employment) at point 1 much as it was at point A.

As mentioned above, the first kind of growth that comes from

moving to a position of full resource utilization was discussed in

Parts I to III. Chapters 18-21 deal with the second and third kinds of

growth — to and along the steady-state path, maintaining full employ-

ment. Chapter 22 concludes with a discussion of the fourth kind of

growth between full-employment steady-state paths.

In the following sections we first review the "stylized facts" of

economic growth. These are rough and approximate empirical

observations of the characteristics of long-run growth in industrial

countries, relating the observed growth rate of output to growth

rates in inputs and patterns of change in factor input prices to factor

income shares. These stylized facts are the approximate empirical

reality that growth models attempt to explain.

Next we discuss the three basic assumptions underlying most one-

sector growth models. These are the usually exogenously-deter-

mined rate of growth of the labor force, gL = (dLldt)IL; the production

function, Q = F(K, L); and the saving-investment-capital formation

relationship, S = I = dK/dt. These functions, taken together, give us a

fairly simple intuitive description of the growth process.

Finally we develop the first simple model of capital accumulation

and output growth generally attributed to E. D. Domar and Sir Roy

Harrod. This model develops the implications of the fact that on the

demand side of the economy investment is an important determinant

of the level of output through the multiplier, while on the supply side

investment is an important determinant of the rate of increase of

potential output by increasing the capital stock. Thus, there will be

one investment path along which the capital stock will be fully



employed with the level of demand just sufficient to absorb the total

output produced by the capital stock. This path is given by the

Harrod-Domar condition, which is a basic equilibrium condition in

one-sector growth models.

THE STYLIZED FACTS OF GROWTH
The stylized facts, introduced by Nicholas Kaldor in 1958, refer to

the long-term regularities in the relationships that seem to appear

in most industrial countries — between growth rates of output and
capital and labor inputs, and between factor prices and relative in-

come shares. These are the facts that a growth model must explain.

This section summarizes these stylized facts and gives some rough
numerical estimates for their values in the United States since World
War II.

Labor Force and Output Growth

The growth rate of available man-hours in the labor force is fairly

steady over time, that is, L = (dLldt)IL is roughly constant. Through
the 1950s and the first half of the 1960s the labor force grew at a rate

of about 1.2 percent per year. Subtracting 0.2 percent for a shrinking

work week gave a growth rate of available man-hours of about 1

percent per year during that period. During the late 1960s, as the

people born during the post-World War II "baby boom" began to

enter the labor force, the rate of labor force growth picked up. In

addition, the participation rate of women in the labor force also

began to rise in the late 1960s. These effects have raised the growth

rate of the labor force by about half a percentage point, so that in

the early 1970s the labor force is expected to grow by about 1.7

percent per year. With the work week still shrinking by about 0.2

percent per year, this gives a trend L growth rate of about 1.5 percent.

The rate of growth of labor productivity in the private sector of

the economy fluctuates with the business cycle, but along trend in the

United States it has been fairly steady at about 2.9-3.2 percent per

year. The growth rate was at the upper end of this range from 1960-

1965 as the unemployment rate fell and resource utilization rose.

From 1966 to 1970 the rate of growth of productivity was lower as

the economy reached full employment and then went through a

period of excess demand pressure followed by a recession. For the

1970s, private-sector labor productivity should grow along trend at

about 3.0 percent per year. Since the output of the government
sector of the economy is measured essentially as labor input, the rate

of growth of labor productivity in the government sector is zero by
definition. With the private sector producing about 90 percent of

total real output, this yields a growth rate of economy-wide average

labor productivity of about 2.7 percent per year.
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Total potential output in the economy can be defined as the product

of average labor productivity, QIL, and total labor force,

(l) Qt ©.*•

The growth rate of output, Q, is then the sum of the growth rates of

labor input and productivity:

(2) Q = (QIL) + L.

Thus the trend growth rates of productivity and available man-hours
give us the trend growth rate of potential output, Q.

In the 1950s and early 1960s, with labor productivity growing at a

rate of about 2.7 percent annually and available hours growing at

about 1 percent, the growth rate of potential output was about 3.7

percent per year— somewhat lower in the early part of the period

and rising in the later part of the period. As the growth rate of the

labor force, in terms of available hours, has risen from about 1

percent to the rate of about 1.5 percent projected for the 1970s, the

growth rate of potential output, Q, has risen from 3.7 percent to 4.2

percent. Thus in the 1970s, we can expect labor supply growth L of

about 1.5 percent per year, potential output growth Q of about 4.2

percent per year, and growth of output per man-hour input, q, of

about 2.7 percent per year.

Capital Stock Growth

The second set of stylized facts concerns the rate of growth of the

capital stock and the capital-labor ratio k — K/L. In general, the rate

of growth of the capital stock seems to be fairly steady and greater

than the rate of growth of the labor force. Thus the capital-labor ratio

k is rising through time. The following table gives the compound
rate of growth of the net capital stock for all U.S. industries for the

period 1950-1968.

1950-1955 1955-1960 1960-1965 1965-1968 1950-1968

K(%) 4.3 3.4 3.7 5.4 4.0

SOURCE: Survey of Current Business, April 1970, Table 2, p. 25; straight line net stocks.

The sluggish performance of the economy in the late 1950s pulled

the rate of growth of the capital stock down to 3.4 percent during

1955-1960. This reflects the effects of a high level of unemployment

on profit prospects and investment. As the economy slowly picked up



after 1961, the rate of growth of the capital stock, K, rose to 3.7 percent

in the period 1960-1965, and as an excess demand boom developed

in the late 1960s, K rose even further. The economic slowdown that

started in 1969 and carried over to 1971 has levelled off investment

demand and reduced K somewhat.

The long-term rate of growth of the capital stock from 1950 to 1968

was about 4 percent, roughly equal to the growth rate of potential

output, and greater than the growth rate of the labor force. If the

capital stock grows at about 4 percent per year in the 1970s, the rate

of growth of capital per man-hour, k, will be about 2.5 percent per

year.

The Capital-Output Ratio

The ratio of capital K to output Q has been, historically, a central

variable in growth theory. This will become clear when we discuss

the Harrod-Domar condition later in this chapter. In the first part of

this section we saw that the rate of growth of potential output has

risen from about 3.7 percent in the 1950s and early 1960s to about

4.2 percent in the 1970s. With the capital stock growing at about 4.0

percent annually, this would give a roughly constant, or slightly

declining, capital-output ratio, KIQ.

The Profit Rate and Relative Income Shares

The last important stylized fact is that the profit rate p, defined as

the ratio of profits P to the value of the capital stock K, shows no
perceptible long-run trend. In other words, p = (PIK) is roughly

constant in the long run, although it shows substantial variation

over the business cycle.

If both the profit rate p and the capital-output ratio are constant,

then the relative share of profits in output must be roughly constant in

the long run. Since the profit share in income PIQ can be written as

(3) ^ =1*
y

' Q K Q'
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if p and KIQ are constant, so is the profit share PIQ. Furthermore, if

the wage share WIQ is simply 1 — PIQ, then a constant profit share

implies a constant wage share, and a constant long-run relative dis-

tribution of output. It should be clear that this follows from the two
stylized facts of (a) a constant KIQ ratio and (b) a constant profit rate

in the long run.

Figure 18-2 shows the net profit rate — measured by the ratio of net

profits to total stockholder's equity value of capital— in the United
States corporate manufacturing sector since 1950. There is no
apparent trend in the profit rate, although it does show a clear pattern
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FIGURE 18-2 Net profit rate in U.S., 1950-1970
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source: CEA Annual Report, Feb. 1971.

of cyclical fluctuation. Thus this last stylized fact stands up fairly

well in the U.S. data.

Sumi7iary on the Stylized Facts

Here we can provide a brief summary of the stylized facts, or rough

empirical observations, that growth models must explain.

1. The growth rates of potential output and labor input are fairly

steady, with Q > L, so that q > 0.

2. The growth rate of the capital stock is also fairly steady, with

K > L so that k is also positive.

3. The growth rate of the capital stock is about the same as the

growth rate of output, so that K = Q, and the KIQ ratio is fairly

constant.

4. The profit rate, p = P/K, is fairly constant in the long run. Com-
bined with a constant capital-output ratio, this implies a con-

stant long-run relative distribution of output between wages W
and profits P.

We can now go on to a brief discussion of the basic assumptions

that go into all of the one-sector growth models, and then to the

Harrod-Domar condition.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF ONE-SECTOR
GROWTH MODELS
Growth models are generally based on a combination of three

assumptions, or assumed functional relationships. The first is a

usually exogenously determined labor supply, which grows at some

given rate gL
= L. The second is a production function, which con-



verts labor and capital inputs at any given time into output. The
third is a saving and investment relationship, which determines how
much of current output will be saved and invested to add to the

capital stock.

Labor Force Growth

Labor force growth is usually taken as exogenously determined.

The labor force grows at some given percentage rate of growth gL , so

that the labor force at time t is given by
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(4) L
t
=L egL'.

In the U.S., the rate of growth of the labor force, gL = L, is about

1.5 percent per year.

When we introduce technical progress in Chapter 20, in the form

of growing labor productivity, we will introduce it through the notion

of an effective labor unit. If, over time, each worker is becoming more
productive at the rate A, this can be viewed as if each worker is able

to work an increasing number of effective man-hours. Then if E t is

the effective laborforce at time t, we have

(5) E t
= Lte

u = L elgL+mi

and effective labor units per man, E tILt , grow at rate A. If this is inter-

preted as the rate of increase of average labor productivity, A in the

U.S. is about 2.7 percent per year.

The Production Function

The second relationship basic to growth models is the production

function which converts K, and L, inputs into Q, output:

(6) Q t =F(K t,Lt).

Both marginal products dFldK and dFldL are assumed to be positive

and decreasing as the relevant input increases.

In general, we will assume the production function is homogeneous
of degree one in K and L. This means that we assume constant re-

turns to scale so that output per man, q, depends only on capital

per man, k. Formally, a function is homogeneous to degree h if, for

any arbitrary positive number a, we have

(7) a»Q = F(aL,aK)

.

First-degree homogeneity means that

aQ = F{aK,aL).
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FIGURE 18-3 Labor-intensive

production function

If this is the case, we can set a

equal to 1/L to obtain the labor-

intensive production function,

(8) <fc =g =F(f,l) =/(*,);

/' >0, f" < 0.

The labor-intensive production

function is shown in Figure 18-3.

Its slope is positive and decreas-

sothat/' > Oand/" < 0.

Investment and Capital Formation

The last basic building block in growth model construction is the

saving-investment relationship. Since we are dealing with full-

employment growth paths, the static equilibrium equation of saving

and investment holds: S + T = I + G.

From the point of view of the growth process, this equilibrium

condition gives us the link between current social saving S + T— the

amount of income not spent on consumption — and total investment,

which is just the rate of increase of the capital stock. If we view 1+ G
as total social investment I, which is the time rate of change of the

capital stock, dK/dt, then we have

(9) S, = h
dK
dt

'

as the equation relating saving S to capital formation dK/dt.

The simplest saving function is obtained by assuming a constant

fraction s of output is saved and invested. In this case the capital

formation relationship would be

(10)
dK
dt

= It =St =sQt

Each period sQ
t is saved and invested, raising K by that amount from

period t to t + 1.

The Simple Dynamics ofGrowth

We can combine the three basic functions reviewed above to give a

simple intuitive explanation of the growth process. The labor force

assumption given by equation (4) or (5) determines labor input for

any given time period t. This labor input, combined with the capital

stock inherited at the beginning of period t, produces a flow of output



Q, via the production function. The saving function then determines 375

what fraction of output is invested in period t through an equation Introduction

like (10), and this investment adds to the inherited capital stock to t0

%°Ti
l

give the larger capital stock that is passed on to the next period, t+1. CHAPTER 18

That capital stock then combines with the larger labor force in

t+ 1 to produce an increased level of output Q t+\. The question for

the growth models of Chapters 19-21 is whether this process natur-

ally settles down to a stable growth path as seems to be described

by the stylized facts.

THE HARROD-DOMAR CONDITION
FOR EQUILIBRIUM GROWTH
Equilibrium growth requires that both the labor force and the

capital stock be fully employed as the economy grows. Rising unem-
ployment of labor would, by definition, violate the full-employment

growth assumption, and it would probably also be accompanied by
deficient demand and falling prices. On the other hand, underutiliza-

tion of the capital stock would drive profits and investment incentives

down, reducing investment and the demand for output.

The requirement that the capital stock be fully utilized as the econ-

omy grows brings us to the basic dynamic process pointed out by Sir

Roy Harrod and Evsey Domar in the early 1940s. The level of invest-

ment is associated with the level of output through the multiplier,

while it is also associated with the rate of growth of output through

changes in the capital stock. The implications of this relationship for

the equilibrium growth rate of the economy can be derived in the

context of a simple growth model using the fixed-coefficients produc-

tion function that was introduced in Chapter 6.

The Fixed-Coefficients Production Function

If the economy has a fixed-coefficients technology, so that a units of

labor L and v units of capital K are required to produce one unit of

output O, then the production function can be written as

(11) Q f =min v ' a

This production function is shown in the (K,L) space of Figure

18-4 (p. 376). With fixed coefficients t; and a, the production isoquants

showing levels of output O are right-angled with corners along the ray

from the origin with slope via. If both capital and labor are fully

employed, then output Q is equal to both K/v and LIa, so that KJv =
LIa and KIL = via. If we locate the isoquant showing one unit of

output, Qo = 1, we can measure v and a as shown in Figure 18-4.
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FIGURE 1S-4 Harrod-Domar
production function: fixed

coefficients of production

If the ratio of capital to labor in

the economy is greater than via,

there will be excess capital stock,

zero profits, and no investment.

If KIL is less than via, there will

be unemployed labor in the

economy.

Saving, Investment, and the

Warranted Rate ofGrowth

To investigate the supply and
demand relationship leading to

the growth rate that will maintain

full employment of the capital

stock, we can introduce a saving

function that makes saving a constant fraction s of output. This gives

us a capital formation equation

(12) lt=-£=St=sQt .

This relationship can be used to determine output demanded in the

economy as Q, = IJs, so that increments to output demanded are

given, as usual, by the multiplier

(13)
dQ _ 1 dl

df ~ sdt '

on the demand side.

If capital is to be fully employed, then from production function

(11), we obtain Q, = K,lv. Changes in output from the supply side —
the increments that would be produced by a growing capital stock—
are then given by

dQldKl
U4; dt~vdt~v l "

on the supply side.

With full employment of the capital stock, the growth in output

demanded through the growth in investment, given by equation (13),

should be equal to the growth in output supplied due to capital stock

growth, given by equation (14). Thus, for full employment of the

capital stock as the economy grows, we have

<«> 2- l£-h.
dt s dt



so that the necessary growth rate of investment is given by

(16)

dj_

i t

If the ratio of / to Q is a constant, namely s, then J and Q must grow at

the same rate. This means that the rate of growth of output that

will maintain full employment of the capital stock is given by
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(17) Q = /=v

To maintain full employment of capital in this model, output must
grow at the rate si v. This is the rate of growth that will cause investors'

expectations to be realized, or, as Harrod put it, "warranted." Thus
slv gives the warranted rate ofgrowth that maintains full employment
of the capital stock.

Labor Force Growth

The rate of growth of output that will maintain full employment of

the labor force can be obtained almost directly from the production

function (11) plus the assumption that the rate of labor force growth is

exogenously given as gL . To maintain full employment, or any con-

stant unemployment rate, of the labor force, output Q t must be equal

to LJa. Thus the ratio L
tIQ t

is fixed at a, and the growth rate of output

must be equal to the growth rate of the labor force, gL . So, to maintain

full employment of the labor force,

(18) Q = L = gL .

If we replace L, in the production function, equation (11), with

effective labor, £,, then the production function can be written as

(19) £>,= min
;*aj

If this is the case, to maintain full employment of the labor force Q t

must grow at the same rate as effective labor input, so that

(20) Q = g,+ A,

where, as discussed earlier, A is the rate of growth of average labor

productivity. The rate of effective labor force growth, gt +A, is fre-

quently called the natural rate, following Harrod.
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The Harrod-Domar Condition

The difficulty with this one-sector growth model with both a fixed-

coefficients production function and a fixed saving rate should now be
apparent. For capital to be fully employed, output must grow at the

warranted rate: Q = s/v. But for labor to be fully employed in the case
with growing productivity, output must grow at the natural rate:

Q — gt+ A. Thus for both capital and labor to be fully employed as

the economy grows, we have the Harrod-Domar condition,

(21) g,+ A=;

But since gL + A, s, and v were all fixed independently by assumption
to begin with, the possibility of equilibrium growth with full employ-
ment of both capital and labor, that is, that gL + A = (slv), is almost nil.

If the natural rate gL + A exceeds the warranted rate slv there will be
increasing unemployment of labor, violating the initial equilibrium

assumption. If g^ + A < (slv), on the other hand, excess capital will

develop, driving the marginal productivity7 of capital— the profit rate

in equilibrium — to zero, discouraging investment, and throwing the

economy out of equilibrium. The Harrod-Domar condition has been
characterized as a "knife-edge" case in which if gL + A just happens to

equal s/v, all is well, but if not, the model moves away from full-

employment equilibrium.

The reason for this instability- in this model is that the initial

assumptions are too rigid. In order to explain growth with a roughly

constant capital-output ratio v, it is assumed that v is fixed a priori.

Combining this assumption of fixed coefficients with a fixed saving

ratio s, and fixed effective labor-force growth rate gL + A, leaves no

freedom for movement toward equilibrium in the model; it is over-

determined.

This rigidity can be relieved by (a) changing the production func-

tion to allow substitution between capital and labor, thus permitting

the equilibrium v to be determined by the growth process itself; (b)

making the saving ratio itself a function of the profit rate or the dis-

tribution of income between capital and labor, thus permitting the

equilibrium saving ratio to be determined by the growth process,

or (c) a combination of (a) and (b).

We will now move to the basic neoclassical growth model of

Solow, which employs option (a) above, permitting capital and labor

substitution in the production function.
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In Chapter 18 we saw that the basic inputs to — or assumptions

underlying— growth models, that is, models of economies that pro-

duce a single output Q which can be either consumed or saved and
invested, are as follows.

1. First we require an assumption concerning the rate of growth of

the labor force — usually that it is given exogenously, so that

L
(
= L e9L'.

2. Next we must specify a production function giving output Q as a

function of the capital and labor inputs, K and L, so that Q, =
F(K

t,L,).

3. Finally we need an explanation of saving and investment be-

havior that gives the change in the capital stock, investment, as a

function of the level of output. One simple saving-investment

function assumes saving is a constant fraction, s, of output, so

that dK/dt = I, = S, = sQ t .

With a given capital stock and labor force at some initial time t ,

the production function of assumption 2 gives the level of output. The
investment behavior of assumption 3 gives the increase in K from t

to t j as a function of the t level of output, and the labor force growth

of assumption 1 gives the change in L from f to t 1 . These new values

of K and L in fj give a new level of full-employment output in tu and

so on. Thus, the entire model of growth is embedded in the three

assumptions concerning labor force growth, the production function,

and investment behavior. Formulating a growth model in terms of

these assumptions amounts to drawing the implications of the assump-

380 tions for an array of questions such as these: Do long-run equilibrium



values of output per man, QIL = q, and capital per man, K/L = k,

exist? If so, are these equilibrium values stable? What are the equi-

librium levels of consumption and investment? What is the distribu-

tion of output between profit and wages in equilibrium?

This chapter will develop the basic neoclassical growth model
formulated by Solow, based on the following assumptions:

1. The labor force growth rate is given exogenously as gL .

2. The production function is Q = F(K,L), with properties to be
discussed shortly.

3. Investment and saving are a fixed fraction of output.

The first section will develop the properties of the production func-

tion that are important to the analysis of the growth model. The basic

requirement is that the function exhibit constant returns to scale.

Next we will study the neoclassical growth model under conditions

of no technical progress. The analysis of the model is exactly the same

with or without the assumption that effective labor units E are grow-

ing relative to the labor force L, and the initial exposition is much
clearer ifwe omit this complication.

In studying the neoclassical model we first see that the model
tends toward a long-run equilibrium capital-labor ratio /c*(a star* de-

notes the equilibrium value of any given variable) at which output per

man is also in equilibrium at q* , and Q, K, and L all grow at the rate gL .

Then we investigate the distribution of output between consumption

and investment and the implications of the model for factor pay-

ments — the wage and profit rates — and income shares.

In the next section we will introduce technical progress in the

form of effective labor units, E, — L,e K
'. The analysis will follow

exactly the same lines as that of the model without technical progress

with E replacing L throughout. Finally, we can, in a nonrigorous

fashion, relax the assumptions of constant returns to scale and of

exogenously determined population growth to illustrate cases of

multiple equilibria. These include the case of the low-level equi-

librium trap which may be relevant to underdeveloped countries.
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THE CONSTANT RETURNS PRODUCTION
FUNCTION

The neoclassical growth model is built on a production function

with constant returns to scale, capital and labor substitutability, and
diminishing marginal productivities. The production function,

(1) Q = F(K,L),

is homogeneous of first degree, or, to put it another way, it exhibits

constant returns to scale. This means if all inputs are changed pro-
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portionately, then output will change by the same proportion. In

other words, the function can be written as

(2) aQ = F(aK,aL).

If K and L are doubled (a = 2), then output will also double. This is

what is meant by the assumption of constant returns to scale.

With this assumption, we can write the production function in a

very handy per capita form. Ifwe let a = 1/L, then we have

(3) hi-^- /(£)=/<«.

This gives output per man as a function of capital per man alone.

Increasing the scale of operations by increasing K and L propor-

tionately will not change QIL. Thus there is no gain in QIL from

increasing both labor and capital as long as the K/L ratio k is the same
because the production function exhibits constant returns to scale.

The per capita production function (3) is shown in Figure 19-1. The
marginal productivity to increasing the K/L ratio is positive, but

diminishing. That is, f'(k) > 0,f"(k) < 0.

An example of a constant returns to scale, diminishing marginal-

productivity function is the familiar Cobb-Douglas function:

(4) Q = bK aV

Here homogeneity of degree one, or constant returns to scale, is

ensured by making the coefficients of K and L sum to unity. The
reader should verify this by seeing what happens to Q if K and L are

multiplied by 2. This production function can be put in per capita

terms:

Q bK aU-a

q = L =—L—(5) f"= »(!)"=»*"•

FIGURE 19-1 Per capita

production function

We can compute the marginal

productivity of k:

(6) MPk = ^=baka~\,

which is positive. The second

derivative,

(7)
d(MPk) = d 2

q
dk ' dk2

Ma-Dr2
,



is negative since a < 1. This shows that the MPk is decreasing with

additions to k, that is, the production function of Figure 19-1 is

concave downward, as shown.

Introduction of the neoclassical production function with the

possibility of substitution between capital and labor inputs gives us

a way to vary the capital-output ratio as the growth process proceeds.

Each point on the production function of Figure 19-1 determines a

ratio of q to k:

(8)

Q

k K
L

Q
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which is the inverse of the capital-output ratio v. Thus, the slope of a

ray from the origin to any point on the production function deter-

mines the capital-output ratio at that point; the slope of the ray is

given by 1/v. As the economy moves out along the production function

with k increasing from k to k
x to k2 in Figure 19-2, the capital-output

ratio increases from v to v t to v 2 . This is because the labor-intensive

production function of Figures 19-1 and 19-2 shows diminishing

returns to increases in k.

Recall from Chapter 18 that the basic difficulty with the Harrod-

Domar model is that it is overdetermined; s, v, and gL are all given

exogenously, so that only by coincidence could the equilibrium

growth condition gL = slv be met. Introduction of the neoclassical

production gives us a way to allow t; to vary as k changes, thus elimi-

nating the rigidity of the Harrod-Domar model.

EQUILIBRIUM GROWTH IN THE
NEOCLASSICAL MODEL
We can now ask whether the

production function described in

labor-intensive form in equation

(3), taken together with the exo-

genous growth of the labor force,

(9) L
t
= L eV,

and the saving-investment as-

sumption,

(10) ~^It =St=sQt ,
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yields a dynamic system that tends toward equilibrium values of the

capital-labor ratio k, output per man q, and the capital output ratio i".

We begin by developing the equation for the growth rate of the

capital-labor ratio k.

The Equilibrium Capital-Labor Ratio

Focusing on the capital-labor ratio, we want to see if there is an

equilibrium K L ratio k* toward which the economy moves, whatever

initial capital-labor ratio k it begins with. If there is, this implies that

the economy moves toward an equilibrium growth path as it moves
toward that KJL ratio k* , and then grows along that growth path if

that k* is a stable equilibrium. Along that growth path, the values of A:

and q would be constant at k* and q*
', so that capital and output would

both grow at the same rate as the labor force.

Writing the k ratio in logarithmic form gives us

(11) ln/c,= ln/v-lnL,.

Differentiation of this expression gives us the equation for the pro-

portional growth rate of the capital-labor ratio,

dk dK dL

(12) : 77/ 777 77[ a _ fK'~ k ~ K L ~ *' **'

where, as usual, a dot over a variable denotes the proportional growth

rate of that variable.

Since the numerator of the K term in equation (12) is investment

which is in turn equal to sQ, and L is given exogenously as gL , we
can rewrite (12) as

Dividing both Q and K by L then gives us

sf(k)
(13) A=T -g, gL

as the fundamental differential growth-rate equation in terms of the

capital-labor ratio k. This equation gives k, the rate ofgrowth of k, in

terms of the level of k itself.

The equilibrium capital-labor ratio is that value of k which makes k

equal to zero in equation (13). If k reaches that value, it will remain

there, since k will then be zero. We can find the equilibrium value,



k*, by setting k in (13) equal to

zero, so that

(14)
sf(k*)

k*
~ gL

defines k*

.

The solution of equation (13)

for the equilibrium value k* is

shown in Figure 19-3(a). The
equilibrium condition (14) can

be rewritten as

(15) q*=f(k*) = ^k*.

Figure 19-3(a) shows the produc-

tion function, q = f(k), and a ray

through the origin with slope

gjs. At the k value where the two
lines cross,

f(k) = — k, or —y~=Sl,

so that k = 0, and that value of k

is the equilibrium value k*.

It remains to be determined
whether that equilibrium point is

a stable one. Will the economy move to that k* point and stay there,

if it begins at a different KIL ratio? The answer is yes.

By inspection of Figure 19-3(a) we can see that to the left of k*

,

where k < k*,f(k) > [(gjs)k]. This means that

sftk)
> gL,

and from equation (13) we can see that in this case k > 0, so that k is

increasing if /c < k* . To the right of k*, where k > k*, and

sftk)
< gL,

k < and k is decreasing.

Thus the economy will indeed move toward the k* equilibrium 385
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FIGURE 19-4 Equilibrium

capital-labor ratio

B:k >k

where k = from any initially given capital-labor ratio k . This

stability is shown by the phase diagram in Figure 19-3(b), which
plots fe against k. To the left of k*, k > and k is increasing. To the

right of k*, k < and k is decreasing. At /c*, k = 0, so that the econo-

my stays at fe*. Thus the system is stable.

This analysis shows that an economy which maintains full employ-

ment of capital and labor and is characterized by our three assump-
tions concerning labor force growth, the production function, and
investment behavior, will move toward some equilibrium capital-

labor ratio fe* from its initial k ratio. Once it reaches its k* value,

which is determined by gL , s, and the shape of the production function

f(k), capital will grow as fast as labor to maintain k at k*

.

One way to describe this move-

ment graphically is shown in the

capital-labor space of Figure

19-4. There the equilibrium

capital-labor ratio fe* is described

as a ray from the origin with slope

k*. If the economy begins with

k < k*, for example at point A,

as labor grows at its exogenously

determined rate, investment is

sufficiently large to raise the

capital-labor ratio toward fe* as

both K and L grow. When the

capital-labor ratio reaches k* , the

capital stock is large enough that

it takes all of the investment

generated by sQ to keep it growing at the same rate as the labor force,

so k stays at fe*. If the economy somehow began at point B, the invest-

ment generated by sQ would not even suffice to keep K growing as

fast as L, so k would fall toward k* as K and L grew. Eventually the

economy would reach equilibrium k* where the capital-labor ratio

would be constant and K — L = gL .

From the production function we see that when fe reaches fe*,

output per man q also reaches an equilibrium level q*
. With output

per man constant at q* , output is also growing as fast as the labor

force so that Q = L= gL also. This model thus explains the conver-

gence of the economy toward a steady growth path where Q = K and

the capital-output ratio t; is constant, but it is not consistent with the

stylized fact that both Q and K are greater than L. This discrepancy

can be eliminated by adding a technical progress factor to labor force

growth, giving an effective laborforce growing faster than L. We will

return to this point after completing the development of the basic

no-technical-progress model.



The Equilibrium Capital-Output Ratio

The equilibrium condition (14) can be rewritten as

(16) t-~f--^-

This is because f(k*) is just equilibrium output per man; dividing it

by capital per man gives equilibrium QIK, the reciprocal of the

equilibrium capital-output ratio v*. Thus, the neoclassical model with

a production function that allows v to vary explains how the economy
moves toward the equilibrium capital-output ratio v* which then

tends to remain constant through time.

Again rewriting the equilibrium condition we have

(17) & = -4,
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the Harrod-Domar condition for balanced full-employment growth.

By allowing v to vary, the neoclassical model explains how the econ-

omy will tend toward a growth path along which the Harrod-Domar
condition is met. Thus the observed, roughly constant, capital-output

ratio v* can be viewed as the result of an equilibration process that

brings it equal to slgL , rather than as a necessary technological

assumption.

The Role ofthe Saving Rate

The equilibrium condition shown in Figures 19-3 and 19-4 assumes

a given saving rate, which fixes, along with gL , the slope of the gjs
line in Figure 19-3 and thus de-

termines the equilibrium k*

.

Figure 19-5 shows the effect on

k* of an increase in the saving

rate from s to sx . The gjs line is

rotated down, increasing k*

from k* to kf

.

With k at the initial equilib-

rium level k*, the increase in the

saving rate from s to Sj in-

creases investment— presumably
the government eases monetary
conditions to increase I to match
the exogenous drop in C — above
the level needed to keep K grow-
ing as fast as L at k*. Thus the

capital-labor ratio begins to rise
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FIGURE 19-6 Equilibrium growth

path: increase in the saving rate

toward the new equilibrium k*

level, where, once again growth
of that larger capital stock at

the rate gL will absorb SiQ of

investment.

The departure from one equi-

librium level of k, /c*, and move-
ment toward another, k* , means
moving from one trend growth
path toward another. This is illus-

trated in Figure 19-6 which
shows the growth path of Q
through time. At time t„ there is

an increase in the saving rate from s to st . This causes the system

to begin moving toward a higher equilibrium k*,k*, which in turn

brings a higher q* . Thus, the saving rate increase shifts the equi-

librium growth path in Figure 19-6 up, bringing a transitory period

of output growth at a faster rate than gL as output per man rises

from q* toward q* in Figure 19-5. The new equilibrium k* is reached

at time tu and the economy moves along a new trend growth path

with the same slope, or growth rate, as the earlier one, equal to the

growth rate of the labor force, but one with a higher level of Q due
to the saving rate increase.

Investment and Consumption in Equilibrium

To study the implications of the neoclassical model for investment

and consumption, we can rewrite the equilibrium condition, (14), as

FIGURE 19-7 Equilibrium per capita investment

and consumption

(I

X^k• s
K

q*

^^-f(k)

c
L gL k

^^<^sf(k)
// I a ^^<

£^^\^o
I

L
1 l

k k*

(18) sf(k') = gLk\

All we have done is to multiply

both sides of equation (15) by the

same constant, s, which in graphi-

cal terms means simply shifting

the two functions f(k) and (gjs)k

down by the same proportion s,

as shown in Figure 19-7.

Since / = sQ, and q — f(k), we
know that investment per man,

I/L, is given by

(19) ± = °2-=
Sq = sf(k).

Thus, the sf(k) curve in Figure



19-7 shows investment per man for any given level of k. Then if

f(k) gives output per man and sf(k) gives investment per man, the

difference between the f(k) and sf(k) curves in Figure 19-7 must be

equal to consumption per man at any given k.

The gLk line in Figure 19-7 gives the investment per man needed

to increase the capital stock rapidly enough to preserve any given

capital-labor ratio, such as A: , with a growing labor force. This is true

for all levels of k, not just equilibrium k* levels. This can be seen by

noting that to maintain k constant, K must grow as fast as L, or K = gL .

But K is given by UK, so that to maintain k constant— again, for any

given k — we require that

& = J

or

I=K-gL .

Dividing by L converts this condition into

J K
gL = gLk,
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so that the gLk line shows investment per man needed to maintain

any given capital-labor ratio k.

At k in Figure 19-7, total investment per man, sf(k), is generated

at level a, while investment per man required to maintain k , gLk, is at

level b. Thus at k investment per man is greater than that required

to keep k constant so that k is rising; k > 0. As k increases, the

amount of investment needed to maintain k increases proportionately.

But since there are diminishing q returns to increasing k, and invest-

ment is proportional to q(UL = sq), as k increases total investment

per man rises less than proportionately. Thus, as k rises, the gap

between sf(k) and gLk in Figure 19-7— which is the investment per

man available to increase the k ratio— diminishes. Eventually the

economy reaches the level of k where it takes all the investment

generated by sf(k) to keep K = gL , so that sf(k) = gLk, and k has

reached the equilibrium level k*

.

An increase in the saving rate would shift the sf(k) function of

Figure 19-7 up and the (gjs)k function down, increasing k* . With a

higher s, investment per man would be greater than that required to

maintain the old k*, so the economy would move toward a new,
higher k* , that is, toward a higher trend growth path. Eventually,

however, diminishing returns cause the economy once again to reach

a point where k = 0, and K = Q = L = gL along the higher growth
path of Figure 19-6.
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Wages, Profits, and Relative Shares

Finally, we can develop the implications of the neoclassical model
for the price constellation — the profit rate p and real wage rate w—
and distribution of output to factor income shares with competitive

pricing assumptions.

The constant-returns-to-scale production function can be written as

(20) Q = L/(|) = Lftk) ,

as was shown earlier in equation (3). The profit rate, or return to

capital, p, in a competitive economy with constant returns is equal to

the marginal product of capital, the MPK. Thus, for the profit rate p
we have

or, cancelling the L terms,

(21) p=f'(k).

That is, the profit rate is simply the slope of the per capita production

function.

The return to labor, or real wage rate, in a competitive economy,
is equal to the marginal product of labor, the MPL. Thus we have

w = MPL =
d_Q

dL vCtX-frf®-
or

(22) w=f(k)-kf'(k).

This simply says that

wages

man f(k)-kf'(k).

But f(k) is output per man, k is capital per man, and the profit rate is

profits per unit of capital, so that (22) says that

wages output capital profits

man man man capital

'

or

wages output profits

man man man '

which must be true ifwages and profits add up to total output.



The relative income shares of

capital and labor in equilibrium

at k*,q* are shown in Figure

19-8. In equilibrium at k* =
(KIL)*, output per man is given

by (QIL)*. Profits per man, PIL,

are the product of KIL and PIK,

but PIK, the profit rate p, is given

by the slope of the production

function at k*,q*. Thus, the

graphical representation of (Kl

L)-(PIK) is given by the differ-

ence between (QIL)* and the

q-axis intercept of the tangent to

the production function at k* ,q*

,

which has slope p. In equilibrium

at k*,q*, profits per man are

given by PIL in Figure 19-8. The
difference between QIL and PIL

is wages per man W/L, as we just saw. This gives us the equilibrium

distribution of output between profits and wages shown in Figure

19-8. Once the economy reaches the equilibrium k* ,q* point, the

distribution of output per man between profits per man and wages

per man is constant. Thus, the neoclassical model without technical

progress explains the constancy of relative income shares. We will

see shortly that this is also the case after we introduce technical

progress into the model.

FIGURE 19-8 Relative shares of capital and labor

in equilibrium at k*, q*
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THE NEOCLASSICAL MODEL WITH
TECHNICAL PROGRESS

Earlier we saw that the basic neoclassical growth model without

technical progress produces the result that when the economy is

growing along the long-run trend equilibrium growth path, output

and capital grow at the same rate as the labor force, that is,

Q = K = L=gL .

These results, however, are not in accord with the stylized facts of

growth which indicate that capital and output tend to grow at the

same rate, but faster than the labor force, so that in fact,

K=Q>L=gL .

To reconcile this difference, we can introduce technical progress into

the picture in the form of a rate of increase in labor productivity, 391



392 exogenously determined. Thus we can redefine the labor force in the
Growth neoclassical Solow model as the effective laborforce E, including not

"f*

F "'' only the number of workers but also an element of technical improve-

ment. Assume that the labor force grows at the rate gL , and effective

Growth Models labor units per man grow at the rate A. This gives us

PART IV

(23) E t
= L,e Kt = L e gL ' e Kt = L e{a

i-
+^

.

Effective man-hours E, grow at the rate gt +A, and the ratio of E,IL,

grows at the rate A.

Next we can restate the production function in terms of K and £:

(24) Q t
=F(K t,E t ),

where all the properties for F(K,L) still hold, except that £ is now
substituted for L.

Growth Equilibrium with Technical Progress

We can now repeat the entire analysis of the growth process sub-

stituting E for L. Beginning with the production function, we have

<25
> '-%-&-*IM-™-

where k is now defined as K/E. Next, since k = KIE, we obtain the

expression for the growth rate of k,

(26) 'k = k-E.

Since E = LeKt — Lve(9L +K>t
, the growth rate E is exogenously given as

gL + A, so that (26) can be rewritten as

sQ sq sf(k)

(27) k = ^-(gL + k) = f-(gL + X) =^-(gL + k).

The equilibrium value of k,k*, is again obtained by setting k in equa-

tion (27) equal to zero, so that at fc*,

(28)
sf(k')

s-
i =gL + X.

We can locate equilibrium k* graphically in Figure 19-9 by rewriting

the equilibrium condition (28) as

(29) f(k*) = gL±^k*.



FIGURE 19-9 Growth equilibrium

with technical progress
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The ray from the origin in Figure

19-9 now has a slope (gL + k)ls,

while in Figure 19-3 the slope

was gjs since there it was
assumed that k = 0. The point of

intersection of f(k) and [(gL + k)l

s]k in Figure 19-9 gives us the

stable equilibrium values for

k* = (KIE)* and q* = (QIE)*.

At the equilibrium value k*,

the ratio of capital to £ is con-

stant, so that along the equi-

librium growth path,

(30) K = E = gL + K,

and the ratio of capital to labor grows at the rate k. Equilibrium k*

determines an equilibrium value of output per effective man q at q*

in Figure 19-9. If the ratio of Q to E is constant along the equilibrium
growth path, then

(31) Q = E = gL + k = K.

Thus, with £ defined as Le Kt
, we explain the stylized fact that and K

are equal, and both exceed L by X, which is now recognized as the

rate of growth of labor productivity.

The analysis of the distribution of output between investment and

consumption, and the result that the stability of the equilibrium

k*,q* solution comes basically from the fact that the level of invest-

ment needed to maintain any given k ratio grows proportionately

with k, while the actual level of investment increases less than pro-

portionately with k since f"(k) < 0, are both exactly the same in the

technical progress case as before. The fact that the relative income
shares of labor and capital are constant in the model with technical

progress probably requires some elaboration, however.

Income Shares With Technical Progress

Turning to the relative shares of capital and labor, we find that this

technical progress model leads us back to the wage-price guideposts

discussed in Chapter 17. The production function given in equation

(25) can be written as
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(32) Q = E/(§) = L^'/(f )
= Le»f(k)

Differentiation of the middle version of (32) with respect to K gives
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us the MPK, or, under competitive conditions, the profit rate,

(33) p = |2 =Le,/.(_K.)._l_ = /
.(_K

;
)
==/ .

(Jc)j

so that the profit rate is equal to the slope of the production function

in Figure 19-9, which is constant in equilibrium.

The wage rate is given by differentiation ofQ with respect to L:

dLw=°if = Le»f>
K
LeKt

K
eKtL

+ ext
f(k).

Simplification of this expression gives us

(34) w = ekt[f(k)-kf'(k)]

for the real wage to.

In equilibrium, the value of k is constant at k* , so that the real wage
rate grows at the rate A., which is the rate of growth of average labor

productivity, Q — L. Thus, the wage guidepost that the aggregate real-

wage rate should grow at the same rate as productivity is consistent

with a neoclassical growth equilibrium with technical progress.

The capital share of income is given by the product of the profit

rate p and the capital stock K, while w L gives the labor share. Thus
to see whether income shares are constant in the technical progress

model, we can ask whether the ratio of pK to wL is constant. In equi-

librium we found

E Le Kl=k\

a constant. This means that K/L= k*e Kt
, and, as we have seen, the

capital-labor ratio grows at the rate A in equilibrium. Combining this

with expressions (33) and (34) for the profit and real wage rates

respectively and noticing that the ratio of the capital share to the

labor share is given by pKlwL = (plw) (K/L), we have

(35)
Sk K share f'(k*)

SL
==

L share e k
'[f(k*) - k*f'(k*)]

k*e Kt
.

Canceling out eKt yields the result that the ratio of the capital share

to the labor share is constant at the equilibrium K/E ratio k*. If the

ratio of the wage rate to the profit rate grows as fast as the ratio of K to

L, the two movements cancel each other out and relative shares

remain constant.



Thus, by adding a factor for technical progress, we have explained

all of the stylized facts of growth. Capital and output grow at the same

rate, gz. + X, so the capital-output ratio is constant. The K and Q
growth rates both exceed L by A, so that K/L and QIL both grow at the

rate k. The profit rate is roughly constant, while the real wage grows

at rate K. This leaves relative income shares constant.
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FIGURE 19-10 The neoclassical model: increasing

returns to scale and phases of growth

MULTIPLE EQUILIBRIA IN THE
NEOCLASSICAL MODEL
As noted earlier, the neoclassical model, suitably modified to take

account of technical progress, seems to be generally relevant to the

developed, or industrial, economies, since the assumption of constant

returns to scale and the maintenance of full employment, at least

since the 1940s, may be generally valid in those economies. However,
we know that not all economies share these characteristics. In devel-

oping economies there is a much wider scope for increasing returns

to scale. This would change the shape of the production function and
lead to the possibility of multiple

equilibrium positions. Also, it is

possible that the rate of growth of

the population may depend on
the level of per capita income, so

that gL depends on q and k. This

would also lead to the possibility

of multiple equilibria.

Increasing Returns to Scale

Earlier in this chapter we saw
that the equilibrium k* is stable

because the production function

cut from above the gjs ray from
the origin. Since the production

function assumed diminishing q
returns to increases in capital

per man ka.sk grew, investment

grew less than proportionately

while the level of investment
required to maintain k grew
proportionately. Thus the econo-
my eventually, with diminishing
returns to k increases, moved to

a stable equilibrium, k*

.

If the production function

exhibits increasing returns to



FIGURE 19-11 Variable population growth rates

and the 'low-level equilibrium trap"

scale, due, perhaps, to the need
to provide social overhead capi-

tal—roads, dams, and so on — the

production function could have
the shape shown in Figure

19-10(a) (p. 395). Output per man
could grow with increasing re-

turns to the capital-labor ratio k

at low k levels —/"(A) > — and as

k rises eventually reach a point of

diminishing returns where

f"(k) < 0. Thus, the production

function could have two intersec-

tions with the gjs line, cutting it

from below at a low k level, k**,

and from above at a higher k

level, k*. This gives us two pos-

sible equilibrium k levels, but

only one is stable.

Where k < k* * in Figure

19-10(a),/(/c) < [(g,Js)k]. Thus,

sf(k)

k
< gl,
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and we know from equation (13)

that k < 0. Using similar reason-

ing for each portion of the pro-

duction function, we can derive the phase diagram shown in Figure

19-10(b). The implication of the phase diagram is that, if the economy
begins at a point where k < k* *, k will decrease toward zero and the

economy will, in some sense, disappear. This point, k**, is a low
unstable equilibrium point. If somehow the economy could be
pushed over that point, it could then move to the higher, stable

equilibrium level at k*. This model suggests that if the saving ratio

could be increased temporarily, the low unstable equilibrium point

could be done away with, and the economy would grow toward the

upper, stable, equilibrium k*.

Variable Population Growth

A more interesting model can be developed by introducing syste-

matic variation in the rate of population growth as q and k change.

We will assume that at a low level of output, gL is very low. As output

begins to grow above a subsistence level, gL begins to increase quite

rapidly. At a yet higher level of output, gL begins to slow again. This

pattern of g/. variation is shown by the curve with slope gjs in Figure



19-1 1(a), which also shows the original production function, q =f(k);

f"(k) < 0.

Again the model has at least two equilibrium points, k** and k*. By
examining the two functions with reference to the equilibrium condi-

tion given by equation (13), we can derive the phase diagram of

Figure 19-1 1(b). It tells us that the low-level equilibrium k** is now
stable. This is what Nelson has called the low-level equilibrium trap.

If the economy begins with any k lower than k* , rapid population

growth with rising income ensures that k will move to the stable

equilibrium level k**. But if the economy can initially rise above
k*, getting out of the trap, it will continue to expand indefinitely,

unless there is a third equilibrium point associated with super-

affluence and higher population growth rates.

This model gives a basic rationale for the theory of the big push in

economic development. If saving rates could just be increased suffi-

ciently, if the production function could be shifted up, or if a "wind-

fall" of capital could be obtained, so that k is increased above k* , the

low-level trap could be bypassed and the economy would enter a

phase of self-sustaining growth. These variations on the basic neo-

classical model do not offer any new insights into the real problems

of economic development. Bather, they provide a description of a

problem— a way of viewing the situation that the underdeveloped
countries are in.
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The Basic Model
Extended: Varying
Saving Assumptions

In Chapter 19 we saw that the basic neoclassical growth model with

a technical progress factor augmenting the effective labor force tends

toward a long-run equilibrium growth path on which the ratio of

capital to effective labor units K/E = h, and the ratio of output Q to

E,q, approach equilibrium k* ,q* values, so that both capital and
output tend to grow as fast as the effective labor force E. With the

effective labor force E defined as

(1) E
t
= L

te^=Ue K9^M
\

E grows at the rate gL + A, so that in equilibrium at k*,q*,

(2) Q = K= &+X,

giving a growth rate of output per man and capital per man equal to A,

the technical progress factor. In long-run equilibrium the profit rate

is constant and the real wage rate grows at the rate A. With K/L grow-

ing at the same rate A, relative shares of output are constant in equi-

librium, since

/riX K share of output pK
(3) 7—

r

?—ifrT
=

t
= constant

,

L share of output wL

398 with wlp and K/L both growing at the same rate. Finally, we saw that



the equilibrium growth path is balanced, with investment and con-

sumption both growing at the natural rate gL + X.

These results came from the simplest one-sector— meaning that the

economy has only one output that can be either invested or con-

sumed—neoclassical growth model built on the following three

basic assumptions:

1. The effective labor force E t grows at the rate gL + A, as shown
in equation (1).

2. Total output Q, depends on capital K,, and effective labor E,

inputs according to the production function,
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(4) Q t
= F(KhE t),

The production function is homogeneous of degree one, or

exhibits constant returns to scale, so that we can divide by E t to

obtain the labor-intensive production function,

(5) * s §=/(!;)=/(*<)

3. Saving, which equals investment by the assumption of full

employment, is a constant fraction s of output. Thus,

(6)
dK
dt

I,= S
t
= sQt .

These three basic assumptions are combined in Chapter 19 to

obtain the basic dynamic equation of the neoclassical growth model,

(7) k = sf(k)

k
(gt + A).

This equation can be solved for a stable equilibrium fe* value for k

where k = 0. This equilibrium fc* value can be obtained by setting k

in equation (7) equal to zero, so that

nkn== gL±Ak*

defines the equilibrium k* . This solution to equation (7) is shown
graphically in Figure 20-1. The production function, f(k), in Figure

20-l(a) ; gives the level of q for each value of k. The straight line show-
ing [(gt +\)/s]/c for each value of k has the following economic
interpretation.

At any given k level, for example k in Figure 20-l(a), the amount



FIGURE 20-1 Neoclassical growth equilibrium

Sl+a

(B) §
1 I
s' E s

of investment per effective

worker needed to maintain h is

equal to (gt + X)/c . Why is this

so? To maintain a given KIE
ratio k with E growing at gL + k,

K must grow at gL + k. But this

says that to maintain any given k,

dK

Since / = dK/dt, this means that

UK = gL + k, so that I = ( gL + k)K,

and

(8)
I
E

= (&+X)|
k E

= (gL + k)k,

where we write 7^E
to denote the

I/E ratio which holds k constant.

Now if I = sQ, so that Q = lis

and q — [(IIE)ls], and if invest-

ment per effective man needed to

maintain any given value of k is

given by (8), the level of output

per effective man needed to

maintain any given k can be
found by dividing (8) by s:

400

Thus, the q values given along the [(gL + k)/s]k function give the

output per effective man needed to maintain the corresponding k

ratios constant as E grows through time.

This analysis shows why the equilibrium k*,q* is stable. Left of

k*, output per effective man q exceeds the output level needed to

maintain the k ratio constant. Thus to the left of k* there is enough

investment both to equip each new £ unit with the existing KIE ratio

and to increase the KIE ratio; in that case k > and k grows. To the

right of k*, there is not even enough output per effective man to outfit



each new worker, or, to be precise, E unit, at the existing KIE ratio,

given s, so k falls. At k* , the q* level actually produced is the q which

yields just enough investment, given s, to maintain k constant as E
grows. Thus at k* , k = and the system has reached a stable equi-

librium. This stability is shown in the phase diagram of Figure

20- 1(b).

Once we have found an equilibrium k*,q* that is stable, we can,

assuming that the economy is competitive, differentiate the produc-

tion function with respect to L and K to obtain the marginal products

which will be equal to the real wage and profit rates. These, com-

bined with equilibrium K/L, give the relative shares of output, and,

observing that
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| = sf(k) and
consumption ^ (1

_
5)/(/

,

)?

we can obtain the distribution of output between consumption and

investment at the equilibrium k* level.

This chapter will investigate the consequences of changing the

saving assumption 3, above. The basic neoclassical model assumed
that saving is a constant fraction of output: S = sQ. Here we will

consider three different saving assumptions. The first is the classical

saving function in which s = s(p); s' > 0. In this case the saving ratio

declines as the profit rate, which measures the future return to

saving, falls. The second alternative assumption is the Kaldor saving

function, in which

S = swW+ spP; 1 > sp > sw >0.

Here the percentage of profits P which is saved, sp , exceeds the per-

centage of wages W which is saved, sw . Finally we will consider the

saving behavior implicit in the Ando-Modigliani consumption func-

tion,

C = a W+ a,K; 1 > «,o >«i >0.

In this case consumption depends on labor income and consumer net

worth, which in this simple model is the capital stock.

Each of these saving functions, combined with the E growth
assumption and the production function, will yield a stable equi-

librium k*,q* which is consistent with the stylized facts of Chapter 18.

Seeing how the models are developed and what role the saving ratio

plays in each will improve our understanding both ofhow the growth
models work and of useful ways to view and manipulate the models.
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THE CLASSICAL SAVING FUNCTION
The classical saving function makes the saving ratio s a function of

the profit rate p. If the reason for saving and investing is to increase

future consumption possibilities, one might expect that as the rate of

return on investment— which equals saving in full-employment

equilibrium — falls with a rising K/E ratio, the rate of saving would
fall since the future consumption payoff would be reduced. We should

note that this assumes that the substitution effect of a lower return on
saving outweighs the income effect which would tend to increase

saving to maintain a given future consumption stream. The classical

saving function, under this assumption, can be written as

(10) s(p); s' > 0.

The Equilibrium KIE Ratio

Combining this saving function with the constant-returns produc-

tion function in K and E,

(11) q =/(!) =/(*),

and the exogenously determined rate of growth of effective labor E
t

given by

(12) E = gL -rk,

we can construct the expression for the rate of growth of the K/E

ratio, k:

d3) h=k-(gL+k)=&-(gL+k)=&^-(gL+k).

It is important to notice here that the key saving variable is the ratio

of saving to output, given in equation (10) as s(p). Later, when we
introduce more complicated saving functions, we will see that the

main analytical trick is to manipulate the saving function into a form

where the saving ratio is a function of k. This has already been done

in equation (13), since p = /'( k).

Equation (13) can be solved for the equilibrium KIE ratio, k* by

setting k — to obtain

or



FIGURE 20-2 Equilibrium with classical

saving function

Sl+ A.

as the equation which deter-

mines fc*. This equilibrium con-

dition is similar to that of the

basic neoclassical model:

/( fc.)
= &±A

fc
.

9
u

except that in equation (14) s is

an increasing function of the

profit rate. How does this change

affect the determination of the

existence and stability of the

equilibrium fc*?

This question is answered
graphically in Figure 20-2. There,

in Figure 20-2(a) the q=f(k)
function is the same as that of

Figure 20-1. But the [(gL +\)/s]k

function is now convex instead of

a straight line. This is because as

k increases, p—f'(k), the slope

of the production function, falls

due to diminishing marginal

returns. This decreasing p causes s to fall as k rises, since s'(p) > 0.

The falling saving rate in turn causes the (g/.+ k)ls slope to rise with

increasing fc, giving a convex shape to the [(gz.+ A.)/s]fc function, as

shown in Figure 20-2(a).

Earlier we saw that at successively higher values of fc, it takes pro-

portionately higher levels of HE to maintain the existing k ratio. But if

the saving ratio is falling with increasing k, it will take increasing

increments to QIE to provide the proportional increases in HE
needed to maintain the existing k as E grows. Thus the [(gL + \)/s(p)]k

function, which gives the output per effective man needed to preserve

any given fc, has an increasing slope due to die falling s as fc rises and p
falls. Since the/(fc) function has a decreasing slope throughout— it is

concave downward— and the [(gL + k)ls(p)]k function has an increas-

ing slope, they intersect once at the equilibrium fc* ,q* point shown in

Figure 20-2(a).

This classical saving function ensures the existence of a stable

equilibrium k*,q* in the one-sector model, as Figure 20-2(b) shows.

To the left of fc*, where fc < fc*,

(b)
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™ > %r k and ^> &+ x,

so that fc > 0, and fc is increasing, as is shown in Figure 20-2(b). With
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the opposite results for k > k*, it is clear that fe* is a stable equilib-

rium. Thus in steady-state growth with the classical saving function

we have a constant k* and q* , so that

(15) Q = K=gL + K,

and output per man and capital per man both grow at the rate A.

Factor Returns and Income Shares

The values of the profit and wage rates can, as usual, be obtained

from the production function, equation (5), which can be written as

(16) ^'/(jfr,

To obtain the profit rate, PIK, assuming the economy is competitive,

we can differentiate (16) with respect to K:

(17) ^P^^W^fffl.
Again the profit rate is given by the slope of the production function.

At k — fe*, the profit rate is constant at p* =f'(k*).

Next, to obtain the real wage rate w, we can differentiate (16) with

respect to L:

(18) ^ - w *[mk)'(-j^)+Ak)]

= e K
'[f(k)-kf'(k)] = e

Klf(k)-e Kt
kf'{k)

output capital profits

man man capital

'

Atfc = k*, w = e K
'[f(k*) — k*f (k*)], so that to grows at the rate A with

f(k •)- k'f'(k') constant.

Thus in long-run growth equilibrium, with the classical saving

function and the neoclassical production function, the profit rate is

constant and the wage rate grows at the rate of growth X of output per

man. Two things should be noted concerning this result.

First, this model yields the expected result that in equilibrium

wages grow as fast as productivity, giving constant relative shares

of output. Again, the relative distribution of output is determined

by k* and the shape of the production function, as shown in Figure

20-3. Profits per effective man, PIE, can be measured along the q-axis



as the product p*k*. The rest of

total q* goes to wages per effec-

tive man. Multiplying both PIE

and W/E by E, at any given time

would give the distribution of Q t

between P, and W,. Second, once

we have established that a stable

equilibrium k*,q* exists, the pro-

positions concerning the equilib-

rium values of p and w and the

capital share and the labor share

follow solely from differentiation

of the production function under

the assumption of a competitive

economy that equates w = MPL
and p = MPK.

FIGURE 20-3 Classical saving function : relative

shares of output

q s
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THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS OF
A ONE-SECTOR GROWTH MODEL
By now we have seen that the equilibrium solution to a one-sector

growth model is, in general, characterized by the following three

simultaneous equations.

s
(19) f(k*) = ^j^k* or gL + X

km v*

where v, the capital-output ratio, is equal to both KIQ and klq. Thus,

(20) v' =
f(k*y

Finally, we have

(21) p*=f'(k*),

which gives us the factor prices and the distribution of output to

factor incomes.

In the basic neoclassical model with (g/.+ A) and s fixed, the equi-

librium solution of the model could be determined in a particularly

simple way. From (19), given (gL + X) and s, we can obtain equilib-

rium v*. Given equilibrium v*, k* can be obtained from equation

(20), as shown in Figure 20-4 (p. 406), where the production function

and the ray with slope 1/u* determine the location oik*. Then, given 405
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FIGURE 20-4 Equilibrium with
a classical saving function

n

Slope = v*

k*, we can obtain p* from
equation (21).

In the classical model, and
in the Kaldor and Ando-Modi-
gliani models to follow, solution

of the simultaneous equilibrium

equations (19)-(21) is not that

simple because the saving ratio s

is not given, but is a function of

other variables in the system. In

the classical model s = s(p) =
s[f'(k)]. Substituting (21) and
(20) into (19) gives us the equi-

librium condition

(22) gt +x = slf'(k*)lf(k*)

k*

one equation in one variable k* . This is the equilibrium condition

expressed in equation (14) earlier.

The important points to be noticed here are the following:

1. From the basic assumptions concerning labor input growth, the

production function, and saving behavior, we can obtain a basic

dynamic equation in the form

where s is the ratio of saving to output.

2. This equation yields an equilibrium k* where k — 0, and there

are generally a set of simultaneous equations such as (19)-(21)

to describe the k*,q*,v*, and price constellation in equilibrium.

3. These simultaneous equilibrium equations will be interrelated

to the degree that the variables s, v, and k are interdependent.

We might even, as in Chapter 19, consider gL or X to be a function

offc.

With this growth model summary in mind, we now turn to the

Kaldor and Ando-Modigliani saving functions.

THE KALDOR SAVING FUNCTION

Nicholas Kaldor has suggested a saving function which makes the

saving ratio a function of profit rate p and capital-output ratio v.



Kaldor's basic saving function is

(23) S = suW+spP.

Here wage income W plus profit income P add to output Q, and
Kaldor assumes that the saving ratio out of profits, sp , is greater than

that out of wages, sw . That is, it is assumed that 1 > sp > sw > 0.

The overall saving ratio s = S/Q can be derived from (23) as follows.

First, since W+ P = Q, we can write S as

S = sw(Q-P)+ SpP = swQ+ (sp-sw)P.

Dividing by Q to obtain the saving ratio s gives us

S .,
_ \ _£_ _ - _L / _ \ ,S y-^ Sw T \SP Sw) .~ Sw ~r [Sp Sw) „ '

^-.

.

Noting that P/K = p and K/Q = v, this expression can be rewritten

to give s in terms of p, v, and the fixed ratios sw and sp :

(24) s = sw+(sp-sw)pv.

The expression for the growth rate of the KIE ratio k is, as usual,

given by

(25) k = Sfj&-(g
L +k).

Substituting the saving ratio from equation (24) into this expression
for k gives us

[fe= *w+ (sp -sjp- f-(& + x),

or

(26) fc = ».^+ (»P-Op-(&+X),

as the basic equation for the growth rate of k.

What does expression (26) for k tell us about the existence, and
stability, of an equilibrium k* where k = 0? The answer can be
determined as follows. At "low" values of k, such as k in Figure
20-5 (p. 408), qlk and p are both "high," so that there is some low
value of k, where
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sV£+(sp -Sw)p > gL + k and it >0,



FIGURE 20-5 Kaldor saving function with

neoclassical production function

so that k is increasing. As k rises

from that low value, both qlk and

p fall, so that the difference be-

tween (Su-iql^ + isp— s^p) and

(gt + A.) diminishes. Eventually,

as k rises, it will reach a level —
k* — at which

Sik | + (*p - sw)p = gL + A.

and fe = 0.

For any jfc beyond that level k*

,

where k > k*,

s»k+ (sp—sw)p < gL + K

and jfc < 0,

so that k is decreasing.

Thus, the neoclassical growth model with the Kaldor saving func-

tion has a stable equilibrium k* ,q* , which, in turn, yields results

consistent with the stylized facts. Kaldor's saving function has made
both the capital-output ratio t" and the saving ratio s functions of the

capital-labor ratio k, increasing both the freedom and the complexity

of the model.

The expression for the saving ratio, equation (24), can be rewritten

as

(27) s = s lc+ (sp -svr)f'(k)
k

Aky

using equation (21) for p, so that s is seen to be a function of k. Sub-

stitution of this expression, plus equation (20) for v*, back into the

basic equilibrium condition given by (19), reproduced here as

(28) /<*•) = A,

408

gives one equilibrium condition in one unknown, k*

.

As we have seen, this jfc* solution is stable, giving equilibrium

growth at a stable k*,q* point. Again, equilibrium factor prices and

income shares can be derived from the production function in

exacdy the same fashion as in the basic neoclassical and classical

models.



THE ANDO-MODIGLIANI (A-M) 409
CONSUMPTION FUNCTION The Basic

The consumption function of Ando and Modigliani provides yet ° e

another important variant of the neoclassical one-sector growth Varying Savins
model. The A-M consumption function also provides a conceptual Assumptions

link with the static models discussed in Parts II and III. CHAPTER 20

Derivation of the Saving Ratio

The A-M function makes consumption depend on labor income
W and consumer net worth, which is given by K in our simple growth

models. Thus, Ando and Modigliani posit a consumption function

in which

(29) C = a W+ aiK; 1 > a > «i > 0.

This can be converted into a saving function, assuming S + C = Q, as

follows. First, we can write

S = Q-C = Q-a W- aiK.

Since total labor income W — Q — P, this can be written as

S = Q-a (Q-P)-a
1
K=(l-a )Q + a P-a

1
K.

Recognizing that P — pK, we have

S = (l-a^Q + aopK-^K

and

(30) S = (l-a )Q-( ai -aoP)K,

as the basic form of the A-M aggregate saving function in a growth
model context. If, as Ando and Modigliani assume, dSldK < 0, then

the expression (^ — cxop) is positive. Dividing both sides of (30) by Q
will give us an expression for the saving ratio s.

S
(31) s = q = (l-a )-(a

l
-a p)v,

since K/Q = v. Thus, (31) is the expression for the saving ratio s in

terms of p and v implicit in the A-M consumption function.

The Equilibrium KIE Ratio

The expression for the growth rate of k is given by

(32) k = sf(k) (&+A),
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FIGURE 20-6 Per capita

production function

so that k*, where k = 0, is given

by the usual equilibrium condi-

tion:

k
(33) /(*•)

gi
k*.

The per capita production func-

tion, f(k), can be plotted as usual

in Figure 20-6. But what is the

shape of the [(gL + k)/s]k function,

which gives the levels of output

per effective man needed to

maintain any given k? We can

answer this question by determining how s varies with changes in k.

If s falls as k rises, then the [(gL + k)/s]k function will look like that

of the classical model of Figure 20-2(a). If dsldk > 0, the [(&+ k)ls]k

function will have a decreasing slope, and the model might not

have an equilibrium k*,q* point because the f(k) and [(gL + k)ls]k

lines might never cross. This seems intuitively unlikely because the

A-M function basically assumes, with life-cycle saving behavior, that s

falls as k rises, and, if (^ — atop) is, indeed, positive, this will be the

case. But we can improve on this intuitive conclusion by determining

directly the conditions under which dsldk < from expression (31)

for s.

Since the capital-output ratio t; rises as k rises along the Figure 20-6

production function, we can concentrate on the sign of dsldv, trans-

lating to dsldk at the end. Differentiation of equation (31) with respect

to v yields

dv
(«! — a p) + va

dp

dv'

Since p falls and v rises as k rises, dp/dv < 0. Thus, dsldv — and

dsldk— could be positive only if a p > au that is, if a^ — otop < 0,

contrary to the basic A-M assumption, as noted earlier.

The condition under which dsldv is negative can be developed

much more precisely, however. We see from equation (34) that

— <0 if -(a
1
-a p) + va —- < 0.

dV dV

This condition can be rewritten as

(35) £<0 a, V dp

a p p dv
> 1



Condition (35) for dsldv and (dsldk) < in the A-M model has an

interesting interpretation. Consider that the capital share of output,

SK , is given by

so that

In SK = In p + In v

.

Then, remembering that increases in c accompany decreases in p we
have an expression for percentage changes in SK :

dSK _ dp dv

SK p v
"

If the elasticity of substitution in the underlying production function

is unity— as in the Cobb-Douglas function — then SK is constant

(dSKISK = 0), as p and v change. This means that if the elasticity of

substitution is unity,
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dp

P

dv

v
and

v dp

p dv
= -1.

If this is the case, then condition (35) for dsldv < reduces to aja p >
0, which is obviously fulfilled. Thus, if increases in the capital-

output ratio t" are accompanied by equal percentage decreases in the

profit rate p, then the share of capital in output will remain un-

changed, and (vlp)(dpldv) = — 1. If the underlying production func-

tion has an elasticity of substitution equal to one, then condition (35)

for dsldk < is met and the [(gL + \)ls]k function is convex, similar

to that of the Figure 20-2 classical model, so that an equilibrium

k* ,q* is ensured with the A-M consumption function.

But if the capital share tends to rise with rising v, implying that

the drop in p does not offset the rise in v, then the factor (vlp)(dpldv)

in (35) is between — 1 and and it is possible that at high values of p
and low values of k and v, dsldk > in equation (35). This possibility

need not overly concern us though, since from (35) it is clear that, if

the elasticity of substitution is fairly constant throughout the range
of k, that is, if (vlp)(dp/dv) isn't very sensitive to k, then as k rises and p
falls, condition (35) has an increasing probability of being met, since

with falling p, the term ai/a P will become dominant.

This gives us two possibilities for the shape of the [(g*. + A)/s]A-

function in the A-M model, illustrated in Figure 20-7. The solid
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FIGURE 20-7 Equilibrium growth

with the A-M consumption function

gL+*

[(gL + K)/s]k function shows the

normal case where ds/dk <
throughout. The dashed [(gi + A)/

s]k function shows a case where
the elasticity of substitution is

small enough that [(gt + A.)/s]k is

concave initially, but becomes
convex eventually as the term
aja p comes to dominate the

left-hand side of condition (35).

With the likelihood that the

elasticity of substitution runs

between, say, 0.8 and 1.0 in

industrial economies, the latter

possibility is not a serious problem.

As usual, in the case of the A-M consumption function, once a stable

k* ,q* has been located, the implications for prices and relative shares

can be drawn from the production function, and the equilibrium

levels of consumption and investment can be obtained from q* and
the saving ratio. All of the alternative saving functions considered

here give stable equilibrium ratios of capital to effective labor and
thus are consistent with the stylized facts. In the next chapter we will

consider briefly some issues concerning which growth path, that is,

which k* , a rational growth policy would choose, assuming it can

manipulate the saving ratio through tax policy.
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The Golden Rule
and an Introduction

to Optimal Growth Models

In Chapters 19 and 20 we saw that the neoclassical growth model
with technical progress embodied in the labor force tends to a long-

run growth path with equilibrium values for output per effective man,
q* = (Q/E)*, and capital per effective man, fc* = (K/E)*, under a wide
variation of theories of saving behavior. Along the long-run equi-

librium growth path, output, consumption, and investment all grow
at the same rate, as, of course, do output, consumption, and invest-

ment per capita. Thus the growth path gives balanced growth with

the division of output between consumption and investment on the

output side and between profits and wages on the income side stable

through time.

The rate of growth of output, consumption, and investment in

long-run equilibrium is determined by the growth rate of the labor

force, gL , plus the exogenous growth of labor productivity, k. The
level of the growth path, given by the equilibrium fc* and q* levels,

is determined jointly by the natural growth rate, n = gL + k, and by
saving behavior. Note that here we are introducing a specific notation

for the natural growth rate, n = gL + k. This is introduced purely to

simplify notation and facilitate presentation of the models.

We saw in Chapter 20 that an increase in the saving ratio s raises the

equilibrium values of fc* and q*, shifting the economy to a higher

equilibrium growth path. The question then naturally arises: If

the government (or society in general) can control the saving ratio s,

which of the many possible equilibrium growth paths, each corre-

sponding to a different s, should it choose? At what level should the

control variable s be set? This chapter analyzes this question in the 413
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context of equilibrium growth models and outlines some of the

answers proposed by optimal growth theories.

First we review the solution of the basic neoclassical model with

technical progress, focusing on the role of the saving ratio in deter-

mining the level of the growth path. Next we derive Phelps' golden

rule of accumulation. It says that the long-run equilibrium growth

path, that maximizes consumption per capita in all periods, once the

economy has reached its equilibrium path, is determined by the k*

level at which f'(k) = gL + k = n. This is the k* point where the slope

of the production function q = f(k) is equal to the slope of the (gL + k)k

line in, for example, Figure 20-1.

Next, we briefly describe optimal growth turnpike theorems.

These suggest that an economy that wants to maximize the integral

of social welfare, or utility, over time, on the assumption that utility

is a function of consumption per capita, should move toward a path

like the golden rule path as it grows. This discussion will introduce

the readers to one of the "frontier" areas of macroeconomic theory.

THE BASIC NEOCLASSICAL MODEL
ONCE MORE

Discussion of optimal growth and the role of the saving rate is

based on the neoclassical model developed in Chapter 19. The model
is built on the following assumptions concerning the structure of the

economy.
1. The labor force, L, grows at an exogenously determined rate gL .

The effective laborforce, E t
= L,ekt

, grows at the rate gL + k. This

is the natural growth rate of the economy, n = gL + k.

2. Output, Qt , depends on capital and effective labor inputs, Kt and

E
t

. The production function is written as

(1) Q t
=F(K,,E,).

The production function is homogeneous of degree one so that

we can write it as

(2) *-§-*(|.l)-/W; -f' >0 ' -f" <0 -

3. Investment, which equals saving, is a given fraction, s, of total

output. Thus, capital formation is given by

(3)
dK
dt
= It =St =sQt .



In this chapter we will treat the saving rate s as the government's

control or policy variable. By changing s, presumably by chang-

ing taxes, the government can move the economy's growth path

from one equilibrium level to another.

These assumptions can be combined to obtain the key expression

for the growth rate of the ratio of capital to effective labor units,

k = KIE. The growth rate of fc is definitionally given by

(4) k = k-E.

The growth rate of the capital stock, K, is simply

(5) K =

dK
dt

K K K
l_sQ_sq_sf(k)
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From asssumption 1, the growth rate of effective labor, E t , is just

(6) E = gL + k=n,

the economy's natural rate of growth. Thus, the expression for the

growth rate of k can be written as

(7)
I sfW , x . sf(k)

which gives the growth rate of k as a function of the level of k itself.

Equation (7) has an equilibrium value for k where k = 0. This equi-

librium value fc* can be obtained by setting fc = in equation (7) so

that fc* is determined by

(8) /(*•) = &±Afc*.

This solution is shown graphically in Figure 21-l(a) (p. 416), which
plots both f(k), actual output per effective man, q, as a function of k,

and [(gL+^)ls]k, which gives the level of q needed to maintain the

corresponding k as E grows at the rate gL + X.

Starting with k < fc* in Figure 21-l(a), output per effective man
exceeds that needed to maintain k Q , so there is investment "left

over" to raise k toward fc*. When k reaches fc* this "excess invest-

ment" becomes zero and fc stops rising. Thus, the equilibrium value

of fc, fc*, is a stable equilibrium, as shown in the phase diagram of

Figure 21-l(b).



FIGURE 21-1 An increase in the saving ratio

q
gL+A

g,+x^k

FIGURE 21-2 Long-run equilibrium

growth path of output per man

Slope = X

If the economy tends toward a

stable equilibrium k* in the long

run, this implies that K = E =

gt + A. in the long run, since k* —
(KIE)* is constant. Similarly, with

q tending toward q*
, we have

Q — E = gL + X in the long run,

so that in long-run growth
equilibrium

(9)

and

K=Q = gL + K=n,

(Q/L)=(K/L) = X.

The capital-labor ratio and output

per man both grow at the techni-

cal progress rate X.

Figure 21-2 shows the long-run

equilibrium growth path of out-

put per man given by the k*,q*

equilibrium point of Figure 21-1.

With the ratio of output to effec-

tive labor fixed at q* in equilib-

rium, we have

so that

U
— q eM

416

and the growth rate of QIL is

equal to X, as shown in Figure

21-2, since q* is constant in

equilibrium.

What happens if saving ratio

s increases to s'? In Figure 21-1

this rotates the [(gt+X)/s]/c

ray down to [(gt+X)/s']/c. At any given level of k, since the saving

ratio has risen, it takes less output to generate the investment needed
to maintain that k. At the old k*,f(k') > [(gL+ k)ls']k* , so k > 0, as

is shown in the dashed phase diagram of Figure 21-l(b). Thus, k



FIGURE 21-3 A change in the saving ratio which
the growth path

lni

S\ope

tn

and q begin to rise toward the

new k**,q**. But if k is growing,

K> E = gL +K, and (KJL) > X.

Similarly, with growing output

per effective man q, Q > E, and

(QIL) > X. Thus, while q grows

from q* to q* *, the growtii rate of

output per man exceeds A., the

slope of the long-run equilibrium

growth path in Figure 21-2.

When k and q reach the new
equilibrium k**,q**, however,

q stops growing, so Q falls back to

equal E and the growth rate of

output per man again falls to X.

This is illustrated in Figure 21-3.

There the saving rate is increased from s to s' at time t causing

output per man to begin to grow at a rate faster than X. As q approaches
q** in Figure 21-1, corresponding to the (QIL)** path of Figure

21-3, the growth rate of QIL slows to X again, reaching the equilibrium

long-run k** ,q* * path at time tn .

The increase in the saving ratio s has moved the economy from one

long-run growth path to another. Each of these equilibrium paths has

a slope, or growth rate, given by the technical progress rate X. It is

only in the period while q is moving from q* to q** that the growth

rate of QIL exceeds X.

As long as, in Figure 21-1, f'(k) > 0, that is, the marginal produc-

tivity of increases in the KIE ratio is positive, an increase in s will

raise equilibrium k and q and thus raise the growth path of QIL in

Figure 21-3. But this does not mean that policy should be directed

toward increasing the saving rate to raise the growth path. If the

aspect of economic activity that enters the society's welfare function

is consumption, not output, then perhaps the policy maker should

seek the value of s that gives the highest path of CIL, not of QIL. This

suggests that we now examine more closely the relation of the saving

ratio to the level of consumption.

shifts

SAVING AND CONSUMPTION IN
GROWTH EQUILIBRIUM

The level of investment and saving per effective man, HE, at

any level ofk is given by

(10) ^= ^§=sq = sf(k),
417
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FIGURE 21-4 Consumption and

investment with disequilibrium k

sf(k)

which is plotted in Figure 21-4.

Consumption per effective man
at any given k (not just equi-

librium k*) is then given by
(QlE )-(//£),

(11)
C _ _C_ ^QsQ
E Le Kt E E

= f(k)-sf(k),

and is the difference betweenf(k)
and sf(k), shown as (C £) at k in

Figure 21-4. Equation (11), to repeat, gives the level of consumption
at any k, given the saving ratio s. We can now rewrite equation (11) to

give the value of consumption per capita, CIL, at any value of k,

(12)
C

*"[/(*)-*/(*)]

From the equilibrium condition for k*, equation (8), we see that,

in equilibrium

(13) sf(**) = <&+*)**

Thus, the equilibrium value of k* is the same at the upper intersection

of Figure 21-5, given by equation (8), as at the lower intersection,

given by equation (13). Inserting

the expression for sf(k*), given

by equation (13), into equation

(12) for consumption per man,

CIL, we obtain an expression for

CIL in equilibrium,

FIGURE 21-5 Saving and consumption

q
gL+V

(14) T
e"[f(k*)

-(&+A)fc*].

The substitution of (gL + k)k* for

sf(k') can be made only in the

expression for (CIL)* — long-run

equilibrium C L. This substitu-

tion in (14) simply reflects the

lower intersection in Figure

21-5.



FIGURE 21-6 Consumption and

investment with equilibrium k*

The crucial points here are the

following:

1. For any given s, as k varies,

CIE is given by f(k)-sf(k),

and thus the difference be-

tween f(k) and sf(k) in Fig-

ure 21-4 traces out the value

of CIE.

2. But in equilibrium, (CIE)*

must equal f(k* )
-

( gL+ k)k*,

so that as s varies (due to

government manipulation,

perhaps) equilibrium (CIE )*

is traced by the difference

between f(k) and (gL + k)k in Figure 21-6. Here the reader

should note that since (C/L)* = e K
'(CIE)*, maximization of

(CIE)* is equivalent to maximization of (CIL)*, so that we can

discuss the choice of a value of s to maximize consumption per

man in terms of either (CIL)*, as in (14), or (CIE)* as in the last

two paragraphs.

3. Thus, while CIE for any given k is given by f(k) — sf(k), to

analyze how CIE (or CIL) differs among different long-run

equilibrium growth paths, we must focus on the difference

between f(k) and (gL + k)k in Figure 21-6.

The relationship between f(k), (CIE)*, and (gL -\-k)k is analyzed in

Figure 21-7 (p. 420). There we see that the various possible (CIE)* =
c* equilibrium values, corresponding to various values of s, are

given by the difference between/(/c) and (gL + X)k.

If the saving ratio is set at s in Figure 21-7, equilibrium will be
reached at k* ,q* . Consumption per effective man at equilibrium k*,q*

will be c* — (CIE)*. Further, with s set at s , consumption per man in

equilibrium will be given by
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(15)
,Ki c

e«c* = e»[f(kZ)-(gL + K)k*].

As the saving ratio s is increased from s to «! and s2 in Figure 21-7,

the difference between f(k) and (gL + k)k, which is equal to (CIE)*,

first rises, then falls. At which value of k* is equilibrium per capita

consumption at a maximum? Clearly, at the value of k* where the

slope o(f(k) is equal to the slope of (gt + k)k, that is, where p = f'(k) =

gL + k. Once we have located this k* — k* in Figure 21-7 — varying s

from Si in either direction will reduce (CIE)*, and thus reduce (CIL)*.

The reason why there exists a fc* that maximizes (CIE)* is simply

diminishing returns. With increases in q diminishing with increases
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FIGURE 21-7 Maximum equilibrium consumption per man

q

gL+A
k/ S

l

j/^fg^^^

/c\*

q

*°T

VE/max

^(gL
+X)k

/j / ~~~z^**^'~~ S2f(k)

//^C^^ \
»of(k)

4&^
l i k

kS k*

in /c, but increases in q that are needed to maintain equilibrium k*

growing proportionately with increases in k* , as s rises a k* value is

reached beyond which we would have to reduce consumption per

effective man to provide enough investment per effective man to

maintain any greater k* equilibrium value.

The existence of a maximum (C/E)* in Figure 21-7 shows that, in

Figure 21-8, as we increase the saving ratio, raising the equilibrium

(QIL)* path, the (C/L)* paths first shift up and then down. The highest

(CIL)* path is attained when s is set to give k* equilibrium at the

level where f'(k) = gL + k, fefin Figure 21-7.

PHELPS' GOLDEN RULE OF ACCUMULATION
It is important to notice that all of the (CIL)* paths of Figure 21-8

are parallel — they all have the same slope equal to the technical

progress factor A.. This follows from the expression given in equation

(14) for equilibrium C/L,

(16) (^)* = «MI/(Jfc*)-(&+X)jfc*].

Since each of the (CIL)* paths in Figure 21-8 represents a long-



FIGURE 21-8 Long-run equilibrium

-S-
: increasing the saving ratio

,„£

run growth equilibrium, each has

a corresponding value of k*

which is constant in equilibrium.

Thus in equilibrium the term in

brackets in equation (16) is con-

stant, so that the growth rate of

(CIL)* for any equilibrium value

of/c'is A.

If all equilibrium (CIL)*

paths are parallel, the one that

maximizes (CIL)* at any arbi-

trarily chosen time period £, will

maximize (CIL)* for all time

periods. Thus the argument of

the previous section, which

showed that maximum (CIL)* is

reached at the fc* value where

f'(k) = gL + k, can be developed

rather simply mathematically. The problem is, given equation (16) for

(CIL)*, what value of k* maximizes (CIL)*? To find that fc*, we differ-

entiate the expression for (CIL)* with respect to fc* and set that

derivative equal to zero:

(17)
sk*
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ext[f'(k*)-(gL + K)] = 0.

Since e
Kl

¥= 0, this means that maximum maintained (CIL)* is obtained

at the value of fc* where

or

/'(**)-(&+*) = 0,

(18) f'(k*) = gL + K.

That is, the s should be chosen that sets fc* at the level where the

profit rate p = f'(k) is equal to the natural growth rate, n = gL + k.

This is Phelps' golden rule of accumulation, and we shall give

several interpretations of it shortly. But first we should make clear

what is involved here. The golden rule fc* describes the growth
path which, once the economy attains it, will give a higher level of

per capita consumption than any other growth path for all time. We
should note that the golden rule discriminates between long-run

equilibrium paths in terms of their equilibrium (CIL)* values on the

assumption that the economy can choose freely among these paths.
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But clearly, if an increase in saving is required to move to the golden
rule path, the present generation would have to sacrifice consumption
for the benefit of future generations of consumers. Thus, the golden
rule path would be a target growth path only if, in a sense, the costs

of moving toward the path are small relative to the longer-run bene-
fits that come from reaching it. We will shortly return to this point,

which is central to the turnpike theorems of optimal growth.

It should also be noted that we are choosing among consumption
paths that all have constant (but different) equilibrium KIE ratios.

The paths are thus golden rule paths in that each generation must
pass on the same KIE ratio that it inherited — no fair eating up some of

the K you received or sacrificing to build up KIE and pass the benefit

on.

An excellent common-sense explanation of the golden rule result

has been given by Solow. Imagine an economy that can receive

capital free — that is, it can freely choose the level of its growth path —
with the proviso that it must, for all time, keep the same KIE ratio that

it initially chooses. Then for each increment of capital, IK, it accepts,

it receives a.» increment of output equal to

(19) \Q=f'(k)lK.

To maintain the KIE ratio k the capital stock must grow at die rate of

growth of E, gL + k. Thus, investment needed to maintain any given

k ratio is given by

(20) K
= (& + A) and I = (gL + k)K.

This means that the increase in investment needed to maintain the

increase in KIE that comes from accepting an additional increment of

K is given by

(21) A/ = (gL + A)AK.

As long as the increment to output, AQ, exceeds the increment to

investment, A7, the A/v increment gives an increase in consumption

AC. But f'(k) decreases as k increases, so eventually the economy
reaches a point where

(22) SQ = IKf'(k) = M = \K(gL + K).

At this point, taking on more free capital will increase the level of

investment needed to maintain k more than it increases output, that

is, it would imply a reduction of C to maintain the KE ratio. Thus,



the optimal amount of free capital to accept under golden rule con-

ditions is the K that equates the profit rate to the natural rate ofgrowth:

(23) /'(*) = &+ A.

There are two other interesting interpretations of the golden rule

condition. First, multiplying both sides of (23) by KIQ, we have
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(24)
f(k)K , ,..K I

from the fact that I — (gL -\-X)K in equilibrium. While the right-hand

side of equation (24) is the ratio of investment (= saving) to output,

the left-hand side of equation (24) is the profit rate p(=f'(k)) times

KIQ:

profits capital _ profits

capital output output

'

Thus, the golden rule equates the share of profits in output to the

ratio of investment to output. So the golden rule could be stated as

"invest your profits, consume your wages." This is just another way
of selecting the saving ratio s that yields the golden rule k*

.

The final interpretation of the golden rule also follows from equa-

tion (24). The term f'(k)KIQ can be converted into the elasticity of

output with respect to capital

input as follows:

f'(k)K f'(k)k dq

dk

k

Then equation (24) can be re-

written as

(25) dk'q~Q S -

This says that the saving ratio s

should be set equal to the elasti-

city of output with respect to

capital input to move the econo-

my to the golden rule path.

These are all various ways of

stating the same golden rule con-

dition. To attain the k* that gives

the highest long-run equilib-

rium consumption per capita

FIGURE 21-9

q

Golden rule k and^-

+ \
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(CIL)* — eK'(ClE)*, set the control variable 8 so that, at the equilib-

rium k* , the slope of the production function p=f'(k) is equal to

gt+X, the natural growth rate. The fc* equilibrium value that results

will then be the golden rule k* shown in Figure 21-9 that determines

the equilibrium growth path that maximizes consumption per man
over all time, once the economy reaches that path.

OPTIMAL GROWTH TURNPIKES
In the preceding two sections we have seen that we can find one

equilibrium fc* value that gives the highest possible equilibrium

growth path for per capita consumption, (CIL)* . Since all growth

paths are parallel with slope = gt + A., this highest equilibrium con-

sumption path, once attained, gives the highest possible per capita

consumption to each future generation, assuming the golden rule is

followed. This is the assumption that each generation maintains the

inherited fc* ratio, so that all paths are, in fact, parallel.

Now suppose the economy begins at an equilibrium fc* lower than

k*, perhaps due to having a saving ratio s lower than that associated

with fc*. Moving toward the golden rule fc* then would involve rais-

ing the saving rate. Then the movement to the golden rule {CIL)*

path would involve the present generation's building up capital, and
the KIE ratio, in order that future generations can gain the benefit of

traveling along the golden rule growth path. Thus, movement toward

the golden rule path from an initial low fc* involves a cost paid by
the present (and near-future) generations in exchange for the benefit

to future generations of moving along the golden rule path. Should
the present generation — of planners, or society, or politicians — be
willing to accept that cost?

Rather than try to answer this question categorically, we can con-

sider two cases. First, suppose that the initial fc* value is close to fc*

so that only a "small" cost is involved in moving to fc*. Suppose

further that the planner's (or society's) time horizon is very long so

that he can consider the benefits to many future generations of being

on the golden rule path. In this case the optimal policy would be to

move quickly toward the golden rule path. On the other hand, if the

initial fc* were far below k* so that a substantial sacrifice of present

consumption to increase s and build up the capital-labor ratio is

required to get to k* , and the planner's time horizon were fairly

short, optimal policy would suggest arching only gently toward the

golden rule path.

These kinds of considerations underlie the turnpike theorems of

optimal growth as developed, for example, by Radner and Samuelson.

Essentially, these say that the longer the time horizon, the smaller



FIGURE 21-10 The turnpike theorem:

per capita consumption growth path

In

the percentage of the time

should be spent away from

the turnpike (here the golden

rule) growth path. Thus, given a

starting k* < k*, the longer the

planning horizon, the relatively

faster should be the movement
toward the turnpike, since the

longer the planning horizon, the

more the benefits of being near

the turnpike outweigh the costs

of getting to it. In Figure 21-10,

the longer the time horizon, the

faster the economy should move from (C/L)* to (CIL)* . By now the

reason for the terminology "turnpike theorem" should be clear. A
person taking a long trip will gain by incurring some initial cost to get

onto a turnpike, while it might not pay to go to the turnpike for a

shorter trip.
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The Golden Rule Path as an Undiscounted
Turnpike Path

Turnpike theorems, stating that an optimal growth path should

spend all but an arbitrarily small percentage of its time in the neigh-

borhood of a given turnpike path, like our k*, as the planning time

horizon becomes longer and longer, come generally from the solu-

tion of the following kind of problem. Suppose the economy has the

structure of the neoclassical growth model (the constraints of the

problem), and one wants to maximize the integral of social utility

(the objective function of the problem) as a function of per capita

consumption from time to time T. What growth path should the

economy follow from some arbitrarily selected initial K/E ratio?

The first step in the solution of this problem is to state consumption
per effective man, C/E, as a function of the level and rate of growth of

the K/E ratio. From equation (11), the C/E ratio can be written as

(26) §=/(*)-|.

Noting that IIE= (IIK) (K/E) = Kk, and that since K=kE, K =
k+ E, we can rewrite (26) as

(27) ~=f(k)-k(k+E)=f(k)-nk-kk,

Here we are using n = gL + X as the growth rate of E just to simplify

the notation. Next we introduce the notation that dX/dt = DX, and
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d 2X/dt 2 = D 2X. Since k'k in (27) is just k [(dkldt)lk], we can then
rewrite equation (27) in its final form,

(28) !=/(*)-n*-D*.

Now, recognizing that the equilibrium growth path that maximizes
CIE also maximizes C/L, we can state the problem as maximizing the

integral from the present, time 0, to a future time T of social'utility

V which is a function of C E:

(29) r=i••§>= I
7

' >0, W < 0.

Thus, the problem is to maximize the integral

(30)
j

T

u(^)dt= f U(f(k)-nk-Dk)dt= f F(k,Dk)dt.

The right-hand term in (30) is introduced to show that this problem
is one of maximizing an integral of a function of k and Dk, one easily

handled by the Euler equation of the calculus of variations. The
Euler equation is the analog in a case where variables are time-

dependent to the ordinary' rules for finding a maximum in a static

case where all partial derivatives are set equal to zero. In the dynamic

case given by (30), the Euler equation

(31)
dF
dk

<&)
dt

=

will identify the equilibrium k value that maximizes the integral

/: "(§)*•

with Dk and D 2k = 0.

Taking the derivatives in the specific case of (30) gives us

(32) 0=U'-(f'(k)-n)
d(-V)

dt

= V (f'(k)- n)+ U" (f'(k)Dk- nDk- D 2k)

as the equilibrium condition identifying the It* value that maximizes

the integral in (30). If the economy is at an equilibrium Jfc" value, then



Dk and D2k = 0, and, since U' is positive, condition (32) boils down to

(33) 0=/'(fc*)-n, or f'(k*)=n = gL + k
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J>(§) dt.

Thus the golden rule growth path is also the turnpike path in the

case where the objective is to maximize social welfare as an undis-

counted function of consumption per capita over a long planning

horizon. This should have been clear from the outset, since the golden

rule was obtained by asking what path maximizes CIL or C/E, for all

periods, once the path is reached, with no reference to discounting

future incomes and consumptions.

A More General Turnpike Model

We can analyze a much more general optimal growth turnpike

problem by introducing a discount rate into the social welfare inte-

gral. Suppose future incomes and consumptions are discounted at

the rate r, so that a discounting factor e~ rt
is introduced into the

welfare integral given in (30). In this case the problem is to maximize

(34) fo
F(k,Dk)dt = fo

e~ rt U(f(k)- nk- Dk)dt

to find the k* value with Dk and D2k = that maximizes discounted

future utility.

The Euler equation in this case gives us

= e-rt U'-(f'(k)-n)
d(-e- rtU')

dt

= e~ rt U' (f'(k)- n) + e~ rt U" (f'(k)Dk- nDk-D2k)

+ U'(-re- rt
).

Setting Dk and D2k — and dividing out U' and e~ rt
, both positive,

gives us

(35) = (/'(***) -n)-T, or /'(***) = n+r = &+A+ r

as the equilibrium condition identifying the turnpike k** value

that maximizes the discounted social welfare integral of (34).

Since r is positive in this case, the discounted turnpike path



FIGURE 21-11

turnpike paths

Undiscounted and discounted

Slope = n

Slope = n + r

would involve a lower saving

rate and lower k** level than k*,
a

as shown in Figure 21-11. This

results, of course, from reducing

the current estimate of the value

of future incomes and consump-
tions by a discount rate, thus

reducing the value of current

saving to increase future con-

sumption.

The common-sense explanation

of this result follows directly

from that offered by Solow for the

golden rule result. Consideragain

an economy that is free to

accept a capital gift on the condi-

tion that it must maintain for-

ever the K E ratio it initially

accepts. In this case the present

value of future output gained by accepting an increment of capital

is given by

(36) AQ=f'(k)±K-r\K = (f'(k)-r)\K,

since future output increments are discounted by r. On the other

hand, to maintain the K E ratio as E grows at rate n = gL + k, an incre-

ment to K will require an increment to / given as before by

(37) AI = fiAK=(&+X)AJC.

Xow the economy with a discounted social welfare integral will

want to accept capital with diminishing/'(/c) until AO = A7, giving us

(38) f'(k)-r=n=gL+k,

the turnpike condition with future income discounted at rate r. The
economy with a long planning horizon should set its saving rate to

move fairly rapidly to an equilibrium growth path along which the

marginal productivity of capital — correctly measured to include such

negative outputs as pollution — is equal to the natural rate of growth

plus the social discount rate, if these can be correctly measured.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter completes our discussion of theoretical models of

long-run equilibrium growth. It should be clear that these models



are still highly theoretical, corresponding to the static models of Part

II of this book. The empirical work analogous to that on short-run

macroeconomics, reported in some detail in Part III, has yet to be

done on long-run growth models. Thus, it is not yet certain what

their full contribution to practical economic policy will be.

But two obvious gains in our understanding of the long-run work-

ings of the economy have already resulted from the study of growth

models. First, the distinction between medium-term and long-run

growth has become clear. We cannot expect a perpetually higher

growth rate as a result of an increase in the saving rate; the effect is

rather to shift the economy to a higher growth path. And it is foolish

to try to maximize the rate of growth, at least in an advanced economy.

Increased growth incurs costs, in terms of current consumption, so

that we should seek an optimum, rather than a maximum, rate of

growth that balances the gains to future generations against the

losses to the current generation. There are both benefits and costs to

growth, and they must be balanced to reach an optimal growth path.
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22
Medium-Term Growth
and "The Measure
of Our Ignorance"

In moving from the analysis of static models of income determination,

which focused on the problem of maintaining full employment, to the

analysis of long-run equilibrium growth models, we noted that the

distinction should be made between four different kinds of growth.

First, we studied in Parts I to III the growth involved in moving the

economy from a position of slack demand and high unemployment to

full employment. Here we call this type of growth short-run growth.

This type ofgrowth cannot be a continuing process; once the economy
is utilizing its resources fully, it can only grow as fast as the expansion

of those resources — growth of the capital stock and the labor force —
and technological progress permit.

The second type of growth that we noted is growth with full em-
ployment toward a long-run equilibrium growth path. In this case,

while maintaining full employment, the economy increases its ratios

of capital and output to effective labor input, moving toward the long-

run equilibrium k* ,q* point, in the language of Chapters 18-21. This

second type of growth we will call intermediate-run growth. Up to

this point, we have not closely analyzed this second type of growth,

which has been left for this final chapter. The third kind of growth

that we noted is long-run equilibrium growth at the economy's k*

,

q* — the balanced-growth path of the neoclassical growth models.

This third type of growth, which was the subject of Chapters 18-21,

we call long-run growth.

These three types of growth can be described in terms of two

familiar diagrams. In Figure 22-1, expansion to full employment

430 with a growing labor force can be described as a movement to the



FIGURE 22-1

q

Expansion to full-employment equilibrium

gi+\

production function from a point,

like 0, at which the economy is

not producing the potential out-

put, qA , that it could, given its

capital per effective man, kA .

Thus, moving to full employment
involves growth from point to

the production function at some
point between A and B in Figure
22-1. This is what we mean by
short-run growth.

Once full employment is

reached, the economy grows
along the production function

f(k) toward the long-run equilib-

rium point B. This second kind of

growth involves capital-deepen-

ing— increasing the amount of

capital per effective worker, k —
as well as capital-widening— providing new workers with capital

at the existing k ratio. This type of growth we call intermediate-run

growth. Eventually, as we have seen in Chapters 19-21, the economy
reaches a ratio of capital to effective labor at which all the investment

at that ratio, given the saving rate, is required just to widen capital—
to provide each new effective worker with capital at the existing k*

ratio. At this point, B in Figure 22-1, the k ratio stops changing and
the economy is in a long-run growth equilibrium with k* and q* fixed.

These three types of growth — from to the AB path to B — are

also shown in Figure 22-2, which is similar to Figure 18-1. It plots

the natural log of output per man against time. The movement from

point to the AB path involves eliminating unemployment and
moving to the economy's production possibility curve. The movement
along that function to point B in Figures 22-1 and 22-2 involves

full-employment growth toward
the long-run balanced growth
path. After point B the economy
is on the equilibrium growth
path of the neoclassical model.

In Chapter 21 we discussed

the question of what long-run

path the economy should want to

be on. Choosing this optimal

growth path involved setting the

government's control variable —
the saving ratio — at a level that

FIGURE 22-2 Expansion to full-

employment equilibrium growth path

In?
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gives in some sense the best k*

,

q* point. Thus, changing the

saving ratio from s to s t in Figure
22-3 increases equilibrium k from
k* to fe**, giving a period of

intermediate-run growth from
time t to time t x in Figure 22-4,

as the economy moves from the

initial long-run equilibrium

(QIL)* path to the new long-

run (QIL)** path. This is the

fourth type of growth that we
distinguished in Chapter 18, and
Figure 22-4 reproduces Figure

18-1 with a slight change in labels.

This fourth kind of growth is also

intermediate-run growth, with

the economy moving between
long-run growth paths, maintain-

ing full employment all the

while. This type of growth pro-

cess is the focus of this chapter.

In particular, in this chapter we
ask how sensitive is the growth

rate of output to changes in the

ratio of investment to output in

the intermediate run. This ques-

tion can be posed in one of two
ways. Assuming that a given change in the saving rate (saving =
investment) will move the long-run equilibrium growth path from

(QIL)* to (QIL)** in Figure 22-4, we can ask either how long is the

period from time t to time t x
that we're defining as intermediate run,

or we can ask how steep is the growth path from point C to point D in

Figure 22-4, that is, how much does the actual growth rate of output

respond to a given change in s? The longer the period from t to tu the

flatter will be the growth path from C to D, given the (QIL)* and

(QIL)** levels.

The steepness of the intermediate-run growth path depends on the

sensitivity of the growth rate of full-employment output to changes in

the growth rate of the capital stock. If the growth rate of output is

highly sensitive, or elastic, to changes in the growth rate of capital,

then a given increase in the saving (= investment) ratio, with full

employment maintained, initially increasing the growth rate of K,

will give a greater initial increase in the growth rate of output— that



is, a steeper intermediate-run growth path — than if this elasticity

were small.

So, although the economy will eventually settle onto a new (Q/L)*

path after an increase in the investment ratio, for an intermediate-

run period the rate of growth will exceed the long-run natural rate of

growth, n = gL + \. How much the growth rate will increase — or how
long the intermediate run is — will depend on how elastic the growth

rate of output, Q, is with respect to changes in the growth rate of the

capital stock, K. In turn, as we shall see shortly, this elasticity depends
on the source of technical progress in the economy. If it is embodied
in the capital stock, then increasing investment will yield not only

more capital, but newer, better, and more productive capital as well,

increasing the elasticity of with respect to K. At the other extreme,

if all technical progress is embodied in the labor force — more educa-

tion leading to better skills, and so on — then increasing investment

will give a smaller Q response.

To introduce the discussion of these issues, we first develop the

growth relationships implicit in the production function Q = F(K,L)

in some detail. This gives us a relationship between the growth rates

of output Q and of the capital and labor inputs, K and L, as the econo-

my moves along its production function between equilibrium long-

run growth paths. We then see how the sensitivity of Q with respect

to changes in saving, investment, and K depends on whether tech-

nological advance must be embodied in new capital stock or appears

in the form of a pure upward shift in the production function or a

simple augmentation of the effective labor force in the fashion

assumed in Chapters 19-21.

OUTPUT GROWTH, INPUT GROWTH, AND
THE CONSTANT-RETURNS-TO-SCALE
PRODUCTION FUNCTION
To develop the relationships between the growth rates of capital

and labor inputs and of output, we can begin with a familiar general

production function that is homogeneous to degree one:

(1) Q t
= F(K

t
,L

t ).

We will now derive from (1) an expression for the growth rate of

output in terms of the growth rates of the inputs, K and L. Dif-

ferentiating the production function with respect to time gives us

dQ = dFdK dFdL
dt dKdt dLdt'

and dividing through by Q gives us an expression for the proportional
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growth rate Q,

dQ

(2)
Q v

<W±dK dF±dL
dKQ dt dLQ df

Next we can multiply the right-hand terms of (2) by K/K and LIL,

respectively, to obtain

r)= dFK.dK]
L

dFLdLl
V dKQ dt K + dLQ dtL'

and recognizing that [(dKldt)IK] = K, and similarly for L, we can
rewrite this last expression to give Q in terms ofK and L:

(3)

or

(4)

dF K • dFL
f

8LQ L
'

Q = VkK+ Vl L,

where 7jff = (3F/9K) • (K/Q) and r,L = (3F/3L) (L/Q). Thus, if K
rises, Q will increase by t)K times the K increase, and similarly for L
changes.

Output Elasticities and Relative Shares

The coefficients r)K and r)L in equation (4) have two interesting

interpretations. First, they should be recognized as the elasticities

of output with respect to changes in input. With L held constant, for

example, the elasticity of output with respect to changes in capital

input, EK , is given by

Ek -Jk
K
Q Vk,

and similarly, with L held constant, EL = r\L . Looking back at equa-

tion (4), this says that the growth rate of output, 0> equals the sum of

the growth rates of inputs, each multiplied by its elasticity.

The second interesting interpretation follows if we assume com-

petitive pricing of factor inputs. For example, with competitive

pricing the real wage WIP = w is equal to the marginal product of

labor dF/dL. If this is the case, tjl also gives the labor share of output:

i7z.
= dF
dL

L
Q

wL
labor share

.



Similarly, t)K is equal to the capital share. Thus with competitive

pricing, the t\k and r\L coefficients give the shares of capital and labor

in output.

Now if the original production function is homogeneous to degree

one, this means that an equiproportionate increase in K and L will

give the same proportional increase in Q. For example, if K and L
both increase by 5 percent, that is, K = L = 0.05, then Q must increase

by 5 percent; Q = 0.05. But this says that with Q, K, and L all equal to

0.05, from equation (3),
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0.05 = Tfc(0.05) + r,L (0.05)

and

(5) 1 = 17*+ I7z.-

Thus, if the production function is homogeneous to degree one, the tj

elasticity/share coefficients must sum to unity. This ensures that if a

production function is homogeneous to degree one and the economy
has competitive factor pricing, then the competitively earned shares

of output will sum to one, that is, exhaust output.

It is sometimes suggested that the identification of r\ coefficients

with output elasticities and relative factor shares under competitive

pricing can be made only with a Cobb-Douglas production function.

However, the foregoing analysis shows that these relations hold

with any production function that is homogeneous to degree one in a

competitive economy. The Cobb-Douglas function does, however,
provide a useful example that may make these relationships more
clear.

The Cobb-Douglas function is written as

(6) Q=bK aV~a
,

or in logarithmic form,

In Q = In b + a In K + (1 - a) In L.

From this we can see that in the Cobb-Douglas case,

(7) Q = aK+(l-a)L,

so that the elasticity coefficients r)K and 7)L of equation (4) are just a
and 1 — a here and clearly sum to one.

Differentiating the production function (6) with respect to L and
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WL .. .Q L
d-ct),

which is the rjL elasticity coefficient in equation (7). A similar relation

holds for capital; the capital share is given by a, so that the shares are

identified with the elasticities and the sum to one.

The "Residual" Factor in U.S. Growth

We can now use the production function expression for Q,

(8) = VKK+itJ-,

to interpret the "stylized facts" of U.S. growth, which were presented

in Chapter 18. There we saw that in the U.S. economy, along trend,

the capital stock and output are growing at about 4.2 percent per year,

and the labor force is growing at about 1.5 percent. Thus, along trend,

Q = K = 0.042, and L = 0.015. We also know from Chapter 2 that,

depending on how proprietor's income is split between capital and

labor income, the labor share of national income is about 75 percent,

while the capital share is about 25 percent. Thus, r\L = 0.75 and

Vk = 0.25.

Inserting the values for factor input growth rates and relative

shares into the growth equation (8) gives us, on the assumption that

the economy's production function exhibits constant returns, an

explained output growth of

7)Kk-T)LL = 0.25(0.042) + 0.75(0.015) = 0.023.

But in fact output grows along trend at about 0.042, or 4.2 percent

per year! Thus only a little more than half the growth in output is

explained by input growth. The unexplained growth in output is the

residual:

Q — T]h K— 7)LL ~ 0.02 = residual.

This residual factor in economic growth is the growth of output that

cannot be simply explained by input growth with a constant-returns

production function. It is what Edward Denison has called "the

measure of our ignorance."

A large, and sometimes controversial, literature centered on the

works of Denison, Kendrick, Solow, and more recently, Jorgenson



and Griliches, has developed since the late 1950s over the explana-

tion of the residual factor in economic growth. In general, if inputs

are being correctly measured and the production function at any

given moment is homogeneous to degree one, then the residual would
come from the existence of technical progress. In other words, the

production function would be shifting up through time as a result of

(a) improvements in organization, (b) improvements in capital goods,

or (c) improvements in the labor force. Whether this technical pro-

gress factor augments specific inputs or simply shifts the production

function in a neutral way, and whether it must be embodied in new
inputs, as opposed to augmenting both old and new inputs alike, will

affect both the rate of technical progress that is compatible with a

residual factor of a given size, and the sensitivity of output growth to

changes in input growth rates.

A given rate of technical progress, if it simply shifts the production

function up, will generate a larger residual than if it augments just the

labor force, in which case it affects Q only through the labor input

elasticity T)L . It will give a residual that is smaller yet if it has to work
through the capital elasticity 77^. To put the point another way, to

explain a residual factor of 2 percent per year, the rate of technical

progress must be larger if it works through the labor elasticity r\L

than if it shifts the entire production function up, and larger yet if

it works through r\K . In addition, if technical progress must be em-
bodied in one or another of the factors, the sensitivity of output

growth to investment in these factors will be increased. Again, if

technical progress must be embodied in new machines, an increase in

saving and investment will raise output growth not only by producing

more machines, but also newer and better machines.

The next three sections will bring these points out by studying the

cases of, first, neutral disembodied technical progress in the form of

production function shifts, then labor-augmenting disembodied
technical progress ofthe E

t
— L

te
Kt form of Chapters 19-21, and finally

capital-embodied technical progress which raises the elasticity of

with respect to investment.

Whichever one of these assumptions is correct— or whatever
mixture of them — should have an important bearing on intermediate-

run growth policy; if the last one, capital-embodied technical pro-

gress, is correct, there would be a higher growth payoff, for example,
to an investment tax credit than if either of the other two were correct.
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NEUTRAL DISEMBODIED
TECHNICAL PROGRESS

The simplest technical progress assumption, introduced by Solow
in 1957, is that progress consists of organizational improvements that
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just shift the production function up through time. This kind of

technical progress, it is assumed, just floats costlessly down on the

economy. In this case the production function can be written

(9) Qt= At F(Kt,U),

where F(K,,L
t ) is our original constant-returns production function.

If A, is a steady autonomous upward shift in the production function

we can write it as

(10) At
= A eM

We can now derive a new expression for Qasa function of input

growth and the rate of technical progress from equation (9). First,

differentiation with respect to time gives us

&-F(K T)
dA + A

dFdK +A dFdL
dt- F{K

'
L)

^dJ
+A

jK'dt
+A

jL'dl-

Next, the same kind of substitutions that led to equations (3) and

(4) earlier yield the growth equation

(11) Q = A+7iKk+riLL.

Here the residual has been defined as the growth rate of A, the auto-

nomous technical-progress shift factor. If (10) holds, then we have as

a measurement of the residual,

(12) A = Q-TlKk-rlLL = k,

and the residual is equal to the growth rate ofA.

Graphically, we now have a per capita— but not necessarily per

effective worker— production function that is shifting up through

time. Dividing the production function (9) through by L, remember-

ing F's first-degree homogeneity, we have

(13)
Q_
L -Mf).

so that in Figure 22-5 the per capita production function shifts up

through time at the rate A, the growth rate of A.

Substituting our stylized facts into (12), we have, in the case of

neutral disembodied technical progress,

k = a = 0.042 -0.25(0.042) -0.75(0.015) == 0.02.



Thus, under this assumption the

rate of technical progress is de-

fined as the residual, about 2 per-

cent per year. Substitution of this

value of A back into the expres-

sion for O in this simple case

gives us

(14) = 0.02 + 0.25 K+ 0.75 L.

Since technical progress is not

embodied in the capital stock, a 1

percent increase in the growth

rate of capital, K, will, in the

intermediate run, increase Q by only about 0.25 percent. There is no

special technological benefit from increasing K since the technical

progress gains float down on old machines as well as on new.

On the other hand, a 1 percent increase in L will raise Q by 0.75

percent, even without any embodiment of technical progress in labor,

since, if income shares are a reasonable measure of elasticities, the

elasticity of output with respect to labor is about 0.75, while that with

respect to capital is only about 0.25. Next we will see the results of

assuming that all technical change is labor-augmenting but still

disembodied.

FIGURE 22-5 Per capita production

function shifting up through time

Q
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LABOR-AUGMENTING DISEMBODIED
TECHNICAL PROGRESS
Development of the expression for Q under the assumption of

labor-augmenting technical progress, used in the development of the

neoclassical growth model, is fairly simple. Suppose technical pro-

gress comes through improvements in the labor force due to such
things as improving skills, and that all workers share equally in these

improvements. In this case, we have the production function

(15) Q, = F(K„E
t ),

which is homogeneous to degree one in capital K and effective labor

E, which is defined as E t
= L

te
Kl

'. The growth rate of£ is given by

(16) E = L+k r
= n.

the natural rate of growth.
The expression for the growth rate ofQ from equation (15) is now

(17) Q = VKK + -

nEE = 7lKk+rlE(L+kL ).
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If the share of output going to effective labor is still 0.75, we can com-
pute the value of kL , the rate of technical progress under the assump-
tion of labor-augmenting technical progress from the following

expression:

0.042 = 0.25(0.042) + 0.75(0.015 +XJ.

Solving this equation for kL yields a value of 2.7 percent, which is

simply the difference between the growth rate of output, 4.2 percent,

and the growth rate of labor input, 1.5 percent. Thus in the labor-

augmenting case, kL is the exogenous rate of growth of labor

productivity.

Since in this model, technical progress operates through the elasti-

city of output with respect to labor, 0.75, the technical progress

parameter, kL , is 0.027, as opposed to k = 0.02 in the disembodied

case. If the size of the residual to be explained in both cases is the

same, 0.02, the parameter k will have to be larger in the case where it

has less "leverage" on Q.

The expression for the growth rate of output, however, is still

(18) Q = 0.02 + 0.25K+0.75L,

since the labor-augmenting technical progress is not embodied.

There is no additional benefit to labor force growth beyond the

simple addition of more labor to the production process.

CAPITAL-EMBODIED TECHNICAL PROGRESS

Both Solow and Nelson have developed simple models that em-
body technical progress in the capital stock through the assumption

that new machines are more efficient than old ones. In this case, an

increase in investment will reduce the average age of the capital

stock, giving an increase in the rate of technical progress. This in-

crease in the rate of technical progress associated with a drop in the

average age of the capital stock will, in turn, increase the rate of

growth of output beyond the increase associated with a simple in-

crease in the number of machines available. Thus, as long as invest-

ment is sufficient to reduce the average age of the capital stock, the

growth rate of output will rise both because there is more capital, and

because the average machine is becoming younger. Once the capital

stock reaches its equilibrium average age for a given ratio of invest-

ment to output, this additional "kick" to output growth from capital

stock growth will disappear, and the growth rate of output will settle

down to its long-run value.

Here we will develop the model with capital-embodied technical



progress following Nelson. The capital-embodied production function

can be written as

(19) Qt
= F(Jt,Lt),

with F homogeneous to degree one in labor and capital jelly, J, inputs.

The growth rate of output is now determined by the growth rates of

technologically enriched capital — capital jelly,/ — and the labor force:
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(20) Q=r]jJ+rlL L.

Capital jelly is defined as the aggregate capital stock with each

machine weighted by a technical progress factor reflecting its new-
ness. Thus we can write/ as

(21) Jt
t=0

Here Kvt is the capital stock of vintage v, built v years after the oldest

machine in use, which has v = 0, that is in operation at time t. kK is

the technical progress factor, a constant growth rate per year, so that

(1 + A.k)
1' gives the technical progress adjustment that converts each

vintage Kvt into equivalent current units of capital jelly.

From (21) we can see that if the capital stock is constant, so that net

investment is zero and each year's gross investment just replaces

dying machines with new ones, then the growth rate of/ would be
kK . Each year the technologically enriched capital stock would be
more efficient by a factor of A.^ due to replacement. If the capital

stock itself is growing at a constant rate, as it would in long-run growth
equilibrium, then the expression for the growth rate of capital jelly is

(22) j = K+ kK .

This gives the growth rate of/ in the long-run steady state with a

given ratio of investment to output.

Now a constant growth rate of the capital stock also implies a con-

stant average age of the capital stock. What would happen if the

investment ratio were increased so that the average age would fall?

If suddenly each machine in the capital stock became one year
younger, so that Ad, the change in the average age, a, were — 1, then
the growth rate of/ would go up by kK , since suddenly each machine
would be one year more efficient. This tells us that to introduce the

effect of changing a into equation (22) for/ we should add (—

\

AAa) to

it. Then if (— Aa) is, say, one-half year, / will rise by half of a year's

increase in productivity. This yields as an expression for / with
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average age changing,

(23) j = K+\K -\KM.

For the growth rate of output, this gives us,

(24) Q = riAk+\K-kK£id)+ 7iLL.

Next we should examine the relation between the rate of growth of

the capital stock, which is the policy variable in this analysis, and the

change in the average age. This relationship will give us the effect of

increasing investment on Q through increasing the rate of technical

progress.

Nelson shows that we can approximately express A77 as

(25) Aa=l-(K+8)a,

where 8 is the percentage depreciation rate of the capital stock. If

gross investment lg is the sum of net investment /„ plus depreciation

8K,

Iy = I n + 8K,

then the expression in parentheses in (25) is

K+ 8 = "^ + 8 =-g,

the ratio of gross investment to the capital stock. Thus (25) says that

if gross investment is zero, that is, K+ 8 = 0, then the average age of

the capital stock will increase by one year, since no old capital is

being replaced. If net investment equals zero so that only the dying

capital is being replaced, then

Ad= l-8a = 0,

since the average age of the capital stock is approximately the inverse

of the depreciation rate so that 8a equals one. Finally, the greater a,

the more a given increase in gross investment will reduce the average

age. For example, if the existing capital stock consisted entirely of

100 machines, all ten years old, so that a were equal to 10, then gross

investment of 100 new machines would reduce a to 5, so that A a

would be 5. If the existing stock had been 20 years old, the same

amount of gross investment would have reduced a to 10, so that A a

would be 10.



Substituting equation (25) for Aa into the expression for Q gives us

Combining terms within the braces yields

(26) Q = rlj [k+KK(k + 8)a] + 7, L L,

as the expression for Q in the case of capital-embodied technical

progress. We can now use the representative U.S. data to estimate

kj— the rate of technical progress in the capital-embodied model that

explains a residual of 2 percent per year. We already have estimated

that Q = K = 0.042, L = 0.015, r,j = 0.25, and -qL = 0.75. We can esti-

mate 8 at about 0.10, that is, depreciation is about 10 percent of the

capital stock, and a at about 10 years. Inserting these values into

equation (26) gives us

0.024 = 0.25 [0.042 + M0. 142) 10] + 0.75(0.015)

.

Solution of this equation for \K yields a value of 0.058, or 5.8 percent.

Thus with capital-embodied technical progress, the residual to be

explained is still 0.02, but since A.* works on only through the small

capital elasticity r\j, it must take on a larger value than k or kL to ex-

plain the same residual.

We can rewrite the expression for Q with capital-embodied techni-

cal progress at the rate of 5.8 percent per year to find the sensitivity

of with respect to K in this model:
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= 0.25[£ + 0.058(£ + 0.10)10] + 0.75 L,

so that

(27) Q = 0.014 + 0.39 K + 0.75 L.

Assuming that technical progress is embodied in new machinery
increases the intermediate-run sensitivity of Q with respect to K
from 0.25 in the disembodied and labor-augmenting models to about

0.40 here. This increase is a measure of the effect of investment,

giving the economy not just more capital, as in the first two models,

but also newer capital.

Thus, assuming all technical progress is embodied in new capital

raises the estimate of the sensitivity of Q to changes in K to at most
0.4, a fairly small return on a program of, for example, subsidy of

capital investment. A similar model embodying progress in the labor

force would probably increase the r\L coefficient to perhaps 0.8 or



444 0.85, making human capital programs much more attractive in terms
Growth of growth policy.
with Full These rough guesses reflect the state of knowledge of growth

\oa
^

€ '

models, and their relation to economic growth in reality. Presumably,

Growth Models the effect of a policy encouraging capital investment, such as acceler-

PART IV ated depreciation or investment tax credits, will raise the rate of

growth of output, in the intermediate run — but, of course, not at all

in the long run — by between 0.25 and 0.40 of the attendant increase

in the ratio of growth of the capital stock. More than this cannot be

said at the current state of empirical knowledge of economic growth

relationships.
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